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ABSTRACT 
CHARACTERIZATION IN MOZART'S OPERA 
THE MAGIC FLUTE 
THROUGH THE LANGUAGE OF MUSIC 
BY 
WONG CHI KEUNG, MARK 
Mozart，s masterpiece. The Magic Flute�is considered to be unique with respect to 
its subject, music, and underlying meaning. Many people have, at different times, 
attempted to unravel the meaning of the opera through various means of interpretation. 
Few, however, pay sufficient attention to the music of the opera，or its relationship to the 
characters. This thesis is proposed to review The Magic Flute with respect to 
characterization through music. Both analytic and descriptive approaches are adopted in 
the musical analysis as they complement each other, enabling us to get as close as 
possible to Mozart's musical intentions in this opera, particularly in his delineation of 
character through the language of the music itself. 
The music with which the three main characters, Tamino, Pamina, and Papageno, 
are associated is analysed from the point of view of characterization. Even though they 
are regarded as type-characters, they are sufficiently individualized by Mozart's genius 
to become living human beings, whose growth and experiences in the course of the opera 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Many people regard Mozart as primarily an operatic composer, and consider his 
other works to be operatic because of their dramatic elements. One of Mozart's gifts is 
generally acknowledged to be his ability in visualizing dramatic situations, of living in 
them’ and above all of thinking himself into the skins of his characters, no matter how 
diverse or how different they are. This extraordinary ability of Mozart manifests itself 
in his twenty-two operatic works, a result of his lifelong interest and preoccupation in the 
genre. Scholars such as Otto Jahn\ Hermann Aber^’ Edward J. Dent^, and Alfred 
Einstein^ have in various ways talked about Mozart’s genius in creating characters and 
dramatic situations in music, particularly in the more mature works such as the three 
Italian opera buffa. Le 酬e di Figaro. Don Giovanni, and Cosi fan tutte. Die 
Zauberflote. another masterpiece, has long been considered a unique work, with respect 
to its subject, music，and underlying meaning. 
Divergent and often c o n t r a d i c t o r y opinions - the Masonic, the revolutionary, and 
the conservative _ as pointed out by Paul Nettl5’ were generated from the very first in 
the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of THe Masic Flute. Masons saw immediately in the opera an allegory 
1 s e e O t t o J a h n , L re . /M.za r r , trans, by Pauline D. Townsend (New York: Cooper 
Square Publishers, 1970). 
2 see Hermann Abert, 一 , s Don Giovanni, trans, by Peter Gellhom (London: 
Eulenburg Books, 1976). 
3 see Edward J. Dent. Mozar.. Operas: A Cntical Study (2nd ed.; London: Oxford 
University Press, 1948). 
4 see Alfred Einstein, _art: His character, His Work, trans, by A. Mendel and N. 
Broder, (London: Granada, 1971). 
5 Paul Nettl, Mozart and Masonry (New York，1970). 
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of the brotherhood�secrets. According to Dcnt\ the connection of the story of Die 
Zauberfldte and Masonic literature was pointed out in the early nineteenth century by 
various people. Goethe, who was greatly interested in the opera partly because of its 
Masonic impact, produced it at Weimar and later even began a sequel to it. 
In the early nineteenth century the search for a key to the opera，s meaning was 
often conducted, according to Thomas Bauman/in the spirit of the contemporaneous 
roman k clef，，and he cites the following examples': 
In the Rhineland, which was at the time overrun w i t h Jacobins one 
see a perfect cipher of the French Revolution; simultaneously m Biedemieier 
another divined a patriotic defense of the Holy Roman Empire. 
The problem is that the music of the opera itself was rarely，if ever, referred to in 
elaborating these interpretations of the meaning of the text. Even in a study done by 
Egon Komorzynski 3 in 1951, who sees the opera's libretto as an allegory of the conflict 
between Italian and German opera in Vienna at the time when it was written, no 
significant appeal is made to the music itself. 
There is a change in direction concerning the interpretation of the opera’s 
meaning in more recent studies, which tend to focus more on the psychological and 
pMlosophical aspects. Michael Leve / gives a new view of Pamina’ saying that she 
outgrows her passive role as a nonnal operatic heroine. Her fate, Levey remarks of her 
1 See Dent, Mozarfs Operas: A Critical Study, pp. 224-5. 
2 Thomas B a — "Instrumental Music in Die 加 & _ a s ， 
by T h r r L m a n (Berkeley: University of California Press，1990), p. 277. 
3 Bgon Komoxzynsld.胸脈/ ScHikaneder: Ein Be_ .ur GescHickte des deutscHen 
Theaters (Vienna, 1951), pp. 215-18. 
4 M她ael Levey, "Aspects omoz抓’s Heroines," /狐n^/ 
Institutes 22 (1959), pp. 132-56. 
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suicide scene/far outweighs our interest in that of Tamino. From this point onwards 
Tamino ceases explicitly to be a character in his own right; his fate is merged with 
Pamina，s.’ 
Jacques Chailley^ attempts to apply Masonic symbolism to every detail of the 
opera's structure, emphasizing the antagonistic duality represented by the Queen of the 
Night and Sarastro. Tamino and Pamina，as well as other characters in the opera，are to 
be understood under such a duality. 
joscelyn Godwin! considers the opera's story a historical allegory of esoteric 
organizations in general, but interprets the opera's possible relationship to esoteric cults 
from an inner，psychological perspective. He applies the Jungian concept of the animus 
and the anima to Tamino and Pamina, and is concerned with the interchange and 
relatedness of love between the two. 
Dorothy Koenigsbergei^ follows Godwin’s lines, suggesting ‘幅 all the main 
characters of The Magic Flute are also joint participants in one being, one psyche’ or one 
soul.…the major theme played out through this metaphor being "the human quest for 
self-perfection." ’ 
— J a c q u e s Chailley, The Ma.ic Flute, Masonic Opera，trans, by Herbert Weinstock’ 
(London: Victor Gollancz，1972). 
2 Godwin, "Layer, of Meaning in The Flute, Musical Quarterly, LXV/4 
(Oct., 1979)，471-92. 
3 porothy Koenigsberge. "A New Metaphor for Mozart's _ 敎 " 一 麵 
Studies Review V (1975)，229-75. 
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Neither the early interpretations’ which assumed that The Magic Flute lay under 
a cipher, and that the key to this cipher, once it was found, would unlock a single, unified 
meaning, nor the recent writers, who are more concerned with the complexes or ‘layers, 
of its meaning, have much to say about the music of the opera, or its relationship to the 
characters. But after all, as Thomas Bauman saysVTV^e Magic Flute has flourished and 
fascinated because of the genius of Mozart,s music.’ 
Given that Mozart was a supreme musical dramatist, it is proposed to review The 
Magic Flute with respect to characterization through music. A number of people, for 
instance, Otto Jahn, Edward J. Dent, Alfred Einstein, Spike Hughes, Jacques Oiailley’ 
Charles Osborne, William Mann, David Caims, and Thomas Bauman have dealt with this 
subject in various ways. Owing to different reasons, most obvious of all the limitation 
of space, few of them go into musical details in their discussions. The present study is 
therefore an attempuo examine characterization in r/^ e 彻也 o u g h the language 
of the music itself. 
According to Andrew Steptoe, studies or commentaries on opera tend to fall into 
one of two broad categories - the analytic and the descriptive^: 
二二 ffl^敬纖驗SS 
and other emotions, as appropriate. 
1 B a u m a n , " I n s t r u m e n t a l Music In Die Tauberfldte;�p. 279. 
2 Andrew Steptoe, The Mo.art-Da Ponte Operas (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), p. 7. 
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Both approaches have their difficulties. One of the main problems in the musical analytic 
strategy is the difficulty of concluding anything about the emotional content or ‘meaning’ 
of the work. 
Impressionistic criticism has a greater limitation because of its essentially 
subjective nature. Interpretations often vary with the intellectual fashions and moral 
climate of the time. Edward J. Dent gives his comments on these problems^: 
All that we can do in studying the music of the past is to analyse and classify its 
technical characteristics. Feeling and emotion are certainly not to 二dei^ie^ or 
repudiated; but our difficulty is, not that they cannot be analysed’ but that toy 
c L o t command any safe measure of agreement. Our interpretation of them is too 
individual and personal. I might possibly succeed in persuading you to agree w i ^ 
my own interpretation of a piece of music - I m e ^ as regards ^ ^ ^ 
asLct - but I have no means of convincing you by argument. I draw your 
a tent on to this difference, because in musical criticism as it i s， 
sed we are so much accustomed to the method of persuasion, or even to that 
f f d t g i ^ L L r t i o n ’ that few people are really ready to give their mmds to ^ 
: r 二 t based on technical and ascertainable facts. The pe咖as丨ve method is o 
L S T ^ p i r t J e more attractive …there are many interpretations of music m 
i S s ' w h t h ^ a l e high rank in the company of l^elles-lettres; but, all the same, 
they are u n s c i e n t i f i c and fundamentally dishonest. 
perhaps this impasse can best be resolved by assuming that the two approaches 
are not in opposition, but need to be integrated in order mat the works may be understood 
more fully, as suggested by A. C. Bradley^: 
in the process of comparison and analysis it is not requisite it ^ 
二 二 二 二 二 二 s 二 二 二 
irksome. 
What follows in this thesis is an attempt to combine these two approaches in order to get 
as close as possible to Mozart's musical intentions in The Magic Flute, particularly in his 
~ T ^ ; ; ; ^ e n t ， r / ^ e 船:ofRomantic Opera’ edited by W. Dean (London，1976), 
P.31. 
2 Quoted in W. W. Lawrence, Shakespeare's Problem Comedies (London’ 1969)，p. 40. 
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delineation of character through the music. The music with which the three main 
characters, Tamino，Pamina, and Papageno, are associated will be analysed from the point 
of view of characterization. Musical examples cited will be given at the end of each 
chapter in order to avoid interrupting the flow of the text. All the examples are taken 
from the musical edition in full score by the Dover Publications^ and the English 
translation used in the text is from a jacket of an EMI recording!，with Otto Klemperer 
conducting the Philharmonia Orchestra and Chorus. 
- • -
1 W. A, Mozart. The Masic Flute (New York: Dover Publications, 1985). 
2 William Mann, bmchure for 化 A. Mozart: Die Zauberflote (EMI/SLS 912). 
CHAPTER 2 TAMINO 
In the first number (Introduction) Tamino, the hero of the opera, expresses his 
anguish and fear after defending himself in vain from the pursuit of a giant serpent. The 
seventeen-bar introduction is descriptive of both the perilous situation and Tamino’s 
fright. In dramatic C minor, the up-beat short arpeggio phrases of the first violins (ex.2-
1) portray Tamino's breathless agitation while fleeing the serpent. His increasing anxiety 
is depicted by the phrase going up from E flat，piano, to high G, subito forte, and 
descending abruptly piano down the scale to B natural. The dramatic excitement of the 
scene is underlined by the sustained winds, piano, strengthening the frightening 
atmosphere with the fortepiano. The repeated quaver pedal C in the basses，together with 
the semiquavers in the second violins and violas add force to the drama. Tension is 
sustained by an off-beat phrase in the winds. This is followed by a repeat of ex.2-1 in 
the dominant，which leads to a dramatic chromatic passage (ex.2-2). The violins, still in 
short phrases, go up an octave of the C minor scale, crescendo’ ihmforte. The trills and 
the staccato quavers emphasize Tamino,s nervous anxiety. The tension is sustained by 
the continuous quavers of the lower strings，the long notes of the oboes and horns, the 
chromatic melodic line of the violins, and the melodic line of the bassoon parts. The 
Introduction concludes with the violins playing repeated semiquavers; the first violins 
finish with forceful triple- stoppings (ex.2-3). William Mann talks about how the 
introduction portrays Tamino's fear^: 
The music of No.l, Introduction ... shows that he is very much •灿 _ t ^ o j p s 
abmpt dynamic contrasts, the minor key - before he opens ^ s Tl^ 
S L a is actually playing the music to which he soon sings about his temble 
plight. 
1 William Mann, The Operas of Mozart (London: Cassell，1977)，p. 605. 
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Jacques Chailley remarks on the descriptive elements in the introduction^: 
The agitated introduction is longish (the length necessitated by the accompanying 
mise en seine); it describes first the undulation of the serpent (it rears up and 
falls back), then Tamino’s alarmed flight, interrupted by stops and backward 
glances. 
Spike Hughes explains why the orchestral prelude has been an unusually long one. He 
says〗： 
To permit Schikaneder time for his lighting effects and to make the most of his 
fire-breathing serpent Mozart provides an unusually long orchestral prelude to 
accompany the action. It is an agitated and impellingly dramatic sequence in 
which syncopated chords and sudden contrasts of piano and forte from oboes, 
bassoons and horns provide a background for music in this vein. 
Edward J. Dent also comments on Mozart's genius in writing this orchestral 
introduction^: 
Tamino rushes on, pursued by a huge serpent. There must be time pertiaps to let 
a few slaves hurry across in flight, certainly time for us to get a good view of 
Tamino and realize that he has no arrows left, time too to take due note of the 
serpent, which Schikaneder has no doubt had made at great expense,…Mozart 
therefore gives us an introduction of seventeen bars for orchestra alone. There is 
no parallel to this in any of his previous operas; the storm in Idomeneo is a small 
affair compared with this intense and vivid piece of musical description But we 
feel that he grasps the situation firmly at once; he sees all its possibilities he 
knows exactly what effect he wants to get and makes straight for it, with perfect 
success, owing to his absolute mastery of the orchestra, of poignant expression -
giving us the accent of terror in the first phrase - and of the symphonic style 
which enables him to take u small rhythmic figure and work it up m a gradual 
crescendo to the utmost agony of despair. 
The above analysis has shown that Mozart makes effective use of musical means such as 
dynamics, rhythms, accompaniment patterns，tonality, and chromaticisms to portray at 
once the dramatic situation from which Tamino finds himself incapable of escaping, as 
well as his state of emotion. 
“ 1 Jacques Chailley, The Magic Flute, Masonic Opera，trans, by Herbert Weinstock, 
(London: Victor Gollancz, 1971), p. 184. 
2 Spike Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas (2nd ed.; New York: Dover Publications，1972)， 
p. 197. 
3 Edward J. Dent, Mozarfs Operas: A Critical Study (2nd ed.; London: Oxford University 
Press, 1948), p. 244. 
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Tamino’s vocal phrases ‘Help me! oh, help me! or I am lost，condemned as 
sacrifice to the cunning serpent! Merciful gods!，(Zm Hilfe! Zu Hilfe! sonst bin ich 
verloren! der listigen schlange zum Opfer erkoren! Barmherzige Gotter!) basically follow 
the melodic lines of the first violins in the introduction, which express his fear and 
agitation. A more intense feeling of fright，however，is underlined by the octave falls in 
both the violin and the vocal parts，the augmented sixth chord, the syncopated rhythm in 
the upper strings，and the dynamics crescendo, forte，to the words ‘Merciful gods，（ex.2-
4). This is described also by the orchestral accompaniment in which the winds join in in 
the second beat sforzando. and then piano, and the second violins and violas in 
syncopation. 
Such feelings of Tamino are stressed even more strongly by the chromaticisms 
in his repeated phrase ‘It，s coming closer!，(Schon nahet sie sich!) (ex.2-5)’ the 
semiquavers in the second violins, and by the sustained bassoons. The ascending 
_cato quavers and the slurred crotchets and quavers in the other parts of the strings， 
marked with alternate piano and sforzando, might describe the serpent getting closer, as 
Manni says，‘ At ‘schon nahet sie sich’ the orchestra portrays the fearsome lolloping along 
the mountain of this monstrous predatory beast ’ While Mann may be correct in this, the 
dramatic dynamics and the chromaticisms add to the sense of fear and despair. 
In desperation, Tamino calls for help but in vain. His senses finally fail him and 
he falls unconscious. His vocal phrase ‘Ah! save me, ah! defend me!，(AM rettet mich, 
ach! schutzet mich) (ex.2-6) is accompanied by repeated semiquavers in the upper strings. 
Together with the Neapolitan sixth and the diminished seventh chords，they express 
1 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 605. 
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Tamino's despair and fear. The alternating piano md forte adds immeasurably to the 
feeling of fright and trembling. David Caims gives a summary account on the first forty 
bars of the introduction^: 
In forty graphic bars the music depicts his [Tamino’s] breathless flight and the 
heaving coils of the approaching snake: a tense, rushing C minor, with strong 
contrasts of dynamics, stabbing offbeat accents, and lurid chords on woodwind 
and horns. 
To have the hero fainting on stage after 40 bars of the first musical number does 
not give a very convincing picture of his heroism. But this does not take into account 
of the music, whose formal aspects which include the restatement of the first theme in 
Tamino’s vocal part, the modulation from the tonic to the dominant, and the symphonic 
and serious style are indicative of it as a musical language in the highest possible order. 
There is no question in the mind of the viewer that the scene is real, and Tamino a hero. 
On the other hand, one might argue that Tamino cannot do otherwise under this situation 
as his action is dictated by the drama itself. David Caims gives an interesting 
interpretation〗： 
Tamino，s loss of consciousness is to be the start of a new existence for him. It 
will be paralleled a few scenes later when Pamina, too, faints after an attack by 
animal nature [Monostatos]. For each of them this symbolic death is the 
；Reconditon of rebirth into the life of the spirit; t h o u g h neither of 
ft, it is the beginning of a pilgrimage that wUl lead them, after each other's arms and to the threshold of the golden age ... For the present, 
S n i n o is very much in the land of unenlightenment, the domam of ignorance 
and unregenerate Woman. 
The music of the first number, even though it is largely to do with setting an atmosphere 
of a scene or describing a dramatic situation, does tell us something about Tamino as a 
1 David Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation，" in The Magic Flute, edited by Nicholas 
John (London: John Colder, 1980), p. 19. 
2 Ibid.，p. 19. 
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man. Finding himself in such a plight, he is as yet unable to stand up on his own. At 
this stage, all he does is call for help. 
The three Ladies are certainly very much impressed by Tamino’s appearance, 
describing him as a pleasing youth, gentle and fair, pretty as a picture (ex.2-7). However’ 
it is through the third number, the ‘portrait, aria, that Tamino shows himself to be an 
inexperienced young man not yet attaining maturity and unsure of his inner feeling. 
Denti remarks that ‘he has not been allowed to think, but only to feel.’ And feel he 
does, with the intensity and ardour of a young man, when he sees the portrait of Pamina 
and falls in love with it. 
The rather short prelude (ex.2-8) of the third number (Aria) apparently does 
nothing other than intmduce the song. Harmonically it is made up entirely of the tonic 
chord of E flat major in root position. A closer look at it, however, reveals something 
interesting and perhaps significant. In the first place there are the upbeat 
demisemiquavers preceding both of the introductory bars. They seem to underline the 
awakening of emotion in Tamino. Such an effect is further increased by the tenuto marks 
in the other instruments _ clarinets, bassoons, horns, cellos and basses. Thirdly, the 
melodic line of the introduction, played by the first violins’ is of an ascending order 
moving from B flat, through E flat to G. The overall effect of this short prelude，though 
marked piano，is therefore of describing the growth and expansion of Tamino’s emotional 
reaction to the portrait of Pamina. One might even visualize how Tamino sees the beauty 
of Pamina, regards her beauty as something exceptional and finally falls in love with her, 
to be represented aptly by the ascent of the notes played by the first violins. The growth 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas, p. 260. 
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of emotion reaches its highest point when Tamino joins in at the climax, singing from B 
flat up to the same note G. 
The leap of a sixth (from B flat to G) at the beginning of the song (ex.2-9) shows 
an outburst of intense emotion as mentioned above whereas the following descending 
scale perhaps displays the inward movement of his mind. The chromaticisms in both the 
vocal and the accompanying string parts (ex.2-10) reveal Tamino’s uncertainty about the 
meaning of his feelings until his exciting realization that this ‘angelic picture’ 
{Gdtterbild) (ex.2-11) is filling his heart with a new emotion. His excitement is 
expressed by the leap of a seventh on the word ‘angelic picture，and by the 
accompaniment of the full orchestra，sforzando piano. The ‘new emotion’ {neuer 
Regung) is portrayed by the diminished seventh chord in the strings and further flashed 
out by the semiquavers in the first violins (ex.2-12). The tenderness and sweetness of 
Tamino's new feelings are further commented on by two clarinets in thirds with the 
expressive chromatic note C sharp, and auxilliary note A natural (ex.2-13). 
Tamino, however，is unsure of what these new feelings are, as he sings ‘this 
something I cannot name; but I feel it here burning like fire，Etwas kann ich 應 r 
nicht nennen’ dochfuhl ich,s hier .ie Feuer brennen) (ex.2-14). The vocal lines follow 
that of ex.2-13, in which the chromatic C sharp express the tenderness of Tamino's 
feelings. The contour of these two phrases is similar; the ascent followed by descent in 
the latter part of the phrases appears to have affinity with the opening theme and 
Tamino，s vocal part in the second section of the aria. An increase in intensity of emotion 
is emphasized by the orchestral a c c o m p a n i m e n t to the two phrases. While the first phrase 
is commented on by the clarinets，homs, and the up-beat quavers in the upper strings，the 
second one is a c c o m p a n i e d by the richer sound of the full orchestra, in which the first 
13 
violins play an expressive melodic line characterized by dotted semiquavers and 
demisemiquavers. 
In a state of uncertainty, Tamino asks himself ‘Can this sensation be love?’ (Soil 
die Empfindung Liebe sein?) (ex.2-15). The string accompaniment to this phrase, which 
features a demisemiquaver melodic line in the first violins, mezzoforte，underlines 
Tamino，s ever stronger feelings. This reaches a climax when all the parts are silent 
except the sustained piano horns, which lead to the sweet sounds of the clarinets and 
bassoons in thirds，piano, crescendo’ until Tamino's outburst and final realization of this 
sensation as love (ex.2-16). Tamino's uncertainty about his feelings in ex.2-10 is here 
contrasted with his certainty through the use of the similar musical figure ” [ I f . While 
the chromatic notes in ex.2-10 convey a feeling of doubtfulness about his emotions, the 
dominant seventh chord of E flat major (ex.2-17) displays a certainty. Besides, the 
coming down of a sixth from G to B flat in B flat major (ex.2-18)，a contrast to the leap 
in ex.2-9, gives the effect of relief and consolation, as well as certainty of feeling. 
Tamino's feeling of love for Pamina turns him to thoughts of finding her. His 
excitement is expressed by Mozart through several musical means (ex.2-19). There is an 
increase in intensity through the doubling of speed in the demisemiquavers of the first 
violins, the chromaticism in the second violin part, the repeated semiquavers of the pedal 
bass on B flat and the s y n c o p a t i o n of the clarinets，bassoons and horns against the 
strings. The breathless excitement is conveyed in the first violin part by pairs of 
demisemiquavers separated by rests. The overall effect is of the accelerated beating of 
the heart as a result of mounting excitement. Moreover, tlie chromatic and non-harmonic 
notes in the first violin part add intensity (ex.2-20). 
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The contour of the two vocal phrases ‘Oh, if only I might find her! If only she 
stood before me!，(O wenn ich sie nur finden kdnnte! o wenn sie dock hier vor mir 
stande!) (ex.2-21) recalls that of exx.2-9 and 2-14. The predominant upward scale of 
ex.2-21, crescendo, expresses the greater certainty and intensity of Tamino's feelings. 
The short phrases ‘I would …would’ (Ich wurde, wUrde), accompanied by the syncopated 
winds (ex.2-22), depict Tamino's hesitation. The warmth ofTamino's feeling is stressed 
by the chromatic note G flat on the word ‘warmly’ {warm) (ex.2-23). 
This section is separated from the final part by a significant pause after the words 
‘what would I do?，(was wttrde ich?) (ex.2-24). Here Tamino is no longer the ‘helpless’ 
hero reduced to inability and inaction as in the first number. He resolves to achieve what 
he desires through action. This section continues with the excitement of the repeated 
semiquavers in the bass part and the demisemiquavers in the violas (ex.2-25). The first 
violin part presents what could be the thought of Pamina in Tamino’s mind (ex.2-26)，to 
which he gives an answering phrase to the words ‘I would, in ecstasy, press her to my 
ardent heart，{Ich wurde sie voll Entzucken an diesen heissen Busen drucken) (ex.2-27). 
The continuous note of the homs binds the two until clarinets and bassoons join in when 
Pamina (the melody of the first violin) and Tamino come together (ex.2-28). 
As in exx.2-8, 2-14，and 2-21, there is a characteristic upward and downward 
movement in ex.2-27. The ascent from B flat to A flat and then down to D in the phrase 
‘press her to my ardent heart，is in fact the same to that in ex.2-21. A similar contour 
is also found in the next phrase ‘and she would be mine forever’ _ _ 偷e sie dann 
mein) (ex.2-29), in which Tamino，s tender feeling is underlined by the chromatic E 
natural on the word ‘would’. There is the repetition of the same musical phrase (ex.2-10) 
to the same words in ex.2-29, which is followed by the same orchestral comment as in 
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ex.2-9. This is the answer to the new feeling - to enjoy her love forever. The same 
words are repeated several times, accompanied by the emotional excitement of Tamino 
jumping up to G five times during his last phrase, with even a jump of a ninth from F to 
high G the third time (ex.2-30). Tamino,s music thus demonstrates the strength of his 
new-found love. 
Mozart gives us a clear picture of Tamino's character through his emotional 
reaction to the portrait of Pamina. More, he shows us through musical means the 
transformation of Tamino’s feelings during the course of a therefore highly interesting 
aria. Operatic arias very often only serve the purpose of describing a feeling or emotion 
and so can be criticized for holding up the drama. This is especially true with the da 
capo aria in which the third section of the song simply repeats the first. In this aria， 
dramatic action takes place not in a physical sense, but in terms of Tamino's emotional 
reaction and transformation. Various means have been used by Mozart to show such 
transformation. Firstly，there is Mozart's use of the sixth in the vocal line. The leap of 
a s i x t h in the first vocal phrase (ex.2-9) and in bars 12 and 13 (ex.2-31) is musically 
connected witH the descent of a sixth in the question ‘Can this sensation be love?，(soil 
die Empfindung Liebe sein?) (ex.2-32) and furthermore with the answer ‘This can only 
be love，(die Liebe isfs allein) (ex.2-33). While the leaps signify an outburst of intense 
emotion, the descents give a consoling effect as well as an effect of more certain feeling. 
The same leap in the final phrase (ex.2-34), as part of the condensed recapitulation, 
expresses Tamino’s profession of love for Pamina and his detennination to look for her. 
William Manni _ comments on the rising sixth ‘as an archetypal vocal opening which 
Mozart regularly used for such moments of spiritual illumination.，The large leap, an 
1 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 608. 
• J 
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octave played by the first violins in the postlude, shows that Tamino is very secure in his 
feeling. In fact, his certainty is underlined even more by the last two bars of the postlude 
marked piano, than the preceding one in forte (ex.2-35), because they show a calm 
realization in Tamino that Pamina is the ideal object of his love. Moreover’ according 
to the music of the last two bars, he is in control of his feeling despite its exciting 
intensity. Thomas Bauman also talks about the significance of the postlude. He 
s a y s � 
Notice as well that the ritomello，s [postlude’s] pattern is stated first forte then 
piano. The forte statement flushes with Tamino's joyous anticipation, but the 
piano one that follows offers a pensive afterthought... 
The conclusion he draws from this is^ ： 
With these few strokes we have Tamino’s whole character before us - not just tiie 
knight ready to dash off, half cocked，to rescue a damsel in distress, but a mind 
also given to reflection. 
Secondly, a comparison between ex.2-10 and ex.2-17 shows the use of a similar 
musical figure, one characterized by chromatic notes and the other by the dominant 
seventh chord. The contrast demonstrates how Tamino’s emotion develops during the 
aria from doubtfulness to certainty： Thirdly, the musical motif in the second part of the 
vocal phrase ‘This Something I cannot name’ iPies etwas kann ich 細 r nicht nennen) 
(ex.2-14)，with the upward and downward movements, appears to have developed from 
the opening theme (ex.2-9). It is further developed musically in the course of the aria 
through the phrase ‘Oh，if only I find her，（O, w 細 ich sie nurfinden konnte) (ex.2-21) 
to ‘I would, in ecstasy, press her to my ardent heart' (Ich sie voll Ennucken an 
diesen heissen Busen drUcken) (ex.2-27), and then ‘ and make her mine forever，_ _ 
Music in Die ’二二�Operas, edited 
by M a s Bauman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), p. 281. 
2 Ibid., p. 281. 
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ware sie dam mein) (ex.2-29). As mentioned previously, all these phrases share the 
similar contour of ascent and descent. The notes to the words {kann ich zwar nicht 
nennen) are C going up to E flat and then down to D. In comparison, those to the words 
(O, wenn ich sie nur finden konnte) and {an diesen heissen Busen drUcken) are B flat 
going up to A flat and then down to D again. For the phrase {und ewig wdre sie dann 
mein) they are C going up to A flat and then a fall also to D. The similar melodic outline 
and yet the different range of interval between these phrases seem to demonstrate a kind 
of psychological linkage. Mozart makes use of them to show a growtli of emotional 
intensity which underlines Tamino，s mental state from the stirring of a new emotion 
(ex.2-9)’ his ignorance ‘This something I cannot name’ (ex.2-14) to the realization of it 
as love for Pamina, and the wish to make her his forever (ex.2-27). These examples 
show how Tamino starts by a leap and then a fall. The more certain he becomes about 
his feelings, the more upward the phrases are. 
Fourthly, there is the illusion of a speeding up of musical movement in the second 
section of the aria which portrays the increasing intensity of Tamino’s feeling. A number 
of musical means contribute to this effect, for example, the demisemiquavers of tJ.e first 
violin, the chromaticism in the second violins and the repeated semiquavers of the bass 
in ex.2-19; the syncopation of the clarinets, bassoons and homs against the strings in bar 
35 and the chromatic and non-harmonic notes in the first violin in ex.2-20. Fifthly, 
exx.2-26 and 2-27 tell us how Tamino, in his vocal phrase, reacts to the thought of 
Pamina, represented by the first violin part. The two of them should become one，as the 
two parts join in unison. The final point takes place at what one might call the 
r e c a p i t u l a t i o n . It is introduced by the line ‘she would be mine forever!，（_ w.re sie 
dann mein) (ex.2-29). It has essentially the same contour as the phrase ‘this angelic 
picture，'_ dies G如er_ (ex.2-11). Both of the phrases go up to A flat and end on 
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D, and are followed by exactly the same musical phrase. David Cairns^ remarks that this 
phrase, even though it signifies the return of the home key, does not repeat the opening 
idea: 
Instead, new and yet more exalted phrases reflect the excited state of Tamino’s 
imagination. Only then is the music of the first section recalled, by the repetition 
of its concluding phrase, this time expanded into a great arch of soaring melody. 
If the examples stated above support the notion that there has been a 
transformation of Tamino，s feelings and emotional reaction to the portrait of Pamina 
during the course of this aria, then Gerald A b r a h a m � i d e a that there is not much 
characterization in all the arias in The Magic Flute because they are very strongly typical 
might be open to some discussion. He says : 
"O his una Osiris" is the very voice of priesthood; "Der Holle Rache: is revenge 
personified; the "portrait" aria could be sung by any romantic young hero. For the 
S a S e r s themselves are types; they lack the comic vitality and human 
complication of the characters of Don Giovanni and Figaro. 
However, from the discussion above it would appear that Tamino, in the ‘portrait，aria, 
shows himself not just as any romantic young hero’ but one who has his individual 
character and responds in his own way to this particular dramatic situation. Furthermore’ 
we shall see that the transfonnation and growth of his character continue in his music as 
the opera moves forward. 
Another interesting aspect of Tamino’s aria related to his character has been 
mentioned by Otto Jalm, Charles Osborne and Spike Hughes. Otto Jahn says-
1 caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation，" p. 21. 
2 Gerald Abraham, "THe Operas," in The 似 ^ 厂 ^ 口 n 打 , b y H. C Robbins 
Landon and Donald Mitchell (London: Faber and Faber, 1956)，p. 302. 
3 Otto Jahn, Life ofMcarU trans, by Pauline D. Townsend (New York: Cooper Square 
Publishers, 1970), p. 328. 
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Stormy passion and fierce longing are the proper accompaniments to all youthful 
love，and the moderation with which Tamino keeps them in check gives at once 
the key-note to his character. His enthusiasm for an ideal, and his noble and 
intelligent mind，are opened to us in the fine recitative, and the calmer expression 
of love which follows completes the picture of character. 
Charles Osborne's comment is^: 
What Tamino expresses is not the first physical passion of youth，though he is a 
young man, but a mature depth of feeling，what one might almost call the "ideal 
condition of love, as distinct from the "real". 
Finally, Spike Hughes says something similar^: 
The love song Tamino addresses to the unknown figure in the portrait presents 
love not as a physical passion but as something eternal and of spiritual sublimity. 
The questions is: how does Mozart achieve what these people have suggested through 
music? 
Spike Hughes continues with his comment on this aria^: 
It must not be imagined, however, that the beauty of this aria of Tamino^s is 
l ^ T o T L my way u n e m o t i o n a l . It is just that it doesn，t wear ；^ts 二 = 
sLeve i iough there is a clear hint of the breatMessness and heaitbea mg 
f y = p a = 0 f B e l _ t e , s aria when Tamino reflects what he would do if he 
found the original of the portrait. 
The ‘breatmessness’ and ‘heartbeating syncopation，of Tamino，s aria have been 
mentioned above in ex.2-15 and ex.2-16. In fact, it is precisely this section which might 
be said to have described Tamino，s love as a physical passion, as something ‘real，. The 
repeated semiquavers of the pedal bass on B flat, the syncopation of the clarinets, 
bassoons and horns' against the strings, and the demisemiquavers separated by rests as 
well as the chromatic and non-harmonic notes in the first violin part are all musical 
means to portray the strength of Tamino，s passion and his uncertainty about what he 
• "T^；；：；；；：^；；；；；；；；"；^饥p/e秘 Operas of Mozart: A Critical Guide (London: Victor 
Gollancz，1978)，p. 328. 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas’ p. 201. 
3 Ibid., p. 201. 
____ I •'"!‘ 
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would do. However，if this section describes Tamino’s passion and excitement for 
Pamina, then the section that follows could be regarded as a significant return to a 
condition of calmness and certainty (though no less in intensity)，a realization of what 
he will do to enjoy her love forever. This section effectively describes Tamino，s 
idealized love, a marked contrast to the previous one (exx.2-19，22), in which the pedal 
bass on B flat goes significantly back to the tonic of E flat (ex.2-28), bringing relief 
harmonically. In fact，the rest of the song is in E flat. The harmonic stability gives an 
impression that Tamino，s love for Pamina is a pure and idealized one. There is even an 
element of restraint in that love when the aria ends quietly in the last two bars marked 
piano, rather than forte, which might indicate the passion of physical love (ex.2-35). 
Both Jacques Chailley and William Mann^ discuss the fornial aspect of this aria, 
saying^: 
As in other arias of his final period (c/. also Pamina，s aria, No. 17)，Mozart 
fe J r k a S y enlarged the rather stereotyped form of the aria da capo abandonmg 
= a r S ) e t i t i o n L replacing it with a single reminder of the relationship. The 
reciStive style and that of the ana i s， n v a g : 
r - theme to develop," but instead easily recognizable characteristic inflections 
appearing throughout the piece, assuring its unity. 
The ‘easily r e c o g n i z a b l e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c inflections’ have been mentioned in the above 
analysis as means to underline the transformation and development of Tamino’s emotion 
and feelings in the course of this aria. As Jahn rightly says�,‘Tamino [，s aria] may be 
said to be the expression of the enthusiasm of love as it awakes in the bosom of youth.， 
• 
1 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 609. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 192. 
3 Jahn, Life of Mozart’ p. 329. 
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The three Ladies reappear, telling Tamino that he has been chosen by the Queen 
to save her daughter Pamina from Sarastro, the wicked magician. After the Qiieen’s 
appeal to Tamino for help, and when he is about to set out on his way’ Papageno, 
padlocked and mumbling pitifully, stops him. 
� At the beginning of the fifth number (Quintet) Tamino's nobility and sympathetic 
nature are noticeably contrasted with the comic attempt of Papageno to overcome the 
padlock on his mouth. The sparse orchestral support of Papageno，s melodic line (ex.2-
36) is markedly different from that for Tamino, which is underlined firstly by the warmth 
of held strings and then by the off-beats of the upper strings which appear to support the 
words in expressing a feeling of concern (ex.2-37). The fall of a sixth and then to the 
tonic in Tamino's vocal part gives a sympathetic sound. Jacques Chailley also remarks 
on the different musical styles of these two characters which indicate the contrast in their 
natures. He s a y s � 
Paoageno's murmurings and staccato notes in the form of a refrain are comically 
S K S by a r s s o c i t h a t clarifies the melody (the actor can only murmur it), 
^ r l s Tiino，s singing, legato melody is supported by expressive chords. 
Notwithstanding his sympathy, Tamino is powerless to release Papageno from the lock 
on his mouth. The feminine ending coupled with the chromatic note C sharp in his vocal 
phrase ‘I can do nothing' (Ich kann nichts tun) (ex.2-38) seem to indicate some weakness 
or unmanliness in Tamino，s character at this stage in his development. The chromatic 
note B natural in the next phrase ‘but pity you，(als dich teklasen) is in the second 
violins. The minims in the phrase ‘for I am too weak to help,(而•/ ick .u scH.ach zu 
Helfen tin) (ex.2-39a) once again emphasize Tamino's noble and serious nature. The fall 
of the sixth, as in ex.2-37 ’ expresses his sympathy and concern. The same descent occurs 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 198. 
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on the word ‘help, for the same effect when the words in ex.2-39a are repeated (ex.2-
39b). 
Tamino is, however, not lacking in enthusiasm for the search for Pamina. After 
he and Papageno have been presented with the magic flute and bells respectively, he 
sings a plaintive little phrase in G minor after a cadence in B flat major ‘But tell me fair 
ladies: How shall we find the citadel?，{Dock, schdne Damen, saget an: Wie man die 
Burg wohl'finden kann) (ex.2-40). The minor tonality underlines Tamino，s more serious 
approach to the situation, whereas Papageno，s phrase in the more mundane F major 
sounds more like an interruption. It also reveals his practical and matter-of-fact attitude. 
This transitional passage could have been done routinely without the G minor phrase. 
That it has not been so shows that Mozart might have a point to make as suggested 
above. 
David Caims comments on Mozart's virtuosity in writing this comic ensemble^: 
The Quintet has the virtuosity of Mozart’s most masterly comic ensembles, here 
二 ?perfection that o L would call unearthly if it were not also so 
a S S v e n L o u r and beauty merge into one another and every incident finds 
its apt expression within a seemingly effortless musical continuity. • 
The humanity and liveliness of this scene are indeed highlighted by the vivid 
characterizations of all the people present Even though Papageno，s nature is 
prominently portrayed, Tamino，s personality, a great contrast to Papageno, is also 
effectively delineated, and all within the bounds of formal music-making. 
The eighth number (Finale) begins with a processional prelude introducing the 
three Boys. Whereas Tamino，s sympathetic and serious nature is contrasted with 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 23. 
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Papageno，s comical constitution in the fifth number (Quintet), here his human concern 
and youthful ardour are portrayed against the ethereal and other-worldly singing of the 
Boys. We are assured of the umnistakeable Masonic flavour，brought about by the 
clarinets, trombones and trumpets，instruments traditionally used in Masonic ceremonial 
music，and the prominent dotted rhythms ( � (； and Q ), which have the symbolic 
meaning of ‘strength，in Freemasonry^ (ex.2-41). The lines sung by the three Boys are 
harmonically simple, supported only by the cellos in the bass part. Their lines are 
punctuated by the interjection of the woodwind and trombones tenuto on the third beat 
three times (ex.2-42), which recall a similar practice towards the end of the Overture 
(ex.2-43). Osborne comments on the Masonic aspect of this scene!: 
It is with the very first bars of the Finale that we encounter the solemn, quasi-
Masonic aspect of the opera, for the orchestration has now taken on a qmte 
different colouring. The three trombones，the muted trumpets, the muffled drums, 
these and the pure voices of the three Boys，bring a gravity of tone unlike 
anything in earlier operas by Mozart or in earlier scenes of this opera. 
Dent discusses the significance of employing both the trombones and basset-homs in Die 
Zauberfldte^: 
They form the main background of the opera，and Mozart wishes by ^ me^s 
J o ^ . us understand that we are not to look upon mysUcal expen a 
revealed to US by miraculous agencies’ on occasions so rare as to be recorded 
onlytUend，but as an essential part of our own lives, if we are willing to open 
the eyes of our souls to the contemplation of it. 
The conclusion Dent draws is^: 
Just as k requires a conscious volition to transfer our minds from the world of e二ery d l V t o ^ r w o r l d of musical drama in which we feel that music is our real 
Z a l Z l l Z c of expression and speech a foreign language, so, if we have 
1 s e e Katharine TOomson, "Mozart and Freemasonry," Music and，=，nST^i丨SJ pp. 29 30 s S s o her book The Masonic Thread in Mozart (London: Lawrence & Wishart^ 
1977). 
2 Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart, pp. 329-30. 
3 Dent，Mozarfs Operas, p. 253. 
4 Ibid., p. 253. 
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accomplished this first step, the new sound of Mozart's orchestra in Die 
Zauberfldte transfers us from the world of heroes to yet another world where 
ordinary human passions, even in their musical form, hold sway only over those 
upon whom the new light has not yet arisen. 
Tamino，s inner agitation and lively involvement, characteristic of the real world, 
are conveyed through the triplets of the second violins, the syncopated viola line，and the 
added double basses (ex.2-44), which are absent in the ethereal and symbolic passages 
sung by the Boys (ex.2-45). 
Tamino，s agitation arises from his concern for Pamina. However, he seems to 
have misunderstood the significance of llie situation in which he finds himself. His 
music, as mentioned above, is on a different plane in the scene’ which is of a solemn and 
ceremonial nature. Yet, it is precisely this fact which gives us a good picture of 
Tamino's character at this stage of his development in the opera. As an immature and 
inexperienced young man，he is too emotionally absorbed in what is in his mind (to save 
his beloved，Pamina) to be able to fully understand the impact of the world outside 
himself. Jacques Chailley, in the light of a Masonic interpretation, puts this idea in a 
slightly different but essentially, similar wayi: 
Tamino has not yet reached that level [of Masonic initiation]. Still incapable of 
S T g i J 二 f alove the symbol [of Masonic understan^g]，he：。^)^ = 丨 f 
ue wiil find Pamina again. The music underlines the difference after the Boys 
Tamirfo's reply brusquely changes 
the banal strokes of the second violins, into the style of opera which had been 
abandoned. That style disappears as soon as the Boys speak again. 
What the Boys give to Tamino is an important piece of advice which he badly 
needs _ ‘be a man' ein Mann). The following lengthy section of accompanied 
recitative can therefore be described as a journey (more spiritual than physical), which 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 213. 
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Tamino is undertaking to achieve such a goal, through steadfastness, patience and 
discretion. David Cairns makes an interesting remark on this when he talks about the 
meaning of the opera as an allegory^: 
It is not a question of good versus evil but rather of the progress of the human 
soul from the darkness of ignorance to the light of understanding, in which state 
all its former contradictions are reconciled and all its parts, having shed their 
negative aspects, are united into a single harmonious whole. 
He goes on to discuss the different roles played by the three Ladies and the three Boys 
and the symbolic meaning of the Flute to illustrate his point^: 
The Three Ladies represent human development at its lowest The strict limitation 
of their understanding is shown by their inability to do more than set Tamino on 
the first stage of his quest: they can take him no further, the Boys must replace 
them They [the Three Ladies] see the Flute as a purely magical piece of 
property, whereas in reality it is a symbol of the power of m ? and w o m ^ 
united; Tamino and Pamina achieve their goal not by supernatural means but by 
suffering, self-sacrifice and love. 
This is therefore an important section serving the triple functions of developing the drama 
of the opera, revealing Tamino，s character and its growth, and conveying the nature and 
meaning of the opera. This is all done by highly effective musical means. 
The inexperienced Tamino takes the three Boys，advice eagerly (F major). His 
enthusiasm is especially portrayed in his vocal line by the high G m a r k e d o n the 
word ‘mir，(ex.2-46). Uncertainty, in D minor，however, immediately sets in when he 
wonders where he is and what will happen to him (ex.2-47). His doubt is intensified by 
the German sixth chord (ex.248) in the phrase ‘Is this the domain of the g o d s ? ’ d i e s 
der Sin der G如er hier?). fortepiano marks on the word ‘domain，and in the string 
accompaniment also emphasize such a feeling. The shift of tonality from D minor to the 
rather distant B minor tells of Tamino，s discovery of the portals and columns of 
1 caims, "A Vision of reconciliation," p. 23. 
2 Ibid., pp. 23-4. 
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Sarastro，s citadel (ex.2-49). It also describes Tamino’s realization that such qualities as 
‘skill，industry and art，(Klugheit und Arbeit und KUnste) must reside here. 
Knowing that inaction will not help, Tamino musters his courage to try to go 
through the portal. This is described musically by the change of tempo to Allegro, the 
agitated syncopation of the strings, and then the change of tonality from B minor to the 
brighter G major, then its relative minor, E minor, and finally D major (ex.2-50). In the 
course of this section, Tamino，s vocal line goes up an interval of a sixth four times (ex.2-
51a’b，c，(i). The same interval is significantly used in the ‘portrait，aria, which indicates 
there, as it appears to here，an outburst of intense emotion. 
Several different orchestral accompaniments underline the various moods and 
emotions expressed by Tamino. There is the one in bar 56 (ex.2-52) preceding the phrase 
‘I will pass boldly through that portal，(Ich wage mich mutig zur Pforte hinein). The 
semiquavers played by the violins seem to convey the feeling that Tamino is driven by 
his own excitement to become bold and enthusiastic. T a m i n o v o c a l line is followed by 
all the violins playing forte up the scale of E minor, from E to high B (ex.2-53). It 
expresses Tamino's firm decision to go forward. The two staccato notes at the top are 
particularly forceful, indicating his unshaken determination. 
The orchestral accompaniment then suddenly quietens down to piano in sustained 
strings (ex.2-54). It seems to reflect a change of state of mind in Tamino. He is thinking 
about the motive behind his action. His reflective mood gives way to a more emotional 
reaction, which is expressed by the mounting excitement of the vocal line and the 
syncopated orchestral a c c o m p a n i m e n t (ex.2-55). He is becoming more and more 
convinced of his noble motive. ‘My task is noble, straightforward and pure，，(彻 
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ist edel und lauter und rein) says Tamino. The sustained note of high G on the word 
‘pure，indicates a mounting push from within himself. This is shown further by the full 
orchestra, forte, in which the violin and viola parts play even stronger syncopation 
against the woodwinds. 
Sure of his intention, Tamino changes his thought to Sarastro - the ‘villain， 
(Bdsewicht\ which is accompanied as in ex.2-53 by the violins playing up the scale of 
D major (ex.2-56). This is a portrayal of the progression of Tamino’s mind, back to his 
strength of will and detennination. The jump of a sixth in the phrases ‘ cowardly villain!， 
(feiger Bosewicht!) (ex.2-51c) and ‘My duty is to save Pamina，{Pamina retten ist mir 
Pflicht\ (ex.2-51d)，recalls that of the ‘portrait’ aria, depicting an outburst of intense 
emotion. The bold orchestral accompaniment, especially the triple stoppings of the 
violins, to the phrase ‘My duty is to save Pamina，in D major shows that Tamino is 
absolutely certain of what he is tHere to do. The dotted rhythm, which first appears in 
the line ‘Tremble, cowardly villain，{Erzitfre. feiger Bosewicht) and again in the 
subsequent phrase, conveys the intense excitement of Tamino. The feeling is underlined 
more strongly when the same rhythm is taken up by the orchestral accompajiiment (ex.2-
57). 
This section gives a vivid picture of Tamino as an ardent young man, trying to 
do what he thinks is noble and right. On the other hand, it also shows his immaturity， 
which is underlined by the a b r u p t changes of his moods. 
The next section describes Tamino，s attempts to go through the portals of the 
temple to deliver the captive Pamina, and the orchestral a c c o m p a n i m e n t seems to convey 
thefact_heissomewhaUeluct^t，amoodvery^hdifferentfrommedete_ation 
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and ardour of the previous section. Tamino，s movement towards the first temple door 
is accompanied by a violin phrase in D major，piano (ex.2-58). It starts with the violins 
only and is joined by the soft sound of flutes (not oboes), bassoons and other strings 
repeating the same melodic line’ the stronger sound of which seems to represent an urge 
from within Tamino for action. David Caims comments on the scene^: 
As he [Tamino] advances towards the first of the temples, as though to remind 
us that he is still confused and ignorant, the violins play the defiant, self-assertive 
theme (trill followed by arpeggio). 
After the extremely assertive chords in the previous section, the piano trill followed by 
arpeggio, which although expresses a kind of put-on jauntiness, also expresses a rather 
muted confidence. Tamino,s jauntiness could be interpreted as a behaviour shown to the 
outside world because of his feeling of misgiving and uncertainty about the outcome of 
the unknown. 
Tamino's impetuous nature as a young man is once again portrayed in this 
I 
section. On the first two attempts, he tries to go through the door without preparation. 
From the stage direction, we are told that he is answered by an old priest only after he 
has knocked on the portal. His first attempt，in D major, is answered by a ‘Go back， 
(ZurucJ^ on the rather unexpected note B flat (ex.2-59). Tamino reacts angrily to this in 
G minor (ex.2-60), the relative minor of B flat major’ and immediately decides to try his 
luck in the next door. His second attempt, which sounds less certain in G minor’ is as 
before answered by the sixth degree of this scale, E flat major this time (ex.2-61). Again 
he continues in the relative minor if E flat, C minor (ex.2-62)，but this time with a longer 
period of mental c o n s i d e r a t i o n . The phrasing shows greater subtlety than before and 
apparently indicates Tamino，s realization that he has behaved too impetuously; he should 
have perhaps knocked on the portal before attempting to go through it. In other words， 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconci l iat ion，" p. 26. 
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his mind should have been prepared for the consequences of such an act. As in the 
previous two cases, the C minor phrase is answered in its sixth degree, A flat major 
(ex.2-63). The portal opens，accompanied by a phrase marked Adagio (ex.2-64), and an 
old priest appears. 
Tamino seems to have gained through this experience the wisdom of patience and 
prudence. Jacques Chailley, even though regarding this scene as a Masonic rite of 
initiation，gives a similar interpretation of Tamino's character. He says': 
Tamino bounding up the temple steps the first time full of confidence and not 
fearing any setback in D major. 
He goes on to s a / : 
This time [The third attempt] he behaves appropriately, with w i s d o m asking for 
The stage direction in fact, specifies ‘He knocks' (Er I d 产 产 � s 
t w i S earlier he rushed forward with presumption rather than knocking 
submissively. 
When the old priest asks Tamino what he seeks, Tamino, as if enlightened, 
answers that he looks for whatever belongs to love and virtue. Tamino's answer (ex.2-
65)，changed to an Andante tempo, conveys such a quality of nobility that he seems to 
be the very person who embodies what he seeks. The arpeggiated triad from B flat to G’ 
the leap of a sixth, and the tonality of E flat recall the opening theme (ex.2-9) of the 
‘portrait，aria. Could it be that Pamina represents his ideal of love and virtue? The 
accompaniment to the vocal phrase by clarinets, bassoons and cellos is no less beautiful 
(ex.2-66). The effect of clarinets and bassoons, dolce，in particular, conveys such kind 
of enlightenment The old priest’ however, does not seem to be particularly impressed 
by Tamino's words. Instead, he gravely challenges Tamino (tempo returns to 一 and 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 215. 
2 Ibid., p. 216. 
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the phrase ends/or/^) in C minor (ex.2-67), suggesting that he is not really guided by 
love and virtue but by death and vengence. His remark sounds doubly strong when it is 
accompanied by all the strings in unison. 
Tamino reiterates in G minor that he is only against the villain, who he considers 
to be Sarastro (ex.2-68). The octave fall on the word ‘villain’ {Bosewicht) stresses his 
outburst of contempt. Tamino,s answer unwittingly betrays that perhaps after all he is 
not completely guided by love and virtue. When the priest tells him that there are no 
villains among them，Tamino asks whether Sarastro rules there (ex.2-69). The fall of a 
diminished fifth at the end of his phrase, together with the diminished seventh chord, 
expresses his doubtful and uncertain mood. The old priest tells him in the so-called 
Masonic tonality (E flat major) that Sarastro is in fact the very person who rules in the 
Temple of Wisdom. At this point Tamino bursts into a rage, condemning the temple and 
its lot as hypocritical. His anger is portrayed by the sustained G flat in his vocal phrase, 
accompanied by the strings，tremolo playing of the diminished seventh chord of B flat 
minor, forte, (ex.2-70). In this phrase Tamino has revealed himself still to be the rash 
young man unable to control his feelings. 
We have therefore come to realize perhaps after all Tamino has not fully 
understood what he meant when he said he came to seek virtue and love. He obviously 
still has a long way to go before attaining a suitable frame of mind. On the other hand, 
his youthful character has been shown through his lack of self control and rapid changes 
in attitudes. Within a short period of time Tamino has gone through various emotional 
reactions. He was in an excited state while thinking of saving Pamina. Then，he got 
himself into trouble because of his impetuosity when trying to go through the temple 
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doors. He was enlightened to seek virtue and love, but burst into a rage on learning that 
Sarastro rules in the Temple of Wisdom. 
It is probable that Tamino，s anger is directed not only at Sarastro but also at 
himself. The short orchestral comment after his fit of anger (ex.2-71) gives the feeling 
that he has become bitterly disappointed. The phrase in similar outline is repeated twice 
in bars 103-4 and 106-7 (ex.2-73), in which the first violins play syncopation against the 
second violins and violas. The descent of a minor sixth and then an ascent of a minor 
second，played by the first violins in the minor tonalities (the first two times in B flat 
minor and the other in F minor), convey a feeling of disappointment, regret and 
emptiness. A similar phrase appears again later in bars 139 and 140 (ex.2-85) preceding 
Tamino's lamentation about being lost in a night of endless darkness. Meanwhile, when 
Tamino is asked whether he wishes to go on his way, he replies in an ironic and hence 
forced tone that he will go away, happy and free, never to see the temple again (ex.2-72). 
This is underlined, in particular, by ihofermata high G on the word ‘never’ The 
F minor phrase, accompanied by seemingly bold chords (triple stoppings, /减，in the 
violins) in the second and fourth beat of the bar, reveals Tamino suffering from a 
wounded pride, a reaction typical of young people in a similar situation. The drooping 
orchestral comment mentioned above (ex.2-73) again emphasizes his feeling of 
disappointment, in sharp contrast to his pretended boldness before. Apparently out of 
c o m p a s s i o n for Tamino’s misery, the old priest says that Tamino might have been misled, 
in response to this Tamino，s rage bursts out a second time in B flat minor (ex.2-74)， 
claiming that the fact Sarastro lives there convinces him of the futility of his endeavour. 
TO the tremolo playing of the violin and viola parts, fortepiano，as in ex.2-70’ the 
sustained notes played by oboes，bassoons, cellos and basses add intensity’ emphasizing 
his ftxrious anger. This is also depicted by the rough quaver orchestral injections before 
• 
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and after the phrase ‘That is quite enough for me’ {Das ist mir schon genug), in which 
the augmented fourth increases strength of expression (ex.2-75). 
Untroubled by Tamino,s rage, the old priest continues in calm and measured 
tones. The difference in dynamic marks (forte and piano) between the phrases and their 
respective orchestral accompaniments of the two characters shows clearly they are in 
completely opposite states of mind. Tamino，s uncontrolled outbursts could not be more 
contrasted to the serenity of the priest，who seems to be trying patiently to initiate 
Tamino into the realm of truth and wisdom. In the following section he attempts to make 
Tamino realize that he has been deceived by a woman (presumably the Queen of the 
Night). However, Tamino is stubborn and refuses to believe in what the old priest says. 
Moreover, on being asked if he hates Sarastro，he bursts into anger for the third time, 
saying he will hate him forever (ex.2-76). The off-beat repeated semiquavers in the vocal 
line stress his fury and stubbomess. The G minor phrase is, as before, accompanied by 
the tremolo playing of the violins and violas’ /減續， o n l y this time the oboes and 
bassoons are joined by the flutes for an even stronger effect. When the priest asks him 
to give reasons for his hatred, Tamino answers that Sarastro is inhuman, a tyrant (ex.2-
77). The Masonic E flat once again appears when the name of Sarastro is mentioned. 
Tamino's antagonistic feeling towards him is expressed by the strong orchestral 
interjection，/奶e，emphasized especially by the triple stoppings in the violins. 
When Tamino talks about the Queen of the Night as the unhappy woman telling 
Mm about Sarastro's wickedness, for once in the scene his vocal line is softly 
accompanied by the sustained strings (ex.2-78), playing the sorrowful diminished sevens 
chord of G minor. Despite his earlier outbursts of strong temper Tamino has not lost his 
e s s e舰 noble character. He shows his sympathetic concern for the Queen, whom he 
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regarded as oppressed by sorrow and pain because of the loss of her daughter Pamina. 
Even though the priest tries to speak for Sarastro, to assure Tamino of the latter，s noble 
intention of keeping Pamina，Tamino remains unconvinced. 
Tamino displays certain changes in his reactions. His outburts of emotion (the 
tremolo passages in exx.2-70,2-74，2-76) are apparently replaced by a less violent mood. 
He seems to be able to have a slightly better control over himself; his adverse feeling 
towards Sarastro, however, remains unchanged. He argues with the priest, stating the fact 
that Sarastro did snatch Pamina from her mother，s arms. The diminished seventh fall in 
the phrase ‘His purpose is all too clear，{Die Absicht ist nur allzu klar) stresses his bitter 
anger against Sarastro (ex.2-79). The strong, rough quaver staccato interjections on the 
stvingsjorte. accompanying Tamino，s vocal phrases in this short passage also depict his 
rage against Sarastro for having stolen Pamina from her mother (ex.2-80a’b，c，d，e). 
When the priest admits that Sarastro has taken Pamina from her mother，Tamino 
demands to know her whereabouts. His anger is described，as in ex.2-80, by Xht forte 
interjections of the strings. However, he suddenly realizes that she might-have already 
been sacrificed. His feelings of worry and despair are expressed touchingly by the 
agonized note of D sharp at the end of Tamino，s vocal phrase (ex.2-81). The effect is 
rendered doubly strong by the dramatic chordal progression from D minor in the first 
inversion to the dominant seventh chord of its supertonic，E minor. 
Tamino asks the priest to explain his riddle, and not to deceive him, when he 
refuses to tell him about Pamina，s condition. Tamino’s anger is once again expressed, 
as in ex.2-80, by forte i n t e r j e c t i o n s (ex.2-82). He suffers a second attack of 
disappointment and despair after the priest's profession that ‘oath and duty bind his 
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tongue,. At this point his initial spirit of boldness seems to have been crushed. The 
tremolo playing of the strings and the staccato orchestral interjections have given way 
to the quiet accompaniment of the strings in minim (ex.2-83). Tamino, in A minor， 
wonders when darkness and uncertainty will be cast aside. The priest answers in a most 
solemn manner (ex.2-84) that that will happen when friendship's hand has led Tamino 
into the shrine for everlasting union. The phrase is doubled by the cellos, accompanied 
by the basses on the beat and the other strings off the beat, Andante. The predominant 
dotted quavers and the melodic outline of the vocal line recall the orchestral introduction 
(ex.2-41) by the violin parts at the beginning of the Finale, both of which give a strong 
feeling of ceremonial atmosphere. After this, the old priest leaves Tamino in the 
darkness of night. Dent comments on Tamino,s behaviour in this scene': 
we may say that the whole dialogue between the Orator and Tamino is like a 
dialogue between Bach and Weber. Tamino is youthful and chivalrous, or hot-
headed and unreflecting, according as we regard him from the Queen s point of 
view or Sarastro's; the Orator has learned in years of experience, not only 
wisdom，but a sympathy with Tamino himself far deeper than Tamino can realize. 
The darkness experienced by Tamino is a spiritual one. His phrase ‘0 endless 
night，(O 例，K Nacht) is preceded by two bars of orchestral comment (mentioned above 
in ex.2-71) conveying a bitter feeling of hopelessness (ex.2-85). Such a feeling is 
underlined even more strongly in his vocal line firstly by the clash of G sharp on the 
word ‘night，in the dominant seventh chord of A minor against A in the bass part (ex.2-
86). Moreover, the D sharp on the word ‘light，in the chromatic chord of the 
subdominant conveys an acute feeling of longing for enlightenment and truth. Tamino’s 
question ‘When shall my eyes see light?，recalls exx.2-81, 2-83 in the earlier scene. The 
麵 ical affinities between them, which include the similar contour, the occurrence of the 
expressive D sharp, the use of same notes in the same order，seem to indicate a kind of 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas, p. 260. 
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linkage. Tamino,s feelings of anguish, worry, and despair previously depicted, in 
connection with his fear that Pamina might have been sacrificed, and his query when her 
whereabouts would be revealed，have been combined and expressed in the phrase ‘When 
shall my eyes see light?，Could it be that the light Tamino，s eyes would like to see 
simply Pamina? 
The question is answered by a men's chorus (presumably the priests) from within 
the Temple ‘Soon, youth or never’ (Bald, bald Jangling, oder nie) (ex.2-87). The 
orchestral accompaniment of the chorus is almost the same as the old priest's final 
utterance in ex.2-84 except that its religious atmosphere is further intensified by the 
trombones. A similar phrase is repeated for the third time in bars 159-161 when the 
chorus reveals that Pamina is still alive. 
But before that revelation, Tamino demands an explanation from tJiem. His 
question ‘Soon, you say, or never?’ (Bald, sagt ihr，oder niel) is accompanied by two 
strong quaver orchestral interjections (triple stoppings in the violins), forte, (ex.2-88)， 
which emphasize his intense agitation. After that, the accompaniment to Tamino's phrase 
‘You unseen voices, tell me，is Pamina still alive?，{Ihr unsichtbaren, saget mir, lebt 
denn Pamina noch?) changes, as in ex.2-83, from the forceful orchestral interjections to 
the sustained notes by the strings Jortepiano (ex.2-89). The vocal phrase is nearly the 
same as ex.2-86, a combination of exx.2-82，2-83 mentioned above. The D sharp is 
there, supported by the same chromatic chord of F, D sharp and A. The concluding 
phrase comprises almost the same notes of C，B，A，G sharp and B. Tamino, after going 
through disappointment and despair, is hopeftil that Pamina is still alive. 
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The above analysis demonstrates the consistent musical means used to portray 
Tamino，s feelings and reactions and hence his character. In this lengthy section Tamino 
has shown various aspects of his character through his emotional reactions to different 
situations. The growth of his character is also revealed. The section includes examples 
of Tamino，s presumptuous boldness, youthful rashness, uncontrollable temper, and 
experience of disappointment, despair and hopelessness. All these have provided Tamino 
with ample opportunities for inner reflection and hence possible growth in his character, 
as Dent says^: 
…he [Tamino] had meant to force an entrance and proceed like a brave knight 
to deeds of chivalry. Yet he finds neither fair lady nor dragon - only a 
philosopher，who neither admits him nor refuses him admittance. He turns away 
despondent; his old ideals have suddenly been shattered; But he has begun to 
• think for himself instead of accepting the ideas of the world. 
More importantly, we have seen how Mozart's music allows us to experience Tamino’s 
feelings, and to witness the growth of his character. 
According to David Cairns, the long dialogue between Tamino and the old priest 
is〗： 
the turning point of the action…The much more elevated tone that comes over the 
work is evidence of [the fact that] the drama has entered a new phase...Dunng 
their dialogue, under the guidance of the patient, kindly priest’ Tamino takes a 
decisive step away from ignorance and false values. Yet the ^ b i g m t y me 
perplexity of his state of mind, is reflected in the fluctuating character of his 
utterances. 
He continues to say that this may be indicated by Tamino's fleeting glimpse of wisdom 
at the beginning of the dialogue, his angry impetuosity, disarmament of aggresiveness, 
and in the end crumbling of all the certainties of his life 3. Cairns' interpretation of this 
1 Dent, Mozarfs Operas’ p. 260. 
2 Cairns, "A Vision of Reconciliation," pp. 26-7. 
3 Ibid., p. 27. 
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scene therefore agrees with what we have here, except that he has not given any specific 
musical examples to illustrate his viewpoint. 
Both Spike Hughes and Charles Osborne take special interest in the musical form 
of this section. Hughes considers it^: 
perhaps the most astonishing scene in the whole opera, for it shows Mozart 
anticipating what became the aim of composers throughout the 19th century from 
Wagner and Verdi to Puccini, to make opera a continuous, uninterrupted piece of 
music in which plot and conversation are carried on without damaging the 
continuity of the musical conception or the dramatic structure of the whole. 
Though Mozart indicates the scene which now takes place as "recitative" the term 
cannot be regarded as more than a title of convenience. The scene is certainly 
superficially based on the traditional elements of orchestrally-accompamed 
recitative, but it is more than a mere progression from one key to another by 
means of chords played on and off the beat while singer declaims in a senous 
operatic manner. 
But the aims of this musical forni are to serve the dramatic requirements and character 
delineation of the opera. As pointed out by Hughes^: 
It is a scene which presents drama and action, swift changes of emotion soliloquy 
and duologue, reflection and discussion, sometimes by the conventional methods 
of recitative but more often to the accompaniment and development of little 
themes and short, expressive musical phrases. . 
Concrete examples concerning musical themes and correspondences have been given in 
the analysis presented above, which agree with Hughes，point of view. 
On the other hand, Osborne says〗： 
Tamino's scene with the Speaker [priest] is remarkable for two 謂 o n s J h = r s t 
is that in it, we find Mozart anticipating the durchkomponiert opera developed 
by Wagner and Verdi in the mid-nineteenth century, and composing a s c ^ e 
S i i ch L i d e s neither into recitative and melody nor into dialogue = = 二 
dramatic action is carried on in dialogue between tenor and bass，and though the 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, pp. 208-9. 
2 Ibid” p. 209. 
3 Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart, p. 330 
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dialogue can formally be labelled as recitative it in fact consists of a number of 
melodic units. 
Osborne's idea in this respect is rather close to Hughes. He continues� 
A second reason for remarking on this scene is the musical quality of those 
melodic phrases. Mozart has infused into this exchange between Tamino and one 
of Sarastro's priests a quality of pure spirituality which distinguishes it, in its 
earnestness and solemnity, from its surroundings. 
Otto John also comments on the uniqueness of this scene as follows : 
In liveliness of dramatic expression and successful rendering of the contrasts of 
animated conversation, combined with the seriousness proper to the surroundings 
and to the dignity of the priest, this recitative stands alone. 
The preceding analysis goes to show that all these writers have been right in 
pointing out the uniqueness of this scene. It has also shown how Mozart's music 
underlines Tamino，s character’ its growth as well as development. His abrupt change of 
emotion and feeling, which cannot be shown just through words’ is brilliantly 
underscored by each note. 
The chorus，revelation that Pamina is still alive seems to put an end to Tamina,s 
trial for the time being. Tamino's first question ‘She is alive?’（说 lebt) is in A minor, 
which underlines that he is still doubtful about the truth of the revelation. His second 
question is followed by the dominant of G major, indicating a dawning realization in him 
that Pamina might really be alive (ex.2-90)’ even though it seems to be something too 
good to be true. The tonic of G appears after the phrase ‘I thank you for that’ (Ich danke 
euch dafur) (ex.2-91), stressing the change of mood in Tamino from the darkness of night 
to hope. With the belief that Pamina lives, his power and energy come back, enabling 
him to sing ever higher，from F sharp, G，to A. This outburst of feeling reaches a climax 
1 Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart, p. 330. 
2 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 321. 
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in the last phrase (ex.2-92), in which, according to the stage direction, he shows his 
feeling comes from his heart. The forte crochet orchestral comments in G major and C 
major convey a feeling of excitement and joy. They are markedly different from the 
aggressive quaver, staccato interjections of the strings in the earlier scene. They round 
off this short passage, signifying an excess of strength in Tamino. The phrase ‘gratitude 
in my heart, {Dank zu schildern) is touchingly expressed by the chromatic notes B flat 
and G sharp (ex.2-93). This, together with the piano，minim accompaniment of the 
strings, aptly expresses Tamino，s feeling of sincere gratitude： 
Otto Jahn also comments on the change of atmosphere of this scene^: 
Tamino is consoled and reanimated by the intellegence that Pamina still lives, 
and still far from having attained the philosophic calm of the votaries，he has no 
thought but for his love. As soon as he begins to express this purely personal and 
human emotion, the music becomes freer and lighter, and solemn seriousness 
gives place to cheerful geniality. 
Tamino's move from his fear that Pamina might have already been sacrificed to his joy 
that she is still alive is musically portrayed. 
The stage direction� at this point is，‘ He [Tamino] plays [the magic flute]; at once 
animals of all kinds come to hear him. He stops and they run away. The birds sing.， 
Presumably this follows from a line by Tamino in the previous section ‘".how every note 
stems from the gratitude in my heart!，(m/r jedem Tone meinen DanL..wie er hier 
entsprangl). Tamino expresses his thanks to the Almighty by playing on the magic flute. 
Apparently the music played and sung by Tamino is simple and straightforward. 
Harmonically it uses only I，IV，and V of C major; there are only brief modulations to 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 321. 
2 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, The Magic Flute (New Yoric Dover Publications，1985)， 
p. 83. 
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the dominant, one, when Tamino repeats the line ‘How powerful is your magic music!’ 
(Wie stark ist nicht dein Zaubertonl) (ex.2-94), and the other, at the end of the phrase 
‘for when you sound，(durch dein spielen) (ex.2-95). What appears to be striking is the 
frequent appearance of the chromatic non-harmonic notes F sharp, C sharp and G sharp 
(ex.2-96) in the context of the simple harmony. They seem to convey a tenderness which 
comes from his feeling of gratitude. An element of joy is also expressed by their general 
upward movement. Moreover, they recall the same chromaticism in ex.2-93, which 
expresses there as it might here Tamino’s feeling of gratitude and high spirit. 
However, Tamino’s happy mood ends abruptly on the word 'joy\Freude) (ex.2-
97) when he realizes that although the music of the magic flute brings joy to wild beasts， 
‘Pamina stays away，(nur Pamina bleit davon). At the same time，the change from the 
happy mood to one of worry is underlined by the change of tonality from C major to C 
minor, and of dynamic from mezzoforte to piano (ex.2-98). The playing of the syncopated 
violin parts against the basses also expresses Tamino，s anxiety and worry. And the 
sustained lines of the violas, joined by the two oboes in the last phrase, bring an added 
gravity to the scene. 
He does not give up hope, though. The stage direction states that he continues 
to play the flute, hoping that Pamina might hear him. His unshaken conviction is 
expressed by the swift change of tonality (from C minor to G major) and pattern of 
accompaniment (from syncopation to playing on the beat) (ex.2-99). The staccato 
arpeggio quavers in the first violins，and the continuous quavers in the second give an 
effect of eager expectation. This is also emphasized by the sustained bassoons. A 
mounting excitement could be heard in Tamino’s line, which goes from F sharp, to high 
G and then A (ex.2-100). Such a feeling is especially underlined by the accompanying 
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diminished seventh chord of the dominant on the first 'hcax\hdre) (ex.2-101). Tamino's 
effort is still in vain. Whilst the chromaticism in the vocal line stresses his impatient 
eagerness，the two diminished seventh chords on the word ‘Useless，(Umsonst) (ex.2-102) 
express his disappointment. They push the music to one way and to another, underlining 
his feeling of uselessness that whenever he turns, he cannot find her. Yet he is 
determined not to be discouraged. The second diminished seventh chord in ex.2-102 
leads back to the dominant of G major. After 2ifermata rest, which seems to describe his 
pondering on what to do next, Tamino continues to play the flute. The phrase ‘ah, where 
shall I find you’ (ach! wo. wo find’ ich dich) goes from B to high G, crescendo, ihenforte 
(ex.2-103)，emphasizing his rising hope. His earnestness and excitement are portrayed 
by the sustained bassoons and violas playing on G jumping up and down in octaves 
respectively. The semiquaver trill in the violin part seems to describe his stirring 
emotion. 
Tamino's essential moods of fluctuating feelings and emotion are once again 
portrayed in this section. There is the change of mood from gratitude and joy to anxiety 
and worry, hope to disappointment and then hope again. Despite all this j t seems that 
Tamino has learned not to lose heart easily as he did before. It appears that the music 
of this section describes the growth of Tamino’s character as a result of his trial in the 
previous scene. 
When Tamino plays the flute again，he hears Papageno’s pipes from afar. He 
becomes very excited and is contemplating the prospect that Papageno might have already 
seen Pamina, who might be coming to him. The following 14 bars give a vivid 
description of Tamino，s reaction. The syncopated violin parts against the violas and 
basses, pianissimo’ (ex.2-104) suggests some sort of breathless excitement，especially 
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with the tempo changed to Presto. At the same time, there is a rising intensity in 
T a m i n o l i n e , which goes from D, pianissimo, high F and then a sustained A, fortissimo 
(ex.2-105). Tamino does not seem to be able to control his excitement any longer. 
Afterwards, the change of tempo and dynamic marks to Adagio’ and p/ano, might 
indicate Tamino ’s fervent hope that he will see Pamina，which to him is something 
almost too good to be true. But this feeling lasts only a short while. The Presto tempo 
resumed，he casts aside his doubt, rejoicing in the prospect of meeting Pamina. His 
overflowing excitement is depicted by his singing up four times sustained high G and A, 
fortepiano (ex.2-106), as well as by the extra notes of the slurred quavers. Meanwhile, 
the syncopation of the violins, also fortepiano, the repeated quavers of the violas and 
basses，and the assertive triple stoppings of the violin part, forte, at the cadence, all 
convey Tamino，s exuberant joy and expectation. The dotted rhythm of the woodwinds 
near the cadence may even suggest a military sort of effect, which stresses a triumphant 
feeling in Tamino that he will finally win, saving Pamina from her plight. 
Before the end of the Finale, Tamino enters with Monostatos, who presumably 
has captured him. When Pamina and Tamino see each other, they are overjoyed. The 
arpeggios of the first violins without the first beat, and the repeated semiquavers of the 
second (ex.2-107) express their excitement That they exchange parts after their first 
complete phrase seems to suggest that they are already one in mind and heart. They 
express the strength of their love for one another in the last phrase, announcing together 
that they will embrace each other even ‘if it means my death’ (und senn as auch mein 
Ende war) (ex.2-108). They sing in octaves and sixths, which emphasize their shared 
feelings. The contour of their vocal phrases ‘My aims will embrace him (her)’�Es schling 
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mein Arm sich um ihn (sie) her) (ex.2-109) is similar to that of Monostatos，opening 
phrase (ex.2-110). Hughes also mentions such a f a c t � 
The busy little figure in the violins ... in one form or another provides the 
background for a variety of emotions and actions. Its first purpose is to introduce 
Monostatos who brings in Tamino ... This action provides Tamino and Pamina 
with their first sight of each other; it is a rapturous meeting ... 
The melodic line of the first violins, characterized by acciaccaturas and slurred quavers, 
indeed expresses anxious excitement of Monostatos, Tamino, and Pamina. However, the 
higher register of the latter two's vocal lines (high G，compared with Monostato’s C), 
together with the octave jump at the beginning of the phrase, highlight the more elevated 
feelings of the two. Chai l ley�comment on Tamino's reaction is〗： 
To everyone's amazement, Tamino pays no attention to the dreaded great man 
[Sarastro]: he sees Pamina and she recognizes him. Then, not thinking about 
anyone else，in a halting emotional exchange accompanied by an ascending phrase 
reflecting their aspirations, the two young people - who have never seen each 
other before - fall into each other's arms. 
Jahn, on the other hand, remarks on how the simple music sung by Tamino and Pamina 
gives powerful emotional impression^: 
. . It is but for one short moment that the lovers first see each other, and by an 
irresistible impulse rush into each other's arms. This outbreak of passion fall, so 
naturally into the rest of the movement, essentially different as it is in tone, that 
one is amazed that such simple notes can give so powerful an impression of 
jubilant emotion. 
Tamino，s words ‘My arms will embrace her，（ex.2-109) recall ex.2-28 in the ‘portrait， 
aria, in which he sings/I would, in ecstasy, press her to my ardent heart.，The orchestral 
accompaniment of this phrase (ex.2-28) describes the union of Tamino and Pamina when 
the melody of the first violins (which represents Pamina) joins Tamino，s vocal line in 
unison. This shows that Mozart has made effective use of musical means to depict the 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 215. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 229. 
3 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 329. 
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consistency of Tamino's character. This might also explain why the expression of 
Tamino's love for Pamina in this ‘love scene，is devoid of any physical passion, as 
commented on by C a i m s � 
It is characteristic of this unconventional work that the lovers, first meeting, 
should be accomplished almost in parenthesis, in fifteen bars of rapid tempo. 
Tamino's love for Pamina，as shown in the last section of the ‘portrait，aria, is a pure and 
‘idealized，love. This idea is also put forth by Dent^: 
Only when we read through the libretto carefully do we realize that hero and 
heroine have practically no love-scenes. Like Florestan and Leonora, they have 
taken love for granted. They are both so essentially truthful and sincere, so 
devoid of all self-torture on the one hand or coquetry on the other, that there is 
no need to play variations on the eternal operatic theme. Tamino's ardour sees 
beyond passion，and Pamina, even if her intellect cannot grasp his ideals, is 
content to follow him. 
Their display of affection is, however, disapproved of by the chorus (presumably 
the members of the Temple) and they are separated from each other by Monostatos. 
Apparently they are not yet ready for their union. David Cairns^ has been quoted above 
on the meaning of this opera, that they are on ‘a pilgrimage that will lead them, after 
many trials, to each other's arms and to the threshold of the golden age.，Meanwhile, 
Tamino will have to undergo further trials so that he can become a ‘man’ ’ emerging from 
‘the darkness of ignorance to the light of understanding/ 
Tamino is put to the first trial of taking a vow of silence in the presence of his 
beloved. The twelfth number (Quintet) describes how both Tamino and Papageno have 
to remain silent when facing the three Ladies. As in the fifth number’ the two characters 
1 Cairns, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 28. 
2 Dent, Mozarf s Operas, p. 262. 
3 Caims, op. cit” p. 19. 
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respond differently to the situation. When the Ladies tell them that they will never 
escape from the Temple alive, Papageno wavers whereas Tamino is steadfast to his vow. 
The phrase in which Tamino commands Papageno to be quiet ‘Papageno，be 
quiet!’ {Papageno, schweige still) (ex.2-111) seems to have a similar melodic outline 
(especially the last five notes) to the phrase in the fifth number (Quintet) when Tamino 
commented on Papageno，s loss of the power of speech (ex.2-112). The similar contour 
appears twice in two phrases (ex.2-113a，b) when Tamino reminds himself in the first case 
to disregard what the common rabble say (was der gemeine Pdbel spricht) and in the 
second not to be deceived by idle women's talk (GescMtz, von Weibern nachgesagt, von 
Heuchlern aber ausgedacht). In ex.2-113a, the arpeggiated vocal part stresses his 
confidence and strength. This is also depicted by the dotted rhythm in the first violins, 
as well as by the sustained notes in the first oboe, second violins and violas. Similar 
musical features are also found in ex.2-113b for the same effect. It seems that Tamino 
has learned not to be so easily swayed by people's words as he was by those of the 
Queen of the Night. 
Another aspect of Tamino's character portrayed in this Quintet is his 
determination and strength to keep the vow of silence. Three times Tamino has warned 
papageno not to forget his duty. The first instance is the phrase ‘Will you [Papageno] 
break your vow never to speak with women here?，(WiUst du dein Gelubde brechen, 
nichts mit Weibern hier zu sprechen?) (ex.2-114). Tamino,s determination is underlined 
by the prominent dotted rhythm in his vocal phrase, as well as by the full orchestra，in 
which the strings play repeated quavers and the winds sustained notes, ^ith fortepiano 
in the first and third beats giving additional force. Some of these musical characteristics 
appear again in (ex.2-115) when Tamino once more commands Papageno not to forget 
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his sworn duty (Wirst du immer so vermessen deiner Eidespflicht vergessen?) In 
particular, the lively quavers of the middle strings, and the sustained mnds.fortepiano, 
express Tamino's serious attitude towards the trial. The staccato arpeggios in the first 
violins, a different musical feature from ex.2-114, also emphasize his strength. In the 
third case (ex.2-116), Tamino,s exhortation is made even stronger by the persistent dotted 
rhythm in his vocal phrase, when he tells Papageno not to submit himself to the authority 
of the Queen, remarking that ‘She [The Queen] is a woman, with a woman's mind, {Sie 
ist ein Weib, hat Weibersinn,) and Papageno should heed his word, (Sei still, mein Wort 
sei dir genug). The force of Tamino's words is stressed by the woodwinds and the first 
violins playing unison with the vocal line, as well as by the whole orchestra playing the 
same dotted rhythm, crescendo md forte. The orchestral comment after this phrase is 
characterized by the continued dotted rhythm of the woodwinds and horns, the triplets 
and the demisemiquavers of the violins, which give an overall effect of resolution and 
steadfastness. 
There is an abrupt change of dynamic from sforzando on the word 切member， 
^Denk) to piano in Tamino’s next line ‘remember your duty and be prudent，iDenk deiner 
Pflichtund handle king!) (ex.2-117). This, together with the predominant minims in the 
vocal part, gives the impression that Tamino has acquired the virtue of prudence. He is 
no longer the rash young man prone to an excess of emotional reaction. His strength is 
apparently from within, not caused by external circumstances. And this is emphasized 
by the continuation of the dotted rhythm in the orchestral accompaniment, which 
conveys a feeling of strengtH and resolution. Jacques Chailley comments on the 
significance of this phrase. He says^: 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 245. 
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. . . i n peremptory fashion (significant cadence), he [Tamino] curtly orders 
Papageno to keep quiet …that his word should suffice to reassure Papageno. 
The above analysis indicates a certain amount of change that has taken place in 
Tamino. It seems that he has outgrown the inexperience and lack of self-control shown 
in earlier scenes, and has become a more mature person. Jacques Chailley says^: 
In the first act, he was the ignorant stripling who, reacting to his first emotions, 
underwent a first，imperfect initiation emanating from the nocturnal kingdom: he 
discovered the world of women, sensed their spell, and accepted their orders. He 
did not yet suspect that Pamina could escape from their grasp or that he himself 
would change. He is already changed. He no longer needs to discover Woman, 
for he has found her in her most elevated aspect. But it remains for the Queen of 
the Night and her Ladies to try to divert him from the plan of pursuing an 
initiation that, by drawing Pamina in his wake, would cut her off finally from her 
mother's world. 
Dent gives similar comment^: 
Tamino remains firm, resisting threats and blandisments alike. He knows now 
tilat wisdom and independence are better than submission to the Queen s gracious 
approval, and that love can be a nobler if a more tranquil passion than it had been 
painted for him outside. 
The nineteenth number (Trio) is a parting scene，in which Pamina is commanded 
to bid Tamino a last farewell, and Sarastro urges him to go on his way. Tamino shows 
two distinct feelings. On the one hand’ being reassured by Sarastro, he is certain that he 
can go through his trial without faltering. On the other hand, he suffers the bitterness of 
separation from Pamina. Tamino’s confidence is expressed mostly through the duet 
singing with Sarastro. Against tHe restless orchestral a c c o m p a n i m e n t (ex.2-118) which 
possibly indicates Pamina's a n x i o u s worry about Tamino’s safety, his vocal lines intially 
express a feeling of calm and unshakeable belief in success. That each of Tamino’s three 
phrases (ex.2-119a，b，c) end in the tonic of its respective keys conveys such a feeling. 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, pp. 243-4. 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas, p. 260. 
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Besides, the generally less jagged contour of his vocal phrases, in contrast to those of 
Pamina，emphasizes his calm confidence. Nevertheless, the grace notes and extra notes 
in his vocal phrases seem to show his inner agitation at being parted from Pamina. In 
this sense, David Cairns' comment on the firm and glowing vocal line of Tamino might 
be open to discussion, as he says^: 
The anxious, restless quaver accompaniment on bassoons, violas and cellos is in 
contrast to the ordered progress of the harmonies and the firm and glowing vocal 
line of the two men. 
While Cairns is right about the ordered progress of the harmonies, which emphasizes 
Tamino，s confidence, the appoggiaturas and extra notes in his vocal lines, as mentioned 
above，underline his inner anxiety. Jahn gives the following comment^: 
It was Mozart's task to blend into one these conflicting elements of [Pamina，s] 
passionate grief, of [Tamino，s] deep emotion restrained by an inflexible will, and 
of [Sarastxo's] unyielding earnest exhortation …Pamina and Sarastro are in 
absolute opposition, and Tamino，joining issue now with one, now with the other, 
forms a natural middle point. 
He also talks about the simple orchestral means employed by Mozart to depict emotion3: 
The simplicity of the orchestral means here made use of by Mozart shows how 
much he was able to accomplish with very little, especially in the accompaniment 
passage, which renders so marvellously the agitation of the situation It may at 
L s t sight appear commonplace; but the unusually low position of the violas， 
violoncelli, and bassoons gives it a striking expression of power and of breathless 
urgency. 
As soon as Sarastro announces that the hour has come for them to part, Tamino 
immediately becomes agitated and sorrowful. He ceases to sing together with Sarastro, 
instead joining Pamina in sixths ‘how bitter separation is，（臉 bitter sind der Trennung 
Leiden) (ex.2-120). The octave jump in Tamino^s vocal phrase signifies an outburst of 
1 Cairns, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 34. 
2 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 326. . 
3 Ibid., p. 326. 
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his emotion. The moving of the tonality from E flat major to C minor underlines their 
sorrow. The playing in thirds of the oboes and bassoons doubling the vocal parts 
suggests how strongly they share the same emotion. The long notes in the lower strings, 
especially the semibreve in the violas, underline the gravity of the scene. The same 
words are repeated by the two a tone lower. 
The leap of a sixth (from B flat to G) in Tamino's phrase ‘Pamina，now I must 
be on my way!，{Pamina, ich muss wirklich fori) (ex.2-121) recalls that in the ‘portrait， 
aria. The jump seems to express the same outburst of intense emotion in him, which is 
emphasized also by the chromatic E natural. The persistent B flats in the violins without 
the first beat，together with the expressive lines of the sustained bassoons，describe 
Tamino's agitation and deep feeling. His sorrow is depicted by the ‘sobbing, tone of his 
phrase ‘How bitter are the sorrows of parting!，（ex.2-122)’ which is underlined by 
expressive harmonies. The phrase begins in the dominant of B flat major，and moves to 
the first inversion of the fourth degree in the minor (G flat, E flat and B flat). Both the 
F in Tamino's line (which clashes with the G flat), and Pamina，s sharpened E natural 
(which results in an augmented sixth) add poignancy to the feeling of bitterness. 
Tamino's repeated words ‘Now I must go，{Nun muss ich fort) lead to a 
passionate call of ‘Pamina，，who responds with equal fervour (ex.2-123). His tender 
feeling is stressed by the clash of the unessential A natural with the B flat in the chord 
E flat, G’ and B flat. The short lines played by the oboes and bassoons echo the sweet 
feeling the two have for one another. From the phrase ‘ f a r e w e l l， - . / . / / ) till the end 
Tamino and Pamina sing together, independent of Sarastro’s line. 
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As in ex.2-120, the oboes and bassoons in sixths，doubling Pamina's and 
Tamino，s vocal phrases ‘Ah, golden peace, come back again，{Ach, gold’ne Ruhe, kehre 
wieder) express the shared feeling of the anguish of parting between the lovers (ex.2-
124). A strong sense of agitation is expressed in ex.2-124 by the syncopated violins 
against the other strings, marked by the dramatic dynamics mezzoforte followed hy piano 
(ex.2-125). The strings are all moving up the chromatic scale from B flat to D， 
emphasizing a mounting feeling of anxiety. This can also be seen in the vocal lines of 
the lovers when both sing ever higher than the previous phrase leading to a clim^xjorte. 
then piano (ex.2-126). The climactic phrase is accompanied by the syncopated violin 
arpeggio of the dominant seventh of G minor up to high C natural, as well as by the 
sustained oboes and bassoons. The subtle dynamic markings in different parts emphasize 
the intensity of expression. The phrase ends on a rather expected E flat chord, piano. 
which leads to the phrase ‘come back again’ (kehre wieder). It looks as though there is 
a sudden enlightenment in them; they begin to realize the meaning of their love. 
All signs of grief suddenly disappear in the repeated phrase of ‘return，(kehre 
wieder) (ex.2-127). The syncopation of the violins disappears and the phrase is marked 
piano. The vocal line of Tamino and Pamina expresses a moving harmony between the 
two. The jump of a sixth in Tamino's line (from B flat to G, as in the ‘portrait，aria), 
in particular，expresses his uplifting feeling. It seems that they have finally come to 
accept their separation as an unavoidable part of their trial, however much they might 
have dreaded it. The inter-mingling of the first part of their melodic lines may show the 
giving and taking of encouragement to and from one another which enables them to have 
the confidence to sing a resigned and calm farewell. The chromatid画（B natural and 
F sharp) convey a touchingly tender feeling. As they move upward，their melodic line 
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come together on the semiquavers, which underline the flowering of their emotion. Otto 
Jahn comments on this phrase as the purification of the expression of emotion^: 
.. .when at the inimitably beautiful passage at the close the hearts as well as the 
voices of the lovers seem to mingle and flow into one. 
His conclusion is】： 
Here again we may admire the skill with which the ordinary resources of musical 
representation are employed to produce extraordinary effects. 
As soon as the two lovers have reconciled themselves to accepting their fate，the 
accompaniment to their phrases of ‘Farewell，(Lebe wohl) (ex.2-128) expresses a feeling 
of calm acquiescence. The chromaticisms in the violin part and cellos, together with the 
interrupted cadence after the first ‘farewell，，underline the tender feeling of the two. This 
is emphasized again by the ornamental notes of the violins playing in sixths in the short 
postlude. Spike Hughes gives his interpretation^: 
As the time for parting approaches, the two lovers come closer together in their 
singing and their farewell has a dignity which we come to recognise as typcal ot 
a love which is basically "different" from what we know of operatic love 
generally. Its path is not altogether smooth，but it is clear from the beginning that 
ft is not going to be a tragic love; there is no jealousy, scarcely a ， 二 f 
passion evenf and in the passages of farewell that end the tno Mozart 
a note of optimism and reassurance which seem to dispel even Pamina s 
misgivings. 
Once again，the idea that Tamino's love for Pamina is an idealised and spiritual one 
comes back. Dent discusses a different aspect of this trio, remarking on Mozart's new 
treatment of dramatic speech^: 
We feel here that the absolutely natural musical expression of words has 
: ad=cS， t s e l f ’ a that is beautiful and individual.…indeed the whole 
1 Jahn，Life of Mozart, p. 331. 
2 Ibid” p. 331. 
3 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, pp. 227-8. 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas, p. 260. 
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opera bears witness to the fact that Mozart is most dramatic when he is most 
essentially musical. The trio for Pamina, Tamino, and Sarastro in Act II is 
perhaps the most deeply moving moment in the opera, and a complete illustration 
of this point. 
In the last trial，which is announced by the two Men in Armour in the twenty-first 
number, the Finale, Tamino has to overcome the fear of death. He is to be ‘purified by 
fire, water, air and earth, {wird rein durch Feuer, Wasser, Luft und Erden). In the face 
of this grave test，Tamino shows his courage and determination. The minor tonality in 
the phrase ‘I fear not to face death like a man, (Mich schreckt kein Tod, als Mann zu 
handeln) (ex.2-129) seems to depict more of Tamino ^ s serious and mature attitude 
towards the trial than of his fear or worry. William Mann gives the same comment^ 
‘The music has reached a brave, not melancholy, F minor.，.This is underlined by the 
steady orchestral figure X L U f of repeated notes, as well as by the stable harmonic 
structure (the tonality stays in F minor without any modulation). The going up of 
Tamino's vocal line from C to D flat，E natural, F and then high G shows the mounting 
force (S his detennination. While the augmented second (from D flat to E natural) 
conveys a detennination to overcome hardship and difficulty, the climax of sustained 
high G on the word ‘duty’ (Tugend) reveals what Tamino has learned: the supreme thing 
is to do one's duty. The strength of his will is at the same time expressed harmonically 
by the resolution of the diminished seventh to the first inversion of the tonic and then its 
root position. The dominant seventh, which stresses a recognition of duty, is brought to 
a firm resolve of the tonic in root position. 
Tamino’s courage is portrayed in the next two lines. The phrases ‘Unlock the 
gates of fear! I gladly dare the perilous r o a d， _ e s s t mir die Schreckenspforten aufl 
1 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 634. 
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Ich wage froh den kuhnen Lauf) are no ordinary act of bravado (ex.2-130). The danger 
lying ahead is real, depicted by the tremolo of the violins and violas, fortepiano, with 
oboes and bassoons joining mjorte. Tamino's foreboding feeling is underlined by the 
Neapolitan sixth of F minor, forte. However, he is undeterred and remains firm in 
his resolve. Firstly, the three upbeat quavers are maintained in his vocal part as m the 
previous phrase, except for the dotted rhythm which gives an impression of additional 
strength. Secondly, the tonality stays in F minor without modulation, which suggests a 
feeling of constancy. Thirdly, the change of the dynamic from fortepiano to piano in the 
the second phrase indicates that his strength does not come as a result of an impulse or 
an emotional reaction to external stimulation. It is a genuine and mature strength from 
within himself, brought about after serious determination. Moreover, the jagged contour 
and the chromaticisms of his vocal line show the degree of courage he possesses. 
A comparison between the Tamino in this scene with the one in Act One tells of 
the extent of growth in maturity in his character. In the first number (Introduction) 
Tamino is a terrified man unable to stand up on his own. In the third number (Aria) he 
shows himself to be an inexperienced young man not yet attaining maturity and unsure 
of his inner feelings. Although he finally realizes their meaning, that is, his love for 
Pamina, which moves him to action in the fi他 number (Quintet), he has not yet had the 
power to deliver Papageno from his plight He does show in the eighth number (Finale) 
a certain degree of strength and determination. However, it is more of an emotional than 
a mature nature. He has been too absorbed in what is in his mind，that is，to save 
Pamina, to such an extent that he has not fully undertstood the meaning of his trial _ be 
a man. David Caims^ has been quoted above’ pointing out that Tamino represents ‘the 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 23. 
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progress of the human soul from the darkness of ignorance to the light of understanding.. 
And before such a goal is achieved, he, especially in the long recitative section with the 
old priest, betrays his immaturity, revealing himself as an impetuous, stubborn and 
excitable person with fluctuating emotion. It is only towards the end of the dialogue that 
he begins to have a better understanding of the situation in which he finds himself. 
Through all these experiences Tamino has undergone considerable changes and 
growth in his character. The first sign of maturity is shown in the twelfth number 
(Quintet), in which he demonstrates his detennination and strength to keep a vow of 
silence. His success shows that he has learned not to be so easily influenced by people's 
words. He is no longer the inexperienced young man lacking in self-control. 
Furthermore, in the nineteenth number (Trio) he shows his mature love for Pamina, 
especially in the final, farewell, scene. He has realized that the strength of their love 
depends on the mutual support they give and take from each other. In the twenty-first 
number (Finale) T a m i n o expresses his understanding of the meaning of duty and the 
courage for its fulfilment In the face of danger and the trial of death, Tamino，s 
composed and calm attitude is in great contrast to his impatience，inexperience and 
impulsiveness in Act one. He is now a changed man on the threshold of the land of 
enlightenment, wisdom, and harmony. The sense of growth and development in the 
characters is also commented on by D e n t � 
It is the wonderful sense of growth and development that makes Die Zauber^d^e 
comparable only to the operas of Wagner. In all his operas, Mozart is remarkable 
powers of characterization; but in none of them before this, except toa 
slight extent in Idomeneo, did he make a single character show a gradual 
maturing of personality such as we see in Tamino and Pamina. 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas, p. 260. 
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In the joy of hearing Pamina's voice even from afar, Tamino loses all thoughts 
of his coming trial. It is as though the trial he is about to go through had already been 
over for him, now that there is the possibility of Pamina joining him. The modulation 
I 
from F minor to D flat major suggests a feeling of warm but unexpected relief, which is 
underlined even more by the change of tempo from Adagio to Allegretto, and the fact that 
the harmony stays happily in D flat major (ex.2-131). Two things could be said about 
the repeated phrase ‘even though death should be our lot，{wenn auch der Tod beschieden 
y^ar) (ex.2-132). Firstly’ the three upbeats and slurred quavers recall ex.2-119 in the 
nineteenth number，all of which appear to portray Tamino，s confidence that he could face 
any trial, even that of death’ with God's protection as well as Pamina’s support. 
Secondly, the expressive lines of the clarinets and bassoons emphasize the feeling of 
warmth in Tamino, who knows that Pamina will be beside him in the trial. The two 
instruments also announce and accompany Tamino's exhilarated phrase (ex.2-133) as he 
anticipates the joy of ‘entering the temple happily’ hand in hand!，ifroh Hand in Hand 
in Tempel geh’n!). His joy is expressed by the syncopation both in the violin part and, 
on the word ‘joy，(Gluck) on high A flat, as well as by the staccato lower strings, piano. 
The dynamic mark suggests that his joy is not superficial but is the product of a mature 
emotion. Besides，the warmth of feeling depicted in exx.2-1323 has been further stressed 
by the cellos doubling the violas (leaving the basses on their own)，which gives a deeper 
quality to the sound. William Mann also comments on Tamino's feeling in this scene^： 
Tamino's delight finds expression in a most un-solemn trio for the three men 
S T a L o i l i e n t especially, for violas and cellos and for offbeat wind, 
might belong to a comic operetta sixty years later or so. 
1 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 634. 
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In the phrase ‘A woman who does not fear darkness and death，{Ein Weib, das 
Nacht und Tod nicht scheut) (ex.2-134) Tamino comments on his idea of an ideal woman, 
who is Pamina. Apparently such a realization is important to Tamino, whose love for 
Pamina，as stated earlier, is an idealized and spiritual one. Both the accompaniment and 
Tamino's vocal part are dramatic and expressive. The depth of his feeling is underlined 
by the chromatic E natural and D natural in the context of A flat major in his vocal 
phrase. It is also expressed by the harmonies, which move from the Italian sixth of the 
supertonic involving the use of G flat and E natural，to the dominant of the supertonic 
with its A natural, and then from the supertonic with its D flat，to the cadence on the first 
inversion of the dominant through its dominant with its D natural. Moreover, the 
intensity of expression is stressed by the string parts being marked fortepiano on each 
beat (and with the violins playing tremolo)’ and the woodwinds sforzando. In this phrase 
Tamino sees Pamina as a woman with vitality and strength, capable of going through the 
test with him. At the same time，he recollects the danger lying ahead as suggested by the 
chromaticisms in his phrase and the accompanying tremolo violins. 
After this expressive phrase and the exciting line ‘enter the temple happily, hand 
in hand，is a calm announcement about Pamina，who ‘is worthy and will be made initiate, 
胁 M g und wird weiht) (ex.2-135). Both the vocal part and the accompaniment 
appear to be simple, apart from the divisi violas which give a warmer sound. The 
woodwinds disappear except in the cadential phrase. As in the phrases ‘Farewell，in the 
nineteenth number and ‘I gladly dare the perilous road，in the earlier scene, Tamino 
shows a calm confidence in ex.2-135, revealing himself to be a transformed man who is 
able to have a better understanding of his trial. On the other hand, the interrupted 
cadence, as well as the chordal phrasing, make these phrases sound like religious 
announcement (about Pamina's initiation). Musically, this short passage appears to be 
* 
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a return to the pure convention of eighteenth century opera, which might therefore signify 
that the coming of Pamina to join Tamino points to a return of everything to normality 
and formality. 
The next scene describes the meeting of Tamino and Pamina (ex.2-136), who 
rejoice that they will be together when they undergo the trial of death. The leap of the 
sixth in Pamina's phrase ‘My Tamino, Oh! What happiness’ (Tamino mein, o welch，ein 
Gluck!) recalls Tamino's in the ‘portrait’ aria, both of which express an outburst of 
uplifting emotion. The contour of Tamino's response is similar to that of Pamina's, 
except for the jump of a fourth and two falls of a fifth at the cadence. A subtle 
difference therefore exists between the two. The more straightforward and outpouring 
quality of Pamina，s love is emphasized by the leap of the sixth and the accompanying 
tonic and dominant harmonies. On the surface, Tamino's vocal line is also simple. But 
the slightly less expressive jump of a fourth and the two descents of a fifth seem to 
signify the more masculine quality in him. Besides, the accompanying first inversion of 
the subdominant and the secondary dominant tend to show that Tamino's love has grown 
out of the uncertainty of his first love (portrayed in the ‘portrait’ aria) to the mature 
feeling of love. The perfect cadence in the tonic in his phrase gives a feeling of final 
arrival after previous hardship and trials. Osborne talks about the significance of the 
scenei: 
When Tamino and Pamina are united, before undergoing together tiie trials of fire 
and water, they greet each other in phrases of the most moving simplicity^ 
Pamina，s ‘Tamino mein’ is very close to the opening phrase of Tamino s ana m 
Act I as he gazes on her portrait. Here’ we are at the very heart of Die 
Zauberfldte. 
Chailley gives comment along the same lines^: 
1 Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart, p. 334. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 281. 
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It is perhaps no accident that the moment of this re-encounter, when for the first 
time Tamino sees the uncovered features of his beloved, is almost a repetition of 
the melodic design of the opening phrase of the portrait aria (No. 3) ... The 
reality has not belied the depiction. Nor, probably, is it accidental that the "O 
welch，ein G/uck" - which the lovers sing one after the other - echoes the "Ich 
glaub’ es kaum" of their first meeting. 
Spike Hughes focuses more on the feelings experienced by the two^: 
It is Pamina who sings first in a phrase completed by Tamino, which is almost 
unbearably moving in its calm understatement and suggestion of a heart too full 
for words. Those bars, with that characteristic opening interval of a major sixth, 
somehow express in an astonishing, unequalled way all the inexpressible relief 
and relaxed happiness which only those who have experienced a long enforced 
parting and a final happy reunion can fully understand. 
His conclusion is^: 
In the restraint and dignity of this meeting we see more clearly than ever the 
whole nature of the love of Tamino and Pamina, its firm, unhysterical stability 
and lack of sensuality. 
Hughes is right about the purity and stability of Tamino and Pamina，s love. However, 
the harmonies supporting their phrases seem to indicate that their love is not entirely 
unsensual. The dissonance in the supertonic sevenths，and also the expressive first 
inversion of the subdominant, underline a feeling of warmth brought along by sensuality. 
Such a feeling, which comes from the strength of their love for one another that points 
to a total involvement of the being, is not consciously realized by them. It is, 
nevertheless, conveyed through the harmonies, while the pure and stable nature of their 
love is stressed by the moving expressiveness of their vocal phrases. 
Mozart, as in the meeting scene of the two in the Finale of Act One，employs the 
seemingly simple and yet immensely touching way to describe the pure love between the 
two lovers. The tonality of the section stays mainly in F major, with only a temporary 
modulation to the dominant. The two crotchet rests in every other bar and the dynamic 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 232. 
2 Ibid., p. 232. 
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mark piano all convey a feeling of quiet contentment free from care and emotional 
disturbance. It gives the impression that it is their union with one another which enables 
them to face the test without fear. 
That is exactly the attitude Tamino adopts in face of the gates of fear. The phrase 
‘Here are the gates of fear，that threaten me with danger and with death； {Hier sind die 
Schrechenspforten, die Not und Tod mir drdu'n) (ex.2-137) conveys a feeling of calm, 
composure, as well as a serious intent. While Tamino acknowledges the reality of danger 
and death，he also shows a determination and confidence which could only come from 
his conviction and inner strength. The calm feeling is depicted by the insistent tonic in 
the vocal phrase, as well as by the stable harmonies in F major (the short orchestral 
prelude is made up of the tonic, the first inversion of the supertonic, the dominant 
seventh and then the tonic). The accompaniment is characterized by the sustained 
bassoons and homs, which give an air of seriousness, the repeated quavers in the violins 
and violas in each bar expressing a certain amount of intensity，and the pizzicato bass 
part playing on the beat depicting a measured and purposeful mood. The total effect of 
all these is to conjure up a dreamy mood which both Tamino and Pamina experience. It 
is as though they had fallen into a kind of trance, when they realize that they are finally 
able to be together, William Mann has described this as': 
One of Mozart's ravishing palpitation accompaniments with repeated quavers in 
the upper strings, a steady plucked string bass, and sustained notes for bassoons 
and homs. 
(Another example of ‘palpitation accompaniment，can be found in the slow movement 
of the C major piano concerto K.467, there as well as here conveying a dreamy mood.) 
Tamino is only slightly roused from his ‘dream，when the phrase ‘龍 threaten me with 
1 Mann，The Operas of Mozart, p. 635. 
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danger and with death’ is underlined by the introduction of E flat by the violas, cellos 
and basses, pushing the music to the subdominant. 
After Pamina’s discourse on the origin of the magic flute and her advice to play 
k so that they could be guided on the dread path, Tamino joins her in praising the power 
of music (ex.2-138), which will lead them ‘through death's dark night’ (durch des Todes 
dust're Nacht). That they exchange parts with each other shows the unity of their hearts 
and minds. A mood of calm contentment pervades the scene, conveyed by the stable 
harmonies, which stay in F major without modulation，and the ending of the phrase in a 
perfect cadence. Tamino’s vocal line also contributes to a feeling of stability as its first 
three bars are identical to each other and made up mainly of the tonic triad (of F major). 
The calmness of the mood is largely uninterrupted even by chromaticisms until the chords 
on the word ‘night，. The orchestration of the passage creates an effect of additional 
warmth partly through the divisi viola part doubling the vocal phrases of the two Men in 
Armour, and the flutes and bassoons doubling Tamino，s phrase ‘we walk by power of the 
music，(yVir wandeln durch des Tones Macht) when it is sung the second time. 
When the line ‘through death’s dread path，is sung the second time (ex.2-139), 
there is a move from the dominant chord to the submedient through a diminished seventh 
chord, underlining the word ‘death，s’ (Todes). A further diminished seventh (of the 
dominant of F major) occurs on the first two appearances of the word ‘night’ (Nacht), 
mezzofortepiano. It is as though Tamino and Pamina are suddenly roused from their 
untroubled minds to notice that the danger lying ahead is after all only too real. 
Nevertheless, their peace of mind is restored almost immediately in the cadential phrase 
(ex.2-140), piano’ in which the perfect cadence (in F major) conveys a feeling of 
confidence as a result of the love they have for each other. 
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Such a feeling is extended by the orchestral postlude (ex.2-141), the first part of 
which is the playing in unison and octaves of bassoons and first violins, signifying the 
oneness of the two lovers in heart and mind，and the feeling of security with one another. 
In the second part, all the other strings join in (apart from the basses which appear only 
in the last two bars), with the first two violins playing the same melodic line as in the 
first section and the other parts giving the second part as in a duet. It conveys an almost 
sensuous sound, indicating the richness and beauty of the love that the two have for each 
other. The feeling of sensuality is emphasized by the intertwining of the duet parts, 
especially between the second violins and the violas. This inter-mingling of melodic 
lines, expressing the giving and taking of love to and from one another which enables 
them to have the courage to face trials ahead, recalls the expressive phrase of ‘return, in 
ex.2-127 in the nineteenth number. A glow is touchingly conveyed by the intertwining 
of the phrases in these two cases, which at the same time underline a sense of sensuality 
that could only come from the strong commitment they have to each other and the total 
involvement of their beings in this love. Such a feeling is further emphasized by the 
chromaticisms, which include the auxilliary notes G sharp and B natural together，as well 
as the passing note B natural at the end of the phrase. On the other hand, the postlude 
suggests a sense of movement, and hence might describe the wandering action of the two. 
The oneness of the two lovers is emphasised again at the cadence, in which all the parts 
end on the same note F, the tonic. Jahn talks about Mozart's genius in combining the 
human emotion of the two lovers, as well as the solemnity of the situation in the scene 
before the trials^: 
The reunion of the lovers is deprived，in face of the d a n g e r s which they are to 
overcome together, of every trace of sensual passion Not until J^ey 
into the mysteries for which they are undergoing can their love b e o r 二 
e n j o y m e n t assured. The tone of the scene therefore is a senous one …But the 
S S T e m o t i o n which irresistibly breaks forth adds a pathos to the solemnity and 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 332. 
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a charm to the youthful pair, filling us with renewed admiration for the genius 
which blends all these diverse elements into a living and harmonious whole. 
In the scene of trial, the stage direction states that Tamino plays the magic flute 
and Pamina follows him when going through the fiery cave. One might expect that 
Mozart will exhaust his dramatic and musical resourses to depict the scene, so that the 
hardship and danger of the trial could be fully realized. However，this is not the case. 
Edward J. Dent compares the different approach possibly taken by Mozart and Wagner 
in dealing with such a scene^: 
Wagner obviously would have provided descriptive music in the orchestra, a 
Feuerzauber or a Rheintiefe; Mozart makes no attempt to be pictorial - that was 
Schikaneder's department. 
In actual fact, the musical effect of the trial scene sounds surprisingly mild. The 
orchestral scoring (ex.2-142) is that of a solo flute playing a quite ornamented melodic 
line, accompanied rather sparingly by the brasses (horns, trumpets, and three trombones) 
and the timpani. The section is in the neutral tonality C major, adagio and piano. The 
music appears to be that of ceremonial procession, typically used on solemn and serious 
occasions, which might be what Mozart would consider the trial to be. The gentle sound 
of the flute could be regarded as representing the power of music, which in Act One has 
turned fierce animals into tame creatures，savage people into joyful and hannless dancers, 
and which here protects the two lovers from the danger of flood and fire. 
The dramatic quality of the scene lies in two factors, viz., the 丽sual orchestral 
scoring of brasses and timpani, and the contrast between the solo flute, the brasses, and 
the stage direction. The use of trombones and other brasses by Mozart is not 画sual; 
they were scored in both Idomeneo and Don Giovanni for special dramatic value. The 
1 Dent, Mozarfs Operas, p. 250. 
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scoring of just the brasses and the timpani, however, is extraordinary, emphasizing a 
serious, solemn, outdoor and ceremonial feeling. Such a feeling is heightened by the 
contrast between the mild passage of the solo flute，the solemn brass and timpani parts, 
and the stage effects of howling wind, muffled thunder, and rushing water. 
A sense of hesistancy is expressed by the mild sound of the solo flute, underlined 
by the trills and short melodic lines separated by rests. The passage gives an overall 
effect of describing somebody [Tamino and Pamina] putting their faith in believing that 
this is the way to win through, with certain degree of confidence, but also alarm. Several 
people have commented on the effect and significance of this scene. Dent says^: 
The solitary melody of the flute stands out strangely above the mysterious chords 
of soft trombones and the pulsation of the drums; the oddity of the orchestral 
combination forces upon the listener a tense feeling of self-concentration, and 
gives us exactly the sensation of going through some difficult and dangerous 
experience. 
Both Spike Hughes and David Cairns remark on the tenseness of the scene. Hughes, in 
particular, talks about the effect of the solo flute^: 
The slow march which takes Tamino and Pamina through the fire is a moment of 
incredible tenseness, having about it an air of strain and isolation which is 
somehow thrown more sharply into relief by the supreme ethereal simplicity of 
the solo flute as it goes its solitary, confident way accompanied by the remote 
syncopated beats of the muffled drums and the soft chords of horns, trumpets and 
trombones.， 
Cairns, on the other hand, explains the meaning of the scene': 
Without raising his voice, and by means of a quiet march played by a handful of 
instruments - a slow but florid melody for solo flute，punctuated at the end of 
each phrase by brass chords followed by soft drumbeats (always on the offbeat)-
Mozart creates an overwhelming sense of tension, the ordeals of a lifetime 
compressed into a few bars.' 
1 Dent, Mozarfs Operas, p. 250. 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 233. 
3 Cairns, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 37. 
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The end of the trial of fire (ex.2-143) is marked by the semiquavers in the violin 
part, which gives a sense of human involvement distinctly different from the processional 
music of the previous section，added to which is the warmth of the long held notes in the 
viola part. Moreover, the duet playing of the oboe and bassoon and later oboes and 
bassoons doubling Pamina and Tamino，s vocal parts signifies the union of the two lovers. 
As in ex.2-138，the two exchange each other's vocal part, showing their unity with one 
another. Spike Hughes describes the characteristic of their vocal part^: 
The relief which Tamino and Pamina feel as they come successfully through their 
first ordeal and the confidence they feel as they face the next is expressed in a 
characteristically calm passage for the two voices in tenths and sixths. 
That all the orchestral and vocal parts end in the tonic C (ex.2-144) demonstrates the 
strength of the union between Tamino and Pamina. The whole section gives a feeling of 
human warmth and serene confidence. This is underlined by the stable harmonies in C 
major, and reinforced by the tonic pedal. There is a richer orchestral sound and warmth 
in the repeated phrase ‘May your music protect us in the flood as it did in the fire’ {Dein 
Ton sei Schutz in Wasserfluten, so wie er es im Feuer war/)，brought about by the long 
held note of the flutes and the thirds and sixths from the oboes and bassoons. 
The orchestral accompaniment to the trial of flood is exactly the same as to the 
one of fire. When it is over, tlie two sing of ‘the joy oflsis accorded to them’ {Gewahret 
ist uns Isis’ Gluck!) (ex.2-145). On the word ‘joy, Tamino and Pamina，s trial ends on 
a striking unison C，which indicates that the strength of their unsion enables them to 
survive the trials. In an apparently simple way，Tamino and Pamina go through 也eir 
trials and are received into the Temple as worthy Initiates. Dent says〗： 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas’ p. 233. 
2 Dent，Mozarfs Operas，p. 250. 
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It is this extraordinary simplicity that gives the characteristic colour to all the 
solemn scenes of this second act. 
His conclusion, however, is^: 
Yet this simplicity is deceptive; it is only after we have been through the 
complexities of the earlier works [of Mozart] ... that we can understand its 
innermost significance. The story of the opera is itself a lesson to those who 
would understand its music; we must prepare ourselves by silence and meditation, 
we must pass through the fire and water, before we can enter the temple of 
wisdom. 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas，pp. 250-1. 
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Ok 4 -
via. i--^ 
— p ~ 
P for to zur rechien Scito,niacht sie auf,und als or 
hinein will,hort man von forn clno Slimme:) A 
妄 - P ； 
Zu - riick! 
l/c-e j U i t f ^ ^ M f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a. V IP ] 
“ ， I I iT ^ F / . 
‘ ‘ ^ ^ ^ 
� _ f 
们丨_•杂凑 
W a . 源 芸 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ :LrUck? z i ^ k ? So >va6'ichlucrmcin Gliick! 
‘ t 
Vc.e 
— f G ‘ � r J 
103 
Fl, U - ~ ~ 
寸 p f or 
T f 
•工( 
I 一 I “’ 
•了 ( E r geht zur linkon Pfortei 





Vil ( 畴 
“ V i 
“ ’ 
/ J 
(sieht sich urn*) 處 [ •,、•？、f-塵-•-
Auchhicr ruftman,^iiok"? Da s ^ i inoch ci-ncThiir'! TiellcichtfindWcnEingang 
f- . .fir . - n — — I 
l / c .e 
V -
104 
厂 " ; Adagio. 
�l>. ^^ ——•—— 
j'：^ p — . y ^ 
f Adagio. 
hicr. (Er klopft, cin alter Priestcr erschcintj ... 
I 
Kc.e 









Ex. 2' “ 
Andante a tempo. 
Der Lieb' raid TSx - g«nd Ei - gen • thum. 
Ey.2-“ 
Andante a tempo. 
� - " _ — — “ r P 
dolce "“ 
W.I j f 
——-——- - — — ^ 
' Dcr Licb' raid Tu - gend Ei - gen - thum. 
^r/esi ： U ^ 
Hei-liffth^ 
^ - r 
106 




p' “ ‘ cresc. f 
Tam'tno 字r —- 三 二“ ！tm右 
Priest ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^Villst du dio-sc fmdcn? DiohlcUct Licb’ und Tu-gcnd nioht, wcil Tod und lU-chc dich cnt - zun-dcn. 
a . c-fcsc. / 
Nut Ra-chefur den ！ 
Priesi -^^^H^ZZZ^I 
•den. j^；, • , , • Ip Vc.e � P CL 
107 
VI. 1 多 -
W.1 ( t "tj 
^ —丄L•^上 
(srJineU) , , ^ 
Sa-ra-swo hcrrsdit in die-sen Qriin-dcn? 
l/c.e，~~ - I / i^g 
W . I 丨 
. v u . i ^ J w i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
, C (wilt gc—)-丁 “ ” 。 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ~ al - IcsHcuchc - leil So ist dcim 
a . 尸f t/j'r of 8 “ 
108 
By, 7 / 
W . I 
I I 
卞 - . i t . " (will gchen) 
al - - IcsHeudio - lei I 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I- ^ ^ 
c t . � 7 
‘ , O b . 
fx . 2- IZ ^ ^ 三 
f* JL V — 
f r\ _ _ 
L, iSi wm gchn,froh undfwi, • nic curen Tcmpcl schnl 
Vc.c M r 名 J ^ ^ ^ 
C 么， \ — = f='~~""""   
三I _
 • • 琴 
’ . . ‘ ： . i
 T「|i
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 H^^^ww^ K^C 
Ill 
Ex. 2-17 
^丨丨 r ~ ~ r ^ ^ 
r ‘ 
董 
^ //I c ^ ^ 
^ iflt cm TJa-nicnsch, cin Ty - rann! 
^ ^ I - ^^ 
t / c . e C^. “ 
i j s z — — - > r ^ ^ 
；.W. I . / f ^ ^ - T - r 
目 ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 
^ ^ ^ l ^ s ^ a ^ p ^ p a f e i ^ ^ l I' ly r 丨 丨 ^ m 
^ Durch cin ^ l u c M i c h Wcib b^wic-sen, das Gram,und Janwner nic - - der -
；)’ I ——^ F ^ = 1 ^ ^ ^ l/c. e Cb. — ^ • 
^ V “ � � f Cr 
7 
112 
T ^ o ‘ I 
Die Absicht ist nur all-zu klar! 
. VI. I 





辟 I ^ . M ^ ‘ I 
^ R a u - b e r . J h n ' j i r b a r - m e n , P a - mi - n a a u s d e r M u U j j ^ - m e n ? 
Ja, JunglingjWas du sagst,ist wahr. 
！ 
^ die cr iLs go-raubt? 
� 4 
113 
W. I ^ ， - —— 
W . i r j 么 , j / V 
V U . ； . J) _ / . . /• p 
； “ t , ' ' p - ^ j j � \ i> I [ T i ) P p p ^ ^ 
die er tms ge-rsiubt? Man o - pfcr-to vicl-loichtsie schon? 
”•• - I _ - i if 
cL \ — f — / 
2-SZ � 
W.I ) ^ / f 
^ > f 
j r 
T 一 ” ‘ 
Er-klar'dios Ratisd, taiisdi mich niohtl 





( 棒 ^ m^ 
嘱 I ^ P 
VU. 运 0 
l!i / i J —丨丨j目 
Wum al-Bo wird die Do-cke khwinden? 
畔 i I ^L^ • 
l/c.e C^. 
Ex, 2-H 
, ]/!, I Andante a tempo. , . 
\ ^ V I . JL = = " " = = ; = ； = 
^^叙 I I wird dio De-cke ^winden? 
So bald dichfuhrt der Rcund-scbaft Hand in'a Hd - ligtiium zum cW- - gen 
^ ^ Basso. 
^ 





, , " O b . • ^ r T T ^ v I 
o i . u _ T • 费 中 
一 T A M I N O (al lcin) . ___. _ I _ 
岂 ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ I— 
Vc.e ——k-—— 
QL ( T ^ — u — r — z ： 
U P . 作 I 二 — / TrombonL 
VM/ ——i~ _ _ ^ 
— _ ^ ^ 
0 ewLgeNacht! w L ^ t L schwiiulen? wannwiid das Licht mein M-ge 
Vc.e ^ ^ "f — ， 
116 
. Alto e Tenor®. . . 
VU I 
vu. 
Tcxm'wc -I . — ^ 
� 恶 L .卞 oce K “ K i 
r, ^ ^ ~ r r < I ‘ 
^Chorvoninncn. Bald, S j d T o - dcr ’！ 
soii^-v&oo Y' r—r r T i.. 
� Bald, bald, Jiingling, o - dcr me! 
a . ‘ 卜 f ‘ 
Ey. 2-？9 ‘ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ 
Y B a l d , b a l d , bald, sagt ihr, o-der � ’ nLc? 
� r ~ 
c “ ‘― / “ 
117 
Bx. 
, 1 - I 巨 JU I — ~ 
" . 工 ！ ^ ^ ^ ^ 圉 . 
似 IH-— 
— fp - � T i ^ . ^ nic? Ihr Uiisichtba-rcn, aaget mir, IcbtdCnnPa-mi-na noch? I ， h ^ 
xT ‘ 一 
妙 ^ ^ \ 




丁請；   
” Icbt? sic icbt? 
Vc. e 
c b . > 7 
Ich dan-kc cuchda-fiir. 
a . ^ “ f 
118 
By. 1 - W 
J 丄 I K ^ 
I/'. I iU——!• _ ^ i 
. M f ^ 目 - ^ ^ ^ 
. ^ —— / ? ^ o 
(aofs Herz deutend") •’ ‘ • 
wic er hicr, hicr ent - -sprang. 广 Vc.e ^ ^ ^ I / 
cr V f 
Ex. I ' V 
l / a p^ ^ 
jc - dcm To-ne md-ncn DaJik zu schil-dcrn, t/c-e a . 
119 
J , jf^ 1 
似f ^ ^ 丨 ^ ^ ^ 
丁 - - r f e ^ 
' • Wie stark ist nicht dcin Zau - bcrton, 
么 e P — =1 
G tttajor 
^ • 
n . h — ^ 
_ o ^ 
VU. 
丁久“O ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
”w;il,holde Flo-te, duroh dcin S史e - Ion— 
a . \ 
G ^^jor 
120 
f x . 2巧G 
, Flauto Solo. 广 . ^ 
W.I j 
们 f 售 ^ ^ ^ 
Wa. ^ ^ ^ ^ fEr Bj^ clt. soglelch konunen Thiere Ton alien Artcn henror, Ihm zazuhorcn. Er hort aul 
丁 … . " � ~ ~ I — I - ‘ I ^ ^ ty — ‘ 
a . ^ p 
Ex. 2'97 
J广严 ^ ^ ^ 
f l . I 一 •_ , 
-•：•' * Fag. _ 
VLI 1 V ^ ^cresc. p{f 
cresc, 对 
^ i e , len sdbst-wiMeThicroPrcude. 
l/c.e 
CL. ^ I 一. ^ 
« 
121 
n . l y - - f I • i ^ f t 
w • ！ , 哼 奪 零 譯 零 霸 
, ， , /T r ,� ti I � 
d^, nur Pi- mi-na, nur Pi-mi - nabkibtda - von, nurP^ -mi - nablcibtda-von! 
a . ^ " ‘ ‘ 
PI. 
fo. 
P a . m i - ” P a _ m i - na, 
Q or 
122 9x^2-/00 
Pa-mi - -nal Pa-mi - na., ho - re, ho - romiohl 
Ey. 2-lol 
ot. ^ ^ ^ 
• • 








l/c.e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
123 
Bx. i -
^esc. f r\ 
I I I箱g.i ‘ J^ (BfMt) 
wo, aohl wo, wo find’ ich dich? 
飞 cresc. J 
Ex.2-/0^ 
I^sto. ^ � 
pp 遍 途 
w. X ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 球^^^^^^^ 画 
pp 
^ l o i c h t s a h cr Pa^mi-na sdion, - Icicht ciltsic mit ihm zu mir! 





.Ri^ . Presto. 
Fj . [ j ^ 二 
l//a. W j i t — — ^ 
“ � 參 三 
.'fiihrt mich dcr Ton zu 
(/c. e r— 
CL j M 
i 一 S 變 酵 臺 議 
ihr, fuhrt mich dcr Tbnzu ihr, fiihrt mich dcr Tbi^dcr Ton, derTon zu ihr. 
� f p fp f p 娜-, 
125 
Ex. 2-101 
F l . 一 
n f PAMINA. . 八 p—, 
. .TAMINO. Er glaub cskaag^ 
A , ^ ^ K MONOSTATOS. sio ist^ sl ~ 
Mono stales ^ j g f ^ ^ Z Z j H ： ^ 一 I ^ ^i fer r . • 
a . 
,.Ob. 




(sle umarmQii •ich) 
paw/m 
^ undwenn es widh mein En - do 
^ undwenn cs aaoh mein En - dc 
Ex. 2-/o<f 
y . O b . I I > -
O l . — -
— 
vii j 
幻 Esschiingmcin Arm sich um ihn hor, 
TraamI EssclUing'moin Arm sich um sio her, 
Vc.e ？ : q ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ E E ^ I ； ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ^ 封 云 至 兰 a, —— 
127 
U . l - l i o 
. • • •-




M 4- / MONOSTATOS. (fuhrt den Tajolno herein.) i ,——., . - r -
"O “ Nun stol-zcr Jiing-ling, nur hie - her! 
Ex. 
i J 
TAMINO. 1 , 1 1 I t-:itr=：^ 
" Pa-pa - ge-no, schwcigc still! 
Ex. 2-llZ I ^ 
TAMINO. — 
T 一 w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ DcrAr-mo lujinvonStra^fc sa^cn, dcnnscmo Sprachc ist da_ hin. 
128 
i 一 _ ——-—J--^ 
Ot. 
F j . 
Co r.Cf ：冬 •： -. 
v i t j 
\ -VJ -
"tj 
EinWci.scr priiTtuhdach-tct iiicht,vra5 dcr go - mci-nc Po-bcl apnoht} .. 
a . 
Ex� 
o t . 
CokQ _ - , “ = = = = = 
w. I j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
l/la. 
^ . a ERirE u. ZV^TE DAME. • ___——— 
TAMINO, - i— 
a^bcr aus-gc-daol 
f j PAPAa —p 
wahr? I J 
l/c.e 
a . — “ 
i 
129 
Ex. 2- / / 4 
f l . • ^ m 
^ — - — ^ ~ ~ 一办~~jfi~ ^ 
^ 办 j p fp 万 妾 樹 ^ ^ 
1 
Willstdu dcin Ge-liib - do brochen, nichts mit Wei-bcrn hicr zu sprcohcn? 
I- I 司 ^ ^ ^ 
Vc.e 
cy- ^ — f p f p f p 办 f 
\ 
130 
Ex, i - n s 
F/. ff：~~- — / r : 
C o “ 4 > 
. ^ • A i： u V i i ^ 
i ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ m ^ m m 
via. 
• J ^ a g i ioh, schwcigo still! Wirst du im- mcr so ver-mes-sendci-ncr Ei- dcspfUchtvcr- gcs-scn? 
戒 I 1 - - 卜 - I 1 ^ 
a 其仁 i l Bassi. ^ ‘ ^ 疆 二 
a . ^ 办一 办 办 
01. 
a 广 = cresc, J 
. T a 一 。 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
过 sinn. Sci still,mcinWortseidirgo-nug： — 
e各，"� I WcJo. 
131 
f y . 2 ' i n 
€ p , 
^”d^dc incrPf l i chtund handle klug! 
f x . 
I 
,Andante moderato. 
f j ~ 
VL I j 
W . I 
.,Andante moderato. 







1 / v 
Pa 一 a h - — Du •wirst dcm 
DicGottor mo-gcnmich be-wahrca! 
DieOoUor mb-gcn Uin bo-wahren! 
Vc. 
c t , 
J ‘ 
Ex.工-"外 
Vl.l \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1� 
IferGotter Wil-le mag go - sohoiico, ihrWinksoU c .^ 
Sarastfo Ihm Go - so-tzo scin! 
DcrOottcr"Wil-le magge-scho-hen, ihrWinksoU j f " ^ ^ ^ 
K . . 
133 
E)c. Z-J/?C 
Fj. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
W.I j 
/ � 叙 - I ” I— - I : = = 
cin. , •h . r I _ 
^ G4b'iiir,ich f u h - l o glei-che Tricbc, wcrd' c-wig dein Gctrcu - cr soin. wcrd' e - , 
Glaub'mir. cr fiih - Ictglci-chc Trio-bo, wird e-wig dein Getmi - er sein, wird c-wig 
Vc, 
^ ^ ^ 
幻 dein— Gctrou^r sein. 




i s f e ^ U ^ — I , � - — - ^ m 
Pan.；.. 二 
Wic bit - ler sind deiTVoimung Lcidcnl 
Wio bit - tor sind dcrTrcnnnng Loidcn! 
Die Siundo sdilaginun miisst ihrsohciden, 
a . 
Ex. 2-/21 • . s T ^ ‘ 
a . 
"“ , Tajnino muss nun -wirk - lioh fort 1 
丁a “ 
^ ^u!ui.ioh muss wirklich fort. wirk - lich fortl Wicbitter 
Sarostro 
C t . 
135 
Ex. 2-/22 
^ Ta - mi - no! Ta - mino 
Wie bitter sind dor IVon-mmg Lei. den! Pamina, ich muss wirklich fort, 
schei-deni Tamino muss nun wic-dor fort, nun, irie- dcrfort, 
i/c.(雄碎 ~ ~ - — — 
a . i f -
[ j r . 2 -
a . 
,,_、 '一 ^ 
Fj-雖 
Vil j 
W . I j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 妄 
"a 一 I f c i ^ ^ ^ f ^ P ^ f f f ^ ^ 一 
‘ Lmusst du fort! Ta - mwio, 
nun muss ich fort! Pa - nii-na, 
fort： 
— l/c. j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ •S 了 
136 
『 � 奶 一 為 j — 
F j . s r - - - ： ~ ~ ~ 二 _ — 
W J j 
w P w 
Ach’gold,-no Ru-hc, ach,pldlno lUi-hc, 
Ach.goldLno Ru-ho, aoh^ goWLno Ru-hc, 
I dieStundo schla^, dioStundo 
) \r p < 
a . 
137 
£y. 2 - 1 2 5 
W.I ( 
AchjgoW-no Ru-lio, ach,pl(llno Ru-hc, 
Ach,goId-ne Ru-hc, adi,goldlno Ru-hc, 
DieStunde schl%t, dicStundo sdila^, dieStimde 




l ^ P ^ > 
Ex. l - l l L 
Ach.gold'-no 'Si-hc, ach,pld:ne lUi-he, 
Ach.goldlno Ru-ho, ax5h»goI<Uiio Ru-hc, | 
138 
Bx. coy^-t. 
- h g 
-Bt^z^^_ 三 j j f j ‘ - — 
fz^ 丨 an^.n取 p 
kch- - -ro wio - dcr! kch-re, 
Kch- : -re wie - dcr! keh-ro, 
tX* 
- 121 
VI.工 A I. 
I ！ 舞 
’ r r r r ‘ _ - r© Wle - - - dcr! kch-rc, kch- ；; ： _ _ _ _ . 
rcr- • ' ‘ r r _ _ rc wie -kcli-rc, kch- - _ 
I h J yr\T sehnunswie - "" . wic-Qcr, ^ 
139 
Ex. -丨义2 
W g "J _ 
vili 譯 
(//a. 挂 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
der! Lc - be wohl! Ic -, be wohll 
L o - bo wohl ! lc - 1)C wohl l (Eutfernen si 
frracfro 
der I . 1) - s c h 咖 wio ‘ ‘ der! 
l/c•丨 
ci.j - - • - 等 “ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ ^ ^ s ^ -•.s； 
f x . 2 " ” 
viJl 
“ ‘ Michsdircoktkcin Tod, 
F nti^or > Ir —TTI' 
z ^ 
Tu- - g c n d f o r t z u T A M I ^ 
、 丄 
^ ^ I 
140 
f x . 2 - / 3 0 
Ob. 
VLI ( • 产 它 垂 
V M l 靜 譯 
Wa. 
I am'MA ^crfe^^r ^ 二 — _ -
TAMINO. . 
wandcln： schlicsst'mir'dio Schrcokoiispfor - ten anf! Ich wage froh dcnkuh- nenLaaf. 
Ct. 办 
Ex. 2-/31 
, Allegretto. . 
VI. I 
W. I ( 
p . ^ ^ ^ ra^.n^ — — — ^ s ^ ! TAMINO . 
Tar.；.. ^ Waa hbr" idi? P a - mi - nens Stimmo? 




Clar. in B. i "I , 
f j . 
W.I) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m 
^ yif ir] wcnn audi dcr Tod be-schiedcn -wax! 
^ war； wcnnauchder Tod bo-schicdon war'. 





“ . J , , Fl. t t 禽 FL l^'i. - - -1-
CI.扑 至 
p ‘ 
Gluck.wennwiruns wic-der schn, froh Hajid in Hand in Tcmpcl gehn 
T ^ o Me, 由 ^ f ^ ^ E I ^ ^ ^ 宇 j p 
… \VclcHGiack,weim wir cuch wie - dcr schn, froh Hand in Hand 
� "WclcHGlliok.wcnn wir cuch vrio-dcr schn, froh Hand in Hand VceUo. _ _ _ _ _ 
143 
} . 口 J. J . , bj hj 丨’j 
F/： 
fp fP fp ^ ！/5> f 
fv ； ^ ^ 
EinWcib, das Nacht und Tod niohl schcut, 
gehni EiiiWcib,da3 NaditundTodniditschcut 
/Jr/Hour 觀戶 fe 陰Jgl^ zz^ jL：!： 
� gehn! Ein\Vbib,das � Nacht undTodniohtschout 







； 一 。 
^ ^ ^ ^ yrurdig ^ ^ i r d c i n g o - w c i h t , ist vriirdig undwird cmge-wciht. 
• ；。Me, 着 und wird c i n g c - w t i h t , ist w i i r d i g u n d w i r d c i n g e - w c h t . 







- J Andante. 
• 。广f I - I I I _ I 
^ 叫 盡 — 
I 说刘 ^ ^ 胃 — 
i AndaiTte. ~ ‘ ~ ~ ^ ‘ ‘ 
i Ta- ml- no— mein! o welcli ein GlUck! 
� Vccllo.J^  ^ ^ 广J Pa-mi - na—mein! o vcloliein Gliiokl 
I 1/c. e I a. ^ r ^ b I ^ ‘‘‘ 
I r^ajcr J! Ui 
I ^ I 
i 
Bx.丄-m 
- F j . fer 丨 -「 ‘— 
f Vin 
I VU, 描 
:: fQr>un<x 旁丨， “ • -• ~ — ••-  - 二 '"^―— 
^ “ Hicr sind dioSchrcckensprorton,dieNoti undObdmirdraan. 
：： l/c.e a . r , I i ^ I 
I 





W. I 丨 
IWir Araii - dein durch dcs To - -
, "Wir W2HI - doln durch一 dcs 
7<va M^t 泰丨‘ "”^^^^^^^^"^『^^ 
'.”• Dir waiidclt durch— dcs 
- S : I — — 
� Ihr wandclt durch 一. dos l/c.e Cb. ^ . ~ 
n c s M a d i t f r o l ^ r c h d c s T o - d c s d U - s t V c N a ^ t , 
" ^ ^ T o - n c s M a x i h t ^ f r o h ： d u r c h d c s T o • d c s d u - s t V o 
一 d i T T ^ ' n i Machi f r o h d u r c h d c s T o - d c s d U - s t r c N a d i t , 
� r - - - ::严--r -—严：二lz^IHEE^三扫二：:二j 
袋 固 二 fen^^ ；:EiElE-ZH^i"^^^—^ 卜•士 
^ feT^cs.MaS；^ f r o h d u r c h d c s T o - < ics d ( i - s t V o N a d x t , 
y, I I—I 
146 
& f . H? CO"亡. 
P i . 
O t . 
f j . ； ： ― ^ ^ ^ 
W . I 今 
_ _ 響 需 賽 
l/la. J g g j " — — ~ 
vrir wan • dcln durdi— des 
丁 — " 。 卜 T 
wir wan - dcln durch des To - -
, 幻 ihr wjui-delt durch _ des 
� ihr wan-dclt durdi—des 
Vc.e 纱 ; 任 三 Ji a . P 
147 
E x , 2 - / 3 ? 
ifc ^ ^ ~ r 節 r ^ ^ ； f Q ^ l r B a x b i i l ^ ^ 
y ' — • _ r-^^^^^gZO—^_厂 
J - ^ ^ 讲f 
To. - ncs Max:ht froh___ durchdcs To- - dcs dU^st'rc Nachl, d ^ sfre Nadit, 
- ncs Ma<;ht_froh dtich dos To- • dcs dii- - sl're Nachl, dti - stTe NaxW’ 
• To- -ncsMa^^t froh一 durchdcs To- - des du- - stVc Nacht, du - stYc Na.it, 
� To- -ncs Macht frohdurchdos To- -dcs dii - slVc NaxM, dii - stVe Nax>ht, 
Lb. � •“ *f J> , rr 7 ‘ Vii *fC 
7 
148 
眞 ： ： _ ^ ^ . _ 
( ( ^ f e i ^ J yu. ^ 
dii sVreT；树;„ ， h t . 
r ^ ‘ Nacht. 
, d u . strc " 7 ^ � y t ^ � [ te^ 
� d u - stVe 仏义 
j 舞 讲 胖 卜 仗 
( ； 垂 靜 禱 S 麵 
o • o 
ro^tri'no, 二 ~ 一 - ~ — — _ 一 
一心——f-•-- ——"~r二二：二•irzir.Tr-一二二-jTzrrr二 =^二 ：二 ： ——- _ 
-； 一 Tamino uiid PaJnina wandern； man hort FeucrpeprasBel und Wind 
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CHAPTER 3 PAMINA 
The sixth number (Trio) begins with the Moor Monostatos dragging in his captive 
Pamina, who apparently has tried in vain to escape from him. The scene, to a certain 
extent, could be regarded as a parallel to the first number (Introduction). Whereas 
Tamino is pursued by a serpent and falls unconscious, Pamina has been captured by 
Monostatos; she too faints when she is unable to guard herself against his licentious 
advances. Neither of them has enough power or will to face the adversity in which they 
find themselves. Both of them have to undergo trials and tests before they can attain 
wisdom and maturity. Jacques Chailley has pointed out the musical similarity between 
this scene and the opening of Act O n e � 
Agitated music, as at the opening of the act: the musical similarity of the two scenes is striking: Pamina is pursued by Monostatos as Tamino was pursued by the serpent (the man by his instincts，the other by a man who has yielded to those instincts). 
Nevertheless, like Tamino, Pamina proves herself to be a noble character despite her 
weaknesses. This can be seen more clearly in situations where her character is contrasted 
with that of others' David Caims suggests such an idea when he comments on this 
scene!: 
While her [Pamina,s] phrases from the first show a tendency towards melodic 
expansion, his [Monostatos'] are tense and down to earth …He is Natural Man 
corrupted, enslaved to his selfish appetites and incapable of development (as his 
name suggests). 
P a m i n a ' s vocal phrase ‘Oh, what suffering! What pain!^ (O welche Marter,welche Pein!) 
is the same as Monostatos，(ex.3-1) except that it has been transposed up a tHird. A 
feeling of excitement or agitation is expressed by the off-beat quavers. While this is 
1 Jacques Chailley, The Magic Flute, Masonic Opera’ trans, by Herbert Weinstock 
(London: Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1972), p. 204. 
2 David Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," in The Magic flute, edited by Nicholas 
John (London: John Calder，1980)，p. 24. 
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emphasized by the accompaniment to both phrases, which is characterized by the repeated 
quavers of the pedal bass of violas, cellos and basses, the three upbeat staccato quavers 
and two syncopated crotchets of the violin parts, Pamina’ s is given extra warmth by the 
additional accompaniment of the long-held notes of the homs and the bassoons in thirds 
with the upper part doubling her vocal part. 
Under Monostatos, threat of death Pamina declares bravely that ‘Death does not 
make me tremble’ {Der Tod macht mich nicht beben) (ex.3-2). Her determination is 
depicted in her vocal part particularly by the repeated four notes on D (the dotted rhythm 
of the first two notes stresses her strength), accompanied by the orchestral fortepiano 
semibreve, which gives a feeling of gravity and steadfastness. The sudden cessation of 
movement，together with the forceful cadence, underline that she is not scared. The 
violins，all of which play a triple stopping chord of G’ forte, and then jump down two 
octaves to the open G string, give a feeling of finality and strength, effectively describing 
Pamina，s resolve rather to die than to be humiliated. 
There is then a sudden change of mood when Pamina expresses worry that her 
death might grieve her mother. Both the change of dynamic from the forte of the 
previous bar to piano, and the appearance of the note C sharp (which means a change of 
tonality from the tonic G major to the dominant D major) (ex.3-3) indicate a change of 
thought in Pamina’s mind. She is not afraid of dying, but is worried that her death might 
cause considerable sorrow to her mother. The first part of the vocal line has the same 
rhythm as ex.3-1. However, while ex.3-1 expresses a feeling of excitement, ex.3-3 
indicates more of Pamina，s inner agitation and concern. This is underlined by the 
syncopated violin a c c o m p a n i m e n t without the first beat, which gives an effect of 
breathlessness caused by inner tension and anxiety. The sustained note on the word 
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‘sorrow，(dauert) conveys the intensity of her feeling, which is stressed by the sustained 
violas, the pedal bass, as well as by the fall of a seventh after the sustained E. After this, 
the first violins express Pamina’s disturbed emotion with an upward staccato arpeggio 
of D major. The presence of a slur in the third beat, a contrast to the other staccato 
notes，adds intensity to the whole phrase, making it sound more thoughtful. This is 
emphasized even more when the phrase ends with two repeated high As, instead of an A 
and D to complete the arpeggio figure. 
Pamina，s phrase ‘she will surely die of grief, {sie stirbt vor Gram ganz sicherUch) 
(ex.3-4) becomes more expressive because of the longer notes, the appoggiaturas, and the 
change of tonality to D minor. Her agitation is continually underlined by the second 
violins playing staccato alberti bass figures. The first violins, however, play pathetic 
broken triads without the first beat, the third bar of which lacks both the first and third 
beat，conveying Pamina’s feeling of grief and pathos，and her tenderness for her mother. 
Her noble character is shown in the sincerity of her feelings, especially in her 
determination to steel herself for death rather than yield to Monostatos. 
Her next phrase ‘0 let me rather die, (O lass mich lieber sterben) (ex.3-5) 
conveys a feeling of agitation and helplessness, effectively portrayed by the syncopated 
accompaniment of the violins and violas, piano. There is an intensification of feeling, 
brought about by the staccato note followed by two slurred notes. The syncopated 
accompaniment recalls that in the fourth number, the aria of the Queen of the Night, in 
which Pamina is described as ‘trembling with deep agitation，iZittern mit bangem 
Erschiittern) (ex.3-6). 
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Pamina expresses an outburst of strong frustration when she concludes that 
nothing can move this ‘barbarian，{Weil nichts, Barbar! dich ruhren kann) (ex.3-7). The 
vocal line rises to a high A semibreve and crotchet，accompanied by the full orchestra, 
forte in the winds and crescendo in the strings, punctuated by the syncopation in the 
upper strings against the basses. The contour of the phrase is similar to that of ex.3-3 
‘I sorrow only for my mother’ (nur meine Mutter dauert mich). In both cases there is the 
jump to sustained note through arpeggiated dotted crotchets, followed by a fall of a 
seventh, emphasizing Pamina's outburst of strong feelings. The harmony of the phrase 
on the word ‘barbarian, has become a static dominant chord, describing how Pamina is 
frustrated by her inability to move Monostatos. After that Pamina falls unconscious, 
apparently exhausted by the intensity and swift changes of emotion in the past scene, as 
well as overcome by strong fear and anxiety caused by Monostatos，wicked intentions. 
Pamina sings altogether just six lines in this scene, yet she has already shown a 
wide range of intense emotions. Feelings of determination, anxiety, concern, tenderness， 
grief，pathos and frustration are expressed. She has been portrayed as a strong and noble 
character; she would rather die than yield to Monostatos，threat, and she appears to be 
more concerned about her mother's grief than her own trouble. Moreover, her feelings 
come out sincerely and directly. Spike Hughes gives his comment on Pamina，s character 
in this scenei: 
Pamina, whom we now meet for the first time, behaves exactly as we would expect her to behave _ with dignity and a touching regard for what her death would mean, not to herself, but to her mother. 
Hughes goes on to talk about Mozart introducing a tiny detail of characterization 
concerning Monostatos. While Hughes is right about this point, the above analysis has 
shown mat an equally detailed description of Pamina's character is also made. 
“ 1 svi^^mgh^^. Famous Mozart Operas (New York: Dover Publications，1972)，p. 205. 
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She regains consciousness after the meeting between Papageno and Monostatos; 
when they come face to face, both are terrified and they flee in opposite directions. She 
is then told that a handsome prince loves her and is being sent by her mother to the 
rescue. The delighted Pamina commiserates with Papageno on his not yet finding a wife, 
• and together in the seventh number (Duet) they sing about the power of love between 
• I 
� men and women. As in the sixth number, where Pamina’ s noble and refined feelings are 
set against the vulgarity and corruption of Monostatos, here her qualities are contrasted 
with Papagenos imp l i c i t y . Both have been described as ‘children of nature'^ 
However，in their simplicity their characters are distinctly different. 
The duet is essentially conceived in a straightforward manner. The short 
introduction (ex.3-8) is made up of the simple materials of tonic and dominant chords, 
announced first by the strings playing staccato’ piano’ and answered by clarinets and 
horns, also piano. An extra degree of warmth and glow is brought about by the scoring 
in which the violas play B flat above the second violins, whose open string G gives an 
added bloom. Moreover, the clarinets and homs give a sweet and touching sound. The 
introduction gives what Pamina and Papageno are to sing in the duet about the noble love 
between man and wife in a nutshell. The opening phrase, composed of three repeated 
notes moving out from the tonic to dominant, seems to represent the man, who is more 
active and willing to take the initiative. The answering phrase，the woman, in its smooth 
and sweet sound, expresses an inward agreement in passive and yet stately manner. The 
two phrases complement each other as a unified whole just as man and wife should do. 
Similar introductory phrases appear at the beginning of the second stanza (ex.3-9)，except 
that this time the clarinets and homs come first, followed by the strings. While in the 
~ 1 see Edward J. Dent, Mozart's Operas: A Critical Study (2nd ed.，； London: Oxford 
University Press, 1948)，p. 261. 
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introduction the man comes first, it is the wife who takes the lead at the beginning of the 
second section. Mozart seems to express the idea that neither should assume dominance 
over the other，rather, each should play equally important part. 
Pamina，s simple nature is portrayed right at the beginning of the duet. Her first 
vocal phrase is supported just by the three primary chords, the tonic, dominant and the 
subdominant, and derived in a strightforward manner from the arpeggiation of the tonic 
and the dominant chords, and the downward scale (ex.3-10). The extra notes in the 
slurred quavers express characteristically her tender and sweet nature. The orchestral 
accompaniment is one of the simplest conception, with only the strings playing the 
prevalent figure J T ] , piano. Papageno's phrase (ex.3-11) is almost the same as 
Pamina’s except that a quaver rest and two dotted quavers break up its legato flow, 
suggesting his more care-free character when compared with Pamina. Moreover’ while 
Pamina sings the beginning of the phrase ‘good hearts cannot be lacking，{fehlt auch ein 
gutes Herze nicht) from B flat followed by two slurred notes (B flat to E flat), conveying 
a more melodious and expressive effect，Papageno, in his answering phrase，goes directly 
from B flat to E flat, demonstrating his more straightforward nature. Also, as the 
semiquavers (D and C) in Papageno's phrase are escape notes，which convey a care-free 
feeling followed by lively jumps, the corresponding D and B flat in Pamina，s phrase are 
part of the melodic line, expressing her more serious feeling and intention/ The simple 
nature of Pamina and Papageno and the difference between them are commented on by 
Caims^: 
The directness and unsophistication of the melody of this hymn to • t * • A X' 
love and the plainness of the accompaniment, reflect not only the simplicity of 
Pamina and Papageno but also their humanity. Although they do not understand 
what the love they sing about so fervently involves, instinctively Pamina commits 
1 Cairns, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 25. 
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herself to it, and Papageno in his more primitive way (his vocal line significantly 
less abundant and exalted than hers) follows her. 
Differentiation between the two characters is further expressed when they sing 
together the line ‘We gladly rejoice in Love's power，{Wir wollen uns der Liebe freun) 
(ex.3-12). Pamina*s vocal part is more decorative with quaver and semiquaver slurs and 
dotted quavers, whereas Papageno's stays just on quavers and crotchets. Consequently 
her phrase could be considered relatively florid and melodic while his is straightforward 
and direct. The contour of Pamina*s phrases is more jagged, when compared with that 
of Papageno. The arpeggiated melodic line’ and also the jump to high A flat，stress her 
more expressive and romantic nature. 
The duet is of a strophic form. The second section differs from the first in its 
increasingly ornamented vocal parts, understandably more so in Pamina's than in 
Papageno’s. Pamina professes her faith in love/ Love can sweeten every trouble，{Die 
Lieb versusset jede Plage)，which she believes is perfectly manifested in the love between 
man and wife. 
The final section of the duet is a long coda in which clarinets, bassoons and horns 
introduce the phrase ‘Man and Wife，(Mann und Weib\ dolce (ex.3-13). The bassoons 
and clarinets seem to represent the ‘man and wife’，as the two parts, supported by 
arpeggiated horns in octaves, blend into each other in a most harmonious sound of tonic 
and dominant of E flat major. The jump of a sixth from B flat via an E flat to G in both 
the first clarinet and bassoon recalls that at the beginning of Tamino’s ‘portrait，aria. 
The outburst of the feeling of love is emphasized by the same leap of the same notes in 
the same tonality (E flat). The same jump occurs in Pamina，s phrase when she repeats 
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the melodic line of the clarinet. Pamina and Papageno ’s vocal part is followed by the 
same introductory phrase of the winds, which leads to the two singing the same melody 
as in ex.3-13，but this time with words ‘wife and man,. As mentioned above in exx.3-
8,9, the changed order of the words suggests that neither man nor wife should assume 
dominance over the other, both of them play an equally important part. 
The words ‘man and wife，are repeated sotto voce fex.3-14), and accompanied 
only by clarinets and bassoons without the first beat. Pamina sings down the scale from 
high G to A flat, expressing a reflective mood with tenderness. The stepping contour in 
Papageno's phrase, on the other hand, stresses his less romantic attitude. The bassoons, 
with a fuller sound，have taken the homs，part in describing the harmony between man 
and wife in a deeper way. The beginning of the phrase ‘attain the level of divinity， 
{reichen an die Gottheit an) (ex.3-15) is accompanied by the syncopated violins，yb"e， 
expressing the uplifting experience of Pamina and Papageno in perceiving the divinity 
of love. The syncopation also conveys a delightful and elevating feeling, confirming 
their belief in the nobility of love between man and wife. The second part of the phrase 
is, however, marked piano; the two become quiet on perceiving the height to which man 
and wife together can aspire. 
When the phrases ‘man and wife, attain the level of divinity’ are repeated, the 
accompaniment becomes even richer (ex.3-16), conveying a stronger emotion. The 
clarinets and bassoons play an upward scale in thirds an octave apart introducing the 
phrase ‘man and wife，，which appears to underline the notion of reaching up to the 
divine. Chailley also talks about this musical point and its implication^: 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 209. 
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We notice that the winds leading to the sotto voce mount in thirds, evoking the 
simultaneous ascent of the man and the woman toward the announced condition 
of divinity. 
The staccato strings take the parts of the woodwinds in ex.3-14’ in which the divisi violas 
give additional glow. The full orchestra joins in on the phrase ‘attain the level of 
divini ty ' , /one. Both the part playing of the winds and the staccato off-beat semiquavers 
in the violin part add force to the expression. 
Pamina bursts into a florid passage of large range expressive of deep feeling 
(exx.3-17，18) (rising from E flat to high B flat，descending to low F and then jumping 
• � 
up to high A fM)’fortepiano，when repeating the phrase ‘level of divinity', a feat beyond 
Papageno. It is an uplifting experience for Pamina to perceive the divinity of love. She 
cannot but express it freely. The repeat of this (ex.3-18) is even more intense than the 
first; instead of going down to F, it goes to C, making the jump from C to high A flat 
and then via F to B flat，crescendo, forte, more exhilarating. Even the simple Papageno 
is under the lively influence of Pamina, singing along with her in the last part of the 
phrase in the same melodic outline (which he does not the first time). Jahn talks about 
the difference between the two, explaining how Pamina，as an inexperienced girl’ falls 
under the influence of Papageno. He s a y s � 
There can be no doubt that Mozart's wish has been to express the loftiest 
conception of the love of man and wife as an image, however faint and imperfect, 
of heavenly love; but here again Schikaneder has interposed, and insisted on 
something popular. We cannot blame him, for Papageno，s sphere is that of natural, simple sentiment, not of enlightened morality, and Pamina is an inexperienced girl, who follows her own feelings, and is ready enough to fall into 
Papageno，s vein. 
1 Otto Jahn, Life of Mozart, trans, by Pauline D. Townsend (New York: Cooper Square 
Publishers, 1970), p. 341. 
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He goes on to say that Pamina's expression of the feelings therefore does not differ in 
tone from Papageno's^: 
Next to him in want of reserve and self-control stands Pamina, who only 
gradually attains a consciousness of her higher and nobler nature. Neither in the 
duet nor in the flight [of the eighth number] does her expression of the feelings 
they are both experiencing differ in tone from Papageno’s. 
Jalm is right in saying that Pamina is an inexperienced girl，who follows her own 
feelings, as shown in exx.3-17,8. But the two examples also show that ‘higher and 
nobler nature，in her，the lofty expression of which is definitely different from the more 
down-to-earth of Papageno，s. Even though the general tone of the duet is simplicity, a 
quality shared by both of them, the more florid vocal part of Pamina，a fact mentioned 
by Caims, and shown in the above analysis, indicates that she is essentially on a higher 
sphere than Papageno. 
The short orchestral postlude (ex.3-19), piano，ends with restraint and a subdued 
feeling of serenity, appearing to portray that Pamina's idea of love, like that of Tamino, 
is idealized and pure. The joining in of the winds, especially the sixths of the clarinets 
echoing the melodic line of the first violins in the previous phrase, and the repeat of 
Pamina，s phrase by the violin part in octaves, express a reflective after-thought full of 
tenderness. 
In the eighth number (Finale) Pamina and Papageno appear, after Tamino has 
heard Papageno，s pipes and rushed off to find them. Apparently they are in a hurry， 
fearing that Pamina might be captured again. They sing the same vocal line but a tenth 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 343. 
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apart (some will conveniently call it a third), indicating that they share the same feeling. 
Chailley gives similar opinion^: 
From the seventeenth century on, voices in parallel thirds have been musical 
symbols for harmony and shared feelings. Here the usage has a precise meaning: 
Pamina’ s harmonious relationship with the futile Papageno well indicates that she 
is only just about to begin her ascent，in which her style will undergo evolution. 
Pamina，s style，which underlines her nature and character, is already shown in the fifth 
and sixth numbers (exx.3-7，17, 18). It can also be seen in ex.3-24 in the following. 
Pamina and Papageno are both in an agitated and excited state. This is underlined 
by the relatively short vocal phrases with the dotted quavers and semiquavers, piano 
(ex.3-20)，all of which give a feeling of breathless excitement. The short orchestral 
comment with its semiquaver figure also contributes to this effect. The same figure 
appears after the phrase ‘else we may be captured yet’ {sonst erwischen sie uns noch) 
(ex.3-21) for the same effect. Moreover, the minim on the word ‘else，{sonst) on the 
second beat, sforzando, suggests that the two have been in such a rush that they have to 
gasp for breath. This is emphasized even more strongly in the repeated phrase ‘if only 
we could find Tamino’ (fanden wir Tamino dock) (ex.3-22), in which the flow of the 
phrase is broken by the three semiquaver rests between the three syllables of the word 
‘Tamino，. The orchestral accompaniment of staccato upper strings to the repeated phrase 
‘else we may be captured yet’ (ex,3-23) also gives the same effect. 
A tender feeling is expressed by the chromaticisms on the name Tamino' (ex.3-
22), which stress the eager hope of the two for meeting him. Pamina’s and Papageno’s 
excitement therefore appears to be caused more by the happy prospect of finding Tamino 
than by the fear of being captured. The harmony of the section is simple, made up 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 223. 
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chiefly of tonic and dominant chords. Moreover, a feeling of warmth is given by the 
divided violas in thirds doubling the vocal part of the two. 
It is the feeling of joyful expectation that excites Pamina，to such an extent that 
she forgets the risk of being overheard and so discovered and freely lets out the exalted 
call ‘Gentle youth, (Holder Jungling) (ex.3-24). It is an expressive phrase with an 
expansive melody, showing that she is used to following her own feelings and expressing 
them without restraint, especially when they are strong and intense. (See also ex.3-7 in 
the sixth number, exx.3-17,18 in the seventh.) Chailley mentions how Pamina shows her 
nature in this phrase^: 
In the first part of the duet in thirds, Pamina sang in Papageno's buffo style. But 
her own personality reasserts itself in a phrase of very different melodic nature 
when she thinks of Tamino: ”Holder Junglingr (Noble young man!) 
Her excited and animated feeling is underlined by the second violins，triplets, which 
recall those that accompany Tamino，s vocal part (ex.2-44) at the beginning of the Finale 
of Act one，when he asks whether he will be able to save Pamina. The two lovers，even 
before they meet each other, seem very much to be of a similar cast of mind. While the 
long notes of the winds convey Pamina，s warm feeling, the pedal bass of the violas and 
the lower strings，giving a feeling of substance, shows that she has little doubt that they 
will find Tamino. There seems to be, however, a feeling of yearning unfulfilled in 
Pamina，s melodic line, as it descends from the leading note down to D instead of going 
up to the tonic G. 
papageno, alarmed at being overheard, immediately tries to calm Pamina down 
and suggests finding Tamino by playing on his pipes. The phrase is comic but realistic， 
especially with the repeated ‘Hush’ (Stille) (ex.3-25). It is accompanied by the long 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 223. 
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notes of the strings without the woodwinds, characterized by a short phrase of the first 
violins playing a trill followed by staccato quavers separated by rests. The phrase 
indicates Papageno’s practical nature, rather different from the romantic quality of 
Pamina. 
Pamina and Papageno become happy and excited when hearing Tamino，s replies 
from the distance. The change of tonality from the G major of the previous section to 
D major seems to indicate a change of attitude in them, stressed especially by the C sharp 
in Pamina,s vocal part (ex.3-26). The worry of being captured again has given way to 
joyful thoughts of finding Tamino soon. Such an excitement is depicted by the 
syncopated accompaniment of the upper strings，all piano’ while the long notes of the 
horns give a sympathetic support. Pamina is particularly affected, as shown in the 
mounting excitement of her vocal part, which goes up the scale from C sharp, piano, then 
crescendo to GJorte, The dotted rhythm seems to emphasize a more confident attitude, 
indicating that the two are sure they will meet Tamino soon. At the forte, the full 
orchestra joins in to describe their stimulated emotion，as well as giving the impression 
that they are getting closer to Tamino. 
They have not been carried away by their feelings, though. The two phrases 
‘What a pleasure to find him, so hurry on!，(Welch ein Gluck, wenn ich ihnfinde! nur 
geschwinde!) (ex.3-27) are marked piano, stressing their cautious attitude. They are 
almost the same as the vocal part in exx.3-21，22, 23，which also conveys a feeling of 
rush，indicating they know they ought to hurry on lest they should be captured again. 
The chromaticisms on the name ‘Tamino, in ex.3-22 are now also on ‘him，- Tamino, 
showing the consistency of musical expression. A greater feeling of urgency is 
emphasized by the staccato woodwinds，as well as by the re-appearance of the 
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semiquaver figure (in ex.3-20) in the woodwinds and violins. This feeling is underlined 
more strongly by the chromatic D sharp in Pamina's line (again on the word ‘him’ -
Tamino), and the phrase ‘so hurry on，（ex.3-28) repeated three times, accompanied by 
the full orchestra (except horns), sforzando, followed by a dramatic piano. 
Unfortunately, as they are about to hurry off, Monostatos suddenly appears, 
barring their way. The phrase ‘Ah, now we're done for’ (Ach, nun ist's mit uns vorbei!) 
(ex.3-29) describes their feelings and the situation. Firstly, the quaver rests in their vocal 
part and the continuous notes of the violins portray that they have been rushing and so 
gasping for breath. Secondly, the pedal D, in contrast to Monostatos，busy bass part, 
gives a feeling of firmness and strength _ they will try their best to get out of the 
situation. And they do, through a very unusual way: Papageno plays on his bells, which 
bewitch Monostatos and his slaves’ who then withdraw singing and dancing. 
Pamina and Papageno are deeply impressed by this magical effect of the bells. 
They then compare the bells to the harmony of friendship，which likewise eases all 
hardships. By going through troubles together, they have found in each other true 
friendship. The song they sing is a folksong-like tune conceived in a simple manner, 
which befits their characters and their reactions to the magic of the bells. The little tune 
is made up of three parts, with the first section in the tonic, the middle ending in the 
dominant，and the final section repeating the first. The harmony is straightforward except 
for the transitional modulation to the supertonic and the chromatic C sharp in the second 
violin part at the end of the first section (ex.3-30). 
As in the seventh number，Pamina and Papageno each sing a significantly 
‘ d i f f e r e n t and characteristic vocal part. While Papageno，s part comprises mostly crotchets 
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and minims and hence sounds more straightforward, Pamina，s is decorated with slurred 
quavers and chromatic notes, all of which make her line more melodic and expressive, 
and emphasize the tender nature of her character (ex.3-31). 
The two sing a canon in the middle section (ex. 3-32), with the words describing 
‘perfect harmony’ {besten Harmonie). Papageno deliberately imitates Pamina, while 
Pamina sings in such a way that Papageno can enjoin her. Humourously they get 
together in a happy and lively mood. Such a mood is also created by the special phrasing 
in the melodic lines of the flute, bassoon, first violin, and viola parts, staccato on the 
first beat followed by slurred notes, which gives a jolly effect，and underlined by the 
busy arpeggiated quavers in the second violin part. The orchestral accompaniment is 
richer than the first section，with the additional first flute doubling Pamina’s phrase, ihe 
bassoons doubling Papageno’s’ and the sustained homs in octaves, giving a mellow and 
sweet sound. Towards the end of the section Pamina，s vocal phrase becomes 
characteristically more chromatic and expressive. The final section is nearly an exact 
repeat of the first，apart from the addition of the woodwinds to the orchestral 
accompaniment, providing a richer sound. Spike Hughes comments on this song� 
The doggerel of Schikaneder’s verses at this point is pretty dismal but it camot destroy the quite extraordinary character of Mozart's music which somehow 
combines a feeling of immense relief at the passing of a danger ( t h ^ at least, is 
the effect it always has on me) with the expression of the wonderfully simple 
faith of Pamina and Papageno in the inevitable destruction of evil as they sing 
together of earthly harmony and the rest. 
There is a sudden fanfare of trumpets and drums and a chorus heard from within 
proclaiming ‘Long live Sarastro, (Es lebe Sarastro). Papageno and Pamina react 
differently to the situation; Papageno trembles with fright while Pamina remains calm， 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas^ pp. 213-4 
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yet knowing that the coming of Sarastro will make their escape futile. Both the vocal 
part and the accompaniment of the two are very different. The quaver rests and the 
repeated notes (especially F) in P a p a g e n o l i n e (ex.3-33) convey a breathless fear, 
emphasized more strongly by the bare and syncopated string accompaniment, which 
contains the characteristic trill usually associated with him, this time describing his shiver 
and shake {ich zittre, ich bebe). In contrast, Pamma’s part is calm and firm. The phrase 
‘Oh, my friend, now we're finished，(0/ Freund, nun isfs um uns getan ) (ex.3-34) ends 
with the sureness of a perfect cadence, supported by minims in the strings and bassoons, 
which express a thoughtful and stoic attitude. She is, however, not unaware of the 
trouble that may lie ahead. The quavers up the scale (from B to G, including an F sharp) 
followed by an octave drop at the end of the phrase ‘this announces Sarastro’s approach’ 
{dies kundigt den Sarastro an!) (ex.3-35), and the lack of weight in the bass part because 
of the absence of the basses, underline her inner agitation. The semiquaver trill, which 
expresses Papageno’s disturbed emotion in the previous phrase, now appears in the first 
violin part for the same effect. 
David Caims tells of the two characters^: 
Both Pamina and Papageno are terrified but the difference in their natures and in 
their destinies, till now concealed by their common interest and mutual sympathy， is clearly reflected in their music: Papageno，s earthy and fragmented, with unison accompaniment, Pamina’s expansive and exalted even in fear, and simply but 
warmly harmonised. 
It is true that the two have all the way been sharing a common interest and mutual 
sympathy，but it seems to be d o u b t f t i l that the difference in their natures has actually 
been concealed. They might have been veiled to a certain extent as they have been 
facing a number of different situations together. The above analysis attempts to show 
1 Cairns，"A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 28. 
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that their characters have been clearly delineated from the very moment they met each 
other. 
While Papageno is terrified and wonders what they should say to Sarastro, Pamina 
shows her nobility and determination by giving a simple and definite answer ‘The truth, 
{Die Wahrheit) (ex.3-36). The phrase is repeated twice, sounding exalted and ever 
stronger. It goes up a seventh (G to F) the first time and an octave the second. In both 
cases, a feeling of seriouness and certainty is conveyed by the minims in all parts, as well 
as by the sustained harmonies. The concluding phrase ‘even if that is a crime，{war sie 
auch Verbrechen) (ex.3-37) indeed portrays Pamina's truthfulness and strength of 
character. This is underlined firstly by the jagged contour and dotted rhythm of the vocal 
part, secondly by the perfect cadence of the phrase which gives a sense of sureness, and 
thirdly by the forceful open strings in the violin parts on the second and fourth beats, 
forte. William Mann saysi，‘ Pamina's answer is one of the great affirmations, 
Nietzsche's Yes-statements in all music., Charles Osborne describes these phrases as": 
Combining the simplicity and naturalness of speech rhythms and inflections with 
the memorability of great music. The expressive beauty and dramatic nghtness 
of phrase after phrase of this kind make Die Zauberflote more than just a very 
fine opera. Like Fidelio, it is an affirmation of the highest aspects of humanity 
as well This inspired simplicity which we find pervading the utterances of 
Tamino, Pamina, and now Sarastro, defies analysis. But it is immediately 
recognizable, and the Finale to Act I is rich in examples of it. 
Indeed the following recitative section is one of those examples. It is a dialogue 
between Pamina and Sarastro, which can be regarded as a parallel to the one between 
1 William Mann, The Operas of Mozart (London: Cassell，1977), p. 620. 
2 Charles Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart (London: Victor Gollancz, 1978)’ 
pp. 330-1. 
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Tamino and the priest at the earlier scene of the Finale. Both of them serve the dual 
functions of portraying the characters involved and unfolding the drama. 
The short introduction (ex.3-38a) describes the mental state of Pamina, who is 
determined to tell the truth and to face what lies ahead. It is scored for strings and 
woodwinds in which the basset horns specially stand out, giving a kind of glow. The 
introduction is made up of three tonic chords of F major, forte, with the top part 
ascending the triad - F, A，C - separated by rests, joined by Pamina，s first note high F 
when she addresses Sarastro ‘Lord, {Herr) kneeling. The upward movement appears to 
portray a gathering of strength and will on her part to make a difficult confession, that 
she is the transgressor wishing to escape Sarastro,s power. The semiquavers played by 
the strings before the third beat and the first beat of the second bar add solemnity. 
Despite its brevity, the introduction depicts the quality of sincerity and nobility in 
Pamina's character. Moreover, it recalls the beginning of the Overture (ex.3-38b) as well 
as the introduction of Tamino's ‘portrait，aria (ex.2-8), both of which with similar 
ascending steps are of a ceremonial nature. But while llie introduction of this scene and 
that of the Overture depict solemnity since they rise from the tonic to the fifth, the one 
in the ‘portrait, aria conveys a warm and romantic feeling because it rises from the fifth 
through the tonic to the third. 
There seems to be a failing strength in Pamina when she makes the confession. 
The dotted quavers and semiquavers in her phrase ‘I am the transgressor’ Qch bin zwar 
Verbrecherin) (ex.3-39) suggest a hint of repented feeling. This is also emphasized by 
the piano strings in minims and semibreve in the accompaniment, as well as by an 
interrupted cadence, both of which convey a mood of seriousness and thoughtfulness. 
Yet, Pamina bears herself with courage in this trying situation, even though she might 
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feel intimidated before the overwhelming figure of Sarastro. The orchestral 
accompaniment to her second phrase (ex.3-40), with the cellos and basses on the first and 
third beats and the other strings on the second and fourth beats, is in contrast with that 
to the first phrase, which shows her timid feeling. 
The three repeated chords played in the woodwinds, p/crno, (ex.3-41) give the ring 
of truth to her confession. The sudden change of tonality to D minor describes Pamina 
explaining to Sarastro the extenuating circumstances that the escape is not entirely her 
own fault. ‘The guilt is not my own’ (Allein die Schuld liegt nicht an mir) (ex.3-42). 
Although the accompaniment pattern remains the same as that of the previous phrase, her 
vocal part sounds stronger. It goes up from A three times to D，E and then F, and settles 
on a perfect cadence. 
When she mentions the wicked Moor as the true culprit who demanded love and 
thus caused her to run away, she becomes rather disturbed yet more assertive (ex.343). 
This is indicated in the first place by the shorter vocal phrases with three upbeat quavers, 
which suggest a hint of agitation. The line ‘and therefore, my lord I ran away，{darum. 
o Herri entfloh ich dir) sounds especially strong because of its jagged contour， 
particularly the descent of a seventh from E to F sharp, and the ending of the phrase from 
the firni note to the tonic G on a perfect cadence. Moreover，the syncopated 
accompaniment of semiquavers separated by rests in the upper strings and the repeated 
notes in the first two bars of the bass part underline her anxious feeling. Finally，the 
modulation from the D minor of the previous phrase to the slightly unexpected C major 
and thence to G major makes this section appear more forceful. 
9 
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Apparently, Pamina feels upset when she is reminded of the unpleasant experience 
with the Moor (she cannot bear even mentioning his name!), which causes her to speak 
forcefully at the end. 
David Caims comments on Pamina’ s character and the style of music in this 
scene!: 
Now more than ever the music conveys the sweetness and nobility of her nature. 
Her conversation with Sarastro is in a style between arioso and recitative; the 
musical idiom is without formal restriction of any kind and as natural as speech, 
yet of unparalleled eloquence. 
Spike Hughes also gives comments on this scene and discusses its significance in detail^: 
She [Pamina] sings the words to one of those phrases which become increasingly 
more frequent in this opera of Mozart's, phrases which are not "tunes" in the 
sense that phrases in his arias are "tunes", but which are memorable in their own 
right, as it were, because they have dramatic as well as purely musical 
significance. It is in just such a phrase that Pamina confesses to Sarastro. On 
paper those bars have little distinction; they might be no more than a phrase from 
a recitative of an opera seria. But this little scene is not in recitative, not even 
in that extraordinarily expressive form of recitative in which the discussion 
between Tamino and the Priest took place. As Pamina explains how and why she 
came to escape we encounter that wonderful sense of musical continuity which 
Mozart develops to its highest pitch in The Magic Flute, It is something which 
cannot be analysed or described; there is nothing formal about it, but every note 
that is sung or played is in some phenomenal way "in character". 
Sarastro shows an exceptional understanding and benevolence for Pamina after 
her confession by exhorting her to be cheerful and reassuring her that he will not force 
her to love. However, she will not be granted freedom. Pamina, in a beseeching tone, 
asks him to release her so that she can fulfil her duty as a child to her mother (ex.3-44). 
Her vocal part is simple but dignified’ composed of the dominant and tonic triads of C 
major. Its outline (the three upbeat quavers) is similar to her previous phrase about the 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 28. 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas^ pp. 213-4 
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wicked Moor (ex. 3-43) except that it is more expansive and lyrical because of the lack 
of quaver rests between phrases. A sense of directness in her line reveals her gentle and 
warm feeling, which is underlined by the long notes of basset horns, bassoons, and the 
divisi violas. While the off-beat semiquavers of the violin part，piano，depict her 
eagerness, the expression of which is made stronger by the figure of slurred semiquavers 
followed by staccato，the pedal C conveys a feeling of determination. 
As soon as she mentions her mother, the Queen of the Night, mezzofortepiano, 
Sarastro interrupts her and pronounces in forceful dotted quavers and semiquavers,/orf^, 
that the Queen lies in his power. Pamina seems to be taken aback by Sarastro ’s remark; 
while his phrase ends on the dominant of G minor,/br/e, she continues in B flat major, 
piano, (ex.3-45) expressing how she misses her mother. The expressive leap of a sixth 
(which recalls those in Tamino's ‘portrait，aria) stresses Pamina，s feeling of love for her 
mother. The phrase is accompanied by flutes, basset horns and bassoons all divisi in 
sixths, which emphasize a touching longing of Pamina for the Queen. This is also 
depicted by the interrupted cadence and the unessential C. Hughes describes ex.3-45 as 
a phrase associated with the gentle and sentimental sides of both Pamina and Tamino': 
The mention of her mother draws from Pamina a phrase which is especially 
characteristic of this opera and especially, I think, of the music associated with 
the gentle and sentimental sides of both Pamina and Tamino. We encountered the 
expressive rising interval of a major sixth in the opening of Tamino's "Dies 
Biidnis ist bezaubemd schon"; we hear it again when, contrasing with Sarastro’s 
G minor the music proclaims a confident B flat with Pamina’s haunting phrase 
accompanied by flutes, bassoons and tenor clarinets or basset-horns. 
When Pamina goes on to talk about her mother, the phrase ‘It is she，(Sie ist es) 
mezzofortepiano. is repeated once (ex.346). She becomes anxious, and seems to have 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas^ pp. 213-4 
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got lost in what appears to be a defence for her mother, after Sarastro’s critical comment. 
The two phrases are short but expressive, with another leap of a sixth in the first one, 
emphasizing her loving feeling for her mother. The syncopated accompaniment of the 
upper strings, piano, underlines her inner agitation. She is not able to continue, and is 
once again interrupted by Sarastro, who says that her mother is an arrogant woman and 
Pamina must be guided by a man. 
In this section, different aspects of Pamina’s feelings and character are depicted. 
She has shown her uncertainty and timidity but at the same time moral courage, sincerity, 
and sense of justice. What's more, her loyalty towards the Queen as a daughter is 
touchingly described, however critical Sarastro's words are about the Queen. Jahn talks 
about Pamina revealing her true nature, as Sarastro，s equal in dignity and sentiment, in 
this scenei: 
Pamina, at first contrasting with Papageno only as a gay’ lively young girl whose higher nature has had no opportunity for development, shows herself in her true proportions when she approaches Sarastro with the pride and self-possession which denote her as his equal in dignity and sentiment. 
Much has happened in Act Two before Pamina’s first aria，the seventeenth 
number. Tamino and Papageno have agreed to undergo trials and not to shrink even from 
death itself in order that Tamino might attain wisdom and Papageno get a companion -
Papagena. The first trial is the bond of silence. Tamino will see Pamina, but may not 
speak with her. Meanwhile，Pamina has to face her own trials. She is commanded by 
her mother to kill Sarastro, and is threatened to be disowned if she fails to comply with 
the Queen's order. After that, she is blackmailed by Monostatos, who knows of the 
Queen，s scheme. He attempts to force Pamina to yield to his wicked desires，if she wants 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 329. 
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to save herself and her mother. She is threatened with death when she refuses him, and 
is saved just in time by Sarastro. Having gone through all these trials Pamina is 
overjoyed when she comes across Tamino and Papageno again. However, under the bond 
of silence, Tamino cannot speak with her, while Papageno is too busy eating to be 
bothered talking to her. Pamina breaks down, grief-stricken. She has lost her mother 
because of her disobedience，narrowly escaped humiliation and death at the hands of 
Monostatos, and now it seems that she must assume she is no longer loved by Tamino. 
It is in such a state of mind that she sings the seventeenth number. It is an aria 
of great pathos, and yet retaining a quality of simplicity, an essential element in Pamina's 
character. In G minor, Mozart scores it for flute, oboe and bassoon, leaving out the more 
mellow sound of clarinet and horn. The accompaniment figure J D can be found in the 
strings which suggests a sobbing tone. Appoggiaturas are extensively used in the vocal 
part (especially on the first beat), which heighten the intensity of expression. David 
Caims comments on the economy and purity of the music. He says\-
Even by the standards of The Magic Flute，the economy and purity of the music are astonishing. The string accompaniment is a simple’ almost unvaried succession of short chords in groups of two separated by a rest - a poignant echo of the Act One duet with Papageno (No. 7), where the same pattern of notes in 
the same metre accompanied her naive declaration of faith in the power of love: 
here the effect is faltering and piteous. Long-drawn phrases for flute, oboe and 
bassoon strike sharply across it at moments of harmonic intensification. And the 
vocal line, in its rise and fall, its keen anguish and utter dejection，is like a musical distillation of suffering itself. 
The vocal lines of the first two phrases ‘ Ah，I feel that all is gone past, finished 
is love's happiness' (Ach, ichfuhVs, es ist verschwunden. ewig hin der Liebe Gluck!) 
(ex.3-47) are short and separated by quaver rests. This conveys an effect that in her 
sorrow Pamina is greatly disturbed and therefore does not have the breath to sustain 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 33. 
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longer phrases. The general downward movement of the lines gives a sighing effect. 
Moreover, the wide compass of the vocal part, with a leap of an octave and later a 
seventh to high G and an ascent to high B flat, indicates firstly an outburst of an intense 
sorrowful feeling，and secondly her realization of what her situation really means to her. 
Her sorrow is also underlined by the descent of a diminished fifth (from G to C sharp), 
and more so by a diminished seventh (from B flat to C sharp) in the vocal part. At the 
repetition of the words ‘finished is love's happiness, the basses withdraw their support, 
leaving the cellos in the high register (high D and E flat). The thinning of texture 
suggests a forlorn outcry of great pain. The two appoggiaturas A and G, as well as the 
E flat in bar 3, heighten the intensity of expression. Another instance of expressive 
dissonance is the F natural in bar 2 against the F sharp played by the first violins in the 
diminished seventh chord over a pedal G. Finally, the successive entries of solo bassoon, 
oboe and flute after the accompaniment of mere strings in the first three bars add 
poignancy - especially the bassoon，with its pathetic descending line beginning on the 
minor ninth. But perhaps no less pathetic are the held notes of the oboe and flute, which 
intensify the suspension of discordance in the second half of the bar. 
The phrases ‘These hours of delight will never come back again unto my heart, 
(Nimmer kommt ihr, Wonnestunden, meinem Herzen mehr zuruck) are preceded by a short 
prelude in B flat major，played by full orchestra，/br紀（ex.3-48). The change of tonality 
is abrupt. The imperfect cadence (in G minor) of the previous phrase is followed by a 
chord of D minor, and the dominant chord of D, which moves immediately to the 
dominant of B flat major, forte, Pamina，s phrase in B flat (ex.3-49)’ piano，appears to 
serve to remind her of the hours of delight, and to act as a relief from the pathos of the 
previous section. But in fact its major tonality deepens rather than lightens this pathos. 
Firstly, the melodic outline is again of a descending nature (going from high F down to 
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D) similar in outline to ex.3-47. Secondly, the G minor chord in the interrupted cadence 
of the phrase ‘These hours of delight will never come，recalls the tonality of the previous 
section，the effect of which is to show that sadness underlies the apparently happy mood 
of the major tonality. The appoggiatura E flat in the G minor chord, as in the third bar, 
adds even greater intensity. 
• 
The chromaticisms in the vocal part ‘back again unto my heart'(meinem Herzen 
mehr zwruck) (going from B flat up to E flat and then down to A natural) (ex.3-50) 
convey pain verging on despair. The two diminished seventh chords (of the supertonic 
and the dominant), together with the appoggiaturas B natural and C in bar 11’ emphasize 
an intense feeling of sadness. This is underlined even more strongly by the diminished 
seventh of the dominant of B flat, in which the D flat pulls us towards B flat minor. This 
sort of ambivalence - are we in B flat major or minor - is how Mozart achieves many of 
his most powerful characterizations. 
An extensive coloratura passage in semiquavers and demisemiquavers appears in 
the repeated words ‘back again unto my hQZXi\meinem Herzen mehr zuruck) (ex.3-51). 
Its beginning is made up of semiquaver arpeggios followed by appoggiaturas (C sharp 
and E natural), which, like those in the previous phrases, give an effect of sadness in the 
major tonality. The C sharp particularly recalls the sound of D flat in the previous 
phrase. A descending stepping scale from high F to B flat follows，with sobbing 
appoggiaturas on the quavers. From the B flat on the word ‘heart’ onward is a 
demisemiquaver passage going up to high B flat, the last part of which is followed by a 
short but expressive portato semiquaver passage to high B flat again. The coloratura 
passage serves to strengthen what Pamina has just said, and thus describes how deeply 
she feels about her situation (as in ex.347). The demisemiquaver passage is on the word 
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‘heart’ - it is her heart that feels all these things. As in ex.3-47, the passage is supported 
only by cellos playing the high notes G, F and E natural, which denotes Pamina's highly 
emotional state. The long drawn-out second inversion of the tonic on the word ‘heart， 
apparently indicates a fixed idea; sorrow and despair occupy Pamina，s mind. The section 
describes great turbulence in Pamina’ s mind and heart. On the other hand, she expresses 
her emotional reactions to the situation directly, and the fullness of feeling in her heart 
can be seen in her singing ‘my heart，repeatedly, especially in the long drawn passage. 
The next part of the aria begins in C minor (ex.3-52). The shifting of key from 
B flat major of the former phrase to C minor, like the change in the previous section 
from G minor to B flat, is abrupt, stressing the strength of Pamina’s emotions. The 
woodwinds play the scale of B flat upward to A flat, mezzofortepiano，and then go down 
a diminished seventh to B natural. The supporting dominant ninth chord appears equally 
abruptly without preparation. It is a touching scene in which Pamina, in her desperation, 
begs Tamino to u n d e r s t a n d how much she loves him ‘See’ Tamino, see these tears flow, 
beloved，for you alone，(Sieh, Tamino, diese Tranen fliessen, Trauter, dir allein). This 
expression of supplication is effectively introduced by solo flute and oboe playing unison 
up the scale as mentioned above, with the bassoon entering plaintively on the seventh 
resolving to the third of the next chord. The expressive descent of a diminished fifth 
from F to B natural in the vocal line ‘See, Tamino，emphasizes a pleading tone, which 
is also underlined by an appoggiatura D in the C minor cadence. 
The orchestral part introducing the phrase ‘these tt^is^diese Tranen) begins on 
a chord of C major. The whole phrase (ex.3-53) is repeated a tone higher than ex.3-52, 
heightening the expression and resolves onto the dominant of G minor. The tragic 
intensity of this section (exx.3-52, 53) is underlined by the chromaticisms of the first 
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violins going up from B flat to D, whereas the entreating tone is conveyed by the flute 
and oboe climbing the scale and the warm sound of the violas scored above the second 
violins. 
The vocal line ‘flow，beloved, for you ^ont'(fliessen, Trauter, dir allein) (ex.3-
54), continued from the phrase ‘see these tears’，is accompanied in the bass part by cellos 
alone in G minor. The 叩poggiatura B flat at the imperfect cadence adds a pathetic 
dissonance. The last four notes D, C, B flat, and A are repeated in the orchestral part by 
the first violins with the second violins a third below, and up an octave by the flute and 
oboe, appearing to depict the flowing tears. The same notes (apart from the extra 
demisemiquavers) occur again in the vocal part to the repeated words ‘for you alone，. 
They share the same contour as the phrase to the words ‘back again unto my heart，in 
ex.3-50. The musical affinity，together with the words，reinforces the sincere and direct 
feeling of love expressed by Pamina to Tamino. 
The next phrase ‘if you do not feel love's longing，(fuhlst du nicht der Liebe 
Sehnen) (ex.3-55) is treated in a way similar to ex.3-54. The vocal part is repeated Uiis 
time just by the flute and oboe in augmentation (quavers instead of semiquavers), and the 
move from the first inversion of the supertonic seventh to the dominant is repeated to the 
words ‘love’s longing’. This move is repeated to the words ‘love’s longing’ underneath 
the augmentation of the flute and oboe, this time via a minor nineth to the dominant 
seventh，expressive of a more pathetic sound. This is further emphasized by a descent 
of a diminished seventh from E flat to F sharp on the word ‘longing，. Double basses are 
absent but the voice of the bassoon in sustained notes doubling the bass line adds a 
plaintive ef fec t The section describes Pamina making a desperate appeal to Tamino, 
reminding him of her love for him. The repeats of phrases both in the vocal and 
\ 
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orchestral part touchingly portray her eagerness to communicate, and the strength of her 
feelings. 
The vocal part of the next phrase ‘my peace must be in death’ (so wird Ruhe im 
Tode seiri) (ex. 3-5 6) sounds much more restrained and resigned when compared with 
other phrases in the above sections. Neither prominent appoggiatura (except the B flat 
in the fourth beat before the cadence) nor coloratura passage is found. Apart from the 
V of V chord (of G minor) there is no chromaticism. The woodwinds are all silent，only 
the strings remain in the accompaniment. The downward movement of the vocal line 
(going from E flat down to G) conveys a feeling of waning strength as a result of 
continued stress and the notion of death. It seems that Pamina has lost all hope of 
getting Tamino ’s love. Nor does she have any more strength to get it back from him. 
The elegiac feeling in the phrase conveys despair. The phrase ends on an interrupted 
cadence, which apparently pushes her on to new hope and strength. 
Although Pamina suffers immense grief and despair’ she is not going to give up 
hope so soon or so easily. The next two phrases on the repeated words ‘if you do not 
feel love's longing，（exx.3-57，58) appear to be her last attempt to achieve a response 
from Tamino. The intensity of expression almost reaches a heroic scale. The melodic 
outline of the first phrase (ex.3-57) is similar to that of ex.3-55, the former phrase to the 
same words. In both cases, the melodic lines go up a semitone，to be followed by a fall 
of a diminished seventh. Ex.3-57 starts with two high G semiquavers going up to A flat 
and then down a diminished seventh,/奶e’ and ends on a C major first inversion. The 
woodwinds, in telling sustained chords, crescendo to forte, urge her on. The upper 
strings play expressive intervals, ^Isoforte. The first violins go up an augmented second 
from A flat to B natural, and the second violins a diminished seventh from B natural to 
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A flat. The chordal progression, from E flat to the diminished seventh of C is without 
preparation and hence dramatic. This is further enhanced by an appoggiatura D at the 
C major cadence. 
The dynamic mark of the second phrase is piano (ex.3-58). Its contrast to the 
forte of the previous phrase makes it sound more touching and expressive. It is as though 
Pamina has exhausted all her efforts and mental energy and therefore can sing only piano. 
Nevertheless，the great compass in the vocal part denotes immense feeling of anguish. 
The leap from C to high G, B flat, and thence a descent down a diminished seventh to 
C sharp are expressive of deep emotion. The same fall of a diminished seventh on the 
same notes (B flat and C sharp) appears at the cadence of ex.3-47. In both instances, the 
interval points to the descriptions of love - ‘love，s happiness’ in ex.3-47, and 'love's 
longing，in ex.3-58. The examples illustrate the use of musical correspondences to 
underline similar feelings and emotions, making a consistent delineation of characters 
possible. 
The chordal progression underlining the phrase gives a dramatic effect. The C 
major chord moves via a German sixth of G to end on a D major chord. The 
characteristic appoggiatura at the cadence is a C shaip clashing with D, expressive of 
disturbed emotion. The chromatic bass line played by the cellos in the high register 
without double basses heightens the pathos. Expressive intervals emphasizing Pamina，s 
grief-stricken state are apparent in the upper strings, as in ex.3-57. While the first violins 
go up an augmented second and then down an octave, the second violins play from high 
B flat down a tenth to G, and then end on F sharp. There is a descent of an augmented 
fourth in the viola part. The woodwinds remain silent until the postlude. 
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The last part of the aria is a setting of the words ‘my peace must be in death’ 
three times. The vocal outline of the first phrase (ex.3-59) recalls that of the coloratura 
passage on the words ‘back again unto my heart*. There are the similar semiquaver 
arpeggios and appoggiaturas except that the phrase now is in G minor, the tonic. This 
phrase is also a transformed melodic line from the vocal phrase of the same words in 
ex.3-56. Chromaticisms are apparent, especially in the first violin part. The diminished 
seventh chord and the V of V chord in bar 31, as well as the Neapolitan sixth in bar 32 
add deeper feeling. This is underlined even more strongly by the appoggiatura B flat, 
followed by the diminished seventh chord of the dominant at the cadence. 
The words are repeated without the semiquaver passage of the previous phrase in 
the next vocal phrase (ex.3-60). The long tied-notes of dotted crotchets and crotchets give 
a feeling of emptiness, which is an apt description of Pamina，s mental state. A leap of 
an octave followed by a dramatic descent of a twelfth to C sharp reveal on the one hand 
the great intensity of Pamina,s feeling and on the other her painful realization of ‘death， 
being her fate when love is forever lost. The leap of a sixth on the word ‘death，is 
equally expressive. At the cadence all parts except the violas resolve on the tonic G， 
suggesting a feeling of finality and certainty - Pamina is certain of her death. 
The pervading accompaniment figure of the strings stops in the last phrase (ex.3-
61). The vocal line is supported sparingly by strings playing quavers on the beat only. 
This seems to describe Pamina，s feeling that all is lost. There is a significant use of 
fermata and E flat (which constitutes the despairing sound of dominant ninth) on the 
word ‘death，_ death indeed occupies Pamina’s mind at this moment. The supertonic 
triad in the vocal part recalls that in the former phrase of the same words in ex.3-56. The 
absence of a c c o m p a n i m e n t to the last part of the vocal line, in which are four expressive 
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ornamental notes, makes it sound more poignant. The cadence resembles that of ex.3-60, 
with all parts but one ending on the tonic, G, for the same effect. 
The postlude of the aria (ex.3-62), preceded by two quaver rests，starts with a 
bleak beginning in two parts, with violas and cellos playing unison in the bass part, 
against which are the first violins playing syncopation in the upper part, piano. Thomas 
Bauman comments on the significance of silence rendered by the quaver r e s t s� 
Silence is a crucial ingredient in the opera - dramatically and musically. An important function of the silence following Pamina，s last cadence is to distance the ritomello from its potential role as a simple echo of the aria's closing thought 
and enjoin deeper reflection on the moment. Further，it helps erase any lingering sense of metric continuity, so that the singular metiic-ryhthmic features of the ritomello strike us more forcefully. 
The syncopation creates appoggiaturas which result in instances of dissonance. The 
melodic line of both parts is lyrical and expressive，and its general downward movement 
recalls that of the vocal part, depicting a descent to death and nothingness. The first 
violins are joined by the flute and then bassoon up and down an octave respectively， 
crescendo. Afterwards, the oboe, second violins and double basses join in Jorte. The 
successive entries of different parts stress an expansion and increasing intensity of feeling 
of grief. However, the full orchestra plays piano before the cadence, in which the feeling 
of bleakness comes in again. The prominent accompaniment figure re-appears in the 
quiet ending，which underlines the feeling of grief even more. The chromatic notes B 
natural, C shaip and A flat add expressiveness, and so do the submediant chord after the 
dominant, and the Neapolitan sixth. The postlude rounds off the description of Pamina, 
who suffers acutely the torture of rejected love. 
1 Thomas Bauman, "Instrumental Music in Die Zauberflote^ in Mozarfs Operas’ edited 
by i j r 朋 她 y: University of California Press, 1990)，p. 284. 
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Spike Hughes regards the orchestral postlude as the climax of the aria in which 
the final expression of Pamina's suicidal despair reaches its highest point. He says^ -
Suddenly, it seems，Mozart feels there are emotions too deep for words, too harrowing for the human voice, and he crystallizes Pamina, s grief and hopelessness in a heart-breaking phrase which he suddenly draws out of thin air, for it has not been even hinted at before. 
William Mann, however, gives a different idea^/The orchestral postlude mixes six and 
three metres confusingly, because Pamina is confused.，He also identifies three elements 
which contribute to the emotional power of this aria^ : 
The emotional power of this aria is partly in its chromatic harmony, partly in the carefully expressive soul-searching use of woodwind, especially flute and bassoon, partly in the magically eloquent vocal line. This is, beyond question, the most affecting aria Mozart ever wrote for any voice. 
Jahn talks about Mozart's genius in portraying Pamina's grief, not just any grief 
of a broken heart，but that of a girl who has learnt to know her own heart by the 
experience of love"^ : 
It is not a difficult task for music to render the anguish of a broken heart, and the 
keener the pangs to be conveyed the easier it becomes. But to express with the 
utmost truth and intensity the deep grief of a maiden who has learnt to know her 
own heart by the first mighty pulsation of love, at the very moment when her 
hope is to be rudely dashed to the ground - this is the work of such a master only 
as the composer of the air "Ach ich fuhls." Bitter pain speaks here - pain without 
hope of solace; the memory of a vanished happiness has not yet softened into 
regretful melancholy, nor is it sharpened by the lingering pangs of conflict and 
toment overcome; it is a pain as yet unconscious of its own force and intensity. 
All feelings are swallowed up in the one: "He loves me not, and happiness is 
flown!" 
He goes on to talk about the means Mozart employs to depict Pamina's feelings5: 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 225. 
2 Mann, The Operas of Mozart，p. 630. 
3 Ibid., p. 630. 
4 Jahn, Life of Mozart, pp. 329-30. 
5 Ibid, p. 330. 
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The form and means of effect employed are of the simplest kind. The music 
follows the course of the emotions in a continuous flow, without allowing any 
definite motif to predominate.... The voice part is put very prominently forward, 
the stringed instruments maintaining the harmonies and the rhythm in the simplest 
manner, while different wind instniments (flutes, oboes, bassoons [sic]) give a 
sharper accent here and there. The orchestra becomes independent only in the 
closing symphony, expressing deep sorrow very effectively by means of its 
syncopated rhythm and chromatic passages. 
The expressiveness of the vocal part has also been remarked by Jacques Chailley^: 
By means of a regular accompanying rhythm in four [sic] that evokes her 
breathless sighing, the princess, believing herself abandoned，expresses her anguish in a continuous musical line at once sweet and ardent, marvelously continuous melodically, and of an expressiveness that is the more intense because it is reserved. 
Besides, Chailley describes in detail the form of this aria^ : 
As with the portrait aria, one cannot speak of a definite form, but only of continuous melody without reprise or development. Yet the piece is traversed by defined and characterized cells that make each measure immediately recognizable, so that it could not be moved elsewhere. If one must relate it to a classic scheme, one can - as with the corresponding aria - speak of a supremely supple form of the triptych ABA, the restatement of A being no more than suggested by the repetition of some inflections from the first section: ,，der Liebe sehnen’” measure 
29, after "der Liebe Gliick’” measure 6’ followed by a vocalise Cso wird Ruhe''), 
its beginning also repeated, from the first section, measure 12，where it was in the relative key. In the same way, 34-6 can be taken as an expressive variation of 5-
7 In that hypothesis，one considers as A the first fifteen measures, formed of two large phrases TP-RM (Principal Tonality-Relative Major) - leading to the vocalises on the word "Herzen" (heart) and ending in the relative major; B will 
be the harmonic march leading back to TP and introducing new inflections (16-
26) with a hesitant conclusion on a broken cadence. The end will be a final 
section in G minor, including the random repetitions from A just mentioned. 
This analysis by Chailley, that the aria is of an ABA form with an extended coda, 
appears to be eminently justifiable. However, there are many more correspondences in 
the vocal part and orchestral accompaniment which assist not only in binding the aria 
together, but also in portraying Pamina’s character in this difficult time. 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 259. 
2 Ibid., p. 260. 
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The first example is found in the first vocal line (ex.3-47), which is basically 
made up of a triad of G minor, beginning on the fifth, and descending to the tonic. This 
is then followed by an extension down to the dominant D, though with a leap up an 
octave. Similar construction appears again in bar 8 of the B flat major section (ex.3-49), 
in which there is an unembellished descent from the dominant to the tonic. The latter 
part of these two phrases is almost the same. However, while the G minor phrase goes 
down to the dominant from the tonic, the phrase of B flat extends from the dominant 
further down to the third. 
This thematic phrase can also be found on the first violins in the beginning of the 
postlude, though in a veiled fashion (ex.3-62). If A and F sharp are regarded as 
unessential notes and are removed, the phrase is in fact identical to the opening vocal 
line. The phrase on the first violins is joined by the flute up an octave, and so even the 
idea of an octave jump is retained. When D and C sharp are removed from this phrase’ 
it is the same as the vocal line ‘for all is gone past，. It seems therefore Spike Hughes’ 
opinion that the postlude has not been hinted at before is open to question. In fact, the 
postlude can be regarded as a summation of the whole piece，in which is found the 
general downward movement apparent in nearly all the phrases, and which is based on 
Pamma’s first few phrases. This depicts Pamina, being tortured by rejected love, is 
plunged into the depths of despair. Moreover, the fall of the scale from the dominant to 
the leading note，which appears at the very beginning of the aria (bars 1-4)，and is 
subsequently repeated in different appearances, is restated here with a final cadence 
added. Thomas Bauman discusses the inter-connection between the postlude (ex.3-62), 
the opening two bars (ex.3-47), and tHe phrase ‘See，Tamino’ (ex.3-52)^: 
1 Bauman, "Instnimental Music in Die Zauberfldte： p. 284. 
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The opening two measures trace the same descending octave outlined by Pamina’ s 
first words，"Ach, ich fiihl,s, es ist verschwunden". More important, the melodic 
motif employed here is a direct elaboration of her interjection "Sieh, Tamino!" 
from the passionate middle section of the aria. Harmonically, the ritomello falls 
by thirds through the descending D-to-D octave, i-VI-iv. When the flutes, bassoons，and oboes enter, the dynamic level increases to forte, and a new set of falling thirds begins on B-flat, Ill-i-VI. 
He goes on to talk about the significance and meaning of this postlude^: 
For whom does the orchestra speak in these moving final measures? The obvious answer would be Pamina. ... This passage derives a psychological subtext from key verbal phrases in her aria. ... Tamino's name seems to repeat itself 
obsessively in Pamina，s mind, and through the octave descent his name is linked with her alias's opening thoughts of lost happiness. Or does the "inner text" 
sound instead in Tamino's mind? The moment of silence that separates this 
passage from the aria proper offers a stark manifestation of the excruciating vow 
of silence under which he suffers，and the cry that echoes in the ritomello - "Sieh， 
Tamino" - was after all addressed to him.…Each is fighting the same battle for 
self-mastery, and each battle hangs in the balance at Pamina，s last，despairing allusion to death, followed by a breathless moment of silence. In the closing ritomello Pamina's anguish becomes Tamino's own as he hears his name die with 
her last hopes in the final orchestral strains. 
A fall of a diminished seventh appears in the third vocal line on the words 
‘finished is，(ewig hin\ with a descending scale from E flat to F sharp (ex.3-47). This 
expressive interval, depicting an intense feeling of pathos, becomes a kind of motive 
which recurs throughout the piece both in the vocal and the orchestral parts. It appears 
in the vocal line of bars 6 (ex.3-47), 22-24 (ex.3-55), 27 (ex.3-57), 29 (ex.3-58)，and 39 
(ex.3-61), of which the last example with the four expressive ornamental notes is the 
same as the original phrase, except that it is concluded with a cadence. This motivic 
interval can also be found in the woodwind part of bars 17 (ex.3-52)，19 (ex.3-53)，and 
23-24 (ex.3-55). In the postlude (ex.3-62), it can be noticed from the lines played by the 
flute, bassoon and the first violins reproducing the same downward movement from E flat 
to F sharp just before the cadence. 
1 B a u m a n , " I n s t r u m e n t a l Music i n Die Zauberfldte： p . 285. 
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Another motivic interval is the fall of a diminished fifth in the repeat of the 
phrase ‘finished is love's happiness'. It recurs in the vocal part of bars 17 (ex.3-52), 19 
(ex.3-53), as a diminished 12th in bar 34 (ex.3-60), and bar 36 (ex.3-61). The fourth 
example of correspondences is found first in the vocal part of bar 11 (ex.3-50), in which 
the dotted quaver D flat goes up to E flat and then down a short passage of scale to a 
cadence. The long coloratura passage that follows (ex.3-51) may be considered a 
transformed extension of this phrase with similar notes appearing (D，E flat, D, C, B flat 
and A). An exact repeat (D instead of D flat) is found in bars 21-22 (ex.3-54), preceded 
by a part of this phrase in bar 20. 
Another example is the phrase ‘my peace must be in death，in bars 24-27 (ex.3-
56). Its repeat to the same words in bars 30-33 (ex.3-59) is a transformed version，in 
which the outline of the phrase is nearly identical to the original phrase. Incidentally， 
the initial section of this phrase also corresponds to that of the coloratura passage in bars 
12-13 (ex.3-51). 
Finally, it is possible that the diminished triad A，C and E flat，which first appears 
in bars 12-13 (ex.3-51), recurs in bars 23 (ex.3-55), 24-25 (ex.3-56), 26 (as a triplet) 
(ex.3-56), and later in the last phrase in bar 37 (ex.3-6i)’ has more significance than a 
cursory glance might suggest For example, it appears for the words ‘heart，，then ‘love，， 
‘peace’，and finally ‘death,，all of which depict feelings and matters of the heart and so 
are related to one another. It seems therefore that this fairly common grouping of notes 
might be another example of correspondences. 
These examples are given to show how musical correspondences or reminiscences 
have been used in binding the aria together, while the traditional ABA form, as Chailley 
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points out, can only be vaguely recognized. It seems highly unlikely that Mozart should 
not have had some formal plan in his mind during the composition of this aria. One 
possible explanation for the vagueness of the form is that the sheer strength of Pamina's 
feeling forces the composer to the very boundaries of style. The lack of definite form 
reflects Pamina,s tortured feelings, whereas the correspondences in the aria underline 
their strength. 
Chailley is right in pointing out a lack of definite form in both the aria of Tamino 
and Pamina. However, this appears to arise from different reasons. There is no definite 
form in Tamino's aria because it reflects the growth of his feelings and their intensity 
when he realizes the meaning of his love. In the case of Pamina，s，the lack of form，as 
mentioned above, is a feature of her tortured feelings as a result of rejected love. While 
working within the conventions of opera, Mozart is able to produce something moving 
towards the ideal of through-composition. Bauman also makes a comparison between the 
two arias, but emphasizing that the two are viewed as merged entities，as joint 
participants in a single soul^ : 
In a clear departure from convention, Pamina and Tamino never sing a love duet 
anywhere; rather，each acts as a silent partner in the single aria granted to the other by Mozart and Schikaneder. In his aria, Tamino accepted appearance for reality - Pamina，s mute picture for herself - just as he soon after accepts the 
Queen's interpretation of events for the events themselves. Here in Pamina's ana, 
she too accepts appearance for reality - Tamino，s silence and apparent indifference for a lack of love. In both arias the same key phrase covers the deception: "ich fahl，s，" Tamino had sung on gazing at her portrait; Ach, icn ftihrs，" Pamina sings when greeted by his silence. 
Mann^ has remarked that ‘this aria is the most affecting aria Mozart ever wrote 
for any voice. ... G minor is the most intimate key for Mozart，and this his most intimate 
1 Bauman, "Instrumental music in Die Zauberfldte： p. 286. 
2 Mann, The Operas of Mozart，p. 630. 
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statement about G minor.，It seems that G minor has a special significance for Mozart 
as different works in that particular key (for example, quartet for piano and strings 
(K.478), quintet for strings (K.516), and symphony no.40 (K.550)) show a similar degree 
of emotional intensity which pushes the bounds of stylistic restraints to the edge. The 
choice of G minor in this aria may also reflect the amount of sympathy Mozart has for 
Pamina，s grief and pathos. 
The above analysis of Pamina's aria has shown that she is a person of extremely 
fine character capable of the highest feelings. Even though suffering the torture of 
rejected love, she has not expressed any bitterness towards Tamino. Instead, she is 
resigned to the inevitability of fate. Such modesty and self-effacing manner demonstrate 
the strength and depth, and, above all，the nobility of her character. 
Pamina is brought in wearing a sack reserved for the Initiates before the trio of 
the nineteenth number. She is then unveiled and instructed to say a last farewell to 
Tamino, who still has to go through two more dangerous trials. She wants eagerly to 
accompany him, but is told to stay. She complies with reluctance, and is greatly worried 
that she might never see him again. Her anxious worry is expressed by the agitated 
orchestral accompaniment mentioned in ex.2-118 in the previous chapter, in which is the 
restless quaver a c c o m p a n i m e n t on bassoons, violas and cellos, piano. This is also 
underlined by the violins on the second and fourth beats against the double basses on the 
beat. Pamina's vocal line - ‘Shall I，dear one! never see you again?，(Soil ich dich, 
Teurer! nicht mehr sehn?) (ex.3-63) - ends on the first inversion of V’ and this, with the 
vocal outline, aptly describe the phrase as a question and portray her uncertain feeling. 
The three upbeat quavers at the beginning of the line also convey a feeling of agitation. 
Moreover, her strong emotion is expressed characteristically by the jagged contour of her 
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vocal line as well as its wide compass. Hughes comments on Pamina's apprehension 
with regard to the arrangement of the vocal parts^ : 
...The two men tend to pair off and leave Pamina on her own. The psychological 
effect of this is remarkable, for we get the impression, which we are meant to get, 
of Pamina’ s complete isolation where affairs of initiation and other purely 
masculine prerogatives are concerned. 
She is unable to remain calm, and is worried about Tamino's safety - ‘Fatal 
dangers wait for you!, {Dein warten tddliche Gefahren!) (ex.3-64). The downward 
movement of the vocal line, taking the music to IV (E flat) with the A natural 
appoggiatura, emphasizes Pamina，s concern. Pamina，s worry about Tamino is repeated 
and expressed more strongly by the next phrase (ex.3-65). Its rhythmic outline is almost 
the same as the previous phrase. However, the jagged contour of the vocal line describes 
effectively her feeling of agitation. It goes up from B flat to high A flat, down to G and 
then up to E flat. 
Despite Tamino and Sarastro's reassurance’ Pamina is apprehensive that ‘Tamino 
will not escape from death，{Du wirst dem Tode nicht entgehen) (ex.3-66). The three 
quaver upbeats in the first vocal phrase re-appear, whose rhythm is found again in the 
phrase ‘a foreboding whisper tells me，(mirflustert dieses Ahnung ein) (ex.3-67). The 
phrase is moving towards F major, with an expressive augmented fourth on the word 
‘death，. A syncopation is also found there depicting the word ‘death, more strongly. 
The three ornaments in ex.3-67 add expressiveness，and the imperfect cadence brings 
some feeling of uncertainty. As in ex.3-64, the downward movement in the vocal part 
signifies concern and worry. 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 227. 
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In the next few phrases, Pamina explains the cause of her agitation, hoping that 
Tamino will understand her feeling. The first two phrases ‘Oh, if you loved as I love 
you’ {O liebtest du, wie ich dich liebe) (ex.3-68) are in G minor, recalling the pathos 
underlined by the same tonality in the seventeenth number. Hughes talks about the same 
kind of musical reference, and explains why Pamina feels worried :^ 
...When Pamina understandably reproaches Tamino wtih "If you loved me as I 
love you, you would not be so calm about things ..." in a characteristic and 
melancholy phrase (she has still not recovered all her confidence and composure 
after her last aria) - both Sarastro and Tamino answer simultaneously in the 
resolute, calm almost cheerful tones which Pamina finds so disconcerting. 
Pamina's intense feeling is expressed by the diminished seventh chord on the word ‘you，. 
The melodic outline of the next phrase ‘you would not go so calmly，{du wildest nicht 
so ruhig sein) (ex.3-69) is an inversion of the one in ex.3-67. Its upward movement 
(from G to C) conveys mounting eagerness, describing Pamina's strong desire to make 
Tamino understand her feeling. K is also emphasized by the moving of the tonality to 
the subdominant; and the three ornaments add intensity. The same words in ex.3-69 are 
repeated in G minor (ex.3-70)，again with a jagged contour, depicting her anxiety. The 
accompaniment pattern is slightly altered to give an effect of greater urgency - the violins 
play syncopated quavers against the crotchets of the double basses. 
When Sarastro announces that the hour has come for them to part，Pamina is 
joined by Tamino in singing ‘How bitter are the sorrows of parting’ {Wie bitter sind der 
Trennung Leiden) (ex.3-71). The expressive leap of a sixth in Pamina，s vocal line 
depicts an outburst of intense feeling. The significance of the woodwind accompaniment， 
which indicates the two sharing the same sorrowful feeling, has already been discussed 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas’ p. 227. 
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on page 49 in Chapter 2. The C minor phrase is repeated one tone lower, followed by 
an imitative passage. 
There is an outburst of strong emotion in Pamina's vocal line ‘Tamino now must 
be on his way!，(Tamino muss nun wirklich fort) (ex.3-72). The three upbeat quavers are 
followed by an octave jump to high B flat, and then a descent of an arpeggio to G, a 
tenth below. The sorrow of parting is expressed by the sobbing tone of the slurred 
quavers. The orchestral accompaniment comes to a standstill in semibreves, highlighting 
Pamina* s expressive vocal phrase even more strongly. Hughes talks about Pamina* s 
retaining her individuality in this trio，especially at this moment^ : 
...When Sarastro interrupts with "Tamino must leave again", Tamino echoes his 
superior's phrase in identical terms, while Pamina's comment, to virtually the 
same words, is appreciably different. Pamina retains her individuality throughout 
this trio in a remarkable way; it is as though in the course of the shattering 
emotional experience of her great G minor aria in the previous scene she had 
suddenly grown up from an adolescent into a mature woman whose earlier 
childlike faith has given way to an understandable scepticism. 
As if unable to sustain longer phrases because of breathless grief, Pamina，s vocal 
part is reduced to repeated calls of Tamino’s name (ex.3-73). The two E naturals in the 
short phrases, in contrast to the E flat sung by Tamino, cause her lines to be more vivid. 
This effect is emphasized in the question ‘Must you go?, (So musst dufort?) (ex.3-74)， 
in which both E flat and natural appear, giving a touching sound of entreaty. The false 
relationship resulting from the E natural in the vocal part and the E flat in the violas and 
cellos heighten the tension. The question is repeated a third lower, with C and C sharp 
giving the same effect The diminished interval between E flat and C sharp makes the 
phrase sound more intense. 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 227. 
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From the phrase 'fareweir (Lebe wohl) till the end Pamina and Tamino sing 
together, independent of Sarastro's line. The significance of this passage has been 
discussed on pages 50-51 of the previous chapter. John's remarks sum up Pamma’s 
feelings in this scene^: 
Pamina, in her anxiety and doubt as to whether Tamino ’s love will stand the test 
imposed upon it, gives the tone to the whole piece. Her concern is not appeased 
by Sarastro and Tamino，s consoling assurances, and not until the time for farewell has really arrived do the two lovers，parts unite and contrast with that of Sarastro. Then the expression of emotion is raised and purified, and indicated by touches of extraordinary delicacy and depth, as when Pamina's passionate 
outbreak [Tamino must go on his way] deprives Tamino of self-control, and he 
too gives vent to the anguish of parting, while she appeals to him in mingled joy 
and sorrow,..., or when at the inimitably beautiful passage at the close the hearts 
as well as the voices of the lovers seem to mingle and flow into one. 
In the twenty-first number (Finale) Pamina appears on the verge of madness, with 
a dagger in her hand, intending to kill herself. The three Boys are also there, 
commenting on the cause of her grief. They are prepared to help and reassure her, but 
will wait in hiding until they are sure of her intention. 
The first two vocal phrases betray great agitation and mental disturbance caused 
by the sorrows of rejected love (ex.3-75). In this scene, Pamina undergoes the most 
severe trial: it is a test of strength of her love and of her faith in Tamino, There is a 
breathless agitation and obsessive quality to the short repeated phrases separated by rests. 
This is underlined by the three upbeat quavers of both the string accompaniment and the 
vocal line, the jagged contour (especially the octave jump) of the vocal part, the tonality 
of C minor, and the twice-appearing augmented sixth chord. Moreover, the minim on 
high G at the end of the phrase emphasizes the intensity of her feeling. 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 331. 
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Obsessed by the idea of suicide, she talks to the dagger she is holding, addressing 
it as her beloved to which she will be wedded (ex.3-76). The upbeat is retained in the 
line ‘Patience, beloved，(Geduld，mein Trauter), in which the word ‘beloved’ is supported 
by the pathetic sound of the diminished seventh chord of F minor and by the expressive 
dynamic mark mezzofortepiano. Both the ornament F natural and the suspension G on 
the word ‘dein，add expressiveness to the vocal phrase, which is also underlined by its 
wide compass, beginning on a G，but ending on a high A flat. 
In the next vocal phrase (3-77), the three occurrences of the upbeat quavers 
(which recall those at the beginning of this section) F，E natural and F and its successive 
resolution on a downward scale D flat, C，and B flat seem to describe Pamina's greatly 
disturbed mind, and, as mentioned above, her obsession with suicide. The spare string 
accompaniment, with the strings on the first and third beats only, conveys a feeling of 
emptiness, which gives way to the expressive secondary dominant chord on the word 
*sein\ marked again by the expressive mezzofortepiano. It is accompanied by the second 
violins and violas going upwards，in contrast to the lower strings going downward 
starting on the off-beat, also mezzofortepiano. 
The same words ‘soon we shall be married，(bald werden wir vermahlet sein!) 
(ex.3-78) are repeated, and begin，mezzofortepiano again, with the quaver upbeat motive, 
climbing up to high A flat, and thence down an eleventh to E natural through slurred 
quavers and the ornament D flat which suggest a sobbing effect The wide compass 
underlines an outburst of strong emotion. Syncopated quavers played by the violins 
against the lower strings convey agitation. The richer sound and thicker orchestral 
texture of these two bars, together with the variety of syncopation and the twisting and 
turning of harmonies, emphasize Pamina's agitation to a much greater degree, a marked 
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contrast to the more static accompaniment in the previous two bars. The dramatic vocal 
and orchestral parts highlight the imminence of the tragic moment that she is going to 
stab herself. 
The next few phrases sung by Pamina (ex.3-79) express her inner agitation and 
misery. There is also a trace of self-pity in her words. She is thinking of killing herself, 
because Tamino was able to leave her. The first phrase ‘I mean to die’ (Sterben will ich) 
is accompanied by the breathless agitation of syncopated semiquavers separated by 
quaver rests on the violins. The dotted quaver and semiquaver, together with the contour 
of the vocal line, and the major triad of A flat, portray Pamina，s resolve to die. The 
accompaniment to the next phrase ‘for the man whom I could never, never hate，(Weil 
der Mann, den ich nimmermehr kann hassen) would appear to be calmer, except that the 
rising scale in the vocal line is accompanied by the strings crescendo to fortepiano. 
While the unessential note E flat on the word ‘man，adds expressiveness, the repeated Ds 
seem to express her obsessive feeling. The downward movement of the next phrase ‘was 
able to leave his dear one’ (seine Traute kann verlassen) suggests a sighing effect, a loss 
of hope, which is emphasized by the stepping slurred quavers. This is underlined also 
by the clarinets and bassoons in octaves, both of which double the vocal line with the 
sixth below added. Both the homs and the sustained lower strings give a kind of 
consoling warmth to the vocal part. 
The above section (ex.3-79) is in the major tonalities of A flat and E flat As in 
exx.3-49’ 50 in the seventeenth number (aria), the use of a major key, as well as the other 
musical means mentioned above, enable Mozart to express feelings of agitation, misery 
and grief even more effectively. The major tonality also stresses Pamina’s resolution in 
the first vocal line. On the other hand，the sound of clarinets and bassoons in sixths and 
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octaves apart, as well as that of horns, cellos and basses, convey the warmth of Pamina's 
feeling, which still comes out in this unhappy moment when happy memories of Tamino 
are called back to mind. 
* 
Showing the dagger given to her by the Queen, and being obsessed by the 
intention of suicide, Pamina expresses extreme anxiety in the next phrase (ex.3-80). Her 
disturbed mental state is described by the vocal line, in which are repeated quavers 
separated by quaver rests. It is accompanied by the syncopated quavers of the violins and 
violas against cellos. The repeated notes of B flat end on C flat, which is harmonized 
by the pathetic sound of diminished seventh of E flat. The plaintive little phrase of 
clarinets and bassoons add expressiveness off the beat. 
When the three Boys try to stop Pamina by reminding her of the sinfulness of 
suicide，she bitterly replies it is ‘better to die by this dagger than be ruined by love，s 
sorrow，(Liebe durch dies Eisen sterben, als durch Liebesgram verderben) (ex.3-81). The 
first vocal line is accompanied in semibreves by the full orchestra (except horns and 
basses) fortepiano, in a diminished seventh of C. This diminished chord is the same as 
the one that appears two bars before (B natural enharmonically the same as C flat)， 
showing that Pamina is too absorbed in her grief to be distracted by the intervention of 
the three Boys (in E flat). In her preoccupation, she takes the diminished chord further 
to C minor, as if the three Boys were not there. In quavers, the vocal line starts on the 
second beat’ moving from B natural up a short scale to F, and thence going down an 
expressive diminished fi他 and ending on C. The semibreve orchestral accompaniment 
stresses the gravity of the situation and Pamina，s feeling of oppression. 
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Her grief and despair reach a great height in the following phrase ‘than be ruined 
by love's sorrow', in which is a jump of a sixth from C to the extended note (minim and 
crotchet) of high A natural on the word ‘love，. The sharpened and sustained note in the 
tonality of C minor gives a heart-rending sound of utter despair. It appears to be 
significant that the A natural should be on the word *love's sorrow，： the feelings of love 
are torturing. The extended note is accompanied by an agitated dotted figure, and 
harmonized by the diminished seventh of G on the strings, forte. The descent from an 
augmented fourth from A natural to E flat stresses further Pamina's anxiety. The quiet 
ending of the phrase underlines her grief touchingly, with the imperfect cadence giving 
an unsettling feeling. 
Unable to accomplish the task of killing Sarastro as instructed by her mother, 
Pamina expresses in the next two phrases strong feelings of guilt and bitterness (ex.3-82). 
She even believes it is through the Queen and her curse that she suffers. An outcry of 
desperation is portrayed in the vocal line on the word ‘mother’ {Mutter) by an upward 
octave jump. The phrase is almost identical (except for the last note D instead of E flat) 
to the very first line sung by Pamina in this scene (ex.3-75)’ when she describes as her 
bridegroom the dagger given by her mother. The musical correspondence might reflect 
an emotional and psychological linkage: the dagger reminds her of her mother, who has 
caused great suffering to her. 
The jagged contour of the following vocal lines ‘because of you I suffer, and your 
curse pursues me, (durch dich leide ich, und dein Fluch verfolget mich) conveys her 
agitation, which is underlined by dramatic intervals including a descent through a 
diminished seventh from E flat to F sharp，a leap of a sixth from F sharp to D and then 
to high G，and a fall of a diminished fifth from G to C sharp. The C sharp and the 
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Italian sixth，in particular, give a sound laden with agitation. This is stressed even more 
strongly by the dotted quavers and semiquavers in the vocal line before the cadence, as 
well as by the sustained augmented sixth on the strings, fortepiano. The accented chord 
of the strings on the word ‘curse’ (Fluch) is in the low register, giving a special effect 
of gravity. 
In her overwrought state, Pamina concentrates in this scene on two persons who 
mean most to her, namely, Tamino and her mother. This is，however, complicated by her 
ambivalent feelings towards them both. As a daughter, she shows her filial loyalty to the 
Queen, who，neverthless, causes her to suffer. As a lover, she remains steadfast in her 
love for Tamino, who, however, appears to have deserted her. The above analysis has 
shown how Mozart depicts Pamina being driven to suicidal madness by these pressures 
which have been exerted on her. 
While the three Boys try to distract Pamina by asking her to go with them, she 
seems to be completely absorbed in her own thoughts. In a state of derangement, she 
says farewell to Tamino, addressing him as ‘false youth，(falscher Jungling). The 
downward chromatic scale of the vocal line ‘the measure of my pain is full，(des 
Jammers Maass ist voll) from G to D (ex.3-83) expresses deep sorrow and desperation. 
Agitation is emphasized by the off-beat quavers separated by quaver rests on the first 
violins against the lower parts of cellos and bassoons, which play an expressive and 
plaintive line. The playing of the upper strings on andoff the beat against the wandering 
line of the basses, which is like a lost soul, heightens the feeling of despair. 
Chromaticisms in the orchestral part continue after the phrase ‘farewell’ {lebe 
而hD，with the minim woodwinds going up from G to D in octaves (ex.3-84). The slow 
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movement, and also the upward chromatic scale, signify a push of her to the edge of 
suicide. The melodic line echoes Pamina's vocal phrase in ex.3-83, which goes down 
chromatically from G to D, seemingly sharing and sympathizing with her sorrow. The 
upper strings play off-beat quavers separated by quaver rests against the cellos and 
double basses. Whilst the first violins play up a chromatic scale like the woodwinds, the 
second violins play G throughout (giving an effect of a pedal bass), producing a terrible 
dissonance against the A flat，effectively depicting Pamina's disturbed mind. 
The vocal lines ‘See, Pamina dies for you! Let this dagger kill me，(Sieh’ Pamina 
stirbt durch dich! Dieses Eisen todte mich) convey mounting anxiety and pathos. There 
is an expressive fall of a major seventh on the word ‘Pamina’，in which dissonance is 
caused by the clash between the high G and A flat in the line played by the flutes. The 
vocal line goes up a chromatic scale, with crotchets on the second and fourth beats 
separated by rests, which express feelings of breathless anxiety and intense agitation. 
The rest separating the last syllable of the name ‘Pamina’ vividly describes her nearing 
a break-down. Her unstable state of mind is underlined by the ever-shifting 
chromaticism. The vocal line ‘let this dagger kill me’ is preceded by an expressive 
German sixth played by full orhcestra (except horns), sforzandopiano. 
Pamina，s determination to kill herself is depicted by both her vocal line and the 
orchestral accompaniment. Whilst the vocal line is characterised by its jagged contour, 
dotted rhythms; the violins play triple stopping, and the woodwinds octaves,/m.. The 
section is in G minor, the same tonality used in the seventeenth number stressing her 
grief. When Pamina is about to stab herself, the three Boys wrest the dagger from her. 
Her thwarted action is expressed by the interrupted cadence，in which the Masonic key 
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of E flat abruptly appears. Caims describes the difference between the Boys’ and 
Pamina's music, commenting on the growth of tension in this scene� 
The contrast between their [the three boys'] flowing, disciplined phrases and 
Pamina, s more and more wild (yet always supremely beautiful) melodic line is 
marvellously imagined, as is the gradual growth of tension, by means of 
syncopated upper strings and an increasingly insistent bass, to the moment of 
truth, where G minor, the key of Pamina，s grief, yields decisively to E flat major. 
An Allegro section follows, beginning with a short introduction on the upper 
strings (ex.3-85). The downward scale played by the first violins, piano, crescendo’ 
forte, conveys a feeling of relief, revealing that darkness has been dispelled and truth is 
made known. The three Boys reassure Pamina of Tamino，s love for her. Recovering, 
she asks them why he turned away and refused to speak to her. Mixed feelings of joy 
and disbelief underline her state of mind. The leap of a major sixth in her vocal line is 
identical to that in the third number (‘portrait，aria), which there as well as here expresses 
a strong emotion (ex.3-86). Pamina is overjoyed at hearing what the three Boys have 
told her. However, a feeling of uncertainty is depicted by the changing and unstable 
harmonies. The section begins with the first inversion of a G major chord resolving on 
a c minor chord, which is immediately modified to become a secondary chord with the 
fifth degree flattened (G flat). Two secondary dominant chords follow，leading to a 
diminished triad resolving on a F major chord. On the other hand, that the harmonies go 
down in a sort of sequence seems to indicate Pamina has gradually calmed down. The 
section ends on F major, but before that are firstly its diminished seventh and secondly 
the German sixth of its fourth degree, both of which describe her questioning and 
doubtful mood. Pamina，s vocal line, as David Caims remarks〗，‘remains wayward at 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 36. 
2 Ibid., p. 36. 
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first, as though she can hardly dare to believe what the boys have told her.’ A trace of 
bitterness is betrayed in her last phrase ‘Why did he not speak to me?，{Warum sprach 
er nicht mit mir?), in which the D flat and A natural suggest a B flat minor tonality, 
while the unessential note G at the end of the phrase adds poignancy. 
When the three Boys offer to take Pamina to Tamino, she appears to be reassured 
and starts to sing with them. Jahn comments on the scene^: 
Pamina, ... , is brought into closer contact with the boys from the moment when 
she yields to their persuasions, and thus the ensemble with which the scene closes 
is endowed with a nobler, more exalted expression than that of the purely 
subjective emotion of Pamina,s longing for her lost lover. 
Feelings of excitement as well as stability are expressed in her vocal line ‘Lead me on, 
I want to see him，{Fuhrt mich hin, ich mocht ihn sehn) (ex.3-87), which is made up 
nearly entirely of the E flat major triad. Her eagerness is underlined by the same jump 
of a major sixth, which appears in the previous section (ex.3-86). The slurred crotchets 
at the end of her phrase add expressiveness，where the strings give a firm support on a 
mimm Jorte. Chailley remarks on the musical affinity between ex.3-87 and the opening 
vocal phrase (ex.3-63) in the nineteenth number :^ 
"Ftihrt mich hin ich mocht' ihn sehn!" (Take me there, I must see him!). (This 
last phrase，sung three times，recalls almost exactly the one with which，m No. 19’ Pamina expressed the complementary idea: "Soil ich dich, Teurer, nicht mehr 
sehn?" [Shall I never see you again, my dearest?]). 
Pamina’s eagerness and impatience to see Tamino are depicted by her singing the 
same words and vocal lines (A flat instead of F in the last case) ‘I want to see him，four 
times (ex,3-88). The off-beat quaver on the word T expresses a b r e a t h l e s s excitement, 
whilst the appoggiatura E flat at the end of each repeated phrase adds to the intensity of 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, pp. 322-3. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 273. 
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expression. This excitement is also emphasized by the second violins and violas playing 
syncopation crescendo against the lower strings and bassoons, as well as by the recurrent 
diminished triads (C flat, F and A flat) between the dominant chords. 
This scene is brought to its close by Pamina and the three Boys commenting on 
the significance of the previous incident and moralising on the power of love. The 
contour of Pamina's vocal line (ex.3-89) is identical to that in the introduction to 
Tamino's ‘portrait，aria (ex.2-8). There is also an overall jump of a major sixth (from 
B flat to G), as mentioned in ex.3-86. The musical correspondence, as well as the 
concern of the lines on the meaning of love, suggest that there is more to the two phrases 
than just a moralising on love. Mozart has transfonned the simple ‘spruch' into the 
perfect idea of love as perceived by Pamina after all the hardships she has gone through. 
The vocal lines are supported by tonic-dominant-tonic harmonies, which express the 
fulfilment of a true understanding of the meaning of love. Both phrases are commented 
on in an expressive orchestral phrase (the one after the second line is repeated up a step), 
in which the horns support the clarinets and bassoons playing in sixths an octave apart. 
The instrumentation, together with the chromatic notes and the slurred chrotchets in the 
melodic line, underline the sweet and warm feeling of love, its depth and underlying 
sincerity. 
The tonic-dominant accompaniment to the next two vocal lines expresses stability 
and confidence (ex.3-90), and is underlined by the octave falls of B flat played on the 
first violins，as well as the alternate E flat and B flat played by the lower strings on the 
first beat. The compass of the bass notes is extended downwards, expressing a deepening 
of feeling. When the phrase ‘for the gods themselves protect them’ (die Gmer selbsten 
schutzen sie) is repeated, Pamina sings up to an exultant high B flat on the word ‘gods’， 
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sustained for four bars, then comes down a scale to D for nearly two octaves (ex.3-91). 
The phrase stresses an uplifted feeling in which she expresses her gratitude to the gods 
for protecting her from her weakness and foes. The full orchestra and the three Boys join 
in, supporting with the tonic-dominant accompaniment, and mezzofortepiano on horns and 
the strings (except the first violins). David Caims^ says the swooping down of Pamina's 
line for nearly two octaves from the high B flat describes her like a bird released from 
captivity. She is now freed from the doubt and the torment of rejected love she 
experienced in the former scene. 
Pamina's strength and joy are restored, and in a happy mood, she and the three 
Boys sing the line ‘for the gods themselves protect them，{die Gotter selbsten schutzen 
sie) (ex.3-92) to the end of this section. The first phrase is accompanied by the 
woodwinds and cello，piano. The full orchestra joins in afterwards, in which the off-beat 
quavers in the violin part convey a certain degree of excitement. This is underlined even 
more strongly in the forte section when the violins play syncopation against the quaver 
arppeggios on the lower strings and bassoons. The sustained notes in Pamina's vocal part 
emphasize characteristically her expressive nature. 
Four bars of canonic writing make up the first part of the postlude (ex.3-93), with 
the upper strings in semiquavers, which convey a more lively and exciting effect 
The canonic passage appears to have close connections with the vocal and 
orchestral phrases which come before. In fact, its downward scale from G to D in the 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 36. 
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bassoons and lower strings recalls the very first melodic line in this scene played by the 
first violin (without the first note A flat), which signifies the dawning of truth, as shown 
in ex.3-85. The same scale, though not completely, repeats itself in the second half of 
Pamina's line ‘lead me on, I want to see him’（exx.3-87,8)，which are then developed to 
become her next vocal line ‘True hearts that bum with love，(ex.3-89), in which the same 
downward scale (from G to D) is evident. However, it is Pamina's next vocal phrase ‘in 
vain is the effort of their foes，(ex.3-90), musically related to exx.3-87-90, that is almost 
identical to the first canonic phrase; whereas the vocal line of the first Boy, a repeat of 
ex.3-90 a third below, becomes one of the canonic phrases (the one that starts with A 
flat). Finally, both the vocal lines of Pamina and the three Boys on the phrase repeated 
to the words ‘for the gods themselves protect them，(ex.3-92) are related to the canonic 
postlude. 
As in other numbers in this opera，(to name just two, Tamino，s and Painina，s 
arias) thematic correspondences help not only to unify the score and provide the dramatic 
situations, but also to articulate characters in depicting their reactions to those situations. 
In this scene, Pamina has been told by the three Boys about Tamino’s love for her. But 
she will only believe them after their repeated reassurance. Her belief is shown by her 
taking up the thematic phrase, the downward scale in ex.3-85 which represents the 
dawning of truth, in her vocal part. It is therefore significant that this thematic phrase 
should appear in the postlude, which serves to sum up the drama and describe Pamina，s 
transformed mental state. 
Whilst the canonic passage conveys a restoration of peace and harmony in her 
heart，it at the same time expresses her eager expectation about meeting Tamino，which 
is underlined by the semiquavers of the upper strings and the off-beat accented notes just 
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before the cadence. This feeling of excitement intensifies with more parts joining in, 
thickening the orchestral texture, and giving a richer sound. An almost sensuous sound 
is produced by the chromatic B natural and E natural, the expressive diminished fourths 
after them, as well as by the tenths between parts. The sustained homs in octaves and 
then unison add a touch of glow. 
In the fourth bar of the postlude (ex.3-93), the canonical phrase reaches the actual 
pitch of the very first phrase of this section (ex.3-85) in the bassoon and viola parts. It 
is then repeated a third higher (with the thematic phrase added below) in the upper 
woodwinds and the violin part. The final phrase is, however, broken up by a dotted 
quaver rest, which, together with the semiquaver and the staccato notes, create a forceful 
cadence, signifying the triumph of love. 
The above scene is another example of through-composing by Mozart to unite 
drama, action and characterization into a coherent whole. He skilfully portrays various, 
even conflicting, elements of Pamina，s character through the language of music. 
Pamina's nobility, expressed by her resigned and mixed feelings towards Tamino and her 
mother，is clearly shown. On the other hand, her hesitation to believe in Tamino's love, 
then her eagerness to meet him, and later her exalted joy and gratitude to the gods for 
their protection, are depicted to give a vivid picture of her character. 
The next scene begins with two Men in Armour singing a chorale that generates 
a formidable tension. After it ends Tamino expresses his determination and fearlesness 
in several phrases beginning with three up-beat quavers in F minor. Just as Tamino steps 
forward, preparing to enter the gates of terror，Pamina cries from within,‘ tamino，stop! 
I must see you.，(Tamino, halt! ich muss dich sehn) (ex.3-94). Her vocal phrase, taking 
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up the three up-beat quavers pattern, is accompanied by the sustained strings，fortepiano， 
which convey a feeling of seriousness and resolution. This is also emphasized by the 
dominant resolving onto the tonic in her vocal phrase, and the perfect cadence. Both the 
opening phrase of Tamino and that of Pamina go up a semitone. However, whilst 
Tamino's is hannonizd by a diminished seventh stressing the fearful situation, Pamina’s 
is underlined by a dominant seventh leading to the consoling key of D flat major, 
transforming the ominous atmosphere of the scene unexpectedly to one of confidence and 
calm. As Caims says\* Tamino and the men in armour are shaken out of their 
solemnity. The music breaks into a surprised and excited Allegretto.' 
The next section, the meeting scene between Tamino and Pamina and his 
comments on the gates of fear, has already been discussed in Chapter 2 (pp. 56-7) in 
ex.2-136. Spike Hughes� describes the inexpressible relief and relaxed happiness 
between the two，as well as the nature of their love - ‘its firm unhysterical stability and 
lack of sensuality,; William Mann' comments on the ‘ravishing palpitation 
accompaniments，to Tamino's phrase, which convey a dreamy mood. 
Adopting Tamino's calm and composed attitude toward the trials of fire and 
water, Pamina professes her love and loyalty to him, saying ‘In every place I will be 
always at your side，(Ich werde aller Orten an deiner Seite sein) (ex.3-95). The vocal 
line expresses feminine qualities and sweetness through the slurred quavers, ornamental 
notes and the unessential tone at the cadence. The repeated F (four times) in the first 
part of her vocal line appears to be a response to Tamino，s，in which are nine Fs. There 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 37. 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas’ p. 232. 
3 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 635. 
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is an atmosphere of stability and composure derived from the frequent occurrences of the 
tonic，as well as the stable hannonies. The orchestral accompaniment is marked 
crescendo，to fortepiano，on the the word ‘place’ (Orten). The emphasis seems to 
indicate that she is determined to follow him wherever he goes, even to death, and will 
never be parted from him. 
The accompaniment to Pamina's next two phrases ‘I myself will lead you, for 
Love guides me! ’ (Ich selbstenfuhre dich, die Liebe leitet mich!) (ex.3-96) is very similar 
to that of Tamino's phrase ‘Here are the gates of fear’ threatening me with misery and 
death，(ex.2-137). There are the same sustained horns in octaves which give an air of 
seriousness, the repeated quavers in the violins and violas which express a certain amount 
of intensity, and the pizzicato bass part playing on the beat’ depicting a measured and 
cautious mood. Her vocal phrases seem to tell of her spiritual enlightenment and 
character transfoimation: her steadfastness and resolve are a product of the experience 
of being loved, which draws out the true quality of her character. She has grown out of 
her weaknesses and limitations, even before the trials of fire and water. Now, she is able 
to take the lead, and to give Tamino support and to advise him, when she tells him 
presently to play the flute to lead them through the trials. Dent comments on this scene, 
especially on the growth of Pamina's personality^: 
Pamina enters, and for tHe fii^t time in the opera she takes the leadersj^p. 
Hitherto she has been almost a child，terrified by Monostatos and her mother dominated, even if with all tenderness, by Sarastro; her first experiences of tnal 
have driven her to utter despair. She now reappears, not merely serene and self-
possessed, but with complete knowledge of what has to be done^ She knows all 
m L magic flute and the function of it; she herself is now Tammo's guide. 
The gradual unfolding of Pamina's personality is a most extraordinary conception. 
1 Dent, Mozart's Operas, pp. 249-50. 
1 
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And so even though there are similarities between ex.2-137 and 3-96, there are 
also differences indicating Pamina’s transformed character, in which agitation, doubts and 
torturing thoughts are replaced by peace and inner strength. Firstly, stability is expressed 
by the harmony of the phrases remaining in F major without any modulation. Secondly, 
the full chordal effects of the woodwinds and horns give a rich sound. Lastly, Pamina，s 
vocal line，with repeated notes going up the scale from C to G, expresses a mounting 
intensity and an uplifting feeling. 
Pamina's reflection on love is expressed in the next two phrases ‘She [Love] will 
strew the way with roses, for roses are always found with thorns/ (Sie mag den Weg mit 
Rosen streu’ n’ weil Rosen stets bei Dornen sein) (ex.3-97). The contour of these two 
phrases is remarkably similar to that of the two opening vocal lines in Tamino's ‘portrait’ 
aria (ex.2-9). There is the same characteristic jump of a major sixth from the fifth to the 
third note，which, as mentioned a number of times before, seems to be associated with 
the idea of love. These two phrases could, therefore, be a response from Pamina to 
Tamma，s call of love. The change of the accompaniment pattern from the dreamy mood 
of the foregoing bars, and the modulation to C major signify a change of focus in 
Pamina's thought - she has now understood that love is inevitably underlined by suffering 
and trials. The bare orchestral accompaniment to the two phrases makes them stand out 
even more, as a result of which their significance becomes more prominent. According 
to the stage direction, Pamina takes Tamino by the hand when singing these two phrases 
(nimmt ihn bei der Hand). This sweet gesture, together with the impact of the music, 
enables one to understand fully the meaning of this scene. 
The music of the next phrase reflects a direct and practical attitude adopted by 
Pamina，when she tells Tamino to play on his magic flute，so that it will protect them on 
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� t h e i r path (Spiel du die Zauberfldte an; sie schiitze uns auf unsrer Bahn) (ex,3-98). A 
i 
‘ calm atmosphere is retained in this section, in which Pamina's vocal line rises steadily 
from G in arpeggio up an octave. The jump expresses her simple but full conviction that 
through love they will survive the severe tests. The four semiquavers that follow recall 
those in her opening vocal line of the meeting scene with Tamino (ex.2-136), which in 
both cases depict a feeling of joy and contentment. The vocal line ends with an 
expressive unessential note on an interrupted cadence. The simple and sparse 
accompaniment to the phrase, together with the straightforward harmonies, seem to 
portray the innocent and direct quality of Pamina's character. But it is a simplicity no 
longer conceived in terms of childlike naivety and enjoyment as shown in the seventh 
number (Duet)，it is underlined by inner strength, wisdom and peace. While a sense of 
sweet merriment is derived from the slurred quavers in the duet, the melodic line of ex.3-
98 is reduced to its fundemental tone without much adornment, thus conveying a feeling 
of solidity and strength. Nevertheless, the slurred crotchets at the end of the phrase still 
remind us of the simple and sweet quality in Pamina's character. 
The phrase ‘it will protect us on our path，{sie schutze uns auf unsrer Bahn) 
(ex.3-99) is a repeat of ex.3-98 a step higher, leading to a perfect cadence, which gives 
a sense of completeness and fulfilment. This feeling is also underlined by the fuller 
sound of the orchestral accompaniment towards the end of this phrase. Apart from the 
oboe which doubles the vocal part all the way through, the first flute and the bassoon join 
in in octaves. Chailley has remarked that! ‘the voice is "supported" by a unison 
suggestive of the protection (汝 schutze uns) that it will provide.’ 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute，p. 283. 
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Pamina’ s growth into maturity and her wisdom are commented on by Spike 
Hughes^: 
It is in this scene particularly that we notice markedly how Pamina has grown up 
since the start of the story. She is now on an equal footing with Tamino and 
indeed takes the opportunity to tell her lover one or two things he didn't know 
before - such as, for instance, the origin of the magic flute which her father 
fashioned from a thousand-year-old oak. It is entirely due to Pamina，in fact, who first raises the question of the flute, that Tamino is reminded of its powers at all; otherwise，it seems, he was prepared to go through the trials of fire and water without any form of protection. 
Pamina tells of the origin of the magic flute in the following ten bars (ex.3-100). A 
mysterious and tense atmosphere is derived from the C minor chords, as well as the 
agitated syncopation of the upper strings against the basses. This mood also underlines 
Pamina，s vocal lines, which appear to be more angular and intense. There is a fall of a 
diminished seventh down from E flat to F sharp on the phrase ‘a magic hour，(einer 
Zauberstunde). 
The bassoon plays an expressive and plaintive phrase, bringing a special colour 
to the music. That the melodic line of the solo bassoon neither doubles the bass part nor 
adds anything to the harmony of the passage suggests it has a special significance. 
Firstly，it helps to create a strange atmosphere and an unusual effect which underline the 
quality of magical feeling connected with the making of the flute. Secondly, the sound 
of the bassoon, being in the low register, might represent Pamina，s father's voice, from 
which she learnt about the origin and the secrets of the flute. The canonical relationship 
between the melodic line of the bassoon and Pamina's vocal part might indicate that she 
is repeating the story about the flute as told by her father，or, in retelling the story，her 
memory comes as a result of her father's voice, 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 232. 
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The intensity of this short section is also sustained by the dominant of G minor 
extending for four bars. The climax is reached on the phrase 'amid thunder and 
lightning，storm and rain’ {bei Blitz und Donner, sturm und Braus), when the full 
orchestra joins in, fortepiano. The storm is underlined by the strings playing tremolo 
against the sustained notes of the woodwinds and horns. The dramatic description of 
thunder and lightning is presented in a major tonality, which suggests that sort of 
cleansing effect that thunder and storm have, in breaking the oppressive atmosphere. As 
the cadence on B flat comes, the storm disappears, and the flute with its magic power is 
ready for action. 
Peace and calm resume after the dramatic musical narration, when Pamina once 
again asks Tamino to play the flute, which will ‘lead them on their terrible path' (ex.3-
101). The orchestral accompaniment is restricted mainly to the strings again. A 
measured and composed mood comes back in the vocal part. Both the contour of the 
phrase ‘it will lead us on our terrible path’ (sie leite uns auf grauser Bahn) and its 
semiquavers recall the foimer phrase with similar words (ex.3-99). It is significant that 
the bassoon，in representing Pamina，s father's voice, joins in with Pamina in this phrase， 
again with a line very similar to hers, giving her a kind of fatherly support and 
encouragement 
Pamina takes the lead in the following quartet ‘ we walk by power of the music, 
cheerful through death's gloomy night’ (H /^r wandelm durch des Tones Machtfroh durch 
des Todes dUstre Nacht) (ex.3-102), which is pervaded by a mood of confidence and calm 
contentment. The analyses of this scene, the following trial scenes, and the conclusion 
have already been presented in the previous chapter on pp. 60-65. 
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The above analysis has shown how Pamina, by going through various hardships 
and ordeals, has grown from an innocent and simple girl to become a mature person, who 
is able to stand on her own, with wisdom and love purified. This sense of growth and 
development in the characters is commented on by Dent. He says� 
It is the wonderful sense of growth and development that makes Die Zauberfldte 
comparable only to the operas of Wagner. In all his operas，Mozart is remarkable for his powers of characterization; but in none of them before this, except to a 
slight extent in Idomeneo, did he make a single character show a gradual 
maturing of personality such as we see in Tamino and Pamina. 
Pamina，s growth and development are eloquently described by him!: 
Pamina when we first see her is a child, with a child's simplicity and a child's 
seriousness. Yet she has learned more under Sarastro's care than she would ever 
have done from the Queen. She still believes in her mother, until the shock comes 
which is to make her think for herself，as Tamino has been made to do. It is when the Queen bids her kill Sarastro that she realizes that she must give up her mother altogether if she is to work out her own life. She has, in fact, passed through the same ordeal that Tamino has endured. 
Moreover, Dent talks about the meaning and significance of the tests and trials Tamino 
and Pamina have to go through^: 
The lovers proceed to the second test; it is more severe than the first，for here each suffers in the other’s presence, and it is that very presence which causes the suffering. Tamino must not allow even love to distract him from his ideals; 
Pamina must learn that for him love is only a part of life，while for her it is the whole Each test brings its reward，first the recovery of the flute，then admission to the presence of the initiated. The man's conviction of his duty deepens; the 
woman lacking his intellectual strength, feels that he is lost to her, because he 
is seeking something that she cannot understand. She gives way to despair, and 
it is only when she has begun to reason calmly again that she knows that her love 
is not complete until it has included sacrifice. Not until then can she join her 
lover to pass through those ordeals which under the symbolism of fire and water 
represent the experiences of a lifetime. It is then that they learn the full power of 
the magic flute，dispassionate, equable and gentle. 
1 Dent, Mozart’ s Operas，p. 262. 
2 Ibid., p. 261. 
3 Ibid.，p. 261. 
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Whatever the meaning of this opera, what Mozart has achieved, as shown in the 
musical analysis, is a sharp delineating of individual human qualities of the characters 
through music. Some people, however，hold a different viewpoint. Nicholas John, in 
reviewing opinions on The Magic Flute，quotes George Bernard Shaw's remark^ * 
Die Zauberfldte is the ancestor, not only of the nineth Symphony [of Beethoven] 
but of the Wagerian allegorical music-drama, with personified abstractions instead 
of individualised characters as dramatis personae. 
Otto Jahn also says something similar concerning the characterization of The Magic 
Flute^: 
It cannot be denied that the deeply rooted symbolism of the opera has dulled the 
edge of individual characterisation...; even the principal characters, owing to the 
concentration of all upon one idea, have more of a typical character than is 
desirable in the interests of dramatic characterisation. 
But a study of the music connected with the characters tends to show otherwise’ that 
although Shaw and Jahn are correct that the characters do symbolize ideas, Mozart's 
striking achievement has been to present the symbolic characters at the same time as real 
and individual people. 
1 Nicholas John, "A Public for Mozart's Last Opera," in The Magic Flute, edited by 
Nicholas John (London: John Calder’ 1980)，p. 45. 
2 Jahn’ Life of Mozart, p. 346. 
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CHAPTER 4 PAPAGENO 
Papageno's character is portrayed in the second number (Aria) through its vocal 
part，harmony, tonality, as well as orchestration. The long prelude (altogether 26 bars) 
seems to serve the dual functions of depicting Papageno's character, and allowing him 
time to come down a path so that the audience can have ample opportunity to see what 
kind of person he is from his unusual attire. 
The aria consists of three stanzas preceded by an orchestral version，which 
includes an extra four bars. Each stanza is basically made up of several four-bar phrases, 
between which are two short orchestral refrains. Very similar musical figurations, such 
as upbeat slurred semiquavers，dotted quavers with semiquavers，and semiquavers in 
groups of four or eight, characterise all the phrases (ex.4-1). The repetition of these 
musical figurations in each phrase suggests that they derive from each other，giving a 
simple folksong-like effect, which underlines Papageno's uncomplicated nature. 
Although the musical figures may change places with one another, not one of them 
develops, which again indicates Papageno's open character. 
Papageno's simple nature is also reflected in the straightforward layout of the 
aria's overall harmonic structure. There are only two temporary modulations to the 
dominant and subdominant (ex.4-2a,b), and even when these take place, Papageno's vocal 
part stays happily in the scale of the tonic, G major, (the C sharp and F natural only 
appear in the orchestral accompaniment), again showing his simple and straightforward 
nature. The move to the subdominant before the final cadence in effect emphasizes the 
return to the tonic (ex.4-3), thus reinforcing Papageno's sense of his lot and pleasure in 
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Both the second violins and violas accompany the melodic phrases in continuous 
semiquavers, which suggest a feeling of busy movement and activity (ex.4-4), and 
underline the liveliness in Papageno’s character. His simple and jolly nature is also . .• • 
emphasized in the bass part, particularly by the musical figure’ f / ^ I Ld ^ which is 
limited to the tonic and dominant (ex.4-5), conveying a sturdy feeling and therefore a 
comic effect. The horns consistently emphasize the three quavers in a cadential manner, 
conveying a strong rustic flavour and a jauntiness befitting Papageno，s nature and 
character (ex.4-6). 
Papageno，s vocal part is supported generally by simple and basic harmonies such 
as the tonic and dominant chords, which again reflect his straightforward and 
uncomplicated nature. Unlike Tamino and Pamina, one would hardly expect him to think 
of aspiring to higher ideals. This down-to-earth and matter-of-fact attitude of Papageno 
will manifest itself even more strongly in due course. A strong sense of regularity 
governs the whole song. This includes the consistent accompaniment pattern of the 
different string parts, the recurrent horns in every other bar, and the systematic 
appearances of the orchestral refrains. Such a regularity is characteristic of many 
children's songs. The G major tonality and the simple duple time of the piece round up 
the description of Papageno，s happy, good-humoured, straightforward, and self-satisfied 
nature. 
s； 
t. f . 
； A short orchestral refrain by the winds appears in bars 12-14，after the third 
i musical phrase (ex.4-7). It comprises a repeated phrase of an ascending scale from the 
r tonic to the dominant played by Papageno on the pan-pipes, an answer to the sweet sound i 
of the oboes and horns which goes from the dominant to the tonic. The refrain is 
： repeated a second time in a reverse order, i.e., the short scale on the pan-pipes is played 
I' i. 
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first, followed by the oboes and homs (ex.4-8). This might be a childlike joke played 
by Papageno to get the satisfaction of ‘beating’ the wind instruments in leading the part 
the second time. A rustic effect is achieved by the winds, which are generally regarded 
as outdoor instruments. This effect is underlined even more strongly by the pastoral 
sound of the pan-pipes. The orchestral refrain on the whole indicates Papageno，s carefree 
attitude, full of unthinking enjoyment of life and its pleasures. 
The last two bars of the introduction end happily on a perfect cadence,/or/^, re-
iterating Papageno,s jolly and straightforward character (ex.4-9). David Cairns gives a 
summary account of the song as follows� 
Papageno，s aria, in a bright G major, with flowing semiquavers alternating with 
hopping, birdlike rhythms and intervals, has the folksong-like freshness and open-
hearted good humour which will typify his music throughout the opera. 
It seems that Papageno ’s nature and character have already been clearly depicted 
in the prelude even before he begins to sing, but his vocal part, together with the music, 
presents an even clearer picture of him. 
He starts by introducing himself as ‘a happy birdcatcher known by old and young 
throughout the land.，The repeat of the phrase ‘by old and young throughout the land， 
(bei Alt und Jung im ganzen Land) by the full orchestra,/or/e (ex.4-10)，seems to tell of 
a feeling of complacency in Papageno，who is well pleased with his popularity. On the 
other hand, as a simple man merely concerned with practical considerations, he expresses 
his cheerful satisfaction when, as a birdcatcher, all the birds belong to him. The egotism 
1 j^vid Cairns，"A Vision of Reconciliation，" in The Magic Flute’ edited by Nicholas 
John (London: John Calder, 1980), p. 20. 
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underlying Papageno ’s character is commented on by Otto Jahn, who describes him as 
a natural man devoid of nobler and more refined impulses -^
The qualities of sensuality, cowardice, and loquacity, on which the comic effect depends, are here made typical of the natural man, who, destitute of the nobler and more refined impulses of the initiated, aspires to nothing beyond mere sensual gratification. 
In the second and third stanzas of this strophic song, Papageno tells us that if he 
could catch girls as he catches birds in his net, he would marry the one he liked best and 
cradle her on his arms as she slept. Spike Hughes remarks that the words of the song are 
mere doggerel^ : 
Words and music together, however, give us an immediate and comprehensive 
insight into the character of Papageno - a simple and charming child of nature, 
perky, quick-witted, good-humoured and immediately likeable. 
Hughes is correct about the inferior quality of the words, but that means Mozart is able 
to bring out the essential characteristics of those words and elevate them to a much 
higher level through music. It is therefore not surprising that the song gained a 
widespread success, as Chailley states^ : 
Because of the joyful candor of its symmetrical breadth, the striking melodic vein 
of its quick-witted inflections，the saltiness knowingly introduced into it by the amusing call of syrinx, and its popular aspect as confirmed by the traditonal "hopsasa" (analogue of the "tralala" of our childhood repertoire), Papageno's aria 
quickly became famous. It is found "recorded" on a bird-organ almost 
contemporary with the opera, a "recording" that is a precious document because 
it brings us a living example of the Jioriture" used at the time to embellish every 
musical text of this genre during performance. 
1 Otto Jahn, Life of Mozart, VoLHI trans, by Pauline D. Townsend (New York: Cooper 
Square Publishers, 1970), p. 337. 
2 Spike Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas (New York: Dover Publications, 1958), p. 200. 
3 Jacques Chailley，The Magic Flute, Masonic Opera’ trans, by Herbert Weinstock 
(London: Victor Gollancz, 1971)，p. 189. 
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The long conversation between Papageno and Tamino after the second number 
serves several purposes: to characterise the relationship - a variant of the archetypal 
master-and-servant - which will link the two men until their parallel but separate destinies 
diverge in the final scenes of the opera; to impart a good deal of necessary information 
such as the background of Tamino; and to establish the identity of the bird-catcher as 
uncomipted Natural Man. He works for the Queen of the Night, receiving food and drink 
in return for the birds he brings her. When Papageno falls in readily with Tamino's 
assumption that he slew the serpent, the three Ladies return, closing his mouth with a 
padlock as a punishment for lying. Tamino is about to leave to find Pamina, having seen 
her portrait and fallen in love with her. Papageno prevents him from leaving. 
1 
The fifth number (Quintet) begins with the full orchestra (except clarinets) 
playing the tonic B flat in unison, forte. A strutting, skipping unison figure on strings 
and bassoons (and later horns) follows (ex.4-11), which, according to David Caims^ will 
be heard again in various forms in the next few scenes, e.g., in the sixth, eighth, and 
twelfth numbers, usually in the shape of a trill followed by an arpeggio, and always with 
a sense of finger-snapping assertiveness. 
In this scene, the short orchestral prelude might simply describe Papageno barring 
Tamino’s way，and gesturing to him to consider his plight. Jacques Chailley gives a 
similar interpretation :^ 
We also notice the description, in the two measures of prelude, of Papageno's 
gesturing as he points to his padlocked mouth and then spreads his hands in an 
impotent gesture. 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," pp. 22-3. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 198. 
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Even though he is rendered speechless by the padlock, he finds it impossible to remain 
quiet, his mumbling phrases (ex.4-12) comically revealing his loquacious nature. The 
repeated notes followed by the jumps in the slurred quavers in the phrase underline its 
comic effect, made more so by the bassoons doubling his vocal part with staccato 
crotchets. The simple orchestral accompaniment of the strings, as well as the support of 
the straightforward harmonies, are once again Papageno to the life. The more expressive 
accompaniment of sustained notes to Tamino ’s vocal part and the off-beats of the upper 
strings (ex.4-13) show the contrast between the two characters. 
After Tamino expresses his powerlessness to help him, Papageno, in desperation, 
can only repeat the same mumbling phrase of ex.4-12. This repeat, together with the same 
orchestral accompaniment and harmonies, seems to reflect his unthinking persistence in 
pursuing his own ends. This is emphasized by the repeats of the same musical figure, 
i.e.，three crotchets followed by slurred quavers (ex.4-14), and the same mumbling phrase 
occurring the third time. The ascending of the last note in ex.4-14 from A via B flat to 
C indicates his single-mindedness in looking after his own welfare. 
After the first Lady removes his padlock, the first line sung by Papageno betrays 
his self-centredness and his inability to keep quiet: ‘Now Papageno can chatter again’ 
{Nun plaudert Papageno wieder) (ex.4-15). The fact that he sings only the dominant C 
all the way through without other notes once again stresses his uncomplicated self-
centredness. It also describes him showing his listeners that he is alright. The openness 
of his nature is also conveyed by the simple accompaniment of the staccato strings to the 
phrase and the straightforward harmonies. The tonality of this section is the dominant 
of B flat major, i.e., F major. However, as in the modulating sections of the second 
number (Aria) (exx.4-2a,b), the chromatic note (in this case E natural) never occurs in 
: V 
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his vocal part, which points again to the simple directness of his nature. The trill which 
appears at the opening, and commented upon by Caims, appears again in the second 
violins, underlining a light-hearted and jolly mood (ex.4-16). 
When Papageno is warned not to lie again by the three Ladies, he readily 
complies: ‘Nevermore will I lie, no, never’ {Ich luge nimmermehr, nein, nein!) (ex.4-17). 
His repeating the first half of the vocal line sung by the first Lady (ex.4-18) shows his 
submissive attitude towards authority (i.e.,the Queen). It might also depict his cheeky 
attitude: his readiness to comply seems to indicate that his mind is not on his words; he 
just wants to give a good impression. The chiefly wind accompaniment to this phrase, 
especially the oboes and bassoons doubling his vocal line with a third added below, 
emphasizes his rustic simplicity. 
His submission is furthur depicted in his next vocal phrase, in which he repeats 
the words of the three Ladies, ‘This lock shall be my warning' (Dies Schloss soil meine 
Warnung sein) (ex.4-19). Whilst the first part of the phrase (a descending scale from C 
to F) is apparently derived from ex.4-18, the first Lady's vocal line, the octave fall in the 
second part expresses his resolution not to lie again. However, this promise would 
probably last but a short while, as shown by the emphatic accompaniment of the staccato 
strings in unison, which sounds too serious to convey any sincerity. The simplicity of 
the phrase makes it sound glib, and therefore unconvincing. Such musical irony is 
employed by Mozart to delineate at once the human and comic aspect of Papageno's 
character. The effect is underlined even more strongly in the next phrase (ex.4-20), in 
which he joins the Ladies and repeats ex.4-19 in a more contracted manner. The comic 
seriousness is reiterated by the accompaniment of the full orchestra, forte, which ends 
f. 
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happily on the dominant of F major. The busy quavers in the violin part，crescendo, and 
also the triple stoppings at the cadence,/or/e, intensify the expression of comic feeling. 
After the moralising passage on truthfulness, the presenting of the flute to Tamino 
by the three Ladies, and their commenting on its magic power, Papageno expresses his 
wish to leave, ‘Now，fair ladies, may I? Thus I take my leave，{Nun, ihr schdnen 
Frauenzimmer, darfich? So empfehl ich mich) (ex.4-21). The minor tonality of this short 
passage, the chromatic harmonies, as well as the orchestral accompaniment are suggestive 
of his underlying thoughts: he instinctively senses trouble, especially when the Ladies 
talk about things like ‘greatest misfortune’，‘sorrows of mankind’’ and so he is eager to 
get away as quickly as possible. 
Even though his vocal phrase still sounds simple and uncomplicated, the speeding 
up of the last part in quavers and the chromaticisms in the accompaniment betray that he 
is anxious to get away. The repeat of the same note (D) in the vocal line depicts in him 
a kind of insistent nature characteristic of adolescents. Whilst the busy staccato quaver 
passage of the violins might describe his fidgety state, the melodic line on the violas and 
lower strings appears to represent his secret worry. The sustained notes played by the 
woodwinds add intensity, pointing to a more serious attitude adopted by Papageno. A 
sly feeling is conveyed by the trill figures in the first violins, which aptly accompany his 
question ‘may I [leave]?，One can almost visualize Papageno backing away while asking 
the question, hoping that he can slip away unnoticed. His anxious feeling is underlined 
by both the G minor tonality and the chromatic chords (the C major triad and the Italian 




Much to his disappointment, his request is rejected, as the three Ladies tell him 
that the Queen has chosen him to accompany Tamino to Sarastro ’s citadel. His emphatic 
refusal is expressed by lus singing forte, followed by piano. The accompaniment 
of the staccato strings in unison, piano (ex.4-22) to the line ‘I thank you very much!， 
{dafur bedank ich mich!) seems to tell of him knowing that the chance of getting away 
is slim. Still，the octave fall and the dotted crotchet in his vocal phrase underline his 
determination. The semiquaver figure in the first violin part, apparently a development 
from the trill in ex.4-21, seems to give a pictorial description of Papageno shaking his 
head, eagerly expressing his refusal. 
In the following short passage, Papageno gives reasons for not going: he heard 
it from the Ladies that Sarastro is like a wild tiger, he does not want to be plucked and 
roasted and thrown to the dogs by him. He sings the same vocal line just given by the 
Ladies (ex.4-23a)，but transposed down a fourth (ex.4-23b) ‘I heard it from you 
yourselves，(Von euch selbsten horte ich)’ when they pass the order by the Queen to him 
to accompany Tamino to show that it is entirely their (or the Queen's) idea that he should 
:、.:、，go, he himself is not willing at all. He explains that it is not his fault that he should 
% 
refuse, it is because of what they told him before about Sarastro that makes him do so. 
The intensity underlying this phrase by the chromatic G shaip shows that Papageno is 
trying hard to rid himself of the trouble that he instinctively senses. The repeat of the 
same notes (A and G sharp) once again stresses in him a kind of adolescent insistence 
on being let off. 
It is possible that ex.4-23b is a piece of play-acting performed by Papageno’ in 
order to free himself from trouble. However, in the course of doing so, he becomes all 
worked up, and genuinely worried that he might be tortured to death by Sarastro ‘surely 
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[ in cold blood Sarastro would have me plucked and roasted’ {sicher liess ohn alle Gnaden 
i mich Sarastro rupfen’ braten) (ex.4-24). A comic effect results from the quickly repeated 
t quavers on the words ‘plucked，roasted, {rupfen, braten) and the fact that he unwittingly 
describes himself as a ‘bird，. The ascending chromatic line in the last vocal phrase ‘and 
‘ thrown down for dogs to eat’ {setzte mich den HundenfUr) going up from A to D, piano， 
crescendo, forte’ underlines his worry even more strongly (ex.4-25). 
； Two more semiquaver figures are played by the first violins (exx.4-23b or 26), 
j apart from the one mentioned in ex.4-22, in the accompaniment to the vocal part ‘I heard 
I it from you yourselves, that he is like a wild tiger’ {Von euch selbsten horte ich, dass er 
J wie ein Tiger tier). As modified figures from the trill, they first accompany the three 
[ Ladies (ex.4-27), appearing to describe them shaking their heads, refusing to let Papageno 
s. • 
go. They might therefore accompany Papagenovocal line to indicate his refusal, trying 
\ 
nervously to back away from the sticky situation in which he finds himself. A comic 
： feeling is expressed by these figures, and contrasted with the other accompaniment. They 
I [ are preceded by the bassoons and violas playing a winding melodic line three times in 
、丨 r： 
unison, which seems to describe Papageno，s mind busily and anxiously thinking of a way 
to get away from the situation. The chromatic C sharp and E natural add force to the 
丨： expression. The comic effect is also emphasized by the supporting German sixth chords, 
I the dramatic sound of which suggests Papageno，s earnestness which could have only 
pt-.. • 
n:. •： 
, Stemmed from his egotistic consideration and cowardice. The sustained second violins 
and basses give a touch of seriousness, heightening the comic effect in an ironic manner. 
The syncopation and the persistent chromatic E natural on the violas in the 
: accompaniment (ex.4-28) to ex.4-24 ‘Sarastro would have me plucked and roasted’ (mich 
Sarastro rupfen，braten) express Papageno's anxiety and uneasiness. The violins 
！[：,：.•..., ‘ 
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strengthen his vocal phrase, with the first violins doubling it up an octave, and the second 
violins repeating the first Lady's former vocal line (ex.4-29), crescendo, forte, A tense 
mood is derived from the alternate French sixth and dominant chords, which are 
underlined by the bassoons and the basses. The tension is increased when the words 
‘plucked，roasted，(rupfen, braten) are repeated with greater intensity in quavers, 
crescendo. Both the bassoons and the basses play up an octave, and are joined by the 
ohots, forte. The strings and the bassoons support ex.4-25 ‘thrown down for dogs to eat， 
(setzte mich den Hunden fur) in unison, giving an added force to the vocal part. The 
dramatic dynamic marks piano (after the preceding/one), crescendo, forte, and the busy 
quaver accompaniment of the upper strings heighten the tension and excitement. 
The response given by Papageno to the Ladies，reassurance that Tamino will 
protect him shows how little interest he has in the task of saving Pamina. To him，what 
matters most is his own skin, as he sings to himself/The devil take this Prince away! My 
life is precious to me, and now by my honour it,s stealing away from me like a thief 
(Pass dock der Prinz beim Teufel ware! Mein Leben ist mir lieb; am Ende schleicht, bei 
meiner Ehre, er von mir wie ein Dieb). The short passage gives a good picture of some 
aspects of his personality: his cowardice’ egotism, and lack of more refined and noble 
impulses. Some aspects of the accompaniment and harmonies of this section are similar 
to the previous passage (ex.4-26), including the sustained strings, the semiquaver figures, 
the phrase in the violas and bassoons, and the augmented sixths. 
A secretive mood is derived from the three up-beat quavers in the first vocal line, 
in which Papageno curses Tamino not without some antagonistic feeling (ex.4-30). This 
is emphasised by the descent of an augmented fourth in the vocal phrase, as well as by 
the strings playing, as in the previous passage, an augmented sixth chord in sustained 
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notes, mezzofortepiano. The semiquaver figure in ex.4-26 reappears on the first violins, 
once again humourously underlining Papageno distancing himself from the situation. The 
similar contour of the phrases (made up chiefly of A, D, and B flat) in the following 
short passage (ex.4-31) depicts Papageno's unthinking persistence in pursuing his own 
ends，which is reflected perfectly by his words ‘My life is precious to me，. The 
accompaniment is nearly identical to that of his previous passage (ex.4-26). Apart from 
the semiquaver figures on the first violins, the bassoons and violas play in unison a 
repeating line in continuous quavers for five bars, describing in greater intensity 
Papageno's underlying anxiety. Whilst the long sustained note played by the second 
violins signifies his single-mindedness, the repeating dominant and tonic chords point to 
the straightforwardness of his character. 
After the first Lady has presented him with a glockenspiel, Papageno behaves like 
a child being distracted from his mood by a new toy; he seems to have completely 
forgotten all the worries about going to Sarastro and taken a keen interest in the 
instrument. Such a display of innocent charm is illustrated by the same semiquaver 
figures in the accompaniment as in ex.4-26, which express a mood of trepidation in 
Papageno (ex.4-32). At first he seems to display some nervous curiosity about the object, 
and then he is reluctant to believe in whether the bells are really useful. This childlike 
curiosity is also conveyed by the up-beat quavers in the vocal phrase ‘what can it be?' 
{was mag darinnen sein?). The change of mood is emphasized by a modulation to the 
Masonic key E flat. The occurrence of the chromatic A flat twice in the vocal part 
signifies his great interest. 
The repetition of notes (B flat and A natural) in the next vocal line ‘And shall I 
be able to play them?' (Werd ich sie auch wohl spielen konnenl) (ex.4-33) is another 
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instance showing Papageno’s persistence in getting what he wants: now his interest is in 
the bells, he wants to know if he can play them. On the other hand, the close 
resemblance between this phrase and ex.4-23b in the previous scene indicates a continued 
nervousness in Papageno about being drawn into the business of going to Sarastro. A 
more serious mood is expressed by the diminished triad and the sustained strings, which 
is rounded off by the nervous semiquaver figure on the first violins. 
When the three Ladies are about to leave, Tamino and Papageno ask them how 
they will find Sarastro’s citadel. There is a subtle differentiation between the two 
characters underlined by the tonalities in their respective vocal parts, a discussion of 
which has been presented in connexion with ex.2-40 on p.22 in Chapter 2. 
David Caims extols highly the excellence of the Quintet^ : 
The Quintet has the virtuosity of Mozarfs most masterly comic ensembles, here 
refined to a perfection that one would call unearthly if it were not also so human 
and alive. Humour and beauty merge into one another, and every incident finds 
its apt expression within a seemingly effortless musical continuity. 
While Caims is right about the Quintet, it has to be pointed out that the lively and comic 
mood is largely contributed by Papageno, whose character is vividly portrayed by Mozart 
through another of those durchkomponiert passages typical in this opera. Spike Hughes 
gives a different view :^ 
Like so much of the music to The Magic Flute these passages of the quintet are 
almost impossible to quote from, for they appear to consist of little but tonic-and-
dominant... unison phrases..... These details apart，however，we are in the midst of a typical Magic Flute sequence of inspired simplicity which has virtually no meaning on paper at all. 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 23. 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, pp. 203-4. 
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According to the analysis, there is a wealth of details of individual characterization, 
which has been brought about by the music, perhaps because of its simplicity. 
The first scene in the sixth number (Trio) is a short exchange between Monostatos 
and Pamina; she has escaped from the Moor but is afterwards re-captured. Papageno 
appears at the window of the chamber unnoticed when the overwrought Pamina falls 
unconscious. A comic mood is underlined by the short introduction to Papageno's vocal 
part, with the first violins playing a dotted quaver and semiquaver, followed by an 
upward staccato arpeggio, and a fall of a minor seventh (ex.4-34). The staccato octave 
fall in the bass part, coupled with the chromatic G sharp in the second violins, and the 
jaunty staccato in the second violins, violas, cellos and basses all coming on the second 
beat contribute to a jolly feeling. The short prelude, as mentioned by Caims^ once 
again portrays the self-assertiveness as well as the jauntiness characteristic of Papageno, 
it might also describe him looking around nosily, trying to find out his whereabouts. 
Both the dotted quaver and minor seventh fall appear again in Papageno's phrase 
‘Where am IV (y/o bin ich wohl?) (ex.4-35). The doubling of the first violins，melodic 
line by the flute and then the first bassoon up and down an octave respectively adds 
colour and humour to the scene. David Caims comments on how Mozart introduces 
Papageno，s phrase in an ingenious wa/: 
Yet Papageno，entering the room at the moment when Pamina has fainted and Monostatos is about to statisfy his lust, can without any change of musical style and with only a slight lightening of touch on Mozart's part take over 
Monostatos ’s last phrase (in dotted rhythm) and be his own chirpy self. 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," pp. 22-23. 
2 Ibid, p. 24. 
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When Papageno finds someone in the room and decides to go in, some feeling of 
uncertainty or anxiety is expressed by the accompaniment, in which the upper strings play 
the second and fourth beats against the bass part on Hie beats (ex.4-36). This heavier 
mood’ in contrast to the light-heartedness of the foregoing passage, is also expressed by 
the sustained oboes and bassoons, piano. A temporary modulation to the dominant of G 
major, and also the fall of a minor seventh on the word ‘risky，(Gewagt) in Papageno's 
vocal line point to this change of mood, too. Nevertheless, the absence of the chromatic 
C sharp and the repeats of notes in his vocal part once again depict his open and 
straightforward nature. 
• / 
The short orchestral passage (ex.4-37) preceding Papageno ’s next vocal phrase 
describes him entering the chamber to find out whoever is there. A jovial spirit is 
conveyed by the first violins and flute playing an octave apart a lively little tune 
characterized by dotted rhythms, and staccato repeated notes. The staccato quavers on 
the second violins and violas suggest activity and birdlike movements, which are 
characteristic of Papageno，s questing mood. The straightforward tonic and dominant 
harmonies once again emphasize his uncomplicated nature. The first phrase of this 
passage recalls the opening bars of the second number (Aria) (ex.4-1): they both have the 
same melodic outline, there is the same ups and downs in the inner part (of second 
violins and violas), and they are in the same key of G major. The musical 
f correspondences point to the consistency in portraying Papageno，s character. 
Papagenovocal part (ex.4-38) is almost a repeat of the orchestral passage, 
showing once again a lack of development in his character. It is doubled by a solo 
bassoon, at the end of which other woodwinds and horns join in. A slightly nervous 
mood is once again derived from the semiquaver figure on the flute. The rustic element, 
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an essential characteristic of Papageno, is stressed by the elaborate and forte wind 
accompaniment which rounds up this short section. In the bass part, the tonic and 
dominant notes going up or down in octaves support the tonic and dominant harmonies, 
signifying his open character. 
Jacques Chailley remarks on this scene and notes the parallel between Papageno ’s 
comment on Pamina and that of the three Ladies when Tamino fell unconscious (ex.4-
39)1: 
A happy rhythm runs through this passage, with exquisitely simple orchestration 
(flute in the high octave of the violin alternating with the bassoon in its low 
octave); at first, it is only a light new motive of the sort that occurs constantly to 
Mozart. But note that when Papageno sees Pamina, a slight transformation of this 
motive suffices to give it a new form. In the latter，we shall find, scarcely altered， the elements of the trio (also in G major) which the Three Ladies sang when 
Tamino likewise swooned; it will be heard again in the melody of the 
glockenspiel. 
A common theme on beauty seems to underline all the three scenes, in which the three 
Ladies describe Tamino as a pleasing youth, gentle and fair (ex.4-39); Papageno sings of 
Pamina that she is ‘young and fair，(Jung und fein) (ex.4-38); and Monostatos and the 
slaves sing praises about the beautiful sounds of the glockenspiel in the Finale of Act 
One (ex.4-40). The music might therefore be said to represent the idea of beauty 
(whether physical or spiritual) as appreciated by simple and ordinary people like the three 
Ladies and Papageno. 
The scene is completed with a very amusing buffo duet, when Papageno and 
Monostatos come face to face and each is terrified at the sight of the other. They 
stammer fearful exclamations ‘this is surely none but the Devil，{das ist der Teufel 
sicherlich) (ex.4-41) in either thirds or octaves. The phrase is punctuated by two crotchet 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute，p. 206. 
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rests in each bar, which depict a sort of breathless nervousness. The comic feeling is 
derived from the strings playing in unison and octaves，piano，a figure (dotted quaver and 
semiquaver) that recalls Papageno，s entrance theme (ex.4-35) in brief and light touches. 
The straightforward harmonies, i.e., the tonic, dominant, and supertonic chords, underline 
the simple nature of the two characters. 
Both timid and unheroic, they repeatedly beg the other for mercy, before fleeing 
in opposite directions (ex.4-42). The woodwinds and strings repeat and follow each 
other. When both of the characters are reduced to fearful cries of ‘Hu，one after the 
other, the woodwinds and strings, picking up the same musical figures from the vocal and 
orchestral parts of the previous passage, happily pursue one another in a similar fashion. 
David Cairns^  says ‘their brief duet，accompanied by the dotted rhythm in stealthy string 
octaves, is richly absurd.’ Jacques Chailley talks about the significance of the last bar 
of this section^: 
One also notes the lightness of the final measure, which ends on a weak beat so 
as to describe better the stealthy departure of the two frightened men ... 
The richly absurd duet, the exceptional final bar, as noted by Cairns and Chailley, and 
above all the music in this section, serve the important function of following the 
development of the story through the characters of Papageno and Monostatos, both of 
whom betray a nature of self-centredness and spineless timidity in face of adversity. 
Papageno recovers his nerve and returns just as Pamina regains consciousness. 
The two, to a certain extent sharing the same direct nature, make friends at once, though 
later they are to follow very different paths, as befits their different capabilities. 
1 Cairns, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 24. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 207. 
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Papageno tells Pamina about the Queen and Tamino's mission. She falls in love with 
Tamino instantly, while Papageno sadly reflects that he does not even have a girlfriend, 
Pamina counsels patience: Heaven will see that his desires are answered, and sooner than 
lie imagines. In this vein they sing the seventh number (Duet). 
A detailed analysis of the duet, especially on the differentiation between the two 
characters，has already been presented in Chapter 3 on Pamina on pp.156-161. David 
Caims gives a summary account^ : 
The directness and unsophistication of the melody of this hymn to the power of 
love, and the plainness of the accompaniment, reflect not only the simplicity of 
Pamina and Papageno but also their humanity. Although they do not understand 
what the love they sing about so fervently involves, instinctively Pamina commits 
herself to it, and Papageno in his more primitive way (his vocal line significantly 
less abundant and exalted than hers) follows her. The key is E flat major, the 
Masonic key. They are on the way to achieving the unselfish love between man 
and woman which is the source of human happiness and by which they may attain 
divinity. {'Reichen an die Gottheit an'). 
William Mann also notes the similarity and difference between the two characters^ : 
The warmth and intimacy [of the duet], even among two characters who have 
never met and are not in love with one another, are very German and purely 
typical of this opera: it is short-phrased, very diatonic, but naturally bel canto. 
The second verse is lightly decorated and followed by a vivid and variegated coda 
in which Pamina's vocal line becomes progressively more florid and ecstatic as 
she thinks about this ideal emotion. Papageno accompanies her in this love-duet, 
not as lover，but as another seeker after love, another class but for the moment at one with her. 
The class to which Papageno belongs, according to Otto Jahn, is that of natural, simple 
sentiment, not of enlightened morality. He gives an interesting interpretation that 
Pamina, being an inexperienced girl, is ready enough to fall into Papageno，s veinl. 
There can be no doubt that Mozart's wish has been to express the loftiest 
conception of the love of man and wife as an image, however faint and imperfect, 
1 Caims, "A Vision of ReconcUiation," p. 25. 
2 William Mann, The Operas of Mozart (London: Cassell, 1977)，p. 616. 
3 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 341. 
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of heavenly love; but here again Schikaneder has inteiposed, and insisted on something popular. We cannot blame him, for Papageno’s sphere is that of natural, simple sentiment, not of enlightened morality, and Pamina is an inexperienced girl, who follows her own feelings, and is ready enough to fall into Papageno’s vein. 
He attributes the influence of Papageno to his strong personality^: 
An individuality such as Papageno，s is sure to impart some of its naive good humour and joviality to the other characters with whom he comes in contact, and the impression thus made cannot fail to appear in the music; whenever Papageno enters，whether he is merry or whether he is sad, an irresistible tone of good humour takes possession of the stage. 
How Papageno and Pamina share the same feeling of excitement in the eighth 
number (Fin^e) because of the happy prospect of finding Tamino has been discussed in 
Chapter 3 on pp. 161-162. It is worth noting that the semiquaver figure in ex.4-43，which 
has appeared in the fifth and sixth number (exx.4-26, 30，31, 32，33，38) to essentially 
indicate humoursly Papageno's nervous anxiety, occurs here in a slightly modified form 
in the violin parts perhaps for the same purpose. 
Otto Jahn^  points out that Pamina and Papageno in both the seventh number 
(Duet) and this scene sing in a very similar style, as they have been facing a number of 
different situations together; and so ‘any marked distinction here would have marred the 
total impression without assisting psychological truth/ He notes the differentiation of 
the two characters only in the later scene, on the approach of Sarastro. The discussions 
given in Chapter 3 on pp.163-166 in connexion with exx.3-24, 25, 31，and Jacques 
Chailley，s view suggest otherwise, as he says^ : 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, pp. 342-3. 
2 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 343. 
3 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 223. 
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In the first part of the duet in thirds, Pamina sang in Papageno,s buffo style. But 
her own personality reasserts itself in a phrase of very different melodic nature 
when she thinks of Tamino: ” Holder Jangling!” (Noble young man!) "Stille, stille, 
/c/i kann’s besser!” (Quiet, quiet, I can do it [i.e., call Tamino] better!), the 
Birdcatcher answers (very quickly returning to his own style and playing 
comically on the sonority of the word "Stille"). 
The accompaniment to Papageno’s phrase in the first violins, i.e., a trill followed by 
staccato quavers separated by rests (ex.4-44) recalls that in the short prelude to the fifth 
number (Quintet) (ex.4-11). In both cases, the figure depicts Papageno’s comic gestures: 
in the quintet, he bars Tamino’s way, forcing him to consider Papagenoown plight; in 
this scene, he tries to stop Pamina from getting over-excited, lest they should be 
discovered and recaptured. The appearance of the semiquaver figure (mentioned in ex.4-
43) in the second violins after Papageno,s vocal line, as before, neatly indicates his 
nervous anxiety. 
There is a close resemblance between the short episode in which Papageno plays 
his pipes and Tamino answers with his flute (ex.4-45) and the orchestral refrain (ex.4-8) 
in Papageno，s aria. Apart from the flute, the scoring (of oboes and horns), tonality (both 
in G major)，and the harmonies of the two short passages are the same, emphasizing 
Papageno's rustic and happy nature. Otto Jahn saysV... and the by-play on the reed-pipe 
(ever since called Papageno's flute) with the answer of the orchestra, has a really funny 
effect.， Jacques Chailley interprets the significance of this episode from a different 
angle!: 
Now one understands why, despite the power of the Zauberfldte, it is impotent 
to bring the two young people together... Neither Pamina, who has not yet 
renounced the feminine world of her mother's kingdom, nor Tamino, whom 
Sarastro has not yet declared prepared to face the real tests that will make "ein 
Mann’" is yet ready to face the other. They are desperately searching for one 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart’ p. 338. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 224. 
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_ ludicrous interpreter, the 
Papageno, as a character in the opera, has not only served the dramatic function 
of being the interpreter between Tamino and Pamina, his presence also gives good 
humour and joviality, an important aspect of his personality which never fails to appear 
in his music. When Pamina,s and his escape are obstructed by Monostatos, he, in his 
characteristically amusing way, calls upon his magic instrument for help. 
The first vocal line ‘He who ventures much has much to gain’ (Wer viel wagt, 
gewinnt oft viel!) (ex.4-46) is constructed basically from the dominant seventh of G 
major, the touch of simplicity is consistent with Papageno's character. The orchestral 
accompaniment is conceived along the same line, in which the predominant winds add 
a rustic flavour. The horns on the second and third beats after the line ‘He who ventures' 
(Wer viel wagt) give a ludicrous effect. The didactic tone adopted by Papageno under 
this supposedly precarious situation sounds silly and comic. Papageno's straightforward 
single-mindedness is conveyed in his vocal part ‘Come, my pretty chest of bells, let your 
bells ring and ring, and make their ears sing! ’ (Komm, du schdnes Glockenspiel, lass die 
Glockchen klingen, klingen, dass die Ohren ihnen sing en) (ex.4-47) repeated to the same 
music three times. This is also emphasized by the pizzicato string accompaniment in 
unison and octaves, piano. 
The music played by Papageno on the glockenspiel, accompanied by the pizzicato 
strings (ex.4-48), fittingly depicts various aspects of his character. The charmingly 
innocent sound of the glockenspeil is totally in character, reflecting Papageno's childlike 
nature. The melodic line mainly in arpeggios, supported by the uncomplicated harmonies 
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of the tonic, dominant and supertonic chords, stresses his sunny and open character. The 
pizzicato strings, giving a light accompaniment, suggest an entrancing dance. Such is the 
magic of this short passage of music that it sets Monostatos and his slaves to dancing; 
as remarked by Spike Hughes^^they find the tune entrancing, its rhythm irresistible and 
in a moment, against their will, they are singing and dancing their way delightedly off 
the scene•，Otto Jahn comments on Papageno's bells giving a peculiar tone to the 
accompaniment^: 
The instrument occurs first in the first finale, when Papageno makes the slaves 
of Monostatos dance and sing to it. Here it is brought prominently forward, 
supporting the melody alone, accompanied only pizzicato by the stringed 
instruments, and in a measure by the chorus; the whole is most innocently simple, 
and of charming effect. 
The comment on the beautiful sound of the glockenspiel, as sung by Monostatos and his 
slaves in the line ‘that sounds so pretty, that sounds so fine’ {Das klinget so herrlich, das 
klinget so schon) (ex.4-40), shows that they have been drawn completely into Papageno ’s 
world. To him beauty is something straightforward, simple and direct, something that 
gives immediate joy and satisfaction. Hence, there is the discussion about the musical 
correspondences in connexion with exx.4-38,4-39，4-40 presented on p.289 on the theme 
of beauty. 
Pamina and Papageno，s reflections on the magical effect of the bells has already 
been presented on pp.165, 166 (exx.3-31, 32), in which a discussion on the two different 
characters is given. The differences in their characters are more markedly delineated 
when they react differently to the same situation of having to face Sarastro in person; 
Papageno behaves like a coward, trembling with fright, while Pamina remains calm, but 
well knowing that their escape has been a vain attempt. Ex.4-49 shows the breathless 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 213. 
2 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 339. 
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fear in Papageno, emphasized by the quaver rests and the repeated notes in his vocal part, 
and underlined by the bare (there is no real harmonic support) and syncopated string 
accompaniment. The trill figure in the violin part, characteristically associated with 
Papageno, once again suggests his nervous apprehension in a humourous manner. 
Knowing that he cannot avoid meeting Sarastro, Papageno betrays his spineless 
corwardice in the phrase in which he sings，‘ If only I were a mouse - how Fd hide 
myself! If only I were tiny as a snail Fd creep into my house!’ {O war ich eine Mans, 
wollt ich mich verstecken! War ich so klein wie Schnecken, ich kroche in mein Haus!) 
(ex.4-50). The chromaticisms in the phrase, though sounding silly and comic, express 
his genuine fear. The accompaniment to the phrase in unison and ocatves, with no real 
harmonic back-up, stresses Papageno，s unthinking and simple nature comically. It also 
seems to describe him looking around for a spot to hide himself, as a mouse or a snail 
does when confronted with danger. 
The Italian sixth chord after he addresses Pamina with 'My child' (Mein Kind) 
(ex.4-51) recalls that in the fifth number (exx.4-21,30)，which there as well as here 
underlines a strong feeling of worry. The lack of accompaniment to Papageno，s line 
‘what will we say now?，(was werden wir nun sprechen) (ex.4-52) might indicate that his 
mind is completely blank, and he is at a loss for words, while the fall of a diminished 
fifth in the vocal line signifies underlying fear. In this short passage, Papageno has 
adopted a direct and practical attitude in a trying situation. His reaction, though unheroic 
when compared with that of Pamina, is natural and unpretentious. 
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Both Otto Jahn and Jacques Chailley note the difference in characters between 
Pamina and Papageno in this scene. Jahn says� 
But on the approach of Sarastro they draw apart; Pamina entrenches herself in 
proud reserve, while Papageno gives vent to his terror with the same energy as 
m the first quintet when he is ordered to accompany Tamino to the castle. 
Chailley comments along the same lines�： 
Trumpets and umnuted timpani... sound a fanfare. ... In comic staccato notes, Papageno asks himself what is happening, and trembles (evocative trill for the violins). Pamina continues Sarastro，s phrase, but legato, thus immediately altering its character. As soon as the Master of Wisdom is announced, she begins to separate herself above the style of the Birdcatcher’s world and identify herself with that of the initiate Man. 
In the eighth number (Finale), the description of Papagenocharacter is heightened, 
having Pamina's for contrast. 
At the beginning of Act Two, Tamino and Papageno are asked whether they are 
ready to fight for friendship and love, and willing to undergo every trial. Tamino readily 
answers yes，while Papageno is very uncertain, saying that fighting is not his business, 
he is a natural man satisfied with sleep, food and drink, but he does not mind finding 
himself a pretty wife, a Papagena. They are afterwards instructed to remain silent, even 
if they should see their lovers. The speaker and second priest warn them in a duet that 
they should guard themselves from women's tricks. 
Tamino and Papageno are left in darkness after the two priests go out, until the 
three Ladies of the Queen of the Night appear from under the earth, carrying torches. In 
the twelfth number (Quintet), the Ladies are surprised at finding the two there, saying 
that they will perish at Sarastro，s temple. Tamino and Papageno react differently to the 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 343. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute, pp. 226-7. 
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situation: the prince remains steadfast in refusing to talk to the Ladies, but the birdcatcher 
impulsively breaks into speech, fearing the worn. The D coming down a seventh to E 
in Papageno's vocal phrase ‘No, no，no, that would be too much’ {Nein, nein, nein’ das 
zu vie!) (ex.4-53) not only recalls that in the sixth number (Trio) (ex.4-35) (the same 
interval in the same key), which in both cases expresses a feeling of uncertainty, but also 
indicates that he might suddenly remember he should not be talking. The interrupted 
cadence also underlines his worry. 
Tamino's vocal phrase ‘Papageno, be quiet!，(Papageno, schweige still!) (ex.4-54) 
is identical to ex.4-53. This might describe a feeling of amused tolerance in Tamino, 
who repeats Papageno，s line jokingly. There are, however, two differences, which appear 
to distinguish the two characters. The accompaniment to Tamino's phrase, with the upper 
strings an octave higher than that to Papageno's, points to the more serious attitude of 
Tamino. The perfect cadence of Tamino's phrase, in contrast to the interrupted cadence 
of Papageno's, stresses the former's more determined feeling. David Cairns gives a 
similar comment� 
Papageno is nervy and disposed to attend to them [the three ladies] but Tamino, 
prudent and unshakable, manages to restrain him. 
Otto Jahn remarks along the same linear 
In the second quintet his [Papageno，s] fright is kept in check by Tamino ’s 
presence, and his disgust at not daring to speak, and not being able to keep 
silence, gains the upper hand and gives the tone to the whole piece. 
When Papageno tells Tamino that they are done for, the prince commands him 
to remain quiet. They sing almost the same line (ex.4-55), except for the dotted crotchet 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 30. 
2 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 343. 
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and quaver in Tamino’s’ which once again indicates his more serious and decisive 
attitude. This attitude of Tamino is, as in ex.4-54, emphasized by the accompaniment of 
the violins an octave higher. On the other hand, that Tamino repeats Papageno's line in 
a joking manner shows that despite his more serious attitude he might have acquired 
some sense of humour through his interaction with Papageno. The fall of a diminished 
fifth in Papageno ’s phrase might signify his underlying apprehension. The same interval 
occurs in the same way in ex.4-52 of the eighth number, in which Papageno，s fear is also 
portrayed. This anxious feeling is also stressed by the sustained diminished triad. 
Papageno's response to Tamino's advice is a muttering of ‘always quiet, always 
quiet, (Jmmer still und immer still!) (ex.4-56). The irony of the situation and Papageno’s 
unthinking self-centredness are comically depicted: Papageno is told to keep quiet, but 
he simply cannot. The repeated notes and the repeated words in his vocal phrase describe 
vividly his annoyance; they also depict his single-minded insistence on satisfying his own 
needs，as well as his impulsiveness. This behaviour of Papageno is also expressed by the 
orchestral accompaniment, in which most of the parts play repeated notes, and by the 
repetition of the tonic and dominant chords. The busy staccato quavers in the second 
violins, crescendo，convey a feeling of restlessness, which might be indicative of 
Papageno，s impatience with always being told to keep quiet. This impatience is also 
underlined by the first violins playing the off-beats in the first two bars. There is an 
increased intensity in feeling after the first two bars of ex.4-56, when the winds join in 
crescendo to forte. The same dynamic marks also apply to the strings, in which added 
excitement is expressed by the first violins playing quavers after crotchets and the lower 
strings moving to crotchets after minims. The second bassoons playing syncopation 
against other parts are another indication of mounting excitement. As in the fifth number 
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in exx.4-24,5, Papageno works himself up to a sort of frenzy, incapable of controlling his 
emotion. 
When the three Ladies tell them that the Queen has secretly entered the temple 
and is nearby, Papageno's reaction is one of nervous bewildennent (ex,4-57). The off-
beat quavers in his vocal line ‘she is in the temple?，{sie soil im Tempel sein?) seem to 
indicate his puzzled feeling. The semiquaver trill figure, which has so far been 
associated with Papageno, essentially expressing his nervous anxiety in a humourous way， 
appears again in the violin parts for the same effect. The repetition of the same notes A 
and F sharp in Papageno's vocal line, together with the orchestral parts playing repeated 
lines or figures, once again underline his limited capabilities. The busy staccato quavers 
in the second violins of ex.4-56 are continued in the viola and cello parts; in both 
instances a feeling of restlessness is emphasized. The force of the expression is 
heightened by the sustained horns and the repeated melodic line of the bassoons. 
Papageno becomes much alarmed after the Ladies tell them that whoever swears 
allegiance to Sarastro,s league goes straight to hell. Like a silly fool (or a coward, an 
egotist) scared at any hint of danger, he quickly asks Tamino for reassurance. He repeats 
the phrase ‘Enough to frighten the Devil，{Das war' beim Teufel unerhort) (ex.4-58) 
several times in his characteristic babbling manner. The quick repetition of D and C 
sharp in quavers underlines his nervous anxiety comically. The orchestral 
accompaniment and harmonies are similarly repetitive, indicative of his single-minded 
outlook directed to self-interest. The off-beat first violins against the basses, and the 
playing of busy staccato quavers in octave by the second violins and violas, appear to 
indicate his agitation. 
\ 
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Papageno becomes very much worked up in this short passage. As in ex.4-25 in 
the fifth number (Quintet), his vocal phrase in ex.4-58 ends on a chromatic E flat’/雌， 
which portrays a genuine feeling of alann. This is stressed emphatically by the fiill 
orchestra playing the same note E flat in unison and octaves, also forte. The intensity 
of emotion is underlined even more strongly by the short comment of just the strings 
outlining a diminished triad, also in unison and octaves, piano, in which the fall of a 
diminished fifth is as in exx.4-52,4-55 pertaining to depicting Papageno's anxious worry. 
After the short passage of the strings is Papageno，s question to Tamino ‘Tell me， 
Tamino, is that true?, {Sag an, Tamino, ist das wahr?) (ex.4-59). The woodwind 
accompaniment to the phrase conveys a characteristic rustic mood. The G minor tonality 
depicts Papageno，s deep concern and worry, which is emphasized also by the staccato 
string accompaniment. The Italian sixth chord, which occurs at the end of the string 
accompaniment, and in the question ‘is that true，，heightens the mood of doubt and 
anxiety. As in ex.4-30 in the fifth number, the same augmented sixth chord (E flat, G， 
and C sharp) in the same tonality of G minor underlines Papageno，s uncertain and 
apprehensive feeling, and points to his sudden realization of what is really in store. 
Papageno ’s reactions in this scene highlight certain aspects of his character. He is an 
extrovert subject to his own impulsive nature. He is easily swayed and thus unable to 
make sensible judgments. His chief concern in life is looking after his own interests, a 
product of his open nature. 
Papageno，s unthinking and unsophisticated nature is further portrayed in the 
exchange between himself and Tamino. When the latter comments that what the Ladies 
say is gossip and invention, Papageno mentions the authority of the Queen, to which he 
is probably used to submitting. Hence his remark ‘Yet the Queen says so too，{Dock sagt 
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es 隱紅 die Konigin) (ex.4-60). Their different reactions to the situation are expressed 
by the music. Confidence and conviction are underlined in Tamino's phrase, which is 
adequately supported by the orchestra leading to an authentic perfect cadence. In 
comparison，Papageno ’s phrase, accompanied merely by the strings without any 
movement，and ending on the mediant (rather than the tonic), sounds relatively weak and 
unconvicing. 
Papageno，s lack of will power to remain quiet is once again depicted when he 
responds to the Ladies' command to speak, saying，‘Gladly I ... would ...，{Ich mochte 
gern …wohl...) (ex.4-61). The hesitation in his vocal line (separated by a minim rest) 
shows how lacking in self-control he is: he well knows that he should keep quiet, yet he 
cannot resist the temptation to talk. This is emphasized by the chromatic C sharp in his 
vocal phrase at the imperfect cadence, as well as by a diminished triad. The same thing 
occurs at the cadence of the next vocal line, in which he confesses to the Ladies that he 
is not allowed to speak ‘You see that I may not...，(Ihr seht, dass ich nicht soil.,.) (ex.4-
62). The orchestral accompaniment to these two phrases is very similar to that 
supporting the three Ladies in the preceding bars (ex.4-63). There is the similar 
woodwind accompaniment in semibreves. The arpeggiated accompaniment without the 
first beat in the violins appears in Papagenoaccompaniment in the basses. Even though 
Papageno is to accompany Tamino in going through the trials, it seems that he responds 
more readily to the Ladies than to Tamino, whose quest is not of any real interest to 
Papageno, as it is beyond him. He does not see why he should be involved in all this. 
Being exhorted by Tamino not to speak，Papageno，in a charmingly innocent way 
not unlike that of a child, confesses ‘That I cannot give up chattering is truly a hardship 
for me' {Dass ich nicht kann das Plaudern lassen ist wahrlich eine Schandfur mich) 
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(ex.4-64). For the first time in this Quintet, Papageno is joined by Tamino. It appears 
that Papageno’s confession of his weakness, which might be indicative of his gaining a 
certain degree of self-knowledge, has drawn the two together. The influence of the three 
Ladies on Papageno apparently disappears. The accompaniment to Papageno's vocal 
phrases is changed and the same to that of Tamino. Papageno's vocal line is doubled by 
the staccato violas and Tamino’s the first violins. The flutes and bassoons in thirds and 
sixths doubling each other in two octaves might signify a mutual support in spirit and 
understanding between the two. A differentiation of characters, however, is still evident 
in this short passage. The octave fall in Papageno's vocal line conveys a comic effect. 
While Tamino’s more melodic vocal phrase expresses sympathetic feelings, Papageno's, 
going down the arppeggio of the dominant seventh separated by crotchet rests, sounds 
simple and straightforward. E. J. Dent mentions the development of friendship between 
the two in this scene� 
Prince and slave they are no more, they have become merely friends, each realizing that he has something to receive from the other and something to give him. 
The development of friendship between Papageno and Tamino has been hinted 
right at the beginning of this Quintet. As exx.4-54, 55 show, Tamino, by appreciating 
the openness of Papageno's reactions to the situation, allows some elements of humour 
to mellow his own reactions, which tended to be somewhat stiff and formal. Papageno's 
growth, as shown in ex.4-58, comes from his being forced to perceive the reality and 
therefore seriousness of the situation in which he finds himself. 
When the Ladies express disappointment that neither Tamino nor Papageno will 
t 
speak to them, the two repeat their words in reply ‘In shame you have to leave us, neither 
1 Dent, Mozart’ s Operas’ p. 261. 
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of us will say a word, {Sie mussen uns mit Scham verlassen, es plaudert keiner 
sicherlich) (ex.4-65). They sing in thirds, which seem to signify their mutual support and 
friendship. After the short moralising passage sung by all about how a man should know 
the time to remain silent, suddenly there is a chorus from within the temple, pronouncing 
in a sombre tone (which suggests C minor) that ‘the sacred threshold is defiled, away 
with the women to hell!，{Entweiht ist die heilige Schwelle, hinab mit den Weibern zur 
Hollef). The stage darkens with thunder and lightning. While the Ladies flee in fright, 
Papageno，equally scared, falls to the ground repeating the same shouts of ‘Oh, woe!，(O 
weh!) as the three Ladies (ex.4-66), and apparently becomes unconscious - a natural 
reaction, like his shouts of ‘Oh，woe，. Papageno's reaction is due to his impulsive fear, 
which seems to recall similar responses before，e.g. exx.4-25,4-50,51,52 in the fifth and 
eighth numbers respectively. However, while his responses in previous scenes are on a 
more superficial level and sound more like a joke, the reaction in this scene appears to 
be more serious. 
Tamino, in a more grown-up way, waits to see what's happening next; Papageno, 
through Tamino, has learned of the reality and seriousness of the situation. In this way, 
Papageno has grown in maturity and stature to some extent. This is expressed by the 
more serious accompaniment, which is underlined by the change of tonality from the 
original G major to G minor through the chord of E flat major, and the first inversion of 
the supertonic of G minor. The sustained notes in the woodwinds add force of 
expression. The chromatic E flat in the vocal part heightens fear and agitation. Jacques 
Chailley notes the refined writing of the final measure^ : 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 247. 
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：• which the orchestra falls silent after a single quarter-note while Papageno holds his final note through the duration of a whole-note: a subtle way of emphasizing the resulting swoon. 
Chailley also discusses the significance of this scene, trying to decide whether 
Papageno’s fear should be taken seriously or is just another example of his comic role :^ 
The scene concludes very swiftly: Papageno repeats the Three Ladies' tragic "O 
weh!" and falls to the ground. Is that ending truly comic? One could think so, 
given the usual character of Papageno,s scenes. ... Nevertheless, it is very 
possible that this time Papageno should be taken seriously. Unlike Tamino and 
Pamina, he has not yet experienced the required symbolic swoon before facing 
the real trials - and here it is.... 
Like Tamino and Pamina, Papageno will have to undergo his own trials (in the Finale of 
Act Two), even though they are to be essentially different. 
Charles Osborne gives a summary account of the Quintet，： 
It [No. 11] is followed by a superb quintet (No. 12: ‘Wie? Wie? Wie?，）in which Tamino, Papageno and the Queen of Night’ s three Ladies each contribute in their own characteristic way, to form a unity out of a number of dissimilar elements. The conversational ease, and the dovetailing of the Ladies' admonitory tone, 
Tamino ’s dignified sense of purpose, and Papageno，s chattering, are sheer delight. 
The above analysis is done to highlight the characterization of Papageno. Both Otto Jahn 
and Spike Hughes express the similar opinion that Papageno is the central point of 
interest in this Quintet. Jahn says^ : 
They [the three Ladies] have the appropriate feminine task of inveigling Tamino 
and Papageno into breaking the silence which has been imposed on them, and, 
while easily accomplishing this, as far as Papageno is concerned, they find that 
Tamino is inflexible himself, and recalls Papageno to his duty. The object of the 
music, therefore, is not to bring a dismal or gloomy image before the mind, but 
to emphasise, without exaggerating, the comic element of the situation. The 
central point of interest is of course Papageno, who displays all the cowardice and 
loquacity of his nature to the ladies, and is only kept within bounds by his respect 
for Tamino; the ladies treat the interview almost as a joke, and even Tamino's 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 247. 
2 Charles Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart (London: Victor Gollancz, 1978), p. 
331. 
3 Jahn^  Life of Mozart, p. 336. 
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determination acquires from its surroundings an involuntarily comic 
Spike Hughes' comment is�-
The women's voices chatter and cajole and they very nearly succeed in breaking down Papageno ’s resistance, for they know - as he himself admits - that he is a natural chatter-box and it can only be a matter of time before he capitulates. Papageno, who is admirably characterized in this movement, is particularly perturbed by all the business of being sent to hell, especially as the Queen of the Night said it 
Tamino and Papageno are led away with a sack placed over their heads after the 
episode with the three Ladies. Papageno is told that he has to go through much to win 
his Papagena to prove that he deserves her. They are then brought to a great hall, 
unveiled, and commanded to keep silent. An ugly woman - Papagena in disguise - comes 
in and chats with Papageno, telling him that she has a sweetheart named Papageno. Just 
as she is about to reveal her name, a loud peal of thunder sends her hobbling off. The 
three Boys bring in the magic flute and bells for Tamino and Papageno. Pamina enters, 
but Tamino holds to his vow of silence, while Papageno is busy eating. 
After Tamino has said farewell to Pamina and is led away to go through two more 
trials, Papageno enters searching for Tamino. The Speaker appears, telling him that he 
would have deserved to go wandering in eternal darkness for ever, had not the gods had 
taken pity on him. He will, however, never know true enlightenment. Papageno answers 
that he prefers wine to wisdom, which he is readily given. While enjoying the wine 
happily, he realizes there is something else which he wants. In the twentieth number 
(Aria) he plays the magic bells to make his wish, viz. getting a wife, come true. 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 219. 
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The vocal part, harmony, tonality, and orchestration of this aria underline 
Papageno's character, just as they do in the second number (Aria) in Act One. The aria 
comprises a refrain in one orchestral and vocal versions (the vocal version is four bars 
longer with a codetta), after which is a section of three stanzas in which the time changes 
to a 6/8 Allegro，according to Spike Hughes, ‘very typical of Mozart's "peasant" music 
in Figaro and Don Giovanni： The four-bar or two-bar phrases of the orchestral and 
vocal refrains are characterized by very similar musical figurations, such as upbeat 
quavers, dotted semiquavers with demisemiquavers, and quavers in groups of four (ex.4-
67). As in the second number, the repetition of these musical figurations in each phrase 
points to the fact that they derive from one another, providing a simple folksong-like 
effect, which depicts Papageno's straightforward and open nature. 
This folksong-like quality of the aria has been mentioned by several people. 
Charles Osborne^ says that the song ‘has achieved in Austria the status of folk-song 
(with different words, beginning ‘Ub’ immer Treu und Redlichkeit bis an dein kUhles 
Grab'). While David Cairns^  remarks that ‘the tune [of the refrain] is not original to The 
Magic Flute; it was taken from a popular song of the time', William Maim^ says ‘[the 
refrain] has a tune older than Mozart’. This older tune, according to Otto Jahn"^ , is from 
a sixteenth-century chorale, Wwn lob mein Seel’ der Herren\ in which a few bars are 
identical with the beginning of Papagenosong. Jacques Chailley gives more definite 
information concerning the origin of the aria^ : 
1 Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart’ pp. 332-3. 
2 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 34. 
3 Mann, The Operas of Mozart, p. 631. 
4 See the footnote in Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart，p. 333. 
5 Chailley，The Magic Flute, pp. 268-9. 
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Its [The aria's] first phrase was derived in direct line from a popular song, the 
first-known state of which appeared in 1590 as adapted for religious use in a 
chorale by Antonio Scandello. The air was especially popular from 1780 to 1795: 
Christian Friedrich Schubart presented it in 1782 as a Swabian song under the 
curiously coincidental title "Lied eines Vogelstellers" (Song of a Birdcatcher)... 
The aria's simple harmonic structure emphasizes that aspect of Papageno’s 
character that he is perfectly happy with his lot and his own experience. While the 
tonality in the refrain stays unchanged in the tonic, F major, there are two short 
modulations to the dominant and subdominant in the 6/8 section (exx.4-68a,b). Such a 
harmonic scheme is the same as that of the second number in Act One (exx.4-2a,b). 
The winds feature prominently in the accompaniment, especially in the orchestral 
refrain (ex.4-69a) and the short prelude of the Allegro section (ex.4-69b). They convey 
a rustic flavour and underline Papageno’s jaunty nature. However, it is the glockenspiel 
that adds a charming and innocent touch to the whole piece. Spike Hughes says :^ 
The aria is punctuated, accompanied and generally decorated by variations on the 
glockenspiel - a different obbligato for each of the three refrains and verses 
increasing in difficulty and charm as the number proceeds. 
A musical f igure ,� y ^r | [ , which is limited to the tonic，dominant, and a 
cadential supertonic, appears consistently in the bass part of the refrain (ex.4-70). It 
depicts Papageno's jovial nature, stressing his uncomplicated outlook. In the section of 
vocal refrain, Papageno,s vigour and energy are portrayed by the continuous semiquavers 
in the second violins (ex.4-71). 
The directness of Papageno's character is reflected by the straightforward 
harmonic vocabulary of the song. The fundamental harmonies such as the tonic and 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, pp. 228-9. 
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dominant predominate. Once again, Papageno is portrayed as a simple and ordinary man 
happy with his lot. 
The above analysis is meant to give a general description of Papageno's nature 
and character. The following is a study of his vocal part, together with the music，which 
will provide additional information on his personality. The vocal refrain begins with 
Papageno singing ‘A sweetheart or a little wife is Papageno’s wish!，{Ein Madchen oder 
Weibchen wunscht Papageno sich!、，accompanied solely by the strings (ex.4-71). The 
dotted figures point to his self-satisfied，child-like maimer, which is emphasized by the 
staccato first violins doubling the vocal part up an octave. The four-bar phrase ends on 
an imperfect cadence，so that it is balanced by the following four-bar phrase ending on 
a perfect cadence. Such a straighforward musical conception befits Papageno, 
uncomplicated nature. A chromatic unessential note, B natural, however, occurs in the 
answering phrase on the word *do\t\Tdubchen) (ex.4-72), which expresses Papageno's 
notion of sensual desire, along with the grace notes. The refrain is complete with a 
codetta, in which the line ‘would be a blessing for me，(war Seligkeit fur mich) is 
repeated, embellished with slurred semiquavers (ex.4-73). While the inteijection of the 
glockenspiel gives childlike delight, the doubling of the vocal line by the horns playing 
their natural notes underlines Papageno's open character. The sustained notes in the 
violas add a touch of warmth. 
In the 6/8 section, the vocal verses begin after a short orchestral prelude. The 
repetition in the vocal part (ex.4-74) once again depicts Papageno's persistence in 
pursuing his own ends. The sensual pleasures enjoyed by Papageno are underlined by 
the orchestral accompaniment of the descending melodic line, with the chromatic B 
natural of the bassoons, violas and cellos in unison playing against the upward scale of 
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the violins to the phrase ‘enjoying life as a wise man’ (des Lebens als Weiser mich 
freun), crescendo, fortepiano (ex.4-75). 
A similar thing happens when the vocal phrase of the same words is repeated and 
modulated temporarily to the subdominant, and marked with the same dynamics (ex.4-
76). This time it is the chromatic note E flat in the melodic line of the bassoons and 
cellos that stresses Papageno giving himself up to the pleasures of the senses. In the 
same phrase the horns join in to provide the characterisitic bucolic touch，which is 
emphasized even more strongly in the codetta section when the horns are joined first of 
all by oboes and glockenspiel, and later by flutes (ex.4-77). 
The 6/8 section has three verses with different words to the same music; the only 
musical change from one stanza to another is in the part for glockenspiel, which increases 
its decorations each time both in the refrain and the Allegro section. The increased 
excitement of the figures in the glockenspiel (ex.4-78) seems to reflect Papageno's 
corresponding feeling; the more he contemplates successfully finding a mate，the more 
excited he becomes. 
The third stanza is concluded with a postlude, which could be regarded as giving 
a finishing touch to the description of Papageno，s character. The postlude (ex.4-79) is 
made up of a twice repeated four-bar phrase. It begins in a similar fashion to the short 
introduction of the 6/8 section，piano; in both cases the contour of the melodic line and 
the wind and glockenspiel accompaniment are similar. The musical figure of two slurred 
quavers followed by a staccato first in the flutes and later in the oboes describes him as 
one happy with his lot. The other parts of the winds in staccato help to heighten such 
an effect. The repetition of melodic phrases characteristic of Papageno points to his self-
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centred nature, and the special instrumentation underlines the essential childlike and 
rustic elements in his character. The simple hannonies of tonic and dominant support the 
postlude all the way through, depicting him as an open and uncomplicated person. In the 
repeat of the four-bar phrase,/or/e, the glockenspiel is replaced by the strings. The first 
hom doubles the first violins an octave lower in playing the melodic line, once again 
portraying Papageno’s jauntiness. The busy semiquavers in the second violins and violas 
express his jovial liveliness. They might also reflect his excitement at the prospect of 
meeting Papagena. 
Spike Hughes^ remarks that Mozart had a particular affection for this little song, 
judging from a letter written to his wife in which he related how he went behind the 
scenes to play the glockenspiel for fun, making a joke on Schikaneder [Papageno]. He 
played an arpeggio at the point where Schikander had a pause, showing that Papageno 
didn't play the instrument himself. Hughes concludes with the following comments^: 
If ever there was an instance of the sense of fun which pervades so much of Mozart，s music, and which is so necessary to its satisfactory performance, it is surely shown in that thoroughly professional and human incident. One can hardly 
imagine Wagner, for instance, going backstage to improvise on Beckmesser’s lute 
in his Meistersinger. 
It is indeed the funny and human elements in this aria, which are such important aspects 
of Papageno，s character, and expressed so skilfully by Mozart in music，that have earned 
the popularity and success of this song. 
The old and ugly little woman comes on the scene again, apparently answering 
Papageno，s wish which he keeps repeating in his song. After getting Papagenopromise 
to be true to her, the old woman changes into his young and beautiful counterpart, 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 229. 
2 Ibid., p. 229. 
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Papagena, who is dressed like him. When Papageno goes to embrace her, the Speaker 
holds her back, telling her that Papageno is not yet worthy of her. Papageno tries to 
follow her, but disappears in a hole which has opened at his feet. 
Papageno enters in the twenty-first number (Finale), with a rope about his waist. 
He tries in vain to get Papagena to come to him by playing on his pan-pipes. The 
introduction depicts both his action and his state of mind: in agitation, he is busily 
looking for Papagena. The 6/8 Allegro section, which occurs in the twentieth number, 
and is generally associated with the description of peasant, folk-like figures such as 
Papageno, begins with the strings only, piano (ex.4-80), in which the first violins play 
the melodic line, to be repeated by Papageno in his vocal part. 
Though marked Allegro, and in the time of 6/8, the first few bars of the 
introduction seem to recall that in the short prelude of Tamino's ‘portrait，aria in ex.2-8, 
as well as the moralizing passage sung by Pamina and the three Boys in ex.3-89. In all 
the three cases, the contour of the melodic line, which is of an ascending order, is 
similar. Harmonically, they are all made up entirely of the tonic chord. The 
correspondences appear to indicate the expression of similar feelings. In the instances 
of Tamino and Pamina (in the same key of E flat major, with the dominant going up a 
sixth to the mediant via the tonic)，it is their realization of idealized love that is 
underlined. In the case of Papageno, it is the longing for Papagena that is portrayed. His 
is therefore of a love of more earthy nature, and expressed more directly. This is 
depicted by the more straightforward arppeggio jump from the tonic to the dominant via 
the mediant. Besides, the staccato first violins without the first beat followed by two 
slurred quavers appear to emphasize the impetuous characteristic of such a love. An 
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agitated excitement is also conveyed by the other strings playing quavers without the first 
beat. 
Papageno plays on his pan-pipes. The two-bar orchestral refrain of the winds 
(ex.4-81) is nearly the same as the one in the second number (Aria) (ex.4-8) and the 
Finale (ex.4-45) in Act One. The scoring, tonality, and harmonies of the three examples 
are the same, portraying Papageno，s rustic nature. However, the quicker tempo of ex.4-81 
stresses a feeling of eagerness and excitement. 
The introduction concludes with a four-bar phrase initially only by the strings, 
piano，and then repeated by the full orchestra, forte (ex.4-82). The same phrase will be 
sung by Papageno three times in the following passage, when he expresses a feeling of 
regret and disappointment. The short modulation to the dominant might underline such 
a change of mood. The trill figure that appears in the violas and second violins, and later 
in the oboes, once again portrays humourously Papageno’s disturbed emotion, as it does 
in exx.4-16, 49，57 of the fifth, eighth, and the twelfth numbers respectively. 
Papageno begins his vocal part by repeating the same phrase played by the first 
violins in the introduction (ex.4-83). In the ascending triad of G major, which portrays 
his passionate longing for Papagena, he eagerly calls her name. Whilst the short phrases 
separated by quaver rests stress his breathless agitation, the sustained note of dotted 
minim at the end of the phrase indicates the intensity of his longing. After the orchestral 
refrain of the winds and pan-pipes, which Papageno plays on to cause Papagena to 
appear, he expresses his love for her in even stronger terms, calling her ‘Little wife, my 
dove’ my beauty!, (Weibchenf Taubchen! meine Schdne!) (ex.4-84). The repetition of 
the same short phrase in his vocal part emphasizes his single-mindedness and persistence 
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in getting what he desires. This is also conveyed by the different parts in the orchestra 
playing repeated figures. The short phrases and quaver rests in Papageno ’s vocal line, 
as in ex.4-83, suggest a feeling of breathless excitement. The continuous line of quavers 
in the strings and flute express his stirred emotion，which is heightened by the clashes 
of B and C. The sustained bassoon part，and the sustained notes in the horns give a 
warm feeling. 
Papageno calls for Papagena in vain, and thinks that she is lost to him. His 
change of mood to one of disappointment is depicted by the modulation to the dominant 
(ex.4-85). This is also indicated by the shift of the fuller orchestral accompaniment of 
the previous passage to a relatively sparing one, in which the melodic line in the flute 
and first violins parts is supported only on the first beat by the other strings. In a tone 
of self-pity, Papageno feels that ‘I was surely bom to bad luck' {ich bin zum Ungluck 
schon geboren) (ex.4-86). A feeling of bitterness is expressed by the flattened sixth and 
the following augmented second in the vocal part. This is the most chromatic moment 
in his entire vocal part，significantly indicating his strong feeling of disappointment. The 
intensity of emotion is emphasized by the upward movement in the vocal phrase from the 
dominant to the tonic，crescendo, and the octave fall at the end of the phrase，where the 
winds join the strings, forte. It is underlined even more strongly by the harmonies, in 
I 
which the second inversion of the G minor chord and the C sharp diminished triad add 
expressiveness. The C sharp, in particular, clashes with the pedal bass D, which also 
provides force of the expression. 
A sense of remorse is expressed by Papageno, when he says ‘I chattered，and that 
vvas naughty, so I got what I deserved, (Jch plauderte, und das war schlecht, und drum 
geschieht es mir schon recht!) (exx.4-87, 88). Such a humble confession is indicative of 
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Papageno gaining a certain degree of self-knowledge and enlightenment through hardship. 
The penitential mood is conveyed by the simple vocal line going up an arppeggio of D 
major, supported merely by the strings playing also a D major chord, piano，but in 
chattering repeated quavers on the second beat (ex.4-87). A more serious tone is 
emphasized by the strings playing a dotted minim with the expressive dynamic mark 
mezzofortepiano in accompanying the vocal line ‘and that was naughty，{und das war 
schlecht). The syncopation in the vocal part seems to indicate a lack of certainty and 
confidence. His feeling of regret is underlined by the concluding phrase in ex.4-88, 
which has already appeared in the introduction as ex.4-82. The trill figure in the violas 
and second strings, in particular, stresses his disturbed emotion. The significance of this 
phrase is also mentioned by Spike Hughes!: 
On the face of things it must be said that Papageno does not appear to be unduly 
melancholy and there is considerable optimism, at least, in the phrase which 
occurs frequently both in the orchestra and the voice part. 
According to Jacques Chailley, the above section is the first out of the four 
stanzas in this lengthy passage. He says :^ 
As with the other "servant iarias" in the score, Papageno's aria is of strophic cut; 
but it differs from its predecessors; four different stanzas in couplets followed by 
a common refrain (in the music, not in the text). For the fourth stanza, a trio for 
the Three Boys replaces the refrain. 
The concluding phrase in the prelude and the first stanza, viz. exx.4-82, 88，is therefore 
regarded as a common refrain, which will also round off the second and third stanzas. 
Otto Jahn，s comment on the form of this passage is as follows^: 
The form of this lengthy scene is altogether free. Without alteration of time or measure the music follows the various points of the scene, declamatory passages 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, pp. 233-4. 
2 Chailley, The Magic Flute’ p. 285. 
3 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 340. 
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interrupting the long-drawn threads of melody sometimes with great effect, and 
descriptive phrases repeated at suitable places to keep the whole together. Thus 
the characteristic passage [ex.4-82] occurs three times to the words: "Drum 
geschieht es mir schon recht!" ”Sterben macht derUeb’ ein End," and ”Papageno 
frisch hinauf, ende deinen Lebenslauf!" 
The feelings expressed by Papageno in the second stanza, viz. his eager longing 
for Papagena and despondency, are essentially the same as those of the first, but perhaps 
even stronger. This mood is set by the short orchestral introduction of the strings in E 
minor (ex.4-89), in which the chromaticisms and the semiquavers in the first violin part 
underline a sort of restless longing, whereas the second violins and violas without the 
first beat against the basses depict agitation. The ascent of a diminished fifth in the 
basses，and the clash between the A sharp in the first violins and the A natural in the bass 
part heighten Papageno ’s stirred emotion. On the other hand, the short orchestral 
passage, which occurs again after the first vocal phrase in D major, might describe 
Papageno looking around desparately for Papagena. 
The first two vocal lines ‘Since I tasted of that wine, since I saw that pretty girl’ 
(Seit ich gekostet diesen Wein, seit ich das schdne Weibchen sah) (ex.4-90) answer one 
another, the second of which repeats a tone lower. The line ‘Since I tasted of that wine’ • 
is in E minor, which underlines Papageno，s feeling of despair. Continuing the 
accompaniment pattern of the orchestral introduction, the second violins and violas play 
quavers without the first beat against the basses, emphasizing his agitation. The 
chromatic semiquavers in the first violins also continue from the orchestral passage, 
depicting Papagenogenuine yet childlike grief’ as remarked by Otto Jahn^ -
Papagenochief scene is in the last finale, when he resolves to die for the love 
of his lost Papagena, and it forms a counterpart to the pathetic scene of Pamina’s 
despair. An expression of good-humour and of true, if not very elevated, feeling 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, pp. 339-40. 
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prevents the comic situation from becoming farcical. Papageno's grief is like that 
of a child, expressed in genuine earnest, yet of a nature to raise a smile on the 
lips of grown-up people. This double nature is well expressed, for example, in the 
violm passage [ex.4-90] - which has something comic in its very accents of grief. 
The sustained notes of the flute and the oboes in thirds, which are joined later by the 
homs and bassoons, add expressiveness to the short passage. 
In the same vein as the previous passage, Papageno expresses his feelings for 
Papagena in earnest, but essentially comically. His serious feeling is stressed by the 
accompaniment of the strings with a dotted minim to the beginning of the vocal phrases 
‘I bum in my heart of hearts, and love pinches me here and there' (so brennfs im 
Herzenskdmmerlein, so zwicht es hier, so zwicht es da) (ex.4-91). But the feeling of 
earnestness gives way nearly immediately to the lighter touch of the short vocal lines 
‘pinches me here, pinches me there’，accompanied by the strings playing quavers without 
the first beat, which are joined by the flute and oboes as answering phrases. The 
repeated notes, A and G sharp, in Papageno's vocal lines recall those in ex.4-23b of the 
fifth number, which in both cases comically express his disturbed feelings. The 
chromatic G sharp, supported by a diminished triad, might depict certain depth of his 
feeling, which is a product of inner reflection. 
He calls different names of Papagena, as he does at the beginning of the first 
stanza, only more passionately. The vocal line ‘Papagena! Wife of my heart! Papagena， 
dearest dove!，{Papagena, Herzensweibchen! Papagena, liebes Taubchen!) (ex.4-92) is' 
marked crescendo, ending on 这 fermata high D on the word 'dowe\forte. As in ex.4-83, 
there is a note of optimism and passionate longing underlined by the ascending arppegio 
of D from the mediant to the tonic at the end of the vocal phrase. 
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Papagena still not in sight, Papageno expresses some feeling of anxiety. 
However, his general tone is optimistic. No despair is apparent in the phrase ‘It is in 
vain, all is useless! I am weary of my life, ('S ist umsonst, es ist vergebens! MUde bin 
她饥彻es lebens) (ex.4-93). Rather, a sense of annoying helplessness not unlike that 
of a child is expressed by the repeated notes of C and A in his vocal part, emphasized 
by the alternate marks of forte and piano in the accompaniment. Does it not seem that 
Papageno is calling out loud so that people might hear him and relieve him of the 
situation? The recurrent figures in the violins and the pedal bass D in the lower strings 
depict his persistent nature. There is an increase in intensity of feeling when the vocal 
part goes up to D, where the winds join in’ forte. The second stanza ends with the same 
refrain as shown in ex.4-88, in which Papageno regretfully says, ‘Dying puts an end to 
love, when your heart bums so terribly.’ {Sterben macht der Lieb’ ein End, wenn's im 
Herzen noch so brennt,) (ex.4-94). 
In the third stanza, Papageno intends to hang himself. The short orchestral 
interlude (ex.4-95), similar to ex.4-89, serves the dual functions of setting the mood for 
the scene，and depicting Papageno looking around for help. A pathetic tone is stressed 
by the G minor tonality and the chromaticisms, together with the first violins in slurred 
quavers without the first beat Taking a rope in his hands, he says’‘I shall grace this tree 
by tying myself to it by the throat，{Diesen Baum da will ich zieren, mir an ihm den Hals 
zuschnuren) (ex.4-96). Papageno's grief is portrayed in a comic manner as in the second 
stanza, but in even stronger terms. Both the chromaticisms (B flat and E flat) and the 
relatively jagged contour of his vocal phrase are indicative of his strong emotion. The 
accompaniment to ex.4-96 continues in the same fashion from the orchestral introduction. 
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There is an increased intensity of expression when the slurred quavers in the 
violins become increasingly decorated. The sustained first oboe and bassoon seem to 
carry his plaintive plea to be heard, so that he might be helped. The short orchestral 
interlude, once again describes Papageno looking around, hoping that someone might 
come to help him out. The melodic line of Papageno,s second vocal phrase repeats that 
of the first, showing again his persistent nature. The intensity of expression is underlined 
even more strongly by the semiquavers in the violin part, and the double stoppings in the 
violas. 
In a regretful tone Papageno says farewell to this world ‘Good night, thou false 
world，(Gute Nacht, du falsche Welt!) (ex.4-97). The short passage is in the major 
tonality of B flat，which stresses a feeling of disappointment and loss even more sharply 
than a minor key. The lively tripling staccato arpeggiated figures in the second violins 
and violas in octaves seem to express Papageno clinging fondly to what life has always 
offered him: enjoyment and gratification of different sorts. This autumnal feeling, which 
one invariably senses towards the end of one's life，is underlined by the descent of a 
seventh (from C to D) in the vocal part of ex.4-97. Despite a perfect cadence, that the 
vocal line ends on a mediant betrays some kind of unstable feeling. His regret is also 
emphasized by the sympathetic sound given by the bassoons playing in thirds and 
afterwards octave the long notes of dotted minims. 
In repeated melodic lines accompanied by similar orchestral parts, Papageno 
blames the world for having treated him badly by not giving him a mate {Weil du bose 
an mir handelst’ mir kein schdnes Kind zubandelst) (ex.4-98a). While his persistent 
nature is underlined by the sustained basses, the repeating vocal lines, and the tonic and 
dominant harmonies, the sympathetic sound of the oboes and bassoons in thirds stresses 
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his regretful feeling. He does not seem to be able to believe that such a good chap like 
himself will be abandoned. This questioning tone is vividly depicted by him singing 
twice up to D at the end of the vocal phrases ‘all is over, so I die; pretty maiden，think 
of mer (so isfs aus, so sterbe ich; schdne Madchen, denkt an mich!) (ex.4-98b). His 
bitter feeling is stressed by the grace note D in the first violin part, the expressive 
fortepiano at the beginning of the phrase ‘pretty maiden’，as well as by the first bassoon 
doubling his vocal part. Jacques Chailley gives comments on this stanza': 
The more developed third stanza shows Papageno ready to hang himself - Mozart 
paradoxically creates tormented music without abandoning the tone of light 
comedy: orchestral somersaults, numerous modulations, light grazings of the 
minor. 
In particular, he mentions the significance of the first violins accompaniment in a special 
instance^: 
A ravishing violin interpolation, doubling the voice with a different phrase (on 
the words "Kind zubandelst"), introduces something like a reminiscence of the 
marvelous duet of the two women in Le Nozze di Figaro. 
In fact，Papageno，s bitter words are parodied in an amusing way at the very first phrase 
of this stanza (ex.4-96), when the first violins repeat the vocal line one quaver beat later. 
The same process occurs again over the phrases ‘Because you treated me badly, and 
never gave me a pretty mate’ (y/eil du bose an mir handelst, mir kein schdnes Kind 
zabandelst) (ex.4-98a) in the B flat passage. 
In the sorrowful tone of G minor, Papageno hopes that someone will take pity on 
him. Then he will change his mind and not hang himself. The short orchestral passage 
(ex.4-99), like the ones in exx.4-89, 95，describes him looking around, expecting 
earnestly that someone will hear him. His persistence is emphasized by the repeating Ds 
1 Chailley，The Magic Flute，p. 286. 
2 Ibid., p. 286. 
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in the first violins, whereas the short melodic lines in dotted crotchets in the second 
violins and violas depict a mood of misery. It seems that he regrets having decided to 
take his own life, which, given the kind of person he is, he treasures above all things. 
The vocal lines ‘If someone will restrain me, take pity on me before I hang，{Will 
sich eine um mich Armen, eh, ich hange, noch erbarmen) (ex.4-100) are set to the same 
music，in which is an expressive fall of a sixth. The first violins, repeating the same line 
in tlie orchestral interlude, play a rather touching little phrase in drooping figures of 
slurred quavers followed by a staccato quaver, underlining Papageno's yearning for 
sympathy. The woodwinds join the strings in dotted crochets, adding intensity. 
Papageno's persuasion is stressed by the next phrase ‘I will let it go this time’ 
(wohU so lass ich's diesmal sein) (ex.4-101), in which the comic element is expressed by 
the full orchestra (except horns) accompanying the vocal line emphatically in unison and 
octaves. Exx.4-99, 101 together describe humourously the dilemma in which Papageno 
finds himself: he truly desires Papagena, but as a self-centred man to whom immediate 
gratification of his own needs counts most, he does not aspire to making any sacrifice for 
her, least of all his own life, which he values above everything else. 
It is in such a state of mind that Papageno continues his soliloquy ‘Speak up: yes， 
or no! No one hears me; all is still! So then, that is your decision?' (Rufet nur: ja, oder 
nein! Keine hort mich; alles stille! Also ist es euer Wille?) (exx.4-102, 103，104). The 
short vocal lines in ex.4-102, separated by quaver rests, convey a sort of breathless 
agitation befitting the situation. This feeling is also stressed by the vocal part going up 
the scale of D for an octave. The vocal part ‘Speak up: yes, or no’ derives almost 
entirely from the D major scale，and is accompanied by the same chord, emphasizing a 
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sort of childlike persistence characteristic of Papageno. This persistence is also conveyed 
by the pedal D in the lower strings. The flute and first oboe imitate the vocal part, 
giving a kind of mocking effect comically. 
A note of annoying disappointment is depicted by the downward movement in the 
phrases ‘No one hears me; all is still’（ex.4-103). Whilst the diminished triad ofFshaip, 
which constitues the vocal part, and is outlined by the accompaniment，emphasizes a 
mood of diasppointment, the repeating vocal and orchestral parts underline Papageno's 
impatient annoyance at getting no answer or help. A comic mood is conveyed in the first 
violins by the figure of staccato quaver followed by slurred quavers (the other way round 
in ex.4-98 for a completely different effect). The short refrains of the winds, especially 
the staccato horns, also give a light-hearted touch. 
The cadential phrase ‘So then, that is your decision?' {Also ist es euer Wille?) 
(ex.4-104)，going up the scale from F sharp to D，accompanied by the full orchestra, 
marked piano’ crescendo’ to forte in the winds, alternate forte and piano in the upper 
strings, dramatically and humourously depicts Papageno's demand for an answer. It 
recalls the similar phrase in ex.4-93; in both cases Papageno is described comically as 
calling out loud to be heard. This is followed by the refrain of ex.4-82, in which 
Papageno disappointedly says that he will end his weary life. A sympathetic sound is 
given by the bassoons, which accompany the repeat of the refrain with an independent 
melodic line. 
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Jacques Chailley discusses how Mozart deliberately delays the appearance of the 
refrain for a special effect^: 
Timep also handled strikingly: when the stanza has equaled the length of the two 
preceding stanzas, the listener feels that its "time" has been filled, and awaits the 
Refrain. But it does not come: the orchestra tarries, foolishly jabbering on the 
dominant chord of the expected key: "Nobody comes," Papageno says; "all is 
silence." And only then does the refrain recur. 
The musical joke of extending the passage in the dominant, viz. ex.4-103, is the product 
of Papageno desperately hoping to gain maximum time so that he can delay carrying out 
the promise of taking his own life, and that he can be relieved of the situation. 
In this state of mind Papageno begins in the fourth stanza with the following 
words T i l give them another chance, until I can count: one, two, three!，{Nun, ich warte 
noch, es sei; bis man zahler; ein, zwei, drei!) (ex.4-105). William Mann comments on the 
comic effect of this scene】： 
...this was a standard lazzo in the commedia dell，arte. First he will give the audience a chance to save him by taking pity on him. ... Nobody replies, even when he counts to three, blowing his pipes at each count (much opportunity for comic effect with the pipes and with extra gags such as ‘half-past two’, 'five to three，，‘2.59 and 59 seconds', etc.). 
The line ‘I，l give them another chance' is repeated, showing that Papageno is still 
hopeful of some promising outcome. The accompaniment to this short passage is similar 
to that in ex.4-89 in the second stanza, in which Papageno's disturbed emotion is 
portrayed by the second violins and violas playing quavers without the first beat against 
the basses. His impatience is emphasized by the first violins, bassoons, and flute playing 
the semiquaver passages, and especially, the chromatic scales. The sustained horns, 
joined later by oboes, add expressiveness by maintaining the tension. Like the phrase ‘So 
then, that is your decision?’ in ex.4-104, the first three notes of the line ‘until I can 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 286. 
2 Maxm, The Operas of Mozart, p. 636. 
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count: one, two, toe!' is doubled by the fall orchestra (except homs) in unison and 
octaves for an exaggerated and hence comic effect. The repeated quavers in the upper 
strings against the basses also give the same effect. 
After playing on his pan-pipes to no avail, Papageno says in the bitter tone of G 
minor ‘Well’ then, it is settled; since no one holds me back, good night, thou false 
world!，(Nun wohlan, es bleibt dabei; weil mich nichts zurucke halt, gute Nacht, du 
胁Che Welt!) (ex.4-106). Jacques Chailley comments on the significance of the absence 
of the refrain� 
A comic effect is created by the absence，in the orchestra, of the expected cadence (which the prelude has suggested to us); its place is taken by a fennata. 
The section is marked Andante, in which a sobbing effect is conveyed by Papageno’s 
short vocal phrases separated by quaver rests. There are the same figures in the upper 
strings, viz. quaver without the first beat repeating Papagenovocal part, against the 
basses, as in ex.4-105. However, the G minor tonality and the slower tempo make the 
accompaniment sound genuinely pathetic. The downward arpeggio in the woodwinds, 
answering the downward vocal part of Papageno，seems to portray him believing that this 
really might be the end. The upward arpeggio of the woodwinds after the second phrase, 
however, appears to describe him not having given hope entirely，looking around for the 
last time for help. The intensity of expression is underlined by the chromatic harmonies 
of diminished seventh (of the dominant) and Neapolitan sixth, as well as by the 
interrupted cadence on the phrase ‘holds me back’ (zurucke halt). The plaintive little 
phrase of downward sustained notes of dotted crotchets in the woodwinds emphasizes 
Papagenopathetic feelings. A sort of exaggerated pathos is somehow underlined in the 
passage, especially when Papageno's vocal part is closely repeated by the first violins in 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 286. 
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quavers, as in exx.4-96, 98, to the extent of a parody. David Cairns' remarks that the 
harmonies only half-humourously recall Pamina,s G minor aria, whereas Spike Hughes^ 
regards the G minor tonality as exaggeratedly tragic. Both of them have pointed out the 
comic and serious sides of Papagenocharacter. 
When Papageno is about to hang himself, the three Boys rush in to restrain him, 
reminding him that he lives only once. They sing in a rather lively and light-hearted 
tone, which is expressed especially by the upbeat quavers in their vocal parts (ex.4-107) 
and the faster tempo Allegretto. The contour of the vocal line recalls that of the three 
Ladies in the fifth number (ex.4-108), when they give Papageno the magic bells. There 
might be some kind of correspondence, evidenced by the fact that later in this scene the 
Boys will tell him to play on the bells to bring Papagena to him. 
Papageno, in his characteristic limition, adopts the vocal pattern of the Boys, 
saying ‘You may well say so and laugh，(Jhr habt gut reden, habt gut scherzen) (ex.4-
109). He goes on to explain why he wants to end his life ‘but if your hearts burned hot 
as mine, you too would seek a sweetheart, {doch brennt es euch wie mich im Herzen, ihr 
wiirdet auch nach Madchen gehn). The fall of a diminished fifth, as in exx.4-52, 55 in 
the eighth and twelfth numbers respectively, might indicate his underlying feeling of 
despondency. The triplets in the second violins，recalling those to Tamino ’s vocal part 
in the eighth number in ex.2-44，underline there as well as here human warmth and 
concern. While the woodwinds play an expressive downward phrase, giving a 
sympathetic support, the playing of the second and fourth beats in the first violins against 
the lower strings conveys some kind of anxious feeling. The repeated phrase ‘you too 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 37. 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 234. 
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would seek a sweetheart, (ihr wurdet auch nach MMchen gehn) is transposed down a 
fourth from that of the first Boy, and doubled two octaves higher by the flute. 
When Papageno is reminded by the Boys to try the bells in order to bring 
Papagena, there is a kind of touching outburst of anxious excitement and eager 
anticipation like that of a child conveyed by his repeated phrases. The phrase ‘What a 
fool! I forgot the magic, (Jch Narr! vergass das Zauberdinge!) (ex.4-110) is almost the 
same as that of the second Boy in the previous bars, in which the offbeat upward quavers 
express stirring feeling. The phrase is accompanied at first just by the sustained oboes 
and bassoons, fortepiano. However, the joining of the full orchestra,ybr/g at the cadence 
emphasizes underlying excitement. The woodwinds play short phrases of crotchet 
followed by quaver, which are separated by quaver rests, giving an impression of 
breathless excitement. The offbeat melodic lines in the first violins and violas are for the 
same effect. The trill figures in the second violins, a trade mark of Papageno which 
usually portrays humourously his nervous anxiety，here underline him coming to life 
again, very much back to his own element. 
In a charmingly innocent manner, Papageno says he will play on the bells, adding 
that he must see his sweetheart {Erklinge, Glockenspiel, erklinge! Ich muss mein liebes 
Madchen sehn!). The outline of his vocal phrase {ex.4-111) is essentially the same as 
that in ex.4-110. The vocal line and the harmonies appear to be of the simplest and 
straightforward conception, but the submediant and supertonic seventh chords seem to 
underline a slight tinge of uncertainty. The woodwind accompaniment, in which the flute 
doubles the vocal part two octaves above, and the oboes play sustained notes, adds 
warmth to the passage. A more certain feeling is expressed by the alternate dominant and 
tonic chords in the cadential phrase ending on a perfect cadence. The melodic line of the 
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codetta in the vocal part is happily repeated by the bassoons and first violins in the short 
postlude, giving a note of joyful anticipation. 
In the following Allegro section, the glockenspiel, as in the twentieth number, is 
featured prominently. The instrument once again expresses the rustic and childlike 
elements in Papageno ’s character. The eight-bar introduction on the instrument (ex.4-
112) gives an innocently delightful sound, aptly describing Papageno,s state of mind. 
The simple harmonies of the tonic and dominant in C major, together with the arpeggios 
and the upward running scale in the short passage, emphasize his open and direct nature. 
The first two vocal phrases of Papageno ‘Ring, little bells, resound! Send my 
sweetheart here! Bring my little woman here!’ {Klinget, Gldckchen, klinget! Schafft mein 
Mddchen her! Bringt mein Weibchen her!) (ex.4-113) are doubled for most of their parts 
by the first bassoon and the flute two octaves above. The vocal lines are straightforward, 
with characteristic repeated notes (of the tonic triad) portraying Papageno's single-
mindedness. The chromatic C sharp in the first phrase gives a sensual sound, which 
recalls that in ex.4-75 of the twentieth number, vividly depicting his longing for 
Papagena. The trill in the second phrase, which so far has been an accompaniment figure 
depicting Papageno's stirring emotions of various sorts, now occurs in his vocal part, 
showing that his true self has appeared here uninhibited. It expresses a happy-go-lucky 
attitude and a self-satisfied mood typical of Papageno. His agitated and anguish feelings 
have given way to stability and certainty, which are emphasized by the perfect cadences 
in both phrases. The continuous quavers in the violins underline a lively eagerness; and 
the sustained violas give warmth. The three cadential notes in the strings at the end of 
the second phrase recall those in ex.4-6 in the second number, which in both cases stress 
a jauntiness befitting Papageno's character. They appear again, also cadentially, in the 
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. phrase of repeated words ‘Ring, little bells, ring’（ex.4-114), which is preceded and 
followed by the inteijectioiis of the glockenspiel. 
The rest of the short aria is made up of repeats of the same words to simple and 
direct music characteristic of Papageno. The accompaniment of the upward arpeggios of 
the dominant in the flute and first bassoon to the tonic, answered by that of the 
glockenspiel, to the codetta ‘bring her here, my little woman, my little wife, {bringt sie 
her, mein Madchen her, mein Weibchen her!) (ex.4-115) emphasizes the charmingly 
confident expectation of Papageno having his wish fulfilled. The other parts of the 
orchestra also join in. Spike Hughes talks about the charming innocence of this song, 
which has been shown by the above analysis. He says^: 
Papageno takes out the bells and plays them, punctuating his performance by 
singing a little tune which is wonderfully characteristic of the disarming 
innocence and naivety of so much of this score. 
While Papageno is absorbed by his bells, the Boys bring out Papagena from their 
Flying Machine, leaving the amazed and almost speechless couple together. The duet 
which follows, according to Hughes :^ 
. . . i s something virtually impossible to describe or analyse, or suggest how it 
builds up after the instrumental passage for strings (the background, Schikaneder 
indicates, for "comic play") which enables the two ecstatically delighted bird-like 
lovers to get their breath and make sure that they are really real. 
Still, the duet can be divided into three sections，with reference to the scheme of 
tonalities of the tonic, dominant, and tonic again. 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 234. 
2 Ibid., p. 234. 
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The first section begins with an eight-bar introduction by the strings (ex.4-116), 
in which the staccato crotchets, separated by rests, in the first violins describe the 
delighted amazement and stammering of the two. The trill figures, which are a feature 
of Papageno’s music, are here expressive of the stirring excitement of the two. This is 
also emphasized by the first violins going up the scale from the tonic to the dominant, 
and by the descending semiquaver triplets. The staccato broken chords played by the 
second violins and violas in unison seem to describe the mechanical bird-pecking-like 
movements of Papageno and Papagena. Such movements are stressed by the basses 
playing only the first beat; the simple harmonies supported by the basses underline the 
open nature of the two. 
The introduction is repeated twice, during which Papageno and Papagena regard 
each other with amazement and joy, approaching nearer and nearer, until at last they fall 
into each other's arms. In the course of this, they both stutter, uttering comically 'Pa-Pa-
Pa' slowly at first, then with increasing rapidity and excitement (from individual 
crotchets separated by rests moving to repeated crotchets, and then quavers) until they 
embrace with the exclamation, ‘Papageno!, and ‘Papagena!’ (ex.4-117). The ‘Pa-Pa-Pa, 
in their vocal parts serves to express a kind of bird-like call befitting the two. They 
adopt basically the same melodic line as the first violins, going up the scale of G from 
the tonic to the dominant in increasing fervour. 
Papageno and Papagena then pledge themselves to each other, calling one another 
husband and wife. The spirit of harmony and mutual support are expressed by Papagena 
repeating Papageno，s vocal lines either up a tenth or an octave, and their later singing 
together in tenths (ex.4-118). This is also portrayed by the bassoons and later the oboes 
playing in thirds, and the violins playing at first in sixths but later in thirds. The 
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stammering of the ‘Pa-Pa-Pa» in the previous passage is heard as quaver pedal point in 
the basses, then in the violas, underlining the excitement and delight in their hearts. 
Their exhilarating feelings are also emphasized by the repeated notes in the upper strings 
in the cadential phrase，which is marked crescendo to forte, and joined by the winds, also 
forte, for stronger effect. The divisi violas stress the warm feelings. Their joy and 
happiness are echoed openly by the full orchestra at the cadence where the violins play 
triple stopping up the triad of D major, against the downward bassoons, violas and 
basses; and the flutes and oboes play D in octaves. 
In the next section, in D major, Papageno and Papagena pray that god will be so 
gracious as to send them children, so that their joy will be complete. Jacques Chailley 
comments on this passaged* 
The Central section, in the dominant key (D major), is a duet of more sustained 
tone. Their present joy is mixed with the hope of producing many little children 
who will resemble them. ... That forecast of an unending multiplication of little . 
Papagenos and Papagenas is commented upon by the orchestra in a whole series 
of overflowing ascensions: woodwind scales, dotted string arpeggios preceded by 
the familiar flourish-group, slow diatonic mounting of the double basses - and 
leads to a stretto riot of descendants of both sexes. 
The contour of Papageno，s vocal phrase ‘What a joy it will be，(Welche Freude wird das 
sein) (ex.4-119) is similar to that of the phrase ‘Do you pledge yourself to me?, in ex.4-
118, underlining his joyful mood. Papagena answers him in the same vein, showing that 
they are of the same nature. Papageno，s vocal part is doubled by the first violins up two 
octaves，whereas Papagena，s is doubled by the first bassoon down an octave. It seems 
that the two are eagerly agreeing and going along with one another, if the first violins are 
considered to be representing Papagena，s thought, and the first bassoon that of Papageno. 
His vocal part is accompanied by the trill figures that appear in the first section, only 
1 Chailley, The Magic Flute，p. 289. 
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now they occur in the second violins in semibreves with even greater vigour, conveying 
his exuberant joy. Their chattering is once again depicted by the violas playing repeated 
quavers on the dominant, A. Papageno's desire for children could be regarded as a sign 
of his growth in character after the foregoing trials. He is now capable of thinking about 
something beyond himself. 
Agreeing with and echoing each other in the previous passage, the two finally 
sing together in tenths, praying that god will send them children (unsrer Liebe Kinder 
schenken, so liebe, kleine Kinderlein!) (ex.4-120). The falls of the seventh in their vocal 
part sound tender and sweet. The violins play in thirds, and the dmsi violas also in 
thirds, reflecting the love and harmony between the two. The chromatic note in the bass 
part on the word ‘children，{Kinderlein) underlines their genuine desire for them. This 
is expressed in even stronger terms in the short ritardando section, in which they 
repeatedly utter their wish. 
An innocent but eager mood pervades the short ritardando passage when they 
answer the short phrases in staccato crotchets and minims led by the first oboe and the 
bassoons in thirds, together with the strings (ex.4-121). Their joy and thought are 
underlined by the slower tempo. That both of them sing in a rather high register (D and 
E for Papageno, F sharp and G for Papagena) shows their eagerness for children. The 
simplicity of the musical utterances gives a folk-like effect, which is supported by the full 
orchestra (except horns). The flutes stay in the upper register, doubling the melodic lines 
of the two; the upper strings play staccato crotchets, also doubling their lines, while the 
cellos and basses provide the bass. The warmth of feeling is emphasized by the oboes 
and bassoons, also doubling the vocal lines, but mainly in sustained minims. 
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The ritardando passage is followed by an in tempo section (ex.4-122), in which 
the two, in contemplating the exciting prospect of having a great number of little 
Papagenos and Papagenas, express an overflowing joy and happiness. This mood is 
conveyed by the animated repeated quavers after the initial sustained notes in their vocal 
parts. Their high spirits are stressed by the eager upward quaver scale in the woodwinds, 
/b/te. The same strutting, skipping figure in the shape of a trill followed by an arpeggio 
that occurs in ex.4-11 of the fifth number appears again here. The sense of finger-
snapping assertiveness previously portrayed has, according to David Cairns^ now 
become ‘innocent and positive, its aggressiveness [being] fruitfully channelled into the 
begetting of children,，a product of Papageno’s growth in character. The sustained 
basses, fortepiano, moving slowly up the scale from D to G, seem to predict plenty of 
children. 
Each vocal phrase (from G to C), ending with a higher note than the last, 
emphasized by the dotted minims of the violins, forte’ points to their increasing 
excitement, which reaches a sort of climax when both of them utter the names of 
‘Papageno，and ‘Papagena，excitedly (ex.4-123). The fortepiano marks in the homs and 
strings give emphasis, conveying the effect of their counting the number of children they • 
I 
will have. The short passage concludes with the same fortepiano mark for the same 
I effect. Papagena sings up the broken chord of D major to a high A semibreve, crescendo 
i 
and then fortepiano. The full orchestra also joins in to add strength to the expression, 
in which the violins, in particular, play forceful triple stoppings. The section ends on the 
dominant of G major，which will lead to the final part of the duet. 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 38. 
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Papagena begins with the words ‘It is the highest joy of all, to have many, many 
Papagenas’ (Es ist das hochste der Gefuhle. wenn vide, vide Papagena) (ex.4-124)’ 
echoed by Papageno in nearly perfect agreement, only asking for many Papagenos. Otto 
Jahn comments on the mood and significance of the scene, bringing light to the 
characters of Papageno and Papagena^-
That the happiness they feel at their reunion should find expression in 
anticipating the advent of numerous little Papagenos and Papagenas is not only 
intended as a trait of human nature unrestained and unrefined in thought and 
word, but serves to point to the parental joys springing from wedlock as "the 
highest of all emotions." 
According to Jahn, the duet originally ended with words of serious exhortations and 
moral reflections, which Mozart did not set to music. It is because they would have been 
out of place here. He continues^: 
He [Mozart] has instead succeeded in producing so lively and natural an 
expression of childlike delight, untouched by any taint of sensual desire, that the 
hearer feels his own heart full of happiness for very sympathy. 
It is indeed in this vein that they sing in the following lines of the happy prospect of 
having many little children，which, together with the orchestral accompaniment, highlight 
their open, direct，and simple natures in the most charming manner. The funniest phrase 
is ‘to have many, many Papagenos’，as Jacques Chailley remarks^ : 
Observe the three measures in which Papagena holds an immense "viele" (many) 
that covers the swarm of little Papagenos and calls out her partner's serried 
eighth-notes (the same effect inverted a little farther on). 
Papagena's sustained notes are doubled by the violins in octaves (ex.4-124), whereas the 
lively quavers in Papageno,s line are doubled by the bassoons, violas, and cellos. The 
mezzofortepiano marks on the third beat in the flutes, oboes, and horns accentuate the 
feeling of vivacity and vigour. Papagena and Papageno end their phrases with repeated -
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 341. 
2 Ibid., p. 341. 
3 Chailley, The Magic Flute, p. 289. 
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quavers, in which the whole orchestra joins, piano. And in the next bar, the strings play 
/ _ staccato quavers, and the winds sustained notes in the high register, underlining 
their joy and delight. 
In a more sustained tone, which is stressed by the minims, piano, they sing in 
tenths, regarding the gift of children ‘as a blessing to their parents!’ (den Eltern Segen 
一⑶奶•的（ex.4-125). However, the chattering phrase of ‘Pa-Pa-Pa, in the first 
section re-appears in the basses, in which the busy quavers continue to depict their comic 
and open natures. 
The whole section described above is repeated almost the same, with Papagena 
and Papageno's parts inverted. The rising excitement, however, is greater the second 
time, when Papagena's vocal part is doubled by the first violins, oboes and flutes. The 
phrase ‘as a blessing to their parents, is repeated a number of times, preceded by the two 
uttering their own names with extended ‘Pa-Pa-Pa，passages (ex.4-126). The 
accompaniment of the full orchestra emphasizes a yet more exhilarating mood, which is 
underlined effectively by the dynamic marks of mezzofortepiano on the third beat, piano 
in the cadential phrase, and forte at the cadence. 
Their lively and happy mood is comically portrayed by their breathless short 
vocal parts separated by crotchet rests, and the babbling of ‘Pa-Pa-Pa’，accompanied by 
the upper strings playing repeated quavers (ex.4-127). While the sustained homs give 
warmth, the basses play octaves on the tonic, underneath the simple harmonies of tonic 
and subdominant. A mounting excitement is evident at the end of the phrase 'as a 
blessing to their parents, {der Eltern Segen werden sein), in which the sustained oboes 
and bassoons, crescendo, are joined by the flutes, forte. The repeated quavers in the 
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violas and basses once again depict the chattering mood, and the forceful triple stoppings 
in the violins express open joy and delight. The short passage is repeated, in which their 
overflowing happiness is expressed in even stronger tenns by the cadential phrase going 
up several times in Papagena’s part to high G (ex.4-128). The quavers and crotchets in 
the horns once again emphasize a self-satisfied and jaunty mood. 
A codetta follows, introduced by the witty sound of flutes and oboes in octaves 
playing staccato quaver in the high register，and answered by Papagena’s 雀Pa-Pa-Pa， 
phrase in repeated quavers (ex.4-129). Papageno does the same thing, preceded by the 
similar staccato phrase of the oboes and bassoons; the two short orchestral phrases once 
again underline their rustic nature. They repeat their phrases several times until they 
reach the cadence point in semibreves. They are accompanied by the full orchestra (the 
flutes join in later),/or/e, in which the triple stoppings in the violins, together with the 
first violins moving up from F sharp to B, and then jumping to D, forte, express a 
mounting excitement. The harmonies of tonic and dominant, underlined by the lower 
strings, once again reveal their simple and open natures. 
A short postlude concludes the duet (ex.4-130), with the full orchestra happily 
I reiterating the ‘Pa-Pa-Pa, phrase in busy quavers on the tonic and dominant of G major. 
Here, Papageno ’s quest, like that of Tamino and Pamina, according to David Caims \ 
‘has reached its appointed end.’ 
Spike Hughes, focusing on the buffo effects of the duet, comments on the duet as 
follows�： 
1 Caims, "A Vision of Reconciliation," p. 38. . 
2 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas’ pp. 234-5. 
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S ' w l U T n ^ " ^ ^ renjinder, we have concentrated all the chann of the Mozart 
S i ^ c e to f i 卿 e d composer of opera buffa’ giving an enchantment and S i r S l v v L f e t which is no less a love duet for developing into a 二JT�tongue-t^^isting patter-song of a kind only Rosini ever dpproacnea and he never equalled. 
The buffo characteristics of the duet, which vividly underline the characters of both 
Papageno and Papagena, have been presented in the above analysis. The comic first 
section, in which the two ‘lovebirds’ perfonn a fantastic dance of courtship, especially 
portrays the natures and expressions of their love. Jahn^  has rightly pointed out that 
‘Papageno，s sphere is that of natural, simple sentiment, not of enlightened morality [like 
that of Tamino and Pamina.]，Hughes also remarks on the open joy and happiness of the 
duet，particularly with respect to Papageno,s ‘family planning，，which underline his 
character^: 
The unrestrained gaiety and sheer happiness of this duet, with its little discussion of family planning, is something which I have always found intensely moving; 
the very everyday ordinariness of Papageno，with his lack of heroic virtues and noble qualities, and his liberal share of human failings and cravings, is the most attractive feature of a nature which is not only warmly sympathetic, but in whose destiny and happiness one takes a strangely personal interest. So it is that I never fail to hear this entrancing duet without feeling a great personal satisfaction that everything has turned out so well for Papageno and his Papagena at last. Heaven knows their troubles haven't been spectacular, but they have been frustrating and 
tiresome enough one way and another. 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 341. 
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^ _ _ ^ U 广 — 1 Cb. ^^ -
353 
Ex. 
ot. I^ li I - 丨丨 
CorB^ - 三 - 二~ = = "tr 
/ cresc. 一 j 
crcsc, f 
I . 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
‘ ！(V I I • I : 
^ I • 1 E 
licss olm »1-Ie Qnadcn mich Saxastn) rupfen, biaien,ruprei],biuten,rupfen,l>raten 
I / - k IJ J J 
Ch. — 乂 ^ f 
354 
Ex. 
F , - k r r ^ - ^ 
心 cresc. J ConBh 
‘ , ^ cresc, y 
^ P cresc. J l/U. g u k M m ^ ^ ^ ^ k 
V cresc. f 
^ I I I 
P … I 錢，)^广tl广,f JapQjen» ” ~ ~ ^ I I I I 土 sotz - te imchdcaUun- den fur 
i/c.e ^ r i t ^ r - ^ ^ 
C t . \ ere时* f 
355 
E x . � - U 
F j . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^IIZHZIIZIZZZZ - , -
W.I I 
！ • — = ^E 
Vbncuclisclbston hor-le ich, dass cr wio cin Ti-gter - thier. 
� f(飞 b^ -ji^  I o I i - _ M- i 
Ex, 
fi pp 芒 ^ P P fl 
. . 一 .一 •一 • — 4—.一 .一 .峰 •— 
F j . ” — — • — — � _ 
Cor•於 ^ = = 1 = = ： ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
yj^ree pfchlenkannst du inuncr, doclibestimmtdio FiirsUn dich mit dcmPrinzcndkVcr -wei-lcii 
^ pfchlenkannst du ixnraer, dochbestimnitdie Furstin dich niit deinPrinzaiolinVcr- "wei-len 
356 
Ex, 
Cor.gt - 三 - ^ 
— ^ 
/ cresc, ^ 
‘ cresc. f 
‘ ^ I — i • 
I I 
爭丨’ I ’ I — I . I 巨 
liods olm &l-jle Qnaden mich Saxastro rupfon, brat<minipfeD,bralenyrupfcn|braieny 
IV k � 
C b - � ^ frZ^ ^^ ^^ f P of T> 
E^.4-29 
i n r e € , dochbestinnntdio FursUn dich mit danPlrinzciiclkVer --wei-len nach Sa-rastro's Buig- zu 
V dochbosiimmtdie Piirstiu dich mit domPrinzen olin Vor- wsi-len nach Sa- rastax)*sBuig' zu 
357 
Ex.牛-30 
j/f. n j ^ = = = 2 
Wa, I椒 一 
. - 三 
— ^ — ^ 
# - I I 云 
刃 (fUTBldj) 









^ f — t — — 1 
Moin Le4>en isinoir 
l/c.e a . � ^ ^ ^ I I I _ 
TJ 
tJ 
I- f - ^ 
I 三 
licb. AmEndcschlcichtjbcimciner Eh-re, cr vor mir wio ein Dicb 
A 
359 Ey. 4-32 
dein. * 
_ I 1 � ^ 
pipage no ^ ~ r f | r~ji vP P ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ， 1 
Ei ci! -wasniag^da- riniicnsciii? 
I , Bassi. Vc.e i r 1 _ 
a . v"^ - 丨 丨 . 1丨 二 
Fx, 
VL I ( 养 
Wcrtfichsio aMchwohl spielcn kiinneii? 
/c.e ^ z i U U a. — 
360 
El 年-M 
Fl. • 卜 
W.I I 
Zwolfter Auftritt. Papageno. Vorige. 
_ 丨 丨 I I . I I 
i " I . I I I 
PAPAGENO (von aussen am Fcnstor，ohne glcich gcschen zu werden). ^ a ^ g - 1 — I -
ct. S P ‘ • 
361 
^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ - ~ ~ - ~ - — — 三 -
Cor.G ：^ “ = 一二 - ~ - ^ “ = “ —= 
Kt ： 
Zwolfter Auftritt. Papageno, Vorigc. 
_ I I 
— ~ I — ^ 
Q PAPAGENO (von aussen am Fcnator,ohne glcich gesehen zu werden). a A ' 
Wo bin i^whl? womagidisein? 




















 r ^UMU^nnnJ^^ 








一 ^uu^u^m^m^^ asLJaJ 
— 一 r一 — 一 ^ ^ ^ B^^^^ffi^^^l Ir-A ^HHI^^A 一 ri4 _ , ^^ , I 3 ML^^^UUUMt “j I p. 
363 
_ ：鋒標 ^ ^ f 
^ 一 ^ 
fen——灯 ~~ 
... ？ 7丨 f ——I-——t— Pyocjeno g i j ^ ^ i*"~r~r ‘ 
SdxkiMadchcnjmigund 广 ^ • ： 
[/c. C ~ ~ . . I / � I ~ ^ fein, -viel -wcissernoch als Kreide. 




V/. I 甲 
VU. 弓 “ 扫 
Chor.S Etij^^: 
� f ：评恐 D a s klin-gct so hcrr-Hch, da^ klin-gct so schon! r>/ SCLAV 
Das klin-gct. so hcrr-Iich, das klin-gct so schon! 
365 
f y . 4 -夺 / 
VI 工 j l ^ I -
VI.Ill 逢 寧 号 參 參 3 会 ! 
l/la. 
-^{1 - 寶———》———一—I一-一————-r=~——_-4 iT . idojaos ta ios und Fapag rcno besebcn sich,- crschrcckon olnor ubcr den andcrn.) 
一 H u ! Das ist- dcrTeu - fcl si - clicr-lich, das ist _ dcrlbu - fd si - dwr-
Hu! Das ist- dcrlteu - fel si - cher-lich, das ist_ dcrTeu - f d si - chor-
366 
F(. M ^ 




f I I I _ 
� ” " � - I  /f I f f ' 巨 
lidii HabMitleid, Tersdiono mich! 
Moy^ osttos i f I l^ f - I - < � — -lich! HabMitleid, vcrschonc mich! 
• . . ；^ H ^ ^ p ^mfyF E r E 
老 ^ ^^y^BiE r 
. i f •i乂 上、 f ^ l ^ i l l 
^ (LRufcn 
^clde ab.) 
i u ! Hu! Hu! Hu! 
一 H u ! Hu! vcelloj-^ f^�丨！夏“！ 
367 
Ex.令—夸i 
广 c ^ coriuo^^ ^daate. 
W.I t 奪 
VU. E 宇 角 
jO p^ii^-. Andante.__^ I 议所良 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
PAPAGBNp^ Schncl le H - s se , r a s c h e r M u t h 
^ Sclmcllo F u - s s e , r a s c h e r Muth 
C p . ^ p 
Ex.今-H 
1 / U I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ 
厂 J : S t i U e , st iUc, stiUe, stiUc! ichkanrfs 
\Jc. e b e s s c r . 
368 
Ey. 4 - ^ ^ 
F l ^ ^ - 1 ^ ， “ - / M l i -
Fj. 国 S . 
_ ^ ^ ^ • • 国 _ 
via,礼「r J - . I - I - I -
^ ^ a (Tamino aatwortet von innen auf seiner Flote.) -
所丨’ ^ - I - I L I -, 
� T " � Y t - ~ l ^ r l ^ f e ^ -bcsscrl^  
E y A - H 
^ I � z ^ r t f f f f 
01. 丄誌,旨, 
viii j i ^ - — • 
i f — — 一 
(Dio Shlaven kommcn mlt Pbsscln.) wagt, gc-winnt oft vicll 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I— - — ^ 
r J vH^cl mgt, vrorviclwagt, wcryiel 
‘ l / c . e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
a. 1 
369 
fizZ-M^ •秦塵 m m m m 
� K o m m , du achd-ncs Glo- ckcn-spiel, lass die Glookohcn klin- gen, klin-gcn, dass die 
画 
) ^ Olockcnspiol \ (Stromcnto d'acci *Jo) 




pap«5<'?o 'I^pn^cno spiclt ^^m^GlockcnspIcL Soglclchtaazcnund singen Monostatos und die Shaven，und gehen unter 
— I — — - = ( • _ I — ^ ~ ~ [ - — ^ 
Oh-rcn ih-ncn sin-gcn! 
Vc.e a. ^ ^ 
WI 
p 
i PAMINA. 1 - , "• 0 
PAPAGENO. 
Vc.e a . “ 
371 
Ex. 
A • I yT K^vI • ~ — 
0 y ^ ich ei - no Maus, wio wdlt'ich m ch vcr-sto-ckcnl W^r 
ich so klcinwieSohncckcn. so krbcll ich in meinHaus! 
* 
Ex.i^-S-l 
w i 麵 , 舞 
Papajeno ^ ^ ^ Mcin Kind, I . • • 
Oh. ^ ^ l U ^ T o f C 
372 
W.J.) 
f j • 
i 1 . J 
was wcrdcnwirnim sprcchcn? Vc.e - — i - r-a . -
Ex.斗-Si 
p . - ^ 伟-：~~-• — 
[ a p ^ J ^ r , ^ 裝 - ' - j TAMINO. 
Nein,neiii, j ^ ^ r f E E E E ^ E ^ :扫三 , , • Bassl t i — Vc.e 爽 —» 
Ct. ^ j f e j ^ f E ^ ^ P 
ncin, das waf zu v ic l ! 




m — ^ — ^ ^ 
[ayrtino ? � ~ E_—- jp—p: r^ r^ E^^ EfJi ^JEJ^. 
Pa-pa - gc-no, schweige stilll P^po^eno ~~广 r — - — [ — 
ncin, das wai' zu vicl! 
Vc.e 
cL. ^ I 1 
374 
Ex.令-夕夕 
^ ^ ^—— 各 
Wa. 三 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 菜 
f P � ^ 
_ _ - I — — 一 • • — (5) - — .，• —— 
^ ；^^^^^^^^^^•^^^：：：^；；^^^^^：：^：厂. - - •^ . [ • j V ^ 
sprcchcn? # ^ • Stil-lc, sag* ioh, schwcige still 
Du horstja, wir siiid bci-dc hin： 
[ / c . e -^Jprrt^—^~ - | ! — / - - • :trH' 
I I I •-—j—• •• » 卜 一I . 一. —••. — . • — 一 ..I .1 一—-- — . J —ft_ I• . ^ — 一^^  — • _ ch. —f 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ � 
fa. 
J eneis. 一 —— ~ 
) ctesff. 
w. i i i ^ m ^ m ^ K - ^ ^ 
、二 = — 
^ 
= ^ = = - - - - = 1 
Papajer^o g g ^ ^ g ^ ^ p j g g ? 戶 f甲 
Immcr still,undimmer still,und immcr still,undimmor 
C h • cresc. y 
375 
% 
F v ^ ^ / f T T £ i r f f 
Cor.Or ^  〜&一 
VIJI 舞 ^ ^ 碰 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
— I I 
^ f — I I - ~ ~ ^ ( ^ Stillc, 
Fipaaeno i ~~^  P �)广 - 巨 J Wie? was? SicsoUim Tcmpel sein? I/. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p 
376 
Ex.斗-玄8 
Fl. ！ ^ -
o t . —— — 
Fj. ^ F l p i ^ g 
CokG 球 一一- 三. ——1 -—= = 
VLL( f ~ ~ ~ 基 
I 一 7 
W.I? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 三朽兰？I等 当身三 
THE 
Three 运了. 丨 — _ _ L“," — ^ � I - 1 — ^ ^ 
Daswar ' bcim Tcufd.wafbcim'Ifeufol .A*^ bcimTcufcl,waj^ bc imlkufc l un-cr • hort-l 春 
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 g
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』 n s n
 ^
 【 ^ a 
378 
Ex,斗-Go 
F l . p j ^ f e ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ : ~ r - z : : ^ ^ 
o t . 
Cor.& t ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ - — — 
i / u i 
A a E R 3 T E tt. Z W E I T E DAME. 
l ^ s Z I I “ E 
t丨 J D R I T T B DAME. I U — —• — -- --•• — • — I 1 -It 面 -- _ • -两 —~ 一 ——I f = ~ n u TAMINO. r-H , I I I , , . 
^ Gcgchwatz vonWeibcm nadvgesagt,vonllouchlem a-bcr aus-ge-dacht 
PAPAQ . , — . I 
fap^jenfi : - 三 - | — ~ p - f ^ “ -^ ^^ jjjpo Doch sagtca audi die Kd-ni - gin. 





Fj. _ _ 
Cor.Cr ： 薄 二 -
w . n j ^ ^ ^ ^ 鐘 
Wa. P 









 I ^ ^ ^
 i』盛-HI 









 1 1 =
 I f 一 一
 一 i
 一 一 一 \
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E x . 令 ‘ 
弓 J 一 € 5 "^ �念 i r ~ AX � 
~T Cor • Q ~ — 
yhl Three Ud.'es , , . , j . , ^ ^ ^ 
sprodc? Auch Pa, pagc-no schwcigt,so r&4e! 
Alkmino deutct bescfaeiden,da88 er nicht spt^en darf.) 
一 . 三 _ — 二- ： ‘ ^ ^ ~ ~ — Po pa^ eno (heimlidi zu den Danieny ^ 严 , f - 广 〒出！ . ——~~-—~— 1 - - I-
” — lohmochtc rcme... woU... Ihrseht,dassidimcht 
— ” “ ‘ 
. 382 
ExA-fy^ 
— — — — — — i . i f g 
"7" “ ~ • ~ ^ ' ' 
< ~TFT^ 一 I i= i=j—J r � � 
: VU- — —"" ‘ d： ~ 
• _ — I — _) — I . _ 
命 一 = " ^― — - =———-
p Still! Da3s du nicht kaiinst das Plau-dorn las-sen, ist wahr-lich ci- nc Schandfiir 
soli... Dass ich nicht kann das Plau-dcm las - sen, ist wahr-lich ci - - nc Schand' fiir 
辆 “ 一 "1 > -^Ji^ j^—^ Z^ZIIZ^ I^I- 一 [J—> r 
''^Vc.eCh. ‘ ^ 、 “ ~ ‘ ‘ 
部- = ij 
A A A t{卯 tto voce ^ 杉 





yromMg^ _^•!> ~ 二 
W-——:~三 — Timp. In QG. ^ -
_ I ] • _ /ma�vv>�vt"s^ ； J •• / , .�…… 
.\Tromb. AltoeW. “ IT ‘ ^^ 
I j j { Tromb. Basso. ‘ — 
i 1 I ~1 ~I ~~J^— — “ 
DAMg^  化 I 一 I _ zrp^fi；：“辽 <D l e Dainen stiirzcn in dleVcrscnkung.) 一 ^ ^ ^ ^ CKin schrocklicfaor Accord mit alien Instnunenien； 0 •wch* ^ j j ZWEITE DAME. Donner, mitz und Schlag;^ zngleichjwel st^ e ^ ( 、 . 丨 _ 一 
W " '' 一 丨 一 I T / f a n - j - -^^uDRlTTE DAME. . 0-wch! o -jwh! - I •” I — ^ ^ ~ ~ i M ^ r f ” " I - I CKoKti «f Pri^ stt 0 wehl o weh! i - i - i ~ ~ ~ “SchwDlle,hin-Ab mitdonWU-bomzur Uql-Io! 
铁今W - ^ ^ ^ f p p i r r , I • I I • 
丨 V f f f f 命 」 _ ) ， I 
‘ ip " 办 办 f f ‘ 
j ^ � J 
萨 一 = = ^ ^ 
( 麵 
~'p I <Er fallt tu Boden) PAPAGENO-^  ^^ f； f -ft „ 
挪 E | r^r^ J^ SL II 0 -vvdi! o wdi! o well! 
”丨「_ •J) (Dann faji^ t der drcimalig-o Accord an.) 
384 
Andante. 
Flauto. _ ~ ._ _ 
4> ^ - - 一 二 
Fagotti. ： 
Corni in F. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Violino I . ( 
< 1: 'p ： r Violino n . ( y ^ S E J J) 
P Viola. 
Andante. J j丄• 
Glockenspiel { 
Glockenspiel 
<ia3 < A I. 
zwcilo Mai. ( = 
Glockcnspicl ( ^ ^ ^ 三 巨 
das \ — . ( (Er ffpiclt das OlockonKpiol.) Papag-eno. Violoncello e ~ ^ ~ ~ J ' ^ - ^ f r f ^ f~~y Basso. l ^ B ^ t ^ ^ ~ ~ “ 3 J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ “ � h j 
385 
m ^ ^ ： ^ _^_ggr. 
w 一 巨 
VI. I ( 寒 
i/i.i ( 
Es _ 8cn,daiui kikinV ich mit Pur-stcn mich mcs - sen, al - Icn den rci - zcn-dcn MJidohcn go - fal • len? wah - rcn, so muss mich die Flam-me vcr-zoh - rcn; 




h- 4 — 卿 I 
cresc. 
。 導 
P Crete. f p 
VI.I ( 
cresc. f p 
~ ‘~cresc, f p 
I 余 至 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — 
QlotkehSDleii 釈 匕 ！ 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 7 - = — 三 E f e ^ 
( 7 - j — 
(多 IjiEi^ jg至 担三闲E E ^ ^ ^ ^ 
sein； dinn konnt' ich mit Purstcn mich mcs-scn, dcs Le-bcns aJs Wciscr mich frou'n^  Tod'; ach,kann ich donn kci-ncr gc - fal-�6n?Hc�f' ci - no mir nur au3 der Noth,_fl 8und; doch kusst mich - cin woibJi - chcr Mund, dochkiisstmich oin woib4i-ohcr Mund,— 
“ , 、 . 丨.‘ , o o . r ^ - n 1 l/c.e 11^ -—j:-’-二ji 幷 仁 玄 -a. ‘ ‘ ‘ I 
O ffiAj ot 
387 
Andanto. 
Flauto. - 一 丨 一 I 一 [- ^ 
� b � i . ！ ^ - ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ f f l i — 
Fagotti. I 表 ^ ^ 
Corniin R 寿 y 卞 ^ ^ ^ 
Violino I. ( 
Violino n . ( V — J = z i ^ ^ 
. V i o l a . 厂 ” If . 
Andante. H J ^ f ^ T ^ s t 
Glockenspiclj 
二. ( — ^ ^ ^ 三 
zwoite Mai. I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Glockenspiel ( 
drittcMal, } 
( E r spielt daa Glockenspiel.) 
Papag^eno. “ H 一 r — ^ “ 
Violoncello e ——i P 
388 
p, p ^ I J L ^ J ^ ^ 






(Er Bpielt das Olockcnspiel.) Papag-eno. 一 . — - — ^ ^ ^ ^ I i ‘ ‘ • � 
Violoncello e ——t I. ^ r . 1 I � K ~ + 
Basso. ~ ~ 二 I 1 
i n f r f • 
.寸 l^fesJjESE^ ^ 
390 
Ex.今-11 
i / a ( — 
i _ � 
a � — t j 





‘论 J — “ — 一 I 一 
, 
so cin sajif-tcs Taub - chcnwiir* So-lig-kcit fiir mich 
Vc.e Ct'. 
392 
£>.4 - 73 
� , p— '" 
l/l. I I _ 
五 ( | i 塞 „ 寒 
Glocl:cnSj>:el) 曲 
( = ^ - = 4 i ztESE 





_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ p 
Allegro. Gloclce^ ,p;ei Li 盧盧 I; ^ f • 
1. Dann flohmcokto mirTriivkcn und Z. Ach, kaJtm ioh dcnn koi-ncr von 
^ cl) 3. Wird koi - no mir Lio-bo go-
二 : = ^ = 1 = 1-— : ^ _ _ ——'Fl 
t-^ J J 
J , 
———^^^^ [^Efes：次EE^  
h Cor. Jf — — -f 
餘 二一 - = 
Es - scn.dann kbnnl' ich mit Pur-stcn mich mcs - sen, al - Icn den rci - zcn-dcn Madohcn go - fal - Icn? wiih - rcn, so muss mich die Flam-mc vor-zoh- rcn; 
394 
Fy. 
J I I-—二 
W.I ( 
{ � j cresc. 
cresc. 办 
cresc：-
<ics Lo-bcns als Wci-sor mich frou'n, Heir ei - no mir nur aus der Noth, 
I doch kiisst mich cin wcib-li - chcr Mund, 
Vc.e 
CL. •�’ ‘ 一 Bassi^r r 
Fq . J ‘ — ^ ^ TP 
� jt? cresc. f p 
\ ^ cresc. ^ 
V U ( 緯 
^ cresc. f p •O Wa. mM^^^^^^ 
‘ “ • cfcsi^ 
pa 广 产 • l a ^ ^ ^ ^ l g f e f e M 
<ic3 Le-bcns als Weiser mich freu'n— Hcif’ ci - ne mir nur aus der Noth,_! doch kiisst mich cin weibJi- chcr Mund,— 
Cb . ^ Bumo. cresc. f p 
395 
B x A ' l l 
W.I ( 
sein, im E - li - si-um sein, im E - li - si - um sein! 
Tod’,， mich wahr-lich zu Tod’， mich wahr-lich zu Ibd'! 




. • , J J J L 
397 
Fl. 
r* 1 . gg gg rrr ra, ^ i f e ^ S ^ ^ i i E 






E x . f l 丄  I .  
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^
 ^^  
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M
 I  ^ 
..
..  s  ‘ 社  d  ^ 
一  i ( FMMN^iiliMli^ll 





1  I 
I  略  I  I  r—II  I  I  • —T  I  _  I  I  I  I 
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n - _yV_ Cor, in fl. 
Allegro. 
1//.I ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 薛 
p 
t9 P A P A O E N O (ruft mit flginem Pfcifchcn). 
lapajeno 一 | VV 
Cb. \ p 
Ex. 4-<§7 
AL -M - f f . . . 
P 
p 






似 冒 義 琴 
令 達 
~~I - [ 
雀 ^ ^ ^ 〒 ^ ^ 趣 
j ^ ^ 議 龜 _ 





























































































WeibchenI Taubchcnl meine Schdne! 
l/c. 一 � � 
“ - ‘ 一 
. !卿 a �• •气。 
、’-丨卜 ^ ‘ 、 a 71 
'U8J0T • J3A )6T 9tB 'ipV ； BU0q09 -
鍾 • 書 j m 
錄 L 
^ - - — - ~ ~ ^ ^ n 




。 “ . ^ ^ ^ 麵 
~ ~ “ yUy 
cresc. f 




l / U ( 
V — ^ 
p ^fp-





/ rccht.Zdrum gc-schicht csmirschcaircdit! 
Papajcnr � p T —声 
und drum gescMeht es mir sohon. 
\/c.e 现、j .,1� 
a. ^  
406 
夕-
Fl . I ^ a ^ l I 
OL - ^ ^ ^ 
u TV J - i P - ^ ^ 
t • ‘ •• 'I 
Vc-e 糾 
Ct. > ^ r 
t r ^ — jf 
= - = 
EE 二 ^ ^ 
t) . ~ P 
^ T^ -t 7 7 7 it it 
Wcin. . . 
407 
Ex. 
Wa. j g ^ g ^ ^ E C l d ^ i a ^ i a ^ ^ 
Scit ich go - ko - slot dio • son 
a . t 厂丨厂 
~ ~ _ 丨厂 
~ ^ II 丨. 
’ . I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 司 三 考 
VV V 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 if * ：? ；J ；it 4： 
Wcin." scit ioh das scha - neWbib - chen sah, 
408 
£y,年一 V 
o t . 
so brcnntk im 
Vc.e jpJK^ 
a . V ~ " � 
‘ l i ^ ^ E S ^ ^ g ^ p . jj三 
' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 胃 雇 





W. I \ 
Wa. 
Pa-pa - go -na! Hor-zens-
^~cresc. J • 
m A-^ ^ j ^ ^ E f c y — ~ ~ f 6 T f ~ H ^ 
wcibchenl Pa-pa - gc - n»I lie - bcs TaLub-chcn! - I 1 o 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 
Dent remarked that Tamino may be regarded as Mozart himself. He went on to 
sayi: 
It is certainly just as reasonable to say this as to say with many writers that Mozart painted himself as Don Giovanni - reasonable, because Tamino is not only Mozart，but Everyman. 
Dent's comment seems to bring forth two ideas. Firstly, Mozart, when portraying 
characters in operas, identifies himself with each of them, as Michael Levey says�： 
Artistically, Mozart becomes each of his characters (it is the secret of their vitality, inherited from him) and is totally involved in the enchanted, yet not artificial world in which they live. 
Secondly，Tamino and Pamina are considered to be symbolic figures of man and woman 
aspiring to the ideals of humanity, whilst Papageno is the typical child of nature satisfied 
with his lot in the lower sphere of existence. Both Otto Jahn and Gerald Abraham talk 
about the type-characters in The Magic Flute. Jahn says^ : 
It cannot be denied that the deeply rooted symbolism of the opera has dulled the edge of individtial characterisation. Actions lose their reality and become mere tests of virtue;…even the principal characters, owing to the concentration of all upon one idea，have more of a typical character than is desirable in the interests of dramatic characterisation. 
Abraham's opinion is^ : 
It may be objected that there is not much characterization in these two songs 
[Papageno's two arias]. The same may be said of practically all the arias in Die 
Zauberfldte; they are very strongly typical.…the ‘portrait，aria could be sung by any romantic young hero. For the characters themselves are types; they lack the 
1 Eward J. Dent, Mozarfs Operas: A Critical Study (2nd ed.’ London: Oxford University 
Press, 1948)，p. 259, 
2 Michael Levey, The Life & Death of Mozart (London: Cardinal, 1988), p. 185. 
3 otto Jahn, Life of Mozart’ trans, by Pauline D. Townsend (New York: Cooper Square 
Publishers，1970)，p. 346. 
4 Gerald Abraham, "The Operas," in The Mozart Companion, edited by H. C. Robbins 
London and Donald Mitchell (London: Faber and Faber，1977)，p. 302. 
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comic vitality and human complication of the characters of Don Giovanni and Figaro. 
Whether Mozart depicted type or individual characters, these writers have noted the 
delineation of character through music. Even the more typical characters, such as 
Sarastro and the Queen of the Night, time and again emerge as human beings, charged 
with emotions. 
Different elements of musical expression are employed by Mozart to portray the 
three main characters. They include musical intervals, melodies, musical reminiscences, 
rhythms, accompaniment figures, harmonies and chromaticisms, tonalities, musical forms 
and instrumentation. The following are some of the examples taken from the musical 
analyses in the previous chapters. 
It has been noted that the leap of a sixth (from B flat to G) is used to depict an 
outburst of strong feeling in both Tamino and Pamina, Ex.2-9 in the third number, the 
‘portrait，aria, is a typical case, describing the intensity of Tamino，s emotion when he 
sees the beauty of Pamina and falls in love with her. The same ascent occurs twice in 
exx.2-31, 34，the cadential phrases in the first and the concluding section of the aria 
respectively. In the Allegro section of the eighth number (Finale), Tamino's vocal line 
goes up four times an interval of a sixth (ex.2-51a,b,c,d) when he musters his courage to 
try to go through the portal of tlie temple. When he answers the old priest that he seeks 
whatever belongs to love and virtue (ex.2-65)，the arpeggiated triad from B flat to G，the 
leap of a sixth, and the tonality of E flat recall ex.2-9, which once again emphasizes Hie 
strength of Tamino，s feeling. 
( 
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In ex.3-71 in the nineteenth number, the expressive leap of a sixth is found in 
Pamina's vocal line, underlining the strong feeling of imminent parting with Tamino. 
More instances of the jump occur in the twenty-first number (Finale). Whilst ex.3-86 
portrays her asking why Tamino turned away and refused to speak to her, ex.3-89 depicts 
her moralising on the power of love. In the latter case, the contour of Pamina's vocal 
line is identical to the opening of Tamino's ‘portrait’ aria, the jump of a major sixth from 
B flat to G, which reveals her perception of perfect love. In the meeting scene of Tamino 
and Pamina (ex.2-136), the leap in her line once again expresses an outburst of uplifting 
emotion. It is also a response on her part to Tamino，s profession of love in the ‘portrait, 
aria. 
For Papageno, the fall of a diminished fifth in his vocal line consistently signifies 
either an underlying fear or a feeling of despondency. It occurs in ex.4-52 in the eighth 
number (Finale) when he utters ‘what will we say now?，(was werden wir nun 
sprechen?\ he and Pamina being captured by Sarastro. In the twelfth number (Quintet) 
ex.4-55, he tells Tamino that they are done for. Ex.4-109 in the twenty-first number 
(Finale) describes him explaining to the three Boys how the longing for Papagena drives 
him to despair and the edge of suicide. 
Musical interval is one of the elements of musical expression used to depict the 
personal qualities and nature of the three characters. However，one might argue that the 
same interval, e.g. the leap of a major sixth, could be employed as a musical means to 
delineate characters who are in similar dramatic situations, as mentioned by William 
Manni: 
1 William Mann，The Operas of Mozart (London: Cassell, 1977)，p. 608. 
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—the rising sixth has been noted ... as an archetypal vocal opening which Mozart regularly used for such moments of spiritual illumination. 
In other words, to examine the extent to which a character is portrayed as an individual 
and a type-character seems to be of essential interest in this study. To this end, the 
foregoing chapters of analyses provide two possible directions or aspects worth 
considering, the first of which is the contrast of characters, and the second their personal 
growth and development in the course of the opera. 
According to Gerald Abraham :^ 
Mozart preferred to unfold and reveal character in the musical action and contrast of ensembles rather than in the relatively, admittedly not invariably, static music of the solo aria.…If Mozart preferred emsemble to solo for the development of dramatic character, it is clear that his favourite forms of ensemble were duet and trio: the combinations which offer him one character to strike against another or two others. 
In The Magic Flute，examples demonstrating the contrasting elements in character 
between Tamino, Pamina, and Papageno abound in the duets and ensembles. 
In the opening of the fifth number (Quintet) Tamino's noble and sympathetic 
nature is underlined by the legato vocal line, which is supported by the warmth of the 
held strings (ex.2-37). On the other hand, the staccato effect in Papageno's vocal part, 
stressed by the bassoons, together with the sparse orchestral accompaniment, depict the 
comic element in his character (ex.2-36). There is a fall of a major sixth in both of their 
vocal lines. But while the descent in Tamino，s gives a sympathetic sound, that in 
Papageno's, in slurred quavers together with repeated notes, emphasizes a comic effect. 
When the two ask the three Ladies where they can find Sarastro's citadel (ex.2-40), 
Tamino's more serious attitude is stressed by a plaintive phrase in G minor, whereas 
Papageno，s phrase in F major seems to reveal his practical and matter-of-fact attitude. 
1 Gerald Abraham, "The Operas；' pp. 303，309-10. 
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The difference between the two is further revealed in the twelfth number 
(Quintet), in which Tamino proves his strength and resolution by remaining steadfast to 
the vow of silence, whereas Papageno, as a natural man not aspiring to any high ideals, 
wavers in the trial. The prince's determination is depicted by the prominent dotted 
rhythm both in his vocal phrases and the orchestral accompaniment (exx.2-113,114,115， 
116). In ex.2-117, his prudence and strength of character are underlined by the 
expressive dynamic change from sforzando to piano in the line *remember your duty and 
be prudent,，as well as by the minims in the vocal and orchestral parts. In contrast, the 
muttering of repeated notes in Papageno ’s line (ex.4-56) shows his unthinking self-
centredness and a lack of self-control. His impulsive nature is vividly portrayed in ex.4-
58, in which his nervous anxiety is emphasized by the chromaticisms in the vocal part 
and the full orchestra playing the same note in unison and octaves, forte. The 
chromaticism, imperfect cadence, and the diminished triad in ex.4-61 again point to 
Papageno，s lack of will power to remain quiet. 
In the seventh number (Duet), Pamina's noble and refined feelings are set against 
Papageno's more simple and straightforward nature, even though they are said to share 
the same qualities of directness and unsophistication. Pamina's vocal part is significantly 
more decorative and expressive, while his remains open and direct. The extra notes in 
the slurred quavers in Pamina's line (ex.3-10) underline her tender and sweet nature. 
Papageno,s vocal part (ex.3-11) is nearly the same as hers, but a quaver rest and two 
dotted quavers break up its legato flow，stressing his more carefree character. When they 
sing together the line ‘We gladly rejoice in Love's power，(Wir wollen uns der Liebe 
freun) (ex.3-12)，Pamina's more romantic nature is emphasized by the more florid and 
jagged contour of her phrase. Papageno's line stays just on quavers and crotchets, which 
point to his straightforwardness. 
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In the cadential section, Pamina’s noble quality and deep feeling are expressed 
by two florid lines of great range (exx.3-17, 18), something beyond Papageno. Jahn 
remarks on the inexperience of Pamina, saying that the expression of her feelings does 
not differ from Papageno's^ But exx.3-10, 11, 12，17, 18 show the higher and nobler 
nature in her, the lofty expression of which is definitely different from that of the more 
down-to-earth Papageno. She is essentially in a higher sphere than he. 
Differentiation between the two characters is even more obvious in the eighth 
number (Finale). The expressive phrase with an expansive melody in ex.3-24 once again 
shows the depth and intensity of Pamina，s feeling, which is in great contrast to 
Papageno，s comic yet realistic phrase of repeated ‘Hush，(Stille) in ex.3-25. Jacques 
Chailley comments on this scene along the same lines�： 
In the first part of the duet in thirds, Pamina sang in Papageno，buffo style. But her own personality reasserts itself in a phrase of very different melodic nature when she thinks of Tamino: ” Holder Mngling!” (Noble young man!) "Stille, stille, ich kann’s besser!" (Quiet, quiet, I can do it [i.e., call Tamino] better!), the 
Birdcatcher answers (very quickly returning to his own style and playing 
comically on the sonority of the word "Stille"), 
When they realize that they fail to escape from Sarastro, the way they react to the 
situation reflects the extent to which they are different in their nature and character. The 
quaver rests and the repeated notes in Papageno，s line (ex.3-33) underline a breathless 
fear, stressed more strongly by the syncopated string accompaniment, which contains a 
characteristic trill usually associated with him to describe his nervousness and feeling of 
tension. The seventh and octave jumps in Pamina，s vocal part in ex.3-36, together with 
its jagged contour and the perfect cadence, depict her determination and strength of 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart，pp. 341,3. 
2 Chailley，The Magic Flute，p. 223. 
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character. This is further underlined by the sustained harmonies and the minims in all 
parts. 
Michael Levey comments that it is the richness of the music in The Magic Flute 
and its variety in characters that make it a unique opera. He says^ : 
...it was one of Mozart's greatest gifts as an opera composer that he illuminated 
the words with his music, not subordinating but clothing them with such sounds 
that by the time he has finished the result is of Shakespearean richness and force. 
In Die Zauberfldte the music is everywhere ... and is for everyone. If it has less 
obvious "character" than the music for Mozart，s other operas, that is simply because of its variety. Its idiom becomes entirely its own: a. Zauberfldte style, "in 
der best Harmonie", 
Levey continues to remark on the variety and contrast of characters in the opera^ : 
Die Zaberfldte is cosmic. Its range extends from the high’ rococo brilliance of the 
star-flaming Queen, all fire and air, to the profound depths of Sarastro ’s bass 
which positively evokes a solid earth on which men may，with friendly aid, reach a "better land". Between such extreme elements walk Tamino and Pamina, sustained in moments of great stress by the urgent，unearthly music of the trio by boy-genii,... they intervene when Papageno contemplates suicide,…For it is part of the opera's cosmic view that Papageno has his place no less than Tamino, despite，even because of，his feathered, flawed nature. 
The musical examples given above highlight the contrasting aspects in the three 
characters, thus underlining the fact that they are at once individual and type characters. 
None of the scholars has pinpointed the sense of growth and development in the 
characters of The Magic Flute as clearly as Dent. He says^ : 
It is the wonderful sense of growth and development that makes Die Zauberfldte 
comparable only to the operas of Wagner. In all his operas, Mozart is remarkable 
for his powers of characterization; but in none of them before this，except to a slight extent in Idomeneo’ did he make a single character show a gradual maturing of personality such as we see in Tamino and Pamina. It was indeed hardly possible to do so within the limits of conventional drama. But Die 
1 Levey, The Life & Death of Mozart’ pp. 273-4. 
2 Ibid., p. 271. 
3 Dent, Mozarfs Operas, p. 262. 
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Zauberfldte，although it starts as a conventional opera, very soon departs from all precedent. 
Through different means of musical expression which are at times stretched to their limit, 
Mozart portrays the gradual growth of personality in the main characters, emphasizing 
the fact that they are not only type-characters, but also living individuals. 
While the minor tonality, the dramatic dynamics, the chromaticisms, the tense 
rhythm, and the agitated accompaniment pattern in the first number (Introduction) (exx.2-
4,5,6) underline Tamino，s fear and inability to escape from the plight in which he finds 
himself, the romantic feeling described in the third number (Aria) emphasizes his 
inexperience and lack of self-understanding. However, in the course of the aria, he 
gradually moves from a state of uncertainty about the meaning of his feelings to a better 
knowledge and a clearer understanding. This is expressed through various ways. One 
of these is the use of a similar musical figure but underlined by different harmonies 
(exx.2-10,17). While the chromatic notes in ex.2-10 convey a feeling of doubtfulness 
about his emotions, the dominant seventh chord of ex.2-17 stresses a certainty. 
Tamino's realization of his love for Pamina moves him to thoughts of looking for 
her. In exx.2-19,20, the doubling of speed in the demisemiquavers of the first violins, 
in which are pairs of demisemiquavers separated by rests, and later the chromatic and 
non-harmonic notes in the same part, the chromaticism in the second violins, the repeated 
semiquavers of the pedal bass，and the syncopation of the clarinets, bassoons and horns 
against the strings give a general effect of the accelerated beating of the heart in Tamino 
as a result of mounting excitement. This excitement urges him to action, vividly 
expressed in exx.2-25,6,7, in which the upward and downward movement in the vocal 
part of ex.2-27 recalls that in the earlier phrases of exx.2-8,14 and 21. The repetition of 
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the same musical phrase of 2-10 to the same words in ex.2-29 is the answer given by 
Tamino to the new feeling - to enjoy her love forever. The same words are repeated 
several times, accompanied by the emotional excitement of Tamino jumping up to G five 
times during his last phrase. There is even a jump of a ninth from F to high G the third 
third (ex.2-30)，which shows the intensity of Tamino's new-found love. 
A transformation and development of Tamino's feelings is underlined in this aria, 
in which dramatic action takes place in terms of Tamino ’s emotional reaction to the 
portrait of Pamina, Given that the aria^  ‘could be sung by any romantic young hero,' 
it appears that Tamino shows himself not just as any romantic young hero, but one who 
has his individual character. 
The growth of Tamino's character is evident in the eighth number (Finale), in 
which is a description of his quest for Pamina. At the beginning, his youthful ardour 
(ex.2-44), fluctuating moods, and unthinking boldness (exx.2-50’l) are portrayed. It is 
only after the initial unsuccessful attempts to go through the portals of the temple does 
he learn the importance of patience and prudence (exx.2-58 to 63). He is still far from 
gaining full maturity and understanding, as shown in the dialogue between him and the 
old priest (exx.2-65 to 83). In this long section, Tamino changes from a hot-headed, 
over-confident young man to one who is plunged into a despair of bitter hopelessness, 
when all the certainties of his life crumble to nothing. All these have provided him with 
plentiful opportunities for inner reflection and hence possible growth in his character, 
which is clearly reflected in the music, especially in its formal aspect. Spike Hughes^  
1 Abraham, "The Operas," p. 302. 
2 Spike Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas (2nd ed., New York: Dover Publications, 1972), 
pp. 208-9. 
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and Charles Osborne^ point out that Mozart writes in this section a continuous, 
uninterrupted piece of music in which drama and action, and swift changes of emotion 
are carried on without damaging the continuity of the musical conception or the dramatic 
structure of the whole. 
Tamino shows his strength of character and growing maturity in the twelfth 
number (Quintet) in his detennination to keep the vow of silence (exx.2-111 to 117). 
The change indicates that he has outgrown the inexperience and lack of self-control 
shown in earlier scenes. The sympathy he has for Pamina in the parting scene in the 
nineteenth number (Trio) emphasizes the growth of his love, especially in the repeated 
phrase of ‘return，{kehre wieder) (ex.2-127). While the inter-mingling of the first part 
of the two lovers，melodic lines underlines the giving and taking of encouragement to and 
from one another，an expression of mature love, the chromaticisms and their coming 
together on the semiquavers stress their tender feeling and its blossoming. 
r 
The calm and resolve manifested by Tamino in the twenty-first number (Finale) 
in the face of death shows that he has understood the meaning of duty, and acquired the 
courage for its fulfilment. He is no longer the impatient, inexperienced and impulsive 
young man in Act One. His phrase ‘Here are the gates of fear, that threaten me with 
danger and with death，{Hier sind die Schreckenspforten, die Not und Tod mir drau'n) 
(ex.2-137) conveys a sense of composure and seriousness. He acknowledges the reality 
of danger and death, and yet shows a determination and confidence which could only 
come from his conviction and inner strength. At the end of the trial (ex.2-144)，the 
feeling of human warmth and serene confidence is underlined by the stable harmonies in 
1 Charles Osborne, The Complete Operas of Mozart: A Critical Guide (London: Victor 
Gollancz, 1978), p. 330. 
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C major, reinforced by the tonic pedal, and the rich orchestral sound brought about by 
the long held note of the flutes, and the thirds and sixths from the oboes and bassoons. 
Even though both Pamina and Papageno are each described as ‘child of nature,, 
sharing the same quality of simplicity, Pamina, from the start, despite her weaknesses, 
shows her noble and romantic nature in exx.3-1 to 7，when she boldly rejects Monostatos’ 
licentious advances. The development of her character manifests itself in the eighth 
number (Finale), in which she faces Sarastro with courage and resolve. Her thoughtful 
and stoic attitude is underlined in the line ‘Oh, my friend, now we're finished’ (O, 
Freund, nun isfs um uns getan) (ex.3-34) by the perfect cadence and the minims in the 
strings and bassoons. But it is in ex.3-36 that Pamina shows her nobility and 
determination when she answers Papageno that they should tell Sarastro ‘the truth' {Die 
Wahrheit). The phrase is repeated, going up a seventh the first time and an octave the 
second, sounding exalted and ever stronger. The feeling of seriousness and certainty is 
stressed by the minims in all parts, as well as by the sustained harmonies. The strength 
of her character is depicted in her next phrase ‘even if that is a crime’ {war sie auch 
Verbrechen) (ex.3-37) by the jagged contour and dotted rhythm of the vocal part’ the 
perfect cadence which gives a sense of sureness, and the forceful open strings in the 
violin parts on the second and fourth beats,/or/e. 
In the ensuing dialogue between Pamina and Sarastro (exx.3-38 to 46)，which can 
be regarded as a parallel to that between Tamino and the priest in the earlier scene of the 
Finale, different aspects of Pamina's character are depicted. She has shown at once her 
uncertainty and timidity, moral courage, sincerity, and sense of justice. Besides, her 
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loyalty towards the Queen as a daughter is touchingly described. Jahn comments on how 
Pamina's true nature comes out in this scene :^ 
Pamina, at first contrasting with Papageno only as a gay’ lively young girl whose 
higher nature has had no opportunity for development, shows herself in her true 
proportions when she approaches Sarastro with the pride and self-possession 
which denote her as his equal in dignity and sentiment. 
If the ‘portrait’ aria depicts the romantic quality of Tamino, emphasizing the 
growth of his feeling of love for Pamina from that of uncertainty to knowledge, and 
thence to hope and the action of looking for her，then the seventeenth number (Aria) is 
a description of Pamina in a most severe trial, in which her emotional capacity is 
stretched to limit, and she is pushed to the edge of utter despair and despondency. But 
it is also through this suffering of apparent rejection that she grows in stature and 
maturity. Pamina's pathetic and tortured feelings are underlined by the sobbing tone of 
the vocal part as well as its downward movement, the expressive appoggiaturas, the 
correspondences in both the vocal part and orchestral accompaniment, the long-drawn 
phrases from the woodwinds, the chromatic hannonies, the G minor tonality, the lack of 
definite forai, and no less by the orchestral postlude, which is considered to be the climax 
of the aria in which the final expression of Pamina's suicidal despair reaches its highest 
point (exx.3-47 to 62). 
Pamina's attaintment of maturity is revealed in the twenty-first number (Finale). 
Michael Levey gives the following^: 
For whatever the original project or projects, a most important aspect of the opera 
which finally emerged is that a woman who does not fear death is worthy and 
will also be initiated: "Ein Weib. das Nacht und Tod nicht scheut/Ist wurdig und 偷d eingeweihtr Those words consecrate Pamina at the most stirring moment of 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart’ p. 329. 
2 Levey, The Life and Death of Mozart’ pp. 268-9. 
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the opera. Those words are sung by two armed men as Tamino stands facing the Schreckenspforten ("fearful gates") through which he must successfully pass, by fire and water, if he is to be worthy of initiation. Pamina, previously a maiden-object, a passive reward dangled before the hero，now erupts on to the scene transfigured into an emancipated, dominant heroine: "Ich selbstenfuhre dich" she declares to Tamino. She commands him to play the magic flute …And thus, thanks to her guidance, a hero comes through his ordeal. The chorus that greets their triumph is really hailing the heroine of the century, whose suffering and bravery and true love (‘die Liebe leitet mich，) make her the most moving of 
Mozart's death-defying women and the artistic mother of Beethoven's Leonore. 
In exx.3-95, 96, 97，98，Pamina's calm and composed attitude is underlined by the 
frequent occurrences of the tonic, as well as the stable harmonies. An air of seriousness 
is emphasized by the sustained homs in octaves and the repeated quavers in the violin 
and viola parts in ex.3-96. Dent gives a summary account on the growth of Pamina，s 
personality^: 
Pamina enters, and for the first time in the opera she takes the leadership. Hitherto she has been almost a child, terrified by Monostatos and her mother, dominated, even if with all tenderness, by Sarastro; her first experiences of trial have driven her to utter despair. She now reappears, not merely serene and self-possessed, but with complete knowledge of what has to be done. She knows all about the magic flute and the function of it; she herself is now Tamino's guide. 
The gradual unfolding of Pamina，s personality is a most extraordinary conception. 
This extraordinary conception is applied not only to Pamina but also to Tamino, 
justifying the claim that they are individuals, thus testifying to the work of 
characterization in the opera. 
Gerald Abraham describes Papageno as a symbolic figure in The Magic Flute, 
representing nature and whatever which stands for un-sophistication and 
straightforwardness. He says^ : 
Papageno stands on the other side of Leporello. I will not say he is Leporello，s inferior, but he is simpler. He is a rascal, too: sensual, a liar, a coward. But he 
1 Dent, Mozarfs Operas’ pp. 249-50. 
2 Abraham, "The Operas；' pp. 301-2. 
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is a much simpler, almost an innocent rascal: a like-able peasant scamp without subtleties. So he appears in his two strophic songs, ‘Der Vogelfanger，in Act I and ‘Ein Madhen oder Weibchen, in Act II, tunes so popular in cut that some people find it hard to believe that Mozart composed them;... 
Abraham considers Papageno a type-character. He also notices the overtones of the 
characters in The Magic Flute，whose music gives deeper significance than the one 
superficially apparent. As regards Papageno he says^ : 
Papageno seems to be a simple bird-catcher, a sly, naive, and untruthful but amusing peasant, thinking of little but food and drink. But he not only catches birds; he wears a bird-like dress, and so we sense that he is, if not a bird himself, bird-like in essence - perhaps a symbol of nature. 
Papageno ’s uncomplicated nature is emphasized by the folk-song like quality in 
his two arias in Acts One and Two. The repetitive musical figurations in each phrase 
suggest that they derive from each other, indicating a lack of development in Papageno's 
character. The simple layout of the arias，overall harmonic structure, in which are only 
two temporary modulations to the dominant and subdominant (exx.4-2, 68)，stresses that 
he is perfectly happy with his lot. Even in the modulation section, his vocal part stays 
in the scale of the tonic (the C shaip and F natural only appear in the orchestral part), 
which again shows his simple and straightforward nature. While the horns in ex.4-6 
underline a peasant-like flavour and a jauntiness by consistently emphasizing three 
quavers in a cadential manner, the glockenspiel in the twentieth number (Aria), which 
increases in difficulty and excitement as the piece proceeds, depicts the innocent and 
chamiing aspect of Papageno,s character. The regularity of the two arias，which includes 
the consistent accompaniment pattern of the string parts, the recurrent horns and 
glockenspiel, and the systematic appearances of the orchestral and vocal refrains, is 
characteristic of many children�songs, once again stressing his uncomplicated and child-
like quality. The G major and F major tonality, and the simple duple time of the two 
1 Abraham, "The Operas," p. 302. 
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arias round up the description of his happy, lively, good-humoured, and self-satisfied 
nature. 
Another side of Papageno，s personality, the desire for a wife，a companion, is also 
revealed in these two arias. It is the wish for the fulfilment of this desire that drives him, 
even though he is so happy with his lot，to go somewhat unwillingly through trials and 
tests, thus showing his individual character. In the second and third stanzas of the second 
number (Aria), he tells that if he could catch girls as he catches birds in his net, he would 
marry the one he liked best and cradle her on his arms as she slept. In the twentieth 
number (Aria)，the chromatic unessential note, B natural, on the word ‘dove’ (Taubchen) 
(ex.4-72) expresses his sensual desire. In the 6/8 section, the sensual pleasures he longs 
for are emphasized by the orchestral accompaniment of the descending melodic line, with 
the chromatic B natural of the bassoons, violas and cellos in unison playing against the 
upward scale of the violins to the phrase ‘enjoying life as a wise man，(des Lebens als 
Weiser mich frem), crescendo Jortepiano (ex.4-75). In ex.4-76, the vocal phrase of the 
same words is repeated and modulates temporarily to B flat major, the subdominant, and 
marked with the same dynamics. The chromatic E flat in the bassoons and cellos once 
again stresses his desire for a wife. “ 
Before Papageno fulfils his wish of getting Papagena, like Tamino and Pamina, 
he has to go through trials，in which his cowardly disposition and lack of will to face 
trouble and difficulties are comically portrayed. Otto Jahn describes him as a natural 
man devoid of nobler and more refined impulses^: 
The qualities of sensuality, cowardice, and loquacity, on which the comic effect depends, are here made typical of the natural man, who, destitute of the nobler 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 341. 
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and more refined impulses of the initiated, aspires to nothing beyond mere sensual gratification. 
The opening of the fifth number (Quintet) is a strutting, skipping unison figure on strings 
and bassoons (and later homs) in the shape of a trill followed by an arpeggio (ex.4-11). 
It recurs in various forms in other pieces, e.g. in the sixth, eighth, and twelfth numbers, 
which usually depicts Papageno either in a state of light-hearted excitement or worry. 
It appears in ex.4-21 when he senses trouble and hence expresses his wish to leave 
Tamino and the three Ladies. His thoughts are emphasized by the G minor tonality, the 
chromatic harmonies (the C major triad and the Italian sixth), the trill figures, and the 
busy staccato quavers in the violin part. In the short passage (exx.4-23 to 29) 
Papagenocowardice, egotism, and unrefined feelings are comically portrayed, as he 
tries in vain to rid himself of the trouble that confronts him. The trill is transformed to 
become a semiquaver figure, seemingly depicting Papageno shaking his head to express 
his refusal to go to Sarastro, or trying nervously to back away from the undesirable 
situation in which he finds himself. The chromaticisms in both the vocal and orchestral 
parts, the support of the augmented sixths, the dramatic dynamics，and the expressive 
orchestral accompaniment underline the various aspects of Papageno’s personality. 
The above examples, as well as others, show that in whichever situation, whether 
meeting with Pamina or confronting Sarastro, Papageno’s personality stands out strongly, 
and is effectively delineated by the music, as Jahn says^ : 
An individuality such as Papageno，s is sure to impart some of its naive good humour and joviality to the other characters with whom he comes in contact，and the impression thus made cannot fail to appear in the music; whenever Papageno enters, whether he is merry or whether he is sad, an irresistible tone of good humour takes possession of the stage. 
1 Jahn, Life of Mozart, p. 341. 
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Papageno ’s characteristic unthinking attitude towards life seems to be replaced 
by a more thoughtful reaction in the twelfth number (Quintet), when he is forced to 
perceive the reality and therefore seriousness of the situation in which he finds himself. 
In the cadential section of the piece, while the Ladies flee in fright，he falls to the ground 
equally frightened, and apparently becomes unconscious (ex.4-66). His reaction arises 
from the understanding of the reality of the situation. It is different from the fearful 
responses described in earlier scenes in exx.4-50, 51, 52 in the fifth and eighth numbers, 
which are on a more superficial level and so sound more like a joke. Such a growth in 
Papageno，s character is stressed by the more serious accompaniment. The tonality 
changes from the original G major to G minor through the chord of E flat major, and the 
first inversion of a A minor seventh. While the sustained woodwinds add force of 
expression, the chromatic E flat in the vocal part heightens fear and agitation. Papageno, 
like Tamino and Pamina, will have to undergo his own trials and therefore grow in 
maturity, before his wish for Papagena could be fulfilled. 
In the twenty-first number (Finale), he tries to get Papagena, but in vain. In the 
long passage of four stanzas, his varying moods and feelings, which include the 
passionate longing for Papagena (ex.4-83), the feelings of disappointment (ex.4-85), self-
pity (ex.4-86), remorse (ex.4-87) and agitation (ex.4-89), are depicted essentially 
comically. But when he realizes that all his efforts are to no avail, he becomes genuinely 
upset. In the Andante section (ex.4-106), his pathatic feeling is emphasized by the 
broken vocal phrases which convey a sobbing effect, the G minor tonality, and the slower 
tempo. The chromatic harmonies of diminished seventh (of the dominant) and Neapolitan 
sixth, and the interrupted cadence on the phrase ‘holds me back' (zurUcke halt) add 
intensity to the expression. Even though Papageno’s tragic feeling depicted in this 
section is regarded as exaggerated, and its intensity is in no way comparable to Pamina，s 
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G minor Aria, he seems to have come very close to real emotion, which shows that he 
is not just a type-character, but a living human being who has his own personal 
experience and feelings. 
Papageno，s fulfilment and exuberant joy are elaborately described in the love duet 
between him and Papagena (exx.4-116 to 130). Spike Hughes* comments highlight the 
character of the song，which also underlines the personality of the two. He says� 
The unrestrained gaiety and sheer happiness of this duet... is something which I have always found intensely moving; the very everyday ordinariness of Papageno, with his lack of heroic virtues and noble qualities, and his liberal share of human failings and cravings, is the most attractive feature of a nature which is not only sympathetic, but in whose destiny and happiness one takes a strangely personal interest. 
This share of human failings and cravings is not only found in Papageno, but also in 
Tamino and Pamina, whose destiny and happiness equally interest all. While the three 
main characters in The Magic Flute appear to be figures or types, they are at the same 
time sufficiently individualized by Mozart's genius to become living human beings. This 
blending of type and individual characterization through the language of music might be 
one of the elements contributing to the ever popularity of this opera, which has enjoyed 
its success ever since its first performance, 
) 
1 Hughes, Famous Mozart Operas, p. 235. 
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